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schematics. Mix analog and digital

Mixed -Mode Power

devices in any combination with full
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control over values, models and

Connect any analog or digital device to any other
device without limit. Only Electronics Workbench offers this

behavior. Try 'what if'scenarios and
fine tune effortlessly. And on -screen

professional power for under $2,000.

Real -World Digital

waveforms always match actual circuit
response. You'll create better designs
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delays and fanout. Unique at this price.
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Only $249
The .MeterBOSS PC software combines
conventional measuring devices, and power
supplies into a versatile,, éxpandable test and
measúrement system. The readings from serial
port-equipped multimeters, signal conditioners,
.
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panel meters and scales can be recorded and/or
used' as controls for the self-contained logic
sequencer. The sequencer can operate.low-cost'
serial port equipped power supplies, relays and V
O modules to perform user designed application
specific tests. MeterBOSS can automatically run'
test sequences, log data, monitor processes,
.linearize data, and create new meters from other
meters. It is truly a low-cost alternative to IEE 488
systéms'and it does not require programming.

Typical Applications:
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EARN YOUR
B.S. DEGREE
IN
COMPUTERS Affordable Test Gear
OR

ELECTRONICS
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Every hobbyist needs test gear. We all know that without the right
equipment it can be difficult to troubleshoot and get the bugs out
of a project. Of course, oftentimes you can't buy the right equipment for the "right" price. But that does not mean you should go
without the gear you need.

This month, Popular Electronics focuses on affordable test gear
you can build. With these simple projects you can enhance your
workbench without hurting your wallet.

-.

r
By Studying at Home

For starters, there's the Easyscope. Plug this circuit into your
PC's parallel port, load up the available software, and your computer is transformed into a dual -channel, digital storage osciVloGrantham College of Engineering, scope. For about $85 or so you can have the capabilities of a
now in our 46th year, is highly experi- device that otherwise might cost well over $1000! The story
encéd in "distance education"- teaching begins on page 33.
by correspondence-through printed
materials, computer materials, fax,
Then there's our Capacitance Meter Adapter. It's an easy -to -build
modem, and phone.
No commuting to class. Study at circuit that will let you measure capacitance with any DMM. The
your own pace, while continuing on your story begins on page 47. If you'd like to use your meter to meapresent job. Learn from easy -to - sure inductance as well, you can build the Inductance Meter
understand but complete and thorough Adapter. That story begins on page
50.
materials, with
_

lesson
additional help
from our instructors.
Grantham offers three separate distance - Or perhaps you'd simply like to be able to take more accurate
education programs, leading to the follow- readings with your DMM. If that's the case, you should build the
ing accredited degrees;
(1) The B.S.E.T. with Major Emphasis in

Active High -Impedance Probe.
raises the impedance at your
meter's inputs to eliminate the errors that result from circuit loading. The story begins on page 41.
11

Electronics.
(2) The B.S.E.T. with Major Emphasis in
Computers.
(3) The B.S.C.S.
the Bachelor of Sci- Those projects, combined with our features on the electronics ence in Computer Science.
engineering profession (see page 44) and function generators
An important part of being pre- (see page
57), make this an issue no hobbyist should be without.
pared to move up is holding the right
college degree, and the absolutely necessary part is knowing your field. Enjoy!
Grantham can help you both ways-to
learn more and to earn your degree in

-

the process.
Write or phone for our free catalog.
Toll free, l-800=955-2527, or see
mailing address below.
Accredited by
the Accrediting Commission of the

Dan Karagiannis

Managing Editor

Distance Education and
Training Council

GRANTHAM
College of Engineering
4

Grantham College Road
Slidell, LA 70460
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Professional Schematic Layout
CircuitMaker's schematic capabilities are unmatched and include many advanced
=diting features not found in similar programs. These powerful features minimize
the time and task associated with drawing a schematic and insure a professional
looking final product. Printout and export options are numerous and results are of
the highest quality. But that's what people have come to expect from CircuitMaker.
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Unlimited, Indestructible Devices
CircuitMaker ships with over 1500 devices. That's more (at no additional cost)
than any competing product. If you need a device that is not included, CircuitMaker
provides industry standard SPICE import and a powerful macro capability. These
indestructible devices accurately emulate actual devices and enable the user to try
all those "what if scenarios with no risk and at no additional cost.

Accurate Simulation & Advanced Analysis
CircuitMaker features analog, digital and mixed -mode simulation. Obviously, simulation is of no value if the results are not accurate. CircuitMaker's simulation engine is based on Berkeley SPICE3, which is enowned for it's accuracy. That's
why we can factually state that CircuitMaker provides it's user with the most accurate simulation available. Furthermore, CircuitMaker provides a wealth of analysis
capabilities not found in other products in it's class. No other product offers this
much simulation muscle at such a reasonable price.

Printed Circuit Board Output
CircuitMaker's PCB output capability helps you complete your design cycle, by
generating a netlist that can be imported into any compatible PCB program. This is
not a costly "add-on module', it comes standard with every copy of CircuitMaker.
MicroCode Engineering also offers TraxMaker, a professional level, PCB layout
and autorouting program for just 5299. Used in conjunction with CircuitMaker,
TraxMaker completes a powerful end -to -end circuit design system.
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"CircuitMaker Shocks The Competition,
With An Unbeatable Bottom -line"
Total Customer Satisfaction
Al MicroCode Engineering we are committed to total customer satisfaction. When
you purchase CircuitMaker you have the confidence of knowing that a trained staff
of professionals is available to serve you after the sale. Our free unlimited customer
service is second to none! Whether you have general or technical questions they will
he answered promptly by a knowledgeable representative.

FREE Functional Demo
A free functional demo is available on the Internet at http://www.microcode.com,
on CompuServe (GO MICROCODE) and on America Online by doing a file search

for CircuitMaker.

Call now to order or
request additional information

800-419-4242
VISA

MicroCode Engineering Inc.
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Phone 801-226-4470 Fax 801-226-6532

CIRCLE 157 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
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Internet http://www.microcode.com

/7,17777a3M
Strobes, Lights, and a Bio-Stimulator
STROBOSCOPE
CORRECTIONS
For any of you who have built the
Solid -State Stroboscope in the September 1996 issue, and are having
problems with the unit, we have an update. Due to the long lead time between
designing such a project and its actual
publication (6 to 12 months), and the
number of people involved in its handling, errors do creep in occasionally!
Although the text, Parts List, and
schematic call for IC2 to be a standard
555 timer, such an IC might not function properly. Use a TLC555 CMOS
timer (available from RadioShack)
instead.
On the schematic itself, the
pinouts and shaft rotations for R4
("F.P.M") and R8 ("duration") were
omitted. The pinout for R4 is: pin 1 to
R3, pin 2 to ICI and pin 3 to R5. Note
that R4 rotates clockwise towards the
R5 connection. The pinout for R8 is:
pin 1 to R7, pin 2 shorted to pin 3, and
pin 3 to IC2. That way, potentiometer
R8 should rotate clockwise towards
the IC2 connection.
The text mentions that R3 and R5
should both be close to 680 ohms for
best linearity. Actually, to achieve the
best linearity, trim R3 and/or R5 to a
suitable value for your particular
CD4046 (IC1). Depending on the manufacturer of the CD4046, you may
need values of 1 ohm to over 1000
ohms for best performance.
We're sorry for any inconvenience
these errors might have caused.
-Skip Campisi
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ADDING RUNNING LIGHTS
Daytime running lights are mandatory in Canada and are now standard
on some new cars in the U.S. Anthony
J. Caristi's article "Add Daytime Running Lights to Your Car" (Popular
Electronics, July 1996) provides an
easy way to upgrade older cars.
However, am concerned about the
longevity of the semiconductors used
1

6

Fig. 1. This is the corrected schematic from the "Daytime Running Lights" article. The MOSFETs
are now shown as P -channel types.

in the project.

The 12 -volt DC power in an automobile is an extremely hostile environment
for electronics. The normal "12 VDC" is
actually 14.4 -volts DC due to the alternator voltage required to charge the
battery. During cold weather, the
steady-state voltage can be as high as
16.3 volts DC with a weak battery.
Automobiles are also full of heavy
induction loads, such as motors, relays,
air conditioner clutches, ABS solenoids,
etc., which can generate high energy
spikes reaching 40 -volts DC.
During a typical (25°C) day's fully
charged battery start -to -run cycle, you
can see spikes that exceed 16 -volts
DC at the battery, and almost 20 volts DC at the alternator. RTCA
Spec DO -160 requires that any 14 volt DC battery/alternator-powered
electronics must withstand the voltage
surges shown in Table 1.
The design shown in the article
might have reliability problems in the

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

TABLE
Time
(Seconds)
5.0
3.0
1.0
0.4
0.2

L

0.1

0.01

1

DC Surge

Voltage
16.7
16.9
19.0
21.2
22.5
23.6
40.0

following areas.
First, the absolute maximum supply
voltage for 4000 -series CMOS and the
555 timer IC is +18 volts DC. The maximum gate -source voltage of Q1 and
Q2 is ±20 volts DC. Those devices will
not survive the normal automotive voltage surges without a power supply that
has adequate spike protection. The battery is a massive power filter, and just
look how its voltage is yanked around
by the alternator and the load changes
continued on page 16
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feature really
stands out.

(Here's a hint.)

The new ScopeMeter® 99B

test tool, now with a
10X brighter screen.

Daylight or darkness. Indoors or
out. No

matter where you're trouble-

Gigasamples/second repetitive
sampling rate. There's even 30k of
5

shooting, it's easier with our new

deep memory, a new time and date

ScopeMeter 99B. It's the same rugged,

clock feature, plus longer lasting

dependable, hand-held scope you

performance with up to 4 hours of

know, only it's much easier to read

battery life.

- thanks to a new cold cathode

It's time you saw the light yourself.

get your hands on the powerful

fluorescent screen that's literally 10

To

times brighter.

new ScopeMeter 99B, call Fluke

It's also much more accurate,

with its 100 MHz bandwidth and

today at 1 -800 -44 -FLUKE.

Or

visit

our web site at www.fluke.com.

J
,

.;
Ward"

C 1996 Fluke Corporation. PO. Box 9090. MIS 250E. Everett. WA. USA 98206-9090. U.S. 18001 44 -FLUKE or (206) 356-54(X).
Canada 1905) 890-7600. Europe 131 401 2 678 200. Other Countnes 1206) 356-5500. All rights reserved. FLU -116-100
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DIGITAL CAMCORDER
Model DCR-VX1000 Digital
Handycam camcorder from Sony
The

brings personal video into the digital
age. It offers the digital picture and
sound afforded by the DV (digital
video) format, along with virtually flawless digital editing and dubbing and
direct connection to future generations
of personal computers.
The DV format, which has been
accepted by 55 manufacturers worldwide, provides 500 lines of horizontal
resolution, no color blur, an extremely
stable picture, and CD -quality sound. It
also features time code and cassette
memory for accurate editing and convenient indexing of tape content.

8

The DCR-VX1000 has three-CCD
imaging, a 20x precision digital zoom
with 10x optical lens, a 180,000 -pixel
color viewfinder, the advanced "Super
SteadyShotTM" stabilization system,
and both manual and automatic controls. A dichroic prism system splits
incident light into its red, green, and
blue components, which are directed
to one of the three 410,000 -pixel
CCDs, for a total resolution of
1,230,000 pixels. The image -stabilization system, which does not degrade
the quality of the picture, uses both
vertical and horizontal motion detectors to overcome even the severe
shaking caused by shooting from a
moving car on a rough road.
The camcorder's Photo Mode with
adaptive frame interpolation allows
full -frame, high -quality still -image recording. It can be used to produce a
video slide show with sound or, when
linked to the optional CVP-M1 video
printer, photographic-quality prints.
Cassette memory stores the recording

LIDDfflecliuszú,:

date and time of each video recording
and Photo Mode frame, for easy
access.
The DCR-VX1000 Digital Handy cam, complete with rechargeable lithium ion battery, wireless remote control,
and a 60 -minute Mini DV cassette, has
a suggested retail price of $4199. For
more information, contact Sony Consumer Products Group, 1 Sony Drive,
Park Ridge, NJ 07656; Tel. 800-3425721.
CIRCLE 80 ON FREE
INFORMATION CARD

900 -MHz DIGITAL
TELEPHONE
Sanyo's CLT-926 900 -MHz, spread spectrum phone provides crystal-clear,
private cordless communications, as
well as a call -management Caller ID
system, AC power failure protection,
and a "Speak Station" handset speakerphone with two-way paging.

MOVro

L

,v;#41

line LCD on the handset allows the user
to easily scroll between recorded data.
A battery pack built into the base holds
four "AA" alkaline batteries to ensure
constant communication even during
power outages. The phone also offers
one -hour quick -charge capability.
The CLT-986 900 -MHz cordless
phone has a suggested retail price of
$349.99. For further information, con-

tact Sanyo, 21350 Lassen Street,
Chatsworth, CA 91311-2329; Tel. 818998-7322; Fax: 818-701-4149.
CIRCLE 81 ON FREE
INFORMATION CARD

SOLDERING IRON
CONTROLLER
The Dial -Temp Controller from M.M.
Newman Corporation, designed for
use with wood -burning tools and hot
knives, as well as soldering irons,
allows users to adjust tip temperatures
from 150°F to full heat, depending
upon the task at hand. Compatible
with any fixed -temperature tool from
15 to 600 watts, it eliminates the need
for sensitive temperature -control stations in many applications. It plugs into
any 115 -volt AC outlet, and features a
grounded wall plug and receptacle for
safety.

N

900 -MHz

direct -sequence spread -

spectrum technology extends the
phone's transmission range and eliminates virtually all of the interference that
plagues standard cordless phones. The
technology also offers a high degree of
privacy by making it extremely difficult
to tap into the signal. Sanyo's call -management system (when used in conjunction with Caller ID service from the
phone company), provides a recorded
log of up to 20 calls. It features bilingual
prompts and area -code editing capability, and notes call times and dates and
the last call received. A 16 -digit, two-

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

The Dial -Temp Controller converts
any fixed -temperature soldering iron
into a variable temperature iron for use
with heat -sensitive devices. Wood burners, hot knives, and other such

TECHNOLOGY UPDATE

Fifteen years of microelectronic
research makes conventional
antennas a thing of the past!

,.,
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This little box uses your home's electrical wiring to give non -subscribers, cable subscribers and satellite users better TV reception!
by David Evans

Technology corner
don't conventional antennas
work as well as the Spectrum?
1. Why

Bandiwidth of TV Signal
1

2

3

4

5

6
When TV signals
are tuned at the TV
channel's center fre-

quency, optimum
tuning has been
achieved.

Other antennas
can't offer center frequen%tuning,like the
Spectwm Antenna
can. They only off%

Spectrum system
Precision tuning

such tuning up to the
edge of the center frequency. As a result
your TV 'picture
remains snowy.

Other systems
Non -precision tuning
-L

2. How does Spectrum use a home's
electrical wiring as an antenna?

nActing Antenna
Believe it' or not, the Spectrum Antenna simply

"activates" the giant antenna that already
exists in your home. Essentially, it uses all of the
wiring throughout your home's walls and ceilings
to make an antenna as large as your house for
unbelievably clear reception of local broadcasting.

3. Spectrum antenna features
Parallel 75 ohm resistance,
For minimum loss of signal

Signal search control
For selecting multiple antenná '
configurations

Polarized three-prong plug
for grounding
For optimum signal grounding
to eliminate noise and static

Resonant fine tuner control

///

For dialing in crisp, clear TV/stereo

reception, eliminates ghosting
Dual AC outlets with built-in surge protection,
For plugging in additional TV/stereo equipment
guarding against damage and electrical surges

ntil recently, the only convenient
way to guarantee great TV reception was to have cable installed or
place an antenna on top of your TV. But who
wants to pay a monthly cable fee just to get
clear reception, or have rabbit -ear antennas
Sr Els NCt/
that just don't work on all stations? Some people just aren't interested in subscribing to cable. Or they may live in an area where they
can't get cable and TV -top antennas aren't
powerful enough. And what about those people who have cable or satellite systems but still
processing circuit. It then processes and sepacan't get certain local stations in clearly?
rates the signal into 12 of the best antenna conNow, thanks to fifteen years of microelecfigurations. These specially processed signals
develhas
been
new
device
a
research,
tronics
oped that is so advanced, it actually makes route themselves into 12 separate circuits. The
Spectrum Antenna includes a 12 -position rotary
conventional antennas a thing of the past. It's
tapping switch, the "Signal
Universal
the
Spectrum
called
Switch" control, which gathers
Antenna/Tuner.
twelve of the best antenna conSpectrum?
use
technology.
Who
can
Advanced
figurations.
Just imagine watching TV and
Cable users-Yot. have
The "Signal Search" offers
seeing a picture so clear that
cable but you can't get
varying antenna configurayou'd almost swear you were
certain local stations in
tions for the user to select from
there live. Just plug the
clearly.
the best signals of all those beSpectrum Antenna into a staning sent. The signal then passdard AC outlet and plug your
Non -cable users -You
es through the Spectrum
TV into the Spectrum. You can
and
don't have cable
Antenna's special "Fine
remove the unsightly clutter
want the stations to
Tuner" circuit for producing
of traditional TV -top devices
come in more clearly
crisp, clear reception.
gathering more dust than television signals. Get ready for
Satellite Jsers-you
Risk -free offer. The Specgreat reception. Your TV will
have a digital satellite
trum Universal Antenna/
suddenly display a sharp, fosystem but can't get
Tuner comes with our exclucused picture thanks to its adsive 90-day risk-free home trilocal staticns in clearly
vanced design "Signal Search"
al and a 90-day manufacturer's
and "Fine Tuner" controls.
warranty. Try it, and if you're
not satisfied, return it for a full "No Questions
Uses your home's electrical wiring. The
Asked" refund.
Spectrum Antenna is a highly sophisticated
electronic device that connects into a standard
Limited time offer! We realize that
wall outlet. The outlet interfaces the Spectrum
Antenna with the huge antenna that is your most people have more than one TV
home wiring network. It takes the electrical in their home. We are offering a special discount on additional Spectrum
wiring in your house or apartment and turns
Antennas so you get great receptíon
it into a multi -tunable, giant TV reception staon all your TVs!
tion which will improve your TV's overall tuning capability. The results are incredible.
$39 $4 S&H
Spectrum AntennaTM
Just think how much power runs through
S&H free
just
$34
antennas
Additional
your home's AC wiring system-all that
power will be used to receive your local
Please mention promotional code 1492 -PL -6671.
broadcasting signals.
For fastest service, call toll -free 24 hours day
How it works. Broadcast TV signals are sent
out from the local broadcast station (ABC, CBS,
NBC, etc.). They interfacewith your home's AC
power line system, a huge aerial antenna network of wiring as large as your home itself.
9
COMTRAD INDUSTRIES
When the Spectrum Antenna interfaces with
2820 Waterford Lake Drive, Suite 106
Midlothian, Virginia 23113
the AC line, the signal is sent to its signal
or

1

800-992-2966

so
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tools can be adjusted for the materials
being carved or cut. Providing a 15 amp capacity, the controller can also
moderate hot -plate temperatures. A dial
on top of the unit is used to make temperature adjustments.
The Dial -Temp Controller costs
$39.95. For additional information,
contact M.M. Newman Corporation,
Hot Tools Division, 24 Tioga Way, P.O.
Box 615, Tioga Way, MA 01945; Tel.
617-639-1000; Fax: 617-631-8887.
CIRCLE 82 ON FREE
INFORMATION CARD

SCANNER COMPUTER
CONTROL INTERFACE
Optoelectronics' CX12AR computer
control interface for the AOR AR8000
and CI -V (Icom R7000 and R7100)
receivers not only allows CI -V to RS232 conversion, but also provides
complete interfacing for computer control of the Icom R7000 and R7100,
which 'corn's CT17 will not. The
CX12AR's two operating modes are
switch -selectable between full duplex and half duplex. The dedicated
squelch status input is wired for highspeed scanning. A software -controlled
tape -recorder control output is also
provided. A demo version of Scan star software, which is compatible
for use with the OptoScan456/535,
Icom R7000 computer control, and the
AOR AR8000, is included.

o

oa)
w

aa
o

CL

co
rn

The CX12AR converts TTL serialinterface signal levels compatible with
most personal computers. It allows up
I>
to four different Optoelectronics devices
equipped with serial ports to be connected to one computer port in a star
network configuration. The interface
to can be used to download memory from

,

the Scout to a PC. After downloading
those frequencies, you can check them
against the optional Spectrum CDROM FCC database. Switched in RS232 mode, the interface can be used as
a data -logging device for the popular
M1 frequency counter.
The CX12AR computer control interface has a suggested retail price of $99.
For more information, contact Opto electronics, 5821 NE 14th Avenue, Fort
Lauderdale, FL 33334; Tel. 305-7712050; Fax: 305-771-2052.

(ions. The long -handled tool converts a
little energy into many pounds of pres-

sure. Well constructed entirely of steel,
produces reliable, repeatable, high quality results.
it

CIRCLE 83 ON FREE
INFORMATION CARD

PLAIN -PAPER
MULTI -FUNCTION FAX
Samsung's FX4200 "Multifunction
System" is a six -in-one product that
serves as a full -function inkjet color
printer, a stand-alone facsimile machine, a PC fax, a PC scanner, a telephone, and a copier. It can fax directly
from a personal computer, and can receive and transport material directly into
the user's PC. The FX4200 has 512K of
standard memory, with an additional
512K available as an option. It offers
300 -dot -per -inch printing resolution.

The Ribbon -Cable Assembly Tool
can be used with interchangeable dies
to accommodate a wide variety of connector styles and sizes. Optional dies
are available for 14-, 16-, and 18 -pin
DIPs; card edge and D -sub connectors; sockets; and delta ribbon.
The Ribbon -Cable Assembly Tool,
with anvil, costs $65. Dies cost $19.95
each. For additional information, contact Jensen Tools Inc., 7815 South
46th Street, Phoenix, AZ 85044; Tel.
800-426-1194; Fax: 602-438-1690.
CIRCLE 85 ON FREE
INFORMATION CARD

TRUE-RMS AC/DC
CURRENT TRANSDUCER

The FX4200 Multifunction System
has a suggested retail price of
$999.00. For more information, contact Samsung Electronics America,
Inc., 105 Challenger Rd., Ridgefield
Park, NJ 07660-0511; Tel. 201-2294000.
CIRCLE 84 ON FREE
INFORMATION CARD

RIBBON -CABLE
ASSEMBLY TOOL
Jensen Tools' efficient Ribbon -Cable
Assembly Tool makes good use of
leverage to terminate cable connec-

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

Amprobe Instruments' Model A-1000
clamp-on AC/DC current transducer
will allow a non-true-RMS digital multi meter to read true-RMS current. Designed for use with DMMs, recorders,
and other suitable equipment for accurate, non -intrusive measurement of
AC, DC, and complex waveform currents, it also features waveform -display capabilities.
The A-1000 converts the measured
current to a DC voltage by a true-RMSto-DC converter. Most clamp -on transducers output waveform current only.
Using advanced Hall -effect technology,
the A-1000 can accurately measure
currents up to 1000 amps RMS, making
it a powerful tool for use on inverters,
switch -mode power supplies, industrial
controllers, automotive diagnostics, and
other applications that require accurate
isolated -current measurements.
continued on page 69
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the latest electronics circuits

Turn to this comprehensive circuit library for
hundreds of project ideas...and concise pinout
diagrams and schematics. In each volume you'll
find more than 700 electronic and integrated
circuits and 100+ circuit categories right at your
fingertips to give you ideas you can use on the job
or at your workbench.

ceiving Club bulletins every 3-4 weeks
containing exciting offers on the latest
books in the field a4 savings of up to
50% off the regular publishers' prices.
If you want the Main selection, do.
nothing and it will be shipped auto -5
matically. If you want another book, or
no book at all,,simply return the reply
form to us by the date specified. You'll
have`at least 10 days to decide. If you
ever receive a book you don't want due
to late delivery of the bulletin, you can
return it at our expense. And you'll be
eligible for FREE BOOKS through the
Bonus Book Plan. Your only obligation
is to purchase 3 more books during the
next 2 years, after which you may
cancel your membership at any time.
Publishers' price shown. ©1996 EEBC
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member 'OP the
Electronics Engineers'
Book Club...you'll enjoy
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Hundreds of circuit ideas
alphabetically arranged-from
Alarm circuits to Zero
crossing detector circuits!

A
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Electronics Engineers' Book Club°

"...includes schematics
from industry leaders... '.
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ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS'
1300K CLUt3® MIN

Division of The McGraw-Hill Companies,
A
P.O. Box 549, Blacklick, OH 43004-9918

YES! Please send me The Encyclopedia of Electronic Circuits-Vols.1-4
(5861488), billing me just $14.95 plus shipping/handling & sales tax. Enroll me as
a member of the Electronics Engineers' Book Club according to the terms
outlined in this ad. If not satisfied, may return the books within 10 days for a full
refund and have my membership cancelled.
I

Name

Address/Apt. #
City
State

Phone

Zip

Valid for new members only, subject to acceptance by EEBC. Cenada must remit in U.S. funds drawn on U.S. banks.
Applicants outside the U.S. and Canada will receive special ordering instructions. A shipping/handling charge & sales
PPIF 1196
toe will be added to all orders.
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Spring COMDEX and PC Expo
Early in June

Spring

attended the 1996
COMDEX show in
I

Chicago. Everything about the show
was slow -moving and congested with
people-vendor booths, food supplies,

bathrooms, transportation, lodging,
you name it-all packed! And I'm told
that spring COMDEX is much smaller
than fall COMDEX.
PC Expo ín New York City is always
at the Javits Convention Center. PC
Expo isn't as big as COMDEX, but the
two shows are very similar otherwise.
saw a lot in the way of desktop

all the way up to the leader of the pride.

Complications include the constant
need for water, enemies and prey on
the loose, Maasai warriors, poachers,
tourists, and more. You can be the king
of the jungle for $49.95.
7

.,

I

video at both shows. Now pretty much
every new PC (fast Pentiums) can play
MPEG 1 movies (Video CDs) running
software MPEG. With a really fast
graphics accelerator, the Number Nine
Imagine 128 Series 2 for one, you can
watch the video in full screen. saw it
demonstrated in a fast Pentium playing
T2 from a CD onto a wide-screen monitor (HDTV proportions), full screen!
MPEG hardware is very popular
too. It allows video playback on slower
machines and interactivity with MPEG
video on fast ones. MPEG is an important buzzword these days. It seems a
little funny to me that we're all in such
a hurry to get our PCs to play video as
well as our entertainment centers, but
as long as it costs nothing think it's
great. What's really happening is that
we're getting closer to the point where
the PC and home entertainment systems become one and the same.
I

I

ca

NEW SOFTWARE
New from Discovery Channel
Multimedia is Savage, a survival game
á where you slip into the skin of a lion
and practice
o
surviving on the
rn Serengeti. Within a realistic 3-D landscape, Savage simulates what it's like
o to be a lion on the hunt, whether it's to
stalk, hunt, kill, feed, or protect. The virztual landscape covers the equivalent of
100 square miles. Ten levels of game play take you through different stages
12 of a lion's life, from a young playful cub

oeosooy
Savage is a survival game where you are a lion
surviving on the Serengeti. The virtual landscape covers the equivalent of 100 square miles.

If you are into aircraft, or if you
enjoy watching
Wings on the
Discovery Channel, you'll want to pick
up a copy of Wings: Saigon to Persian
Gulf, also from Discovery Channel
Multimedia. This disc is an encyclopedia of military aircraft and aviation from
1975 to 1996. With it you can jump
from one air base to the next, touring
the bases and the planes that land
there. You'll learn how and where different planes have been used in battle,
what sort of weapons the planes have,
and more. You can study different
wars and the role that aircraft played,
learn 'combat techniques, and dig
through a database for facts and information on more than 500 aircraft and
250 weapons systems. This one has a
suggested retail price of $49.95.

r3

n
Wings: Saigon to Persian Gulf is an encyclopedia of military aircraft and aviation from 1975
to 1996.
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BY MARC SPIWAK
TECHNICAL EDITOR
WINDOWS MAGAZINE

Dr. Schueler's Home Medical
Advisor Pro 5.0 has finally arrived.
This update represents a near tripling
of the information contained in the last
release, and it's now a 3 -disc set. The
software helps you diagnose symptoms, search for medical terms,
browse more than two hours of video
footage and over 800 photographs,
and pore through tons of new medical
data. Information on more than 4000

drugs is also included. One of the
neatest things about this title is that
you'll see some pretty intense medical
images of body parts, organs, deformations, infections, diseases, and so
on. A strong stomach is a must. For
that reason, the software has a censoring feature built in that lets you
block certain images from certain people. You can purchase this title for a
street price of around $49.95.
"Microsoft Home" apparently now
stands for things you can do at home in
addition to software you can run there.
Two new CD-ROM titles from Microsoft
prove this: Complete Gardening and
the Reader's Digest Complete Do-ltYourself Guide. The do-it-yourself guide
details nearly any kind of home project
you can think of, such as fixing sinks
and drains, painting, electrical work,
and woodworking. Nearly 1000 articles
teach you the best way to do home
repairs. It'll also help you master the
use of some 600 hand tools. Complete
Gardening shows you everything you
need to know to keep your landscaping
healthy and the outside of your home
looking beautiful. It helps you select the
right plants, tells you how to plant and
care for them, diagnose problems
plants are having, and more. This pair
of discs will definitely help you to keep
your house looking as good as the
neighbor's, indoors and out, and for
only $34.95 each.
Microsoft updates its Bookshelf CDROM every year. Well, the Bookshelf
1996/97 Edition is here, and it has been
updated with new information and a

TECHNOLOGY UPDATE
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Are poisons and traps endangering
more than just household pests?
Traps.
a

a

In addition to the trouble of setting up
trap and the danger of accidentally
stepping into it, you also face the

unpleasant task of disposing
of the animal once
it is caught.

a

Ie

la.

t° ;IF

tq

Foggers. Using a fogger is both timeconsuming and inconvenient. You must
cover up all of your belongings in order
to shield them from the chemicals. You
also must wait several hours for the
fumes to disperse before reentering the area.

,91.

r

Pest sprays. Exposing your carpet and
furniture to chemicals can be potentially
dangerous, especially if you have young
children who are still crawling. Plus,
chemical sprays are difficult to apply in
a way that eliminates all the pests, especially the hidden ones.

_

pests...
Breakthrough
g device repels
p
11
without chemicals or traps!

ran repel fleas, ticks, spiders, bats, mice, rats
or squirrels, depending upon the sound frequency you select. (For optimum performance,
follow proper pest control practices.)

The new Transonic ESP generates ultrasonic and sonic noises
to drive away annoying pests electronically.

ESP's

byTl onras

optional

R.

4

rf

Buchannan

Ultrasonic/sonic repellent. The

key to
patented electronic
sound generator which broadcasts powerful
ultrasonic and sonic noises in the five to 50 KHz

Ticks that torment your pet.
Crickets that chirp incessantly. Bees and wasps that

the Transonic

build nests under your eaves.

!dt Spiders that spin webs endlessly.
Are you waging a constant battle to
get rid of household
pests? If you're like me,
you don't like using
poisons or traps, especially if you have small
there weren't other options. Fortunately, now
there is a solution.

Bats. Dark places invite bats to
roost. They can make a mess of
your attic or storage buiading.

a

better way to get rid of
household pests-the

Transonic

ESP.

Squirrels. Gnawing squirrels in
your walls or attic can cause
structural and electrical dantage.

This

remarkable new elec-

tronic device

uses

Mice and rats. Well-known carriers of disease, rodents can be
hard to get rid of once they have
infested your home or office.

high -frequency sound
waves to repel common
pests. Best of all, the

Transonic ESP doesn't
trap or kill them-it
drives them away. Pests
are forced to flee the
area to get away from
the annoying and confusing sound waves.
Therefore, there are no
dead bodies or unsightly messes to clean up.

Why it works. Most
wild creatures depend
on their acute hearing
abilities for survival.
They rely on hearing
mechanisms for communicating with each
other, for establishing
territorial boundaries
and for locating available food .sources.
When critical hearing
frequencies are disrupted by high -frequency
pulses, insects and small
rodents feel threatened
and confused. They are
forced to leave. Remaining in the area causes

apathy and immobility.
Just plug it in. The
rr rwnk
:

The

ly cost-effective way to

f

Now, thanks to modem

Factory -direct offer.

are extremely uncomfortable to insects and
small rodents. Pests are
forced to leave or die.

Spiders. Eliminate webs draped
across your irnihrre and in the
corners of your living room.

Drive them away.

a

factor and effectiveness. An
50 foot extension
cord al ows you to place the
Transonic ESP unit in remote
areas that don't have electricity, like the attic.
Transonic ESP is an extreme-

Fleas and ticks. Famous for causing skin discomfort, these pests
also spread disease and pe rasites.

1!!

is

optional motion sensor turns the unit on
wher pests approach, increasing the surprise

range. These frequencies and pulse sequences

Tired of battling pests?

children. Until now,

technology, there's

ESP

Optional motion sensor. The Transonic

ESP

9

`...L-0410,19
The Transonic
ESP covers an area of up
to 5,000 square feet.

Transonic ESP comes
with its own transformer which plugs into
any standard outlet. To
operate, simply press
the appropriate button
on the front panel. You

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

control pests. And through

The versatile

Transonic ESP
is perfect for
home, barn or
storage shed.

this special factory -direct offer, it's even more
affordable. In order to introduce this product
to the public, we're offering a $25 discount off
the retail price. Right now, you can purchase
the new Transonic ESP for only $99.

Risk -free. The Transonic ESP is backed by
our exclusive 90 -day risk -free home trial. Try
it in your home, garage, barn-anywhere. If
you're not completely satisfied, just return it
for a full "No Questions Asked" refund. The.
Transonic ESP is also backed by a two-year
manufacturer's warranty. Most orders are processed within 72 hours and shipped UPS.
-$*24$12 S&H
Transonic ESP
$99
With special factory -direct offer
$39 $4 S&H
Motion Sensor
$19 $3 S&H
Extension Cord
Please mention promotional code 534-PL -6672.

For fastest service, call toll -free 24 hours

a

day

800-992-2966
W=,
To order by

=

a7-1

nail, scud check or money order for

cluding S&H (VA residents add 4.5%

sales tax.)

410
the total amount in-

Or charge it to your

credit card by enclosing your account number and expiration

elate.

COMTRAD INDUSTRIES
2820 Waterford Lake Drive, Suite 106
Midlothian, Virginia 23113
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new user interface. All of the useful reference material you're accustomed to
seeing in Bookshelf is still there: The
American Heritage Dictionary, Third

will help you select the right plants for
your particular climate and desired floral effect. Now if only the software
could keep some of my plants alive.
Corbis sent me two interesting titles
for this month: Volcanoes: Life on the
Edge and Critical Mass: America's
Race to Build the Atomic Bomb.
Volcanoes, of course, deals with volcanoes-lots of them. Photojournalist
Roger Ressmeyer has captured the
world's most spectacular volcanoes on
film, and you get to accompany him on
his travels around the world. Plenty of

Edition; The Original Roget's
Thesaurus; The World Almanac And
Book Of Facts 1996; The Concise
Columbia Encyclopedia, Third Edition;
The Columbia Dictionary of Quotations;
The People's Chronology; and the
National Five Digit ZIP Code and Post
Office Directory. New in this edition are
the Concise Encarta 96 World Atlas
and the Microsoft Bookshelf Internet
Directory 96. This is one useful piece of
reference material for $54.95.
Philips Media has recently released
Voyeur II, which puts the player in the
voyeur seat equipped with a video
camera and perfect views of what's
going on with the cast of decadent and

shopping list feature automatically
keeps track of your planting budget.
Mouse clicks place trees, shrubs, flowers, pathways, fences, and walls into
14 your design. The large plant database

I

I
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Books That Work
2595 E. Bayshore Road
Palo Alto, CA 94303
CIRCLE 6o ON FREE
INFORMATION CARD

i

Corbis
15395 SE 30th Place, Suite 300
Bellevue, WA 98007
CIRCLE, 61 ON FREE
INFORMATION CARD

Discovery Channel Multimedia
7700 Wisconsin Avenue
Bethesda, MD 20814

photos, maps, documents, paintings,
and artifacts reveal the science and
history of volcanoes. You can also visit
famous eruptions from the past, such
as Pompeii, Krakatau, and Mount
Pelée.

power-hungry characters. Elizabeth
Duran, the object of your obsession, is
played by Jennifer O'Neill from the
movie "Summer of "42." Elizabeth has
inherited a lucrative biomedical institute from her murdered colleague and
lover, Dr. Everett Cussler. Elizabeth is
prepared to risk her own life to find out
who killed Everett. The player must
now try to prevent Elizabeth's murder
by piecing together the Cussler family's twisted story. You can catch an
eyeful of Voyeur II and help save
Elizabeth for $49.95.
A second interactive game from
Philips Media is The lmprov Presents:
Don't Quit Your Day Job. It makes you
a Hollywood talent scout looking for
the hottest new comic for late -night TV.
Everyone you meet thinks they're
funny. The game lets you wander a 3D
rendered version of the (mprov in Los
Angeles. The disc costs $49.99.
3D Landscape from Books That
Work is a new CD-ROM that lets you
create realistic views of what your.
landscaping could look like, but probably doesn't right now. You can create
3D views of your layouts, walk through
virtual tours of your garden, select
plants from an expandable 800+ plant
database, observe seasonal changes
to your planned garden, and more. A

WHERETO GET

CIRCLE 62 ON FREE
INFORMATION CARD

Dr. Schueler's Health

Informatics, Inc.
PO Box 410129
Melbourne, FL 32941

RáL

CIRCLE 63 ON FREE
INFORMATION CARD

.

Macmillan Digital USA
1633 Broadway
New York, NY 10019
CIRCLE 64 ON FREE
INFORMATION CARD

'T

Microsoft Corporation
One Redmond Way
Redmond, WA 98052

Explore a 3D rendered version of the /mprov in
Los Angeles in The /mprov Presents: Don't Quit
Your Day Job.

CIRCLEI 65 ON FREE
INFORMATION CARD

Critical Mass takes you back to

wartime Los Alamos in America's
quest to be the first to develop an
atomic bomb. It truly was an unprecedented effort, and one that won the
war for us. Critical Mass introduces
you to the people behind the effort, the
scientific principles involved, the apparatus that was constructed, the effects
that- the bomb had on the war, and
more. The two Corbis titles are $49.95
each.
The 11th Hour is now available, and
finally got around to checking out a
copy. It is well worth taking a look at. In
this Trilobyte game, players assume
the role of Carl Denning, an investigative reporter for the TV show "Case
Unsolved." Players follow Denning as
he searches for his producer/lover,
I

who disappeared during a murder
investigation in Henry Stauf's hometown 70 years after the original
tragedies of the 7th Guest. Some
gamers report that the interface is a little slow. It seems to take forever to
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Philips Media, Inc.
10960 Wilshire Blvd.,
Seventh Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90024
CIRCLE 66 ON FREE
INFORMATION CARD

Psygnosis
919 East Hillsdale Blvd., 3rd Fl.
Foster City, CA 94404
CIRCLEI67,ON FREE
INFORMATION CARD

Trilobyté
1225 Crater Lake Avenue
Medford, OR 97504
CIRCLE 68 ON FREE
INFORMATION CARD

move from one location to another. But
if you liked the 7th Guest, you are likely to enjoy this sequel.
Macmillan Digital USA has released
Planet Earth: Explore the Worlds
Within. Users explore the world, and
the worlds within it, in this multimedia
combination of an atlas and an encycontinued on page 67

Digital Satellite TV?
Should

own or not?

I

What does it really cost?
Can I get my local stations?

Will it work on my set?
Can

I

use

it with two TVs?

Do I still need an antenna?

What else do I need?
Can

I

block channels?

What if

I

need help?

What does the red button do?
What about surround sound?
Should I disconnect my cable?
How big is it?
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Any ~ree questions?
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If you're a little fuzzy about digital satellite

TV,

to

we can clear things

o5

up. Whether you choose to own the equipment or lease, we're the only

m
m

with DIRECTV° and

a

nationwide retailer that offers RCA° -brand
USSR'"

DSS,

programming-or PRIMESTAR° service and programming-all under

one roof. We've got the systems, we've got the accessories, we've got the
answers. For
DIRECT)/ is an

a

store near you, call

ollicial trademark of

1

-800 -THE -SHACK-.

PRIMESTAR, LP.
DIRECTV, Inc., a unit of GM Hughes Electronics. RCA is a trademark of RCA. PRIMESTAR is a registered service mark of

CIRCLE 14 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
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LETTERS
(continued from page 6)
in the oscillograph. Capacitors Cl and
C2 cannot provide protection against
the spikes and surges described above,
and, in fact, aggravate the surges by
providing an extremely long peak -hold
for the highest voltages.
Second, the design rules for CMOS

devices require that the power supply
voltage must be turned on before the
inputs. If fuse F1 opens or is intermit-.
tent, IC2 will be destroyed because its
inputs will be powered from the ignition
source without a Vdd supply; IC2 can
also be damaged by the spikes at the
ignition source, which are always higher than those at the battery. As a minimum, the inputs need a 10,000 -ohm
series resistor and a diode clamp to
Vds.
Finally, the maximum Vds for Q1
and Q2 is -50 volts DC. Given the
surge voltages that might be present,
would not feel comfortable with
MOSFETs rated less than -80 volts DC.
I

Incidentally, the IRF9Z30 is a
p -channel

device. The symbol in the
schematic is for an n -channel device.
C.H.
Tinton Falls, NJ
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Thank you for an interesting and
informative letter. I always welcome
comments on my designs.
I am aware of the extremely hazardous electrical environment in a
vehicle in which high -voltage spikes
can destroy sensitive solid-state devices. That was certainly considered
when I designed the Daytime Running
Lights circuit (shown in Fig.1).
You might be interested to know
that one of my designs containing a
555 timer and a 50 -volt poser MOSFET
transistor has been installed in about
10,000 New York City taxicabs for a
couple of years now, and to my knowledge there has not been one failure.
The choice of the IRF9Z30 50-volt
transistor was made for two very important reasons. First, it is an 18 ampere device that has a surge
current rating of 60 amps. More important, its drain -to-source resistance is
only 0.14 ohms, which allows the
device to power the headlamp with
about 1 -watt of average dissipation.

Higher voltage HEXFETs havé much
less current -carrying capability and
also have considerably more drain -to source resistance. That would result in
excessive heat being dissipated-an
unacceptable condition.
I cannot accept your statement that
"If fuse Fl opens or is intermittent, IC2
will be destroyed because its inputs
will be powered without a Vdd supply." I have performed tests with a
CD4001BE to simulate that condition
and have not been able to destroy the
chip. While it is always good practice
to follow design rules, the possibility
that IC2 will fail if Fl opens is extremely remote.
There are other points in your letter
that I would like to address. A vehicle
with a properly operating charging system will have a battery terminal voltage
between 13.5 and 15 volts while the
engine is running. A voltage of 16.0 or
more will overcharge the battery and
indicates a fault in the regulator or
alternator.
The maximum allowable Vdd voltage to 4000 -series CMOS devices is
20 volts, not 18 as you state. There is
a difference between the maximum
power supply voltage rating and the
absolute maximum voltage that can be
applied. The value of capacitors Cl
and C2 was selected to provide transient protection to the circuit, and they
certainly do not aggravate the surges.
If that was true then one would
eliminate the capacitors entirely-an
absurd conclusion.
A little analysis of the circuit will
show why this is so. As you know, in an
automotive application such as this,
neither the voltage across the battery,
nor the voltage across the alternator,
has much significance. What is important is the voltage across Cl and C2.
There is a voltage drop of about 0.6
volts across D1 and D2. Assuming a
worst-case scenario where the battery
voltage is, say, 15.5 volts, Cl and C2
will charge up to 14.9 volts.
Now, in order for the voltage across
the 100-µF capacitors to increase 5.1
volts to 20 volts, current from a voltage transient, through some unknown
source impedance and the 15 -ohm
D1 or D2 resistance, must flow into
the capacitors. The amount of steadystate current for 0.01 seconds is easily
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approximated.
The voltage increase across the
capacitors is given by the expression:
volts = amperes x time/100-µF
capacitance,
or
current = (5.1) (100 E - 6)/0.01 = 51
milliamperes.
You must realize that the voltage
transient, through its inductive and
resistive source impedance with unknown rise time, must deliver this current level into the capacitor for the full
10 milliseconds to bring it to 20 volts.
40 volts at 0.051 amps is 2 watts. It
must do this with other normal electrical loads connected in parallel with the
Daytime Running Lights circuit. I don't
believe that will happen. Of course,
because we do not know the values of
all the unknown parameters, the only
way to find out how much voltage Cl
or C2 can handle is to examine each
capacitor, under actual operating conditions, with an oscilloscope or other
instrumentation. That is obviously not
practical.
I am always interested to know if
there are instances in which my designs fail in the field, so that I can take
corrective action. In my opinion, no additional circuit protection is necessary.
Let me know if you do build the circuit
and experience a failure. On the other
hand, if you need peace of mind, you
can obtain very large -value capacitors,
1000 to 10,000 ,uF or more, to use in
place of Cl and C2. Digi-Key is one
source.- Anthony J. Caristi

BIO-STIMULATOR
CORRECTIONS
In

my

Stimulator"

article,

"Build

(Popular

a

Bio-

Electronics,

June 1996), the secondary winding of
audio transformer T1 is 1000 ohm with
a 500 -ohm center tap. Do not use the
center tap. Doing so will result in a
serious reduction of the output, or no
output at all: Cut and remove the
(black) center tap lead.
Some readers who have built the
circuit might have noticed a small ramp
on the leading edge of the pulse, due
to varying part tolerances from differerit manufacturers. To correct this,
change R5 from a 15,000 -ohm resistor
to a 20,000- or 22,000 -ohm resistor.Robert A. Heil
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National Semiconductor
started writing this column exactly a year ago, I
knew exactly what I wanted to cover in
the first issue: A site that featured
online versions of data sheets, and a
site that offered electronic components
for sale. As for the former, was disappointed in the one originally thought
would use. ended up covering a different one (Harris) that turned out to
be a good site as well. And as for the
component -selling site, well ... couldn't find one worth mentioning at all.
When

I

I

I

I

I

I
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Edit

View

1.411

something in common. What is that,
you ask? Well, when it comes to the
ICs used, you'll find that most of them
are either National Semiconductor
parts, or parts for which National has
an equivalent. That means it's likely
you'd want to take a look at a National
data sheet every once in a while.
In the past, consulting a data sheet
has meant looking in a data book.
National Semiconductor just happens
to have enough data books to fill a
small bookcase! Collecting all those
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National Semiconductor's Web site lets you search for part descriptions and applications, making it
a useful spot for any hobbyist to visit.
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So now, on the anniversary of this
column, it's time to make up for what
wanted, but couldn't have, in the first
installment of Net Watch. Both of those
sites are by companies that should be
quite familiar to readers of this magazine: National Semiconductor and
Digi-Key. Let's get right to them.
I

NATIONAL
SEMICONDUCTOR

Flip through the pages of any issue
of this magazine and take a look at the
20 circuit diagrams-a lot of them have

books and looking through them is not
always a possibility. Now, thanks to the
National Semiconductor Web site, you
can do away with endless page flipping.
As
mentioned earlier,
covered
the Harris Semiconductor site in the
November 1995 Net Watch. We also
visited the Motorola Web page in April
1996. Both provide search engines
and downloadable data, and the sites
are really useful, but it always bothered me that National didn't have similar capabilities at their site. When
logged on recently, though,
was
I

I

I

I
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happy to see that National caught up
with the pack.
When you first access the site you
are presented with a few options:
About National gives you some information about the company and the
cities its branches are located in,
Investor Information provides you with
business details that are generally not
of interest to the average hobbyist
(unless you like investing, that is), and
News at National gives you an insider
look at the company's announcements.
The link we're most interested in,
though, is the Search feature. When
you select it, you are presented with
four different search engines. The
first one is Non -Technical Information,
which lets you enter text relating to
(you guessed it) non -technical data
found on the site. In other words, if
you'd like to find out about a new
plant opening somewhere, or perhaps
a job opportunity at the company,
here's where you'd hunt.
The second engine is for those who
like to browse through parameters,
such as a part type or product category.
This is the way to go if you don't know
exactly which part you're looking for.
Now we get to the really neat
engines. The Technical Information:
Part Information Search lets you enter
a part number, partial part number, or
keyword to find what you're looking for.
For example, let's say that you want to
find an LM567. Simply type that into
the box, and hit enter. You will be provided with the links to data sheets for
the different types of chip (in this case,
LM567, LM567C, etc.).
You have two options for receiving
the data sheets: e-mail and downloading. Why anyone would choose e-mail
as an option is a mystery to me; the
download option lets you click on 'the
file and get it right on the spot. The
data sheet (it's actually a few pages)
comes in a .pdf file, which means you'll
need Adobe Acrobat to view it. If you
don't already have the software

installed on your system (many Net
users find the need to download
Acrobat at some point), you can download it from a link given at this site.
How's the quality of the file? By
zooming in with Acrobat you should be
quite pleased with how clear it is. And
if you have a laser printer that can
work with .pdf files, your printout
should look pretty much just like the
actual pages in a National data book.
Of course, had to compare them side
by side to be certain, because
haven't opened a data book in months
thanks to this site!
Also, the data sheets contain more
than just specifications. They have a
few simple applications on them as
well. If you'd like to find a more advanced application, there's usually a
link or two to one at the bottom of your
Part Information Search result page.
If the only thing you are looking for is
an application circuit, whether you know
the chip you'd like to use or not, try the
last of the engines: the Technical Information: Application Notes Search.
That lets you enter any text at all to
search through National's application
notes and related documentation. You'll
be surprised at how many circuits there
are floating around this site. Even
though they are hidden in these applications documents, the number of
schematics you'll come across rivals
any circuit -cookbook site I've seen.
I

I
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Back on the main homepage,
there are a few more menu choices:
Design Engineer Resources gives
you links to the search engines just
described and to ordering resources
for various types of documentation.
Environmental Health & Safety and
Community Care are links that let you
know what National is doing to give
something back to the community.
Careers at National lists current job
openings at various sites. Finally,
Comment lets you get in touch with
the company.

DIGI-KEY
Just like National's parts are found
in many of the circuits in this magazine,

most of the parts themselves can be
bought from one source: Digi-Key. In
fact, you've probably seen them mentioned as a source numerous times in
this magazine.
When you access this great site,
you are presented with a few options.
Let's get to them now.
Product Finder lets you search for a
product, view current pricing, and check
stock status. The information is updated
daily. There are currently two ways to
find a product. The first is a part -number search; just enter a Digi-Key part
number or a part number from a manufacturer that they stock. The second is a
product lookup, which uses menus
based on product type (of course, this is
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National Semiconductor
httpJ/www. natsemi.com

Digi-Key

=

http://www.digikey.com

a slower way to search).

When you have found the part you
need, just click on the part number.
Information on stock status and pricing
is available. If your browser doesn't
support tables, click on the non -table
version.
You will also be presented with a
link to a .pdf file of the page from the
Digi-Key print catalog in which the item
appears. You can use that file with
Acrobat (as we discussed earlier).
Electronic Catalog is a link that lets
you download a complete Digi-Key catalog in .pdf format. The most current
copy of the catalog is always available.
Request Printed Catalog allows you
to do just that. Despite how handy
online data is, sometimes you're away
from your computer.
Click on Quotation Request for pricing on production -run quantities. Some
of you out there might consider selling
kits of your own circuits, after all.
Selecting How To Order will provide
you with all the ways to get those products you might choose. For those without a credit card, it's possible to
download an order form (yes, in .pdf
format).
There is an About Digi-Key link that
gives you information on the company
history, a corporate profile, and a message from the president. You might
also want to check out the Industry
Links, which let you jump to industry related sites.
Before sign off this month, I'd like
to mention a hot new spot on the Web
that you'll be hearing more of in the
months to come. That's our site at
http:/twww.gernsback.com. In addition
to the issue information there now,
there will be downloadable files and
even a searchable index of back issues
in the months to come. If you have any
questions or comments feel free to email me at peeditor@gernsback.com
or snail -mail me at Net Watch, Popular
Electronics, 500 Bi-County Blvd.,
Farmingdale, NY 11735.
I
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Digi-Key's site features an online part search and daily updated warehouse stock information.
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Independent study in
your home!

advanced education tools. From the
latest equipment and reference books
to breakthrough computer -simulated

Take charge

of your future in electronics.
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ES5000 EYE -CONTROL HI8 CAMCORDER. Manufactured by Canon
U.S.A., Inc., One Canon Plaza, Lake Success, NY; Tel. 516-488-6700. Price:
$2200.
By virtue of our job description, a lot of
gizmos pass our desks. Many of them are
interesting, some are "cool," others merely gimmicky. A rare few are truly innovative. The Canon ES5000 Hi8 camcorder
definitely is.
The camcorder's main claim to fame is
an optical system called Eye Control that
allows the movement of the user's eye to
control the focus and to operate a variety of
functions. The ES5000 also boasts the
world's longest optical zoom and highest
resolution color LCD viewfinder.
Canon has long been active in the research and development of optical and
medical -diagnostic equipment. That expertise translates nicely into a consumer
product that, in the words of Canon Video
Division director and general manager Ted
Ando, "demonstrates the potential of the
human -machine interface that is expected
in the 21st century."
In the case of the ES5000, the interface
is virtually seamless. A brief calibration
procedure acquaints the camcorder with
the particular workings of each user's eye.
Three user memories are provided to store
settings. Two are "permanent" ones intended for frequent users (although they
can be erased and recalibrated at any
time). An additional "guest" setting allows a third person to use the camcorder
without messing up either of the stored
settings. Each time the guest setting is
used, the previous calibration is automatically canceled, so anyone can use the
ES5000-assuming, that is, that its owner
is willing to share it.
You can calibrate the camcorder in,
well, the blink of an eye. (See the box for a
technical explanation.) After turning the
program dial to the CAL position and set-
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ting the EYE CONTROL Switch to I or 2, you
look through the viewfinder and push the
START/STOP button. A flashing yellow dot
appears at the right side of the LCD; you
must stare at it until it stops flashing. The
procedure is repeated with a flashing dot
on the left side of the LCD; when that one
stops flashing, you're through. It takes
less than 30 seconds. By repeating the

calibration in different shooting situations, such as low or bright light, the camcorder learns still more about the user's eye
functions, and becomes more accurate.
There are a few potential calibration pitfalls, although most are easy to avoid by
following the basic rules of videographyhold the camcorder steady, look straight
into the viewfinder-and trying not to
blink. We were concerned, however, with
the manual's warning that Eye Control
works better if you don't wear glasses.
That had one very near-sighted tester worried-needlessly, as it turned out. Wearing
eyeglasses didn't seem to have any negative effects on the calibration process.
In no time at all, we were using our eyes
to focus the camcorder. We knew that the
ES5000 was properly calibrated because a
box in the LCD tracks the eye's movements, letting the user know precisely
what part of the image the camcorder is
focusing on.
We expected to need some time to ad-
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just to this new way of shooting video.
Instead, the only thing that took time getting used to was the new-found freedom
that Eye Control offers. At first, it felt
strange not to be shifting the camcorder
and fiddling with controls. But we got over
that fast, as we began to appreciate just
how natural it is to let your eye do the
focusing.
With most camcorders, your subject
must be centered in the viewfinder for the
autofocus system to work properly. When
you use the ES5000, however, that's no
longer the case. At a family vacation, for
insiance, you can focus on the kids diving
off the end of a dock that's at the left side of
your field of view, then simply move your
eyes toward the float several yards out in
the lake (on the right side of the viewfinder) as they swim to it and climb out of
the water. There's no need to move the
camcorder or mess with the zoom control.
The focus remains on the subject whether
it is near or far, stationary or moving, offcenter, or even at full telephoto.
When you've got the hang of Eye Control focus, you're ready to try out the
ES5000's on -screen "switches," which
allow you to operate a host of camcorder
functions using Eye Control instead of
manual controls.
A couple of caveats: Only one function
can be eye -controlled at a time, and none
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HOW EYE CONTROL
WORKS
Canon's Eye Control mechanism, located in the ES5000's viewfinder, consists of a color LCD, a dichroic mirror,
twin infrared LEDs (light -emitting diodes), a condenser lens, and a BASIS
sensor. A dedicated microprocessor
calculates the data collected by the Eye
Control mechanism and activates the
eye -controlled functions.
As shown in Fig. 1, the color LCD at
the top of the viewfinder relays the image created by the camera to the eye by
bouncing it off the mirror and through
the diopter lens.
CONDENSER
LENS

COLOR LCD
DIOPTER LENS

DICHROIC
MIRROR
CONDENSER
LENS
BASIS
SENSOR

Fig. 2. This overhead view of the Eye
Control system shows the twin LEDs illúminating the user's eye with an infrared beam. The position of the beam
spots and the image of the user's eye
reflect through the dichroic mirror and

then pass through the condenser lens
and are combined to form an image on
the BASIS sensor.
IRIS

PUPIL

INFRARED LED

BASIS
SENSOR
DICHROIC
MIRROR

Fig.1. Here are the basic components of
Canon's Eye Control system.
A pair of parallel LEDs create an invisible beam of infrared light that illuminates the user's entire eye (Fig. 2). The
light reflected from the user's eye and
the center spots from the LEDs pass
through the dichroic mirror-which is
built to be transparent to infrared light
while reflecting light of other colorsand are collected by the condenser

lens.
The condenser lens then carries the
reflected light to a sensor where the image of the eye and the position of the
LED spots are detected. The sensor
sends the information to the microprocessor, which identifies the center of
the user's eye and the center of the LED
spots.
It is the position of the center of the

can be accessed via the eye when you're
using Eye Control to focus. Fortunately, all
Eye Control functions can also be operated
using the camcorder's buttons.
The FRAME LOCK button is located on
top of the camcorder next to the viewfinder, within easy reach of the right index
finger. Pressing FRAME LOCK freezes the
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Gizmo is published by Gernsback Publications, Inc., 500 Bi-County Blvd., Farmingdale, NY 11735. Senior Writers: Chris F.
O'Brian and Teri Scaduto. Copyright 1996
by Gernsback Publications, Inc. Gizmo is a
registered trademark. All rights reserved.

a forward view of Eye Control. Based on information supplied by
the BASIS sensor, a dedicated microprocessor calculates the rotation angle
of the eye by identifying the center of the
user's eye (A) relative to the center of.the
LED beam spots (B or C). This calculation allows the camcorder to determine
where the user is looking.

Fig. 3. This is

eye relative to the center of the LED spot
that allows the microprocessor to calculate the rotation angle of the eye, which
is how the camera determines which
area of the viewfinder screen the user is
looking at (see Fig. 3). The calculation
occurs in a fraction of a second, so the
Eye Control system responds almost as
quickly as the user redirects his eye.

focus in place and frees your eye to operate
the other eye-controlled functions. It also
comes in handy when taping a stationary
subject.
When FRAME LOCK is held down for
three seconds, a menu of seven "switches" appears in the LCD. As you keep holding the button down, an arrow moves down
the list. When the arrow is pointing to the
function you want, release the button to
select it. The menu disappears, and the
chosen "switch" appears in the viewfinder.
The seven functions that can be accessed via Eye Control are fade, date and
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time display, title display, record review,
recording start/stop, white balance, and
digital effects/mixing. Most of those are
self-explanatory. Fade can be used to make
the picture fade out and back in at any
time, not just at the end of one scene and
beginning of another. Record review lets
you play back the last few seconds of tape
and returns the tape to the end of the recording for a smooth transition.
Selecting digital effects/mixing calls up
new menus. The digital effects include
close-up, which magnifies the subject two
times; strobe; freeze; art, which adds a
paint -like effect known as solarization;
mosaic, which breaks the picture up into
squares by enlarging some of the pixels;
and 16:9, which creates widescreen images. The digital mixing functions create
different transitions between scenes. Overlap gradually dissolves one scene into the
next. Scroll causes the first scene to scroll
off the screen from left to right as the next
scene scrolls in to replace it. Wipe opens
the scene as if a curtain in a theater was
opening, revealing the image from the
center out to the sides. Zoom fade starts
with the entire image shown as a tiny
square in the center of the screen, and
enlarges it to fill the entire screen. Fade
trigger gradually fades the image in from
black.
Using Eye Control to operate basic camcorder functions and special effects does
not come as naturally as eye -control focus.
In fact, we preferred to use the manual

controls which, fortunately, are well placed and easy to use.
A slide switch on top of the ES5000,
which is usually in the 40 x Zoom position, can be moved to either the effect or
the mixer position using your left hand
(with the camcorder held in your right
hand, that is). Moving the slide switch
reveals two buttons: The SELECT button is
used to scroll through the effect or mixer
options, and the ON/OFF button is used to

activate or deactivate your selection.
Using those manual controls, we were able
to create all the special effects we wanted
without turning off the eye -control focus
or shaking the camcorder.
Even if we had fumbled with the controls, the ES5000's optical image -sta-

bilization system would clean up after

us-without degrading

the image quality
or reducing the field of view, as is often the
case with electronic image -stabilization
systems. The optical system uses Canon's
Vari-Angle Prism (VAP) technology. A
special silicon -based oil fills the area between two glass planes. When the cam-

corder moves, sensors detect any
horizontal or vertical movement of the
camcorder. That data is sent to a microprocessor that transmits information to
prism actuators that adjust the prism's angle to compensate for camera shake by

properly refracting light. There are several
different compensatory programs for dealing with various types of movements, such
as the slow vibrations caused by hand-held
recording or the fast vibrations produced
by shooting from a moving vehicle. The
entire process takes a fraction of a second.
In addition, the ES5000's image stabilization is proportional to the focal length of
the lens, where electronic image stabilization systems apply a single level of compensation to the entire zoom range.
Image stabilization is particularly important when you're using a telephoto
zoom, which also magnifies any bouncing
or jittering. The ES5000's 20 x optical
zoom-the longest optical zoom range of
any camcorder today-is coupled with a
digital zooming feature that brings the
range up to 40 x , allowing the camcorder
to capture images from 4mm wide angle to
80mm telephoto. According to Canon, its
optical technology, in which light passes
through a series of glass elements designed to work together for a more precise
focal point, produces images that are
noticeably sharper than those of electronic
zooms. The only downside is a reduction
of battery life.
The rotary zoom control is located just
above and to the right of the viewfinder,
where it can be easily controlled with your
index finger. The control responds to varying pressure-push it all the way, and it
turns quickly; nudge it slightly for slower

Kid-Style
Keyboard
THE COMFY ACTIVITY CENTER KEYBOARD AND SOFTWARE. From Comfy

Inc., 1054 Saratoga -Sunnyvale Road,
Suite 10, San Jose, CA 95129; Tel.
800 -99 -COMFY. Price: $100.

Today's kids are incredibly sophisticated. Thanks mainly to television, they're
exposed to people, places, and situations
that previous generations didn't encounter
before hitting puberty, if not adulthood.
Yet as impressive-or frightening, depending on your point of view-as their
social awareness might be, it pales in comparison to their technical savvy. The generation raised on "Sesame Street" and rental
videos has an intrinsic understanding of
anything that gets plugged in. Unpack a
new VCR, and your kids won't need to
glance at a manual to figure out how it
let them
works. (Neither will you
explain it to you.) And it's not only the
front panel they're comfortable with. Any
kid with a videogame console has learned
the ropes of connecting components to a

just

TV.
All that technical know-how extends to
the PC as well. Buy a computer for your

home, and just try to keep your kids away
from it. Older kids will have it up and
running, and their favorite software installed, before you know it.
But the children don't have to be old
enough to read-or even talk-to develop
computer-mania. If they can manage to
crawl over to the desk and pull themselves
to a standing position, they'll be all over
your keyboard, enjoying the clacking
noises and maybe even noticing that when
they hit the keys something happens on the
screen.
Babies are fascinated by computers, but
that doesn't mean you want them messing
around with yours. In a perfect world,
you'd be able to buy them their own kid proof, kid -friendly PC, and not worry
about them destroying yours. In the real
world, there's the Comfy Activity Center, a
keyboard and CD-ROM package designed
for children aged one to six years old.
Minimum system requirements for
using the Activity Center are an IBMcompatible 386/33 -MHz PC with a dual speed CD-ROM drive, MS-DOS 5.0 (6.0
is recommended), 2 megabytes (MB) free
hard -disk space, 4 -MB RAM, a VGA
monitor, and a SoundBlaster or compatible sound card. The keyboard, when
plugged into the parallel port of your multimedia PC, provides your kids with access to Comfyland, a world of fun and
learning for pre-schoolers. It does not al -

zooming. Transitions are smooth and
quick. The power zoom can travel its entire
range in as little as four seconds or as long
as 20 seconds, with seven speeds in between.
The ES5000 offers still more advanced
features and functions. Its color viewfinder offers resolution not quite up to par
with black -and -white viewfinders, but
much better than any color ones we've
seen before. With 180,000 pixels, the 0.7 inch viewfinder delivers an image with
approximately 350 lines of resolution.
There are four pre-programmed auto exposure modes-sports, portrait, sand &
snow, and low light-as well as "easy recording" and "auto" programs for those
who would rather not be bothered with
settings. A dial at the top front of the
camcorder, just above the lens, is used to
select the mode. When the green rectangle
that represents easy recording is selected,
several advanced features (including digital effects and mixing) are off limits. In
auto mode, you can have all the fun you
want with the special effects, while the
camcorder does all the work. Because the
ES5000 is aimed primarily at serious and
semi-professional videographers, it also
offers manual control of focus, exposure,
white balance, and shutter speed.
For editing, the camcorder is equipped
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(Continued on page 29)
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As an added bonus, the Comfy keyboard encourages parent -child interaction.
low inquiring little minds and busy little

fingers to get into your Lotus
spreadsheets, Quicken financial records,
or the business presentation you've been
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developing for the past three weeks.
The Activity Center is designed with
small kids in mind-no tiny keys imprinted with incomprehensible letters. Instead, its large, brightly colored buttons
are emblazoned with recognizable pictures. On the left-hand side of the keyboard is a telephone handset that the child
can use to talk to his new friends in Comfyland. A row of speed -dial keys, decorated with those friends' pictures, makes it
easy for the child to "call" the party he
wants. The center portion of the Activity
Center features larger keys with pictures of
musical instruments, used to make those
instruments play music on screen. A row
of different -colored "color/music" keys,
used to play music and paint colors on
screen, spans the bottom of the keyboard.
At the top is a "surprise miler" that
changes the pace of the on -screen action
and sometimes makes unexpected things
happen. In the top right corner is a pause
button. Below it are three buttons, "labeled" with a sun, a moon, and a cloud,
that allow the user to change the time and
weather in Comfyland.
Comfyland is located on the two CDROMs that come with the keyboard, and
on other Comfy-compatible discs (readily
available in computer stores and Toys -RUs). The two included CD-ROMs are

Touch -n -See: The First Step, designed for

one -year -olds, and Comfyland for kids
aged two through six.
Can a one -year -old really get anything
from a computer? We were skeptical, even
though our son had been trying to get his
hands on our PCs before he reached his
first birthday. In fact, he was only ten
months old when he began his "tests" of
the Comfy Activity Center. Even at that
tender age, he had a blast.
We set the monitor and keyboard on the
living room floor, and let Christopher figure out the rest. He headed straight for the
phone, always a favorite plaything, and
then began pressing buttons. It was difficult to tell if he was aware of cause and
effect (pushing this button causes that to
happen on the screen), but he loved pressing the buttons, watching the characters,
and gabbing on the phone. We have to
admit that we had a good time playing with
it with him.
Touch -n -See has three levels of play intended to correspond to children's development between one and two years of
age. The first level presents colors and
sounds and introduces the characters who
populate Comfyland. The second play
level adds narration and introduces names
for the colors, shapes, objects, and sounds
that the child learned to manipulate in
Level 1. The third level presents "exercises" in reasoning and comprehension.
Kids learn to associate shapes with objects
they see every day, interact with the
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characters, draw conclusions from observations, and put their past experience to
use to produce a desired result. This is
where cause and effect comes into play.
At 15 months of age, Chris was using
the Activity Center differently than he had
six months earlier-but not much more
effectively. Having just entered his climbing stage, he preferred using the keyboard
as a step stool to help him reach, and hug,
the monitor. Although he now realized that
pressing the buttons affected the action on
screen, as he sat, stood, and jumped on the
keyboard, he created a fast -changing,
often random, collage of sounds and images that kept him utterly enthralled. He
was not truly interacting with the onscreen characters, however.
Obviously, you'll have to supervise
your toddlers' Comfy-time-at least until
they're old enough to sit safely on a chair
in front of the PC-and that's another
bonus. Your child interacts not only with
on -screen characters, but also with his parents.
Your participation doesn't end when
your children graduate to "Comfyland."
The included "Parents' Guide" not only
explains the basics of installation and
functions, but also contains a wealth of
"Activity Suggestions." The booklet outlines the educational value of games in
child development, and the specific ways
in which the Comfy Activity Center is
supposed to help your children develop
motor, social, and thinking skills.
According to Comfy, the Activity Center enhances motor sensory skills by teaching children to correlate the objects on
screen with those on the keyboard, distinguish shapes and colors, improve aural
perception by becoming familiar with and
changing the sounds of musical instruments, and relate what is seen and heard to
what is done to the keyboard. Early language skills are honed as kids learn to call
objects by their names; understand concepts such as "up" and "later"; formulate
and express questions, warnings, and instructions; and learn about new concepts
pertaining to the weather and time. New
thinking skills include the abilities to remember characters, objects, sounds, and
events; focus on particular stimuli, understand cause and effect; and appreciate the
humor in the stories. Children can stretch
their imaginations by participating in the
story's plot and playing pretend games
with the Comfy characters. Such interaction also helps kids learn accepted forms
of behavior when playing with others, and
introduces positive social values such as
friendship, compromise, and respect. Finally, by presenting kids with positive experiences and feedback, as well as a sense
of control over the keyboard, the Activity
Center is said to promote healthy emo(Continued on page 30)

Easy Does It!
EASYBALL COMPUTER MOUSE FOR

CHILDREN. From Microsoft Corporation, One Microsoft Way, Redmond, WA
98052-6399; Tel.: 206-936-6399. Price:
$54.95.
Being a child means continually learning new skills, and children are always
proud to master new feats. They are not
always successful, however, because they
have not yet developed the cognitive ability or physical agility and strength to do
everything they'd like. If you've ever
watched your children struggle to do
something-climb up a slide, open a
sealed toy, pour a glass of milk-that was
simply beyond their level of development,
you know how heartbreaking it can be to
see the frustration on their small faces.
To design an input device for children
aged two through six, Bill Gates' (who is
learning first-hand about the triumphs and
defeats of babyhood) Microsoft Corporation (which has a vested interest in creating
happy new computer users) recently conducted studies in which young children
were observed using several types of mice,
two sizes of trackballs, a mouse pen, a
tablet with pen, a touch screen, and a
joystick designed for kids. Several conclusions were reached.
While both cognitive and physical abilities differed widely even among children
of the same age, several factors remained
true across the board. Large motor movements are easier for kids, so devices that
require precise control are not well suited
for young hands. The kids in the studies
had trouble with the pen, tablet, and
joystick, and even the mouse stymied
many. Stationary devices tended to downplay the problem of inadvertently pressing
buttons while moving the mouse (or moving the mouse when pressing its buttons).
All the kids enjoyed repetitive actions, so
the device would have to be rugged enough
to withstand repeated pushing of its buttons. Kids expect a response from their
actions, so they like to be able to feel and
hear something each time they press a button. Too many buttons just confuse youngsters, who also have trouble locating the
cursor on -screen. Finally, the younger
children, in particular, have trouble reaching desktop controllers in most adult -sized
home PC setups.
Taking those factors into consideration,
Microsoft's design team came up with the
EasyBall Computer Mouse, supposed to
look like "a bright yellow sun surrounded
by Saturn rings." Small enough for tiny
two -year-old hands, yet engaging enough
to hold a six-year-old's interest, the Easy-

circled by easy -grip white rings, with one
large blue button that can be pressed with
either hand. The stationary device can be
placed on a desk or held on a lap.
Two CD-ROMs are packaged with the
EasyBall. Pointerland allows children to
pick their own cursor icons-larger and
easier for kids to see-with such choices
as an airplane, a rocket, an ant, or a baby
chick. A farm scene in Pointerland allows
kids to point and click to activate sound
and animation. Two default software settings are used to adjust sensitivity and
double-click speed, depending on the
child's level of ability.

Once they've selected their personalized cursors, older kids will have little
use for Pointerland. Microsoft's Explorapedia: The World of Nature, designed for
kids 10 years old or younger, is more likely
to hold their interest. The interactive multimedia encyclopedia teaches children
about various natural habitats-rain forests, lakes, etc.-with animation, music,
games, activities, and narrated text for
pre -readers.

The EasyBall driver works with any
software that supports a Microsoft -compatible pointing device. Its dual -input
driver allows both the EasyBall and a sec -

eo

Ball is a yellow trackball ("Computer
Mouse" is something of a misnomer) en-
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and pointing device for adults to be connected at the same time, each in its own
port if two are available, and replacing the
user's existing mouse software with the
EasyBall software. If only one serial port
is free, an optional MouseSwitch adapter
that will allow another pointing device to
share a port with the EasyBall is available
from Microsoft for $14.95.
The EasyBall will work with virtually
any PC, even those with an 8088 microprocessor; MS-DOS version 3.1 or later,
Microsoft Windows version 3.1, and
monochrome video. You'll need a 3.5 inch high -density disk drive to install the
mouse drivers, 4MB of available hard disk
space, and Microsoft Windows 3.1 or later
to run the software supplied on CD-ROM.
Pointerland requires 4 MB of RAM and a
VGA or better monitor; a sound board and
headphones or speakers are recommended
for Pointerland. The Explorapedia requires MS-DOS 3.1 or later, Windows 3.1
or later, a PC with a 486X or higher microprocessor, 4 MB of RAM (8 MB is recommended), 8 MB of available hard-disk
space, a double -speed or faster CD-ROM
drive, a 256-color VGA or a Super VGA
monitor, a sound board, and headphones
or speakers.
We put our three young product testers-Peter, aged 61/2, Robert, aged 31,
and Christopher, 15 months-to work with

the EasyBall, with mixed results.
Christopher was simply too young to get
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the point (he preferred to sit on the thing).
Peter, who has been using an ordinary
mouse for a few years now, preferred to
stick with what he was used to. He saw no
advantage to using the EasyBall to play
any of his favorite games; apparently, he
has no recollection of his frustration when
first learning to use a mouse.
Robert, on the other hand, was the ideal
candidate for the EasyBall. His small
hands were quite adept at manipulating the
EasyBall, particularly when compared
with his usual struggle with a standard
mouse. He enjoyed sitting cross-legged,
holding the EasyBall on his lap.
(By the way, Peter and Robert's mother-a few decades older than the target
user group-also preferred the EasyBall to
a standard mouse.)
The two younger kids exhibited no interest whatsoever in the Explorapedia. Peter
browsed through it for a few minutes before asking to go back to playing "PunGoes to the Moon." Maybe when the
school year starts, he'll be able to put the
Explorapedia to better use.
The EasyBall is a rugged, child -proof
device. Microsoft claims that its single
button has a life cycle of 10 -million actuations. We can't back that claim, but we can
attest to the fact that the EasyBall withstood being dropped, dragged, banged,
tugged, and fought over.
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Pocket Power
PSION SERIES 3A POCKET COMPUTER. From Psion Inc., 150 Baker Avenue,
Concord, MA 01742; Tel. 508-371-0310.
Price: $595.

As much as we've tried to avoid it, it
finally happened: We can't live without
our computers. That's true not only at our
home or office, but anywhere we might
find ourselves.
We got a laptop to solve the problem,
but it wasn't a total solution. It was a good,
reasonably lightweight machine, but it
wasn't small or light enough. So we
wouldn't always take it with us unless we
were certain that we'd need it. Of course,
we always ended up needing it, whether to
get a phone number from our contact
database, or to collect a file by e-mail.
Well, now it seems as if we've found a
way to satisfy our thirst for data without
putting undue stress on our weak backs:
the Psion Series 3a pocket computer.
Get one thing straight from the start:
The Psion Series 3a is not a desktop PC,
and it's not a laptop PC. It's a palmtop PC.
And depending on your frame of mind, it's
either extremely limited or extremely
powerful. We'll start off with its limited
side.
First, the keyboard is virtually unusual
for typing. The whole computer measures
just 61/2 x 51/2 x when it's opened, and
the average key measures just over 1/4 -inch
square. We knew from first glance that we
were going to have to get used to becoming
two -finger typists. Fortunately, a Psion
representative let us know about a technique that everyone at the company uses:
Hold the 3a in the palms of your hands and
use your thumbs to enter information. That
1
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little tip saved us a lot of time and made us
reasonably proficient at entering data and
text.
The keyboard isn't the only place where
small size is a problem. The screen is also
on the small side (5 x 13/4 inches), its resolution isn't the highest (480 x 160 pixels),
and it has no backlight. But let's be realistic here. The computer weighs under 19
ounces when its clamshell case is closed,
it really will fit in a shirt pocket and it's
powered by a pair of AA batteries that will
last through up to 80 hours of use. Pretty
amazing, huh? What's even more amazing
is how much functionality Psion was able
to pack into the machine.
The computer is powered by a V3OH
NEC microprocessor, which is compatible
with the 80086. The operating system is
not DOS based, but instead is customwritten-probably a good thing if you
want to achieve speedy performance. Even
so, the data file formats that the applications create are compatible with mainstream DOS, Windows, and Macintosh

applications.
The software built in to the Series 3a
includes a word processor, a database, a
spreadsheet, a scheduler, a world time clock, a spell checker, a solitaire game,
and a digital voice recorder.
Most of the built-in programs can be
accessed in two ways. The first is by a row
of eight membrane keyswitches below the
screen. The second is through the SYSTEM
screen, which is called up by the first
membrane switch. The other seven membrane switches are repeated on the system
screen, along with applications that don't
have their own switches: the spell checker,
Patience (the solitaire game), voice recorder, and access to the program editor
for the Psion 3a's OPL language.
As you might expect, the word pro-

cessor is normally our most often -used
computer application. We expected that
the Psion version would be enough for
typing short notes and memos. We weren't
ready for its power.
The word processor includes basic
wordwrap and search -and -replace capabilities, and the 3a's spell checker/thesaurus program can be accessed from
within the application. Three type fonts
(Proportional, Pica, and Elite) are available. Each font can take on a number of
sizes, and can be underlined, italic, or
bold.
The display isn't WYSIWYG (what you
see is what you get). Although it can indicate the font; and bold, italic, and underlined characters, character size is not
indicated. That's just as well-we
wouldn't want to look at 20 -point type on a
screen 13/4 inches high. Most of the font
settings are seen only when a page is
printed.
The word processor has an outline mode
that makes large documents easier to work
with and to keep organized. Text from
other documents or other applications can
be imported into the word processor with
ease. Templates and paragraph styles allow for quick and easy document formatting.
The default word processor screen
shows 11 lines of 52 characters. However,
five zoom views are available to make the
screen characters larger or to allow more
information to fit on screen.
We didn't have the parallel link that we
would have needed to print from the Psion
Series 3a. So any files we created we saved
either as plain text files or in the RTF (rich
text format). That way, they were compatible with Microsoft Word and other word
processors. We could use our serial
PCLink to move the files over to our main
PC.
The database application is intended
mainly for storing contact informationnames, addresses, and phone numbers.
Information is stored in fields on a series of

"labels."
When the program is first started up, the
labels have fields for names; home, work,
and fax numbers; addresses; and notes.
However, choosing "Edit Labels" from
the menu allows the labels to be
customized so that you can store and manipulate any kind of data you want.
"Agenda" is a powerful organizer for
maintaining your schedule and notes.
What we like best is the way it lets you
view information in multiple ways. For
example, you can scroll through your appointment book day by day, or, with the
press of a key, view your schedule a week
at a time.
Another keypress, and you can view a
year planner, which shows symbols for
selected entries over an entire year. We

preferred the List view, which shows a list
of entries in date order. A to-do view is
also available, and an anniversary view
shows all anniversary entries, month by
month. The appearance of those views can
be customized to match your preference.
The spreadsheet application is intended
to let you store all kinds of numerical information and to perform calculations based
on the entries. It is patterned mainly after
versions IA and 2 of Lotus 1-2-3, and,
therefore, its operation is pretty standard.
Although the spreadsheet application
normally works in its own file format, files
can be saved in other formats as well:
WKS, WK1, and DIE. Files in those formats can be opened on the Psion as well.
Not everything can be transferred successfully, however. For example, a Lotus
WKS file will come through with all information intact. However, the spreadsheet
application can't understand Lotus macros. The cells containing the instructions
making up the macro will come through
OK, but you can't run the macro on the
Psion 3a.
The calculator program performs functions similar to a pocket calculator, but in a
way that conforms to the keyboard of the
3a. The calculator can be set up in general,
hex, fixed, and scientific modes, and it can
also work along with the OPL programming language. If there's a function that is
not supported, you can write your own
function and call it up within the calculator.
The World and Time applications are
important but normally act in the background. Time is always running, keeping
the computer's real-time clock up to date,
and ringing alarms for important appointments and reminders. The World application keeps track of where you are, so it can
determine such things as whether to dial
an area code before your contact's number.
The digital audio recorder is intended
mainly to record short notes that would be
used, for example, as alarm sounds"Doctor's appointment!" for example.
File sizes get large in a hurry-eight kilobytes for each second recorded. The microphone is built in, so recording is a snap.
A speaker is also built into the Psion 3a.
Be careful! The speaker's permanent magnet can end up causing problems if you
toss the unit on your desktop and it lands
on top of any diskettes. The speaker can
also work as a tone dialer for the contacts
in your database.
The built-in applications do their jobs
surprisingly well. But we were surprised at
the amount of hardware add-ons and software programs that are available for the
computer.
Psion offers software/hardware combinations to link the 3a to a PC or Macintosh, to connect it to a modem, or to allow
it to send faxes. But log onto Compuserve
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or search through the Internet, and you'll
find an unbelievable amount of shareware
for the unit-everything from navigation
programs to graphics applications. It's not
too surprising that people are finding a lot
of uses for the Psion 3a-it's a powerful
pocketful.
Unfortunately, the solid-state disk
drives used by the machine are not standard PC cards, but are proprietary to
Psion. The same is true for the input/output ports, which require special hardware/
software solutions.
Toe 3a multitasks; you don't have to
shut down an application if you want to
start another. For example, if you're in the
middle of creating a document and you
warn to insert a name and address from the
database, you can just hit the button to
launch the database, highlight the text,
and copy it to the document. Also, when
you turn the power on, you're returned
right to the spot where you left off. In
addition, you don't even have to turn the
power off. The 3a does it automatically
after a few minutes of non-use.
All in all, the Psion Series 3a is a remarkable machine-and we didn't even
begin to really test all of its potential capabilities. But now, we never leave home
without it.

THE EYES HAVE IT
(Continued from page 25)

with a LANC terminal, making it compatible with just about any edit controller.
For playback, it offers Hi8 video, hi-fi
stereo audio, and the convenience of its
own remote control, which can be used to
make the viewfinder displays-titles,
menus, etc.-appear on the TV screen.
You can also turn the camcorder on and
off, operate its zoom lens, and rewind the
tape using the remote control.
Instead of the standard nickel -cadmium
rechargeable battery, the ES5000 uses a
lithium ion battery that is significantly
smaller and lighter. Lithium ion batteries
have no "memory effect," so it isn't necessary to fully drain the battery before
recharging it. The included battery provides one hour of recording time; the 21/2 hour BP-924 lithium ion battery is available as an option.
All of those functions and featureswhich, by the way, are housed in a camcorder that weighs less than two pounds
and measures about 4 x 4 x 7 inchescontribute to the ES5000's high levels of
performance and convenience. But they
all pale in comparison to the ES5000's Eye
Control technology.
Eye control focusing is so natural, so
easy ... so mindless. You don't have to
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think about using it, any more than you'd
have to think about moving your eyes
while watching a ping-pong game, or your
kids playing catch. You just look, and so

up arrow, and SET. The back panel contains
a compartment for the four "AAA" batteries that power the unit, the Celsius/
Fahrenheit switch, and a reset button.
The device provides only rudimentary alarm functions. There's no volume control (the alarm is relatively
quiet) or snooze options.

does the camcorder.
Eye Control freed us to shoot more interesting, and more watchable, footage. We

could put the camcorder on a tripod (zero
shake) and keep the baby in focus as he
chased the cats around the deck. At a graduation ceremony, we could seamlessly
shift the focus from the graduate in the
foreground to his alma mater in the background (as he artfully blurred out of focus)
just by looking to the left side of the frame
where the building was.
After a short time using the ES5000and creating some of the best video we've
ever shot-it's hard to imagine going back
to the old way of shooting video.

KID-STYLE KEYBOARD

The weather-forecasting and
storm -warning system works by
reading the barometric pressure,
using a microprocessor-controlled
sensor. It takes the Personal
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Weather Wake -Up

(Continued from page 26)

PERSONAL WEATHER STATION
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tional development in young children.
And it's fun, to boot! The Comfyland
characters tell stories, attend a birthday
party, or go to the zoo.
We had to recruit some older volunteers
to try out the Comfyland software-our
neighbors, Peter (6) and Robert (3). Peter
was a bit too sophisticated for Comfyland,
but Robert had as much fun playing in
Comfyland as Christopher did with the
Touch -n -See disc-without climbing or
using his feet. He was well aware that
pushing buttons caused things to happen
on screen, and got a kick out of the whole
thing.
Adding the Comfy keyboard to your
home computer's printer port needn't stop
you from getting work done. When you
need to print something, it's easy enough
to disconnect the Comfy keyboard. (The
addition of an A/B switch, not included,
would make it easier yet to go from work
time to playtime.)
In our experience, the Comfy keyboard,
when not plugged in, tended to find its way
to the floor of our office-most often because Chris would see it on the desk, reach
up, and pull it crashing down. He liked to
pull it around by its cord or the telephone
wire, and would sometimes use it as a
chair or step stool. We're happy to report
that the kid -friendly keyboard is also ruggedly kid -proof.
We can't say that playing with the Comfy Activity Center will turn our child, or
yours, into an emotionally secure, clearthinking, well -coordinated good citizen.
At the very least, however, the hours that
Christopher spent in front of the computer
were more productive than those in front of
the TV.

MODEL BA -312E ALARM CLOCK. From
Oregon Scientific, 18383 South West
Boones Ferry Road, Portland, OR
97224; Tel. 800-853-8883. Price:
$69.95.

If you're like us, the first thing you want
to know when you wake up in the morning
is what kind of weather to expect that day.
Will you have to leave extra time for your
commute to work? Carry an umbrella? On
weekends, it's even more important. Will
it be a beach day? Will the family picnic
get rained out? Should you just rent a
bunch of videos and not leave the house all
weekend?
We keep the clock radio tuned to a news
station that provides traffic and weather
updates every ten minutes. Unfortunately,
as we're rushing through the morning routine, we can't always time it so that we're
in the room with the radio during the 30
seconds or so when the weather is reported.
So we decided to replace that old clock
radio with the Personal Weather Station
from Oregon Scientific, which promised
to give us around -the -clock weather information, as well as a digital clock with
alarm functions. It would even warn us of
impending storms.
The Personal Weather Station is a compact, wedge-shaped device that stands just
4.5 inches tall. Its front panel is dominated
by a large LCD readout, which displays
the time or date on top and weather information on the bottom. Bright-blue, high contrast HiGlo'" backlighting is activated
by pressing a wide bar at the top of the
unit. Below the LCD is a row of five function buttons labeled MODE, ALARM, MEM,
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Weather Station about 24 hours to
become acclimated to your location.
Then, by monitoring the rate and
consistency of barometric pressure
changes, it displays forecasts that are
generally 75% accurate for the surrounding 20- to 30 -mile area (meteorologists don't seem to be much more
accurate than that anyway).
Forecasts for the next 12- to 24 -hour
period are indicated by one of several easyto -understand weather icons: a sun means
clear weather, a sun and clouds for partly
cloudy, clouds for overcast weather, clouds
with precipitation mean rain or snow, and
clouds with rain and lightning warn of
thunderstorms.
When a sharp drop in barometric pressure is detected, the Personal Weather Station will warn you of severe storm by flashing the lightning bolts in the storm icon
and sounding an alarm. The alarm beeps
for one minute, or until you turn it off. If
you're not there to hear it the first time, it
will beep every three minutes to provide
continued storm warnings until the forecast improves. That should make it quite
likely that you'll be made aware of approaching bad weather.
The Weather Station turned out to be
quite accurate during our early -summer
trials. It was on target just about every day.
At first, it was a bit disconcerting to wake
up to a beautiful, cloudless day and see
thunderheads on the weather station's display. But, if it's July in New York, when
afternoon thunderstorms are common, you
quickly get used to the fact that what appears in the display is not the current
weather, but the forecast. And as hurricane/tropical storm Bertha wound its
way up the eastern seaboard, the Weather

Station flashed its lightning icon and
beeped to warn us.

Unfortunately, while it's easy to read the
symbols, it's more difficult to interpret
them, especially when precipitation is predicted. Will it be a brief thunderstorm?
Will the rain come at tonight or tomorrow?
Will there be a dusting or a foot of snow?
For that sort of information, you'll still
have to turn on your radio or TV (or even
your computer and Internet account)-and
hope that their meteorologists will get the
forecast right for a change.

ELECTRONICS WISH LIST
Retro -Style TV
The Goldstar Fashion TV Model GCT-1375M from LG Electronics U.S.A., Inc.
(1000 Sylvan Avenue, Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632) combines "futuristic 50's
tech" styling with 90's circuitry and functionality. The I3 -inch set features a
black -enamel cabinet and front bezel. Molded handholds make it easy to carry
from room to room. Oversized round power/function knobs house a fully programmable digital tuner with red LED displays that strobe up and down when
changing channels. The retro contours of the set are echoed in the design of the
remote control. An oversized luminescent "dial" on the remote's face affords one hand control of key functions. The Fashion TV offers audio and video input jacks,
on -screen displays, programmable tuning, last -channel flashback, an earphone
jack, closed captioning, and a sleep timer. Price: $219.95.

Professional Pager
Motorola's (North American Paging Subscriber Division, 1500 Gateway Blvd.,
Boynton Beach, FL 33426-8292) Advisor Gold FLX is the first alphanumeric
pager to use the high-speed FLEX`' protocol, designed by Motorola to significantly increase the efficiency of data transmission. The palm -sized message
center has a 30,000 total character message memory (the equivalent of 30 doublespaced pages of text) and a four-line, 80 -character scrolling display. Its 43 text and
numeric message slots include storage for 19 personal messages. 21 notebook
messages, and three information services. Designed for business professionals,
its advanced functions and large memory allow users to exchange increased
amounts of information, which comes in handy for information services such as
news, weather, sports, and stock quotes. To be alerted to incoming messages, the
user can choose from eight musical tones or a silent vibration. Any personal
message can be converted to an alarm that will sound at the specific time set by the
user. Other features include battery life up to four times longer than that of
ordinary pagers, a built-in alarm clock, and programmable on/off. Price: $319.

Goldstar Fashion TV
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Motorola Advisor Gold FLX Pager

Multi -Mailbox Speakerphone
The AT&T (5 Wood Hollow Road, Parsippany, NJ 07054) Digital Answering
System Speakerphone 1841 records voice messages in solid-state memory chips. It

offers instant playback; instant forward and repeat, to skip to any message; repeat
and review, to play back specific parts of messages; and selective save and delete.
Callers can leave messages in up to four different mailboxes, each of which has its
own personal announcement. The message -transfer feature allows the answering
system to automatically dial the user at another telephone or pager number when a
new message is received. The user can then access the message remotely. The
AT&T 1845 provides 26 minutes of recording calls for outgoing announcements
and incoming messages. It also features a speakerphone. 16 -number memory, a
time/day stamp, audible message alert, new message playback, and voice prompts
to guide the user through the command menu when calling from remote locations.
Price: $179.99.

Go -Anywhere CD Players
Kenwood USA Corporation's (P.O. Box 22745, Long Beach, CA 90801) line of
portable CD players, including the Model DPC-761 pictured here, is intended for
home, car, and portable use. "Skipping" during playback is virtually eliminated
by digital anti -shock circuitry in the form of buffers ranging from three to ten
seconds. The DPC-76I features a switchable 5- or 10 -second buffer. The CD
players provide crisp sound reproduction via dual -bit digital -to -analog converters and 8 -times oversampling digital filters. and feature 20 -track programmable
memory and shuffle, scan, and repeat -play modes. All models include over -ear
headphones and "lightning recharge" battery systems that, when used with
Kenwood NiCd batteries, recharge the CD players in one-third the usual time.
Most models also include car -cassette and cigarette -lighter adapters. Price: From
$100 to $ 240.
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Kenwood CD Player
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What's better than speed reading?

Speed Learning.
Speed Learning has replaced speed reading. It's a whole new way to read and learn. It's easy
to learn...lasts a lifetime... applies to everything you read. It may be the most productive course
you've ever taken.
Do you have too much to read and too
little time to read it? Do you mentally pronounce each word as you read? Do you frequently have to go back and reread words, or
whole paragraphs, you just finished reading?
Do you have trouble concentrating? Do you
quickly forget most of what you read?
If you answer "Yes" to any of these
questions
then here at last is the practical
help you've been waiting for. Whether you
read for business or pleasure, school or college, you will build exceptional skills from this
major breakthrough in effective reading, created by Dr. Russell Stauffer at the University of
Delaware.

-

-understanding - remembering and Not just "speed reading" but
speed reading thinking
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The new Speed Learning Program shows
you, step -by-proven step, how to increase your
reading skill and speed, so you understand
more, remember more and use more of everything you read. The typical remark from over
one million people taking the Speed Learning
program is, "Why didn't someone teach me
this a long time ago." They were no longer
held back by their lack of skills and poor reading habits. They could read almost as fast as
they could think.

What makes Speed Learning
so successful?
The new Speed Learning Program does
not offer you a rehash of the usual eye -exercises, timing devices, and costly gadgets you've
probably heard about in connection with speed
reading courses, or even tried and found ineffective.
In just a few spare minutes a day of easy
reading and exciting listening, you discover an
radical
entirely new way to read and think
departure from anything you have ever seen
or heard about. Speed Learning is the largest
selling self-study reading program in the world.
Successful with Fortune 500 corporations,
colleges, government agencies and accredited by 18 professional societies. Research
shows that reading is 95% thinking and only 5%
eye movement. Yet most of today's speed
reading programs spend their time teaching
you rapid eye movement (5% of the problem),
and ignore the most important part, (95%)
thinking. In brief, Speed Learning gives you
what speed reading can't.
Imagine the new freedom you'll have
when you learn how to dash through all types
of reading material at least twice as fast as you
do now, and with greater comprehension.
Think of being able to get on top of the avalanche of newspapers, magazines and correspondence you have to read...finishing a stimulating book and retaining facts and details
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FOR FASTER SHIPMENT CALL 1.800.729-7323 OR FAX 1-609-273-7766
more clearly, and with greater accuracy, than
ever before.

-

Listen
and learn
at your own pace

-

-

This is a practical, easy -to-learn program that will work for you
no matter how
slow a reader you think you are now. The
Speed Learning Program is scientifically
planned to get you started quickly...to help you
in spare minutes a day. It brings you a "teacher on -cassettes" who guides you, instructs, and
encourages, explaining material as you read.
Interesting items taken from Time Magazine,
Business Week, Wall Street Journal, Money,
Reader's Digest, N.Y. Times and many others,
make the program stimulating, easy and
fun...and so much more effective.
Executives, students, professional
people, men and women in all walks of life from
15 to 70 have benefitted from this program.
Speed Learning is a fully accredited
course...costing only 1/4 the price of less effective speed reading classroom courses. Now
you can examine the same easy, practical and
proven methods at home...in your spare
time...without risking a penny.

Examine Speed Learning
RISK FREE for 15 days
You will be thrilled at how quickly this
program will begin to develop new thinking
and reading skills. After listening to just one
cassette and reading the preface, you will
quickly see how you can achieve increases in
both the speed at which you read, and in the
amount you understand and remember.
You must be delighted with what you
see, or you pay nothing. Examine this remark-
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able program for 15 days. If, at the end of that
time you are not convinced that you would like
to master Speed Learning, simply return the
program for a prompt refund. (See the coupon
for low price and convenient credit terms.)

RISK -FREE ORDER FORM
U YES! want to try Speed Learning for 15 days
I

without risk. Enclosed is the first of 4 monthly
payments of $32.25'. If I'm not completely
satisfied, may return it for a prompt refund.
I

U SAVE 8.00! prefer to pay the $129.00 now,
and save the $8.00 shipping & handling charge.
may still return the program for a full refund.
I

I

Method of payment: (Federal Tax Deductible)
Check or money order payable to Learn
Incorporated

U Charge to: U Visa O MC

Am Ex

Discover

Exp

Card #

Signature
Phone

(

Name
Address
City

State

Zip

'Plus $8.00 shipping and handling. U.S. funds
only. For New Jersey residents, sales tax will
be added.

(earn

INCORPORATED

Dept. LPE-01, 113 Gaither Drive,
Mt. Laurel, NJ 08054-9987
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ost electronics hobbyists would like
to have an oscilloscope. However,
in most cases it is hard to justify the
high, cost of such a specialized piece of
equipment. Luckily, there is another option
for those with IBM-compatible computers.
For as little as $85 you can build the
'Easyscope unit described in this article. It's"
án add-on circuit that you can plug into
your PC's printer port, thereby converting
the computer Into a dual -channel, digital
storage oscilloscope (DSO)..
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DSO Basics. Like an analog scope, a DSO
allows you to view electrical signals on a
display. But unlike an analog scope, a DSO
converts the input signal into digital values
- by sampling the signal using an A/D converter. That gives a DSO several advantages
over the analog scope.
For one, DSOs have the ability to view a
single sampling of the input signal. They
also have ,the ability to display 'the wave.
form from both before and after a trigger
event. In addition, their ability to save data
for later viewing or manipulation makes
DSOs desirable. (Of course analog-scope
proponents will point out that the disadvanCage of a DSO is that you do not see what is

happening to the input signal ,between
°

Easyscope Features. In some ways the
Easyscope is like a typical DSO, but in some
ways it's even better. As we mentioned earlier, it attaches to a PC's printer port, and
therefore makes use of the host computer's
processor and monitor. That way, the easyto -use software written for the unit can replace a l`ot of expensive riardware, making
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Fig. I. The schematic for the Easyscope might look complex at a glance, but many of
the functions are handled by IC3, a PIC16C71. As a result, this circuit and a PC
can
replace a complete oscilloscope.
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the unit both affordable and easily
portable (the board measures only
1,75 x 3.55 inches and can run off a
9 -volt battery). If you own a laptop,
you can have a completely portable
test station.
But what about the Easyscope's actual performance? Here are some of
its features: The unit has sample rates
of up to 35 kHz, depending on the
speed of the host computer. There's

also a DVM feature for taking static

voltage measurements. The usable
voltage ranges are ±2.4, 6, and 12
volts with a x scope probe, and
± 24, 60, and 120 volts with a 10 x
scope probe.
1

Circuit Description.

The schematic

for the Easyscope is shown in Fig. 1.
Power for the circuit is supplied by a 9 volt DC source.
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The circuit contains two sections: an
analog portion and a digital portion.
At the core of the project is a preprogrammed PIC16C71 micro -

controller, IC3. The PICI6C71 is more
advanced then the PIC16C5x series
controllers used in many projects. 'In
addition to the standard PIC features,
the PIC16C71 includes a built in AID
converter, which' operates in the
range of 0 to + 5 volts.
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'I needed a refresher in fundamentals and a piece of paper that said 1
had a degree. CIE gave me both."
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Briant
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Sentel Corp.
"CIE allowed me to use my G.1. Bill
benefits and independent-study
allowed me to continue my studies
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Charles Hopper
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t1.S. Navy
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"The fact that I intended to continue
pursairig thy Associate Degree with
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considered for my current position."
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Annamarie Webster
Proiect'Engineer,Instrumentátlon
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-
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Búéscher

,Communications Technician
AT&T

reeñr ed áhd received my A.A.S.
degree from CIE because of the
good experiences l had in one of
CIE's career courses."
Maurice M.'Henthorn, Jr. Electronic Technician
The Denver Post
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The Easyscope circuit has Iwo input
channels that require signal conditioning before reaching the ND;
jack J1 is the input for channel A, and
J2 is the input for channel B. The analog signal conditioning for channel A
consists of 101, an LF347 quad op amp; a 2P3T switch, 81; and several
resistors. The signal must first pass
through a 1-megohm resistor divider
network, made up of R4 and R5. That
signal is picked off the resistor divider

at one of three points by 81; those
points correspond to an attenuation
of 0.5, 0.2, or 0.1 from the original signal. The signal is then fed into pin 3 of
101-a; the amp is set up in a non inverting configuration with a gain
equal to R6/R7 + 1.
Next, a 2.5 -volt offset is injected into
the signal. The offset voltage is generated by voltage -inverter IC2, negative -regulator IC5, and several associated passive components. The 9 -volt
source for the circuit is fed to IC2. That
inverter, along with C3 and C4, provides a -9 -volt source, which is fed
into IC5 to produce a stable. 5.0-volt
reference voltage. That reference
voltage is divided by the resistor network consisting of R1, R2, and trimmer
potentiometer R3 to give a reference
of about
2.3 volts (which can be
adjusted using R3).
The reference voltage is buffered
by IC1-b and fed into the inverting
input of 101-a (pin 2) through resistor
R7. With a 0 -volt input signal, the output of 101-a at pin 1 should be about
2.5 volts. With a negative input signal,
the output would be less than 2.5 volts;
and with a positive input signal, greater than 2.5 volts. That output is fed
through R8 into the ND input of the
PIC16071. Zener diode D1 provides
over -voltage protection for the ND input-it prevents the input voltage
from going over + 5.1 volts and below

RGB LOGIC ANALYZER - TIMING

+2404

+120.200

ff4e

1111 1111 0100 1110

01
2

3

4

5
6
7

8
9

Fig. 2. Here's a timing diagram of the data transfer from the PIC to a PC, in scope
mode. For an explanation of the signals, see Table I.
Table -1

Signal

Purpose

0

2

REQ
ACK
MODE A

.r
`

1

3

MODEB

4

DATAO

5

DATA 1
DATA 2
DATA 3

6

i,.

7
9

'

-

Source

PIC Pin

PC
PIC
PC
PC
PIC

2-RA3
1

.

PIC
_

MODE C
RESET*

8

-

-

PIC
PIC
PC
PC

.,

'

-

12

13-RB7
6-RBO_

7-

RB1

93-

RB2
RB3
RA4

8.

-

RA2
- RB6

-.
,

4 - MCLR`

71.,

471.11.

-T .r¡
.

1.I..á

c

- 0.6 volts.
As

you can see from the schematic,

the signal -conditioning circuit for
channel B is a copy of that for channel
A, except that there is no switch to
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select the range. Channel B is set at
the ± 12 -volt range on the PC board.
There are provisions for a jumper
block to be installed on the PC board
to allow the same range selections as
channel A, but more on that later.
The A/D converter within the
PIC16071 is set up to convert the analog voltage at pins 17 (RAO) and 18

J
<

1

<

-3/4 INCHES

Fig. 3. This is the solder side of the
Easyscope board.

Fig. 4. Here's the component side of the
board.

(RA1) into the corresponding digital
values from 0 to 255. The PIC16C71's
internal timer interrupt provides a stable time base for sampling. On each

read, the value stored, and a new ND
conversion is started. If the sample
rate is set for 10 kHz, then an A/D conversion must be performed every 100
microseconds. The timer interrupt

timer interrupt the ND converter
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PARTS LIST FOR THE
EASYSCOPE,,

e
,

e.

O'

D2

IC1

SEMICONDUCTORS

1J1

ICI-LF347 quad op -amp, integrated

R13,

R7

circuit

R4

1C2-ICL7662A or TC7662A

I

X AL1C8

voltage converter, integrated circuit

-

C2

1C3-PIC16C7I (preprogrammed)'
microcontroller, integrated circuit
1C4-LM7805 5 -volt positive

R10

rj-R-31111

+C5

regulator,_ integrated circuit

e

105-LM7905 5 -volt negative
regulator, integrated circuit

IC5

.DI, D2 -5.1 -volt Zener-diode

-R14--

-

RESISTORS
X = FEEDTHROUGH

'SEE TEXT

Fig. 5. If you're building the Easyscope on a PC board, use this parts -placement
diagram as a guide. Note the feedthrough that must be installed, and also the surface mounted capacitor, C6, which should be mounted to the solder side of the board.

(All fixed resistors are

-watt, I%

%4

metal -film units, unless otherwise
noted.)
R1, R2 -2200 -ohm; 5% carbon -film
R3 -1000 -ohm trimmer
-

potentiometer

Listing -1
ALTA ENGINEERING EASYSCOPE II Rev 1.0
(C) COPYRIGHT 1996 Robert, G. Brown
All Rights Reserved
F1

R4, R10- 499,000 -ohm
R5, R14 -100,000 -ohm isolated
resistor network, 10 -pin SIP
(contains five internal elements)
Rb, R12-1620 -ohm

.

R7, R13 -1500 -ohm
R8, R11-1000'ohm, 5% carbon -film

-DVM mode

F2 - SCOPE mode.: CONTINOUS Channels 1 ,
F3 - TRIGGER level : 0.00
F4 - TRIGGER slope +
F5 - TRIGGER position 4/8
F6 - ACQUISITION,period : 100 uS Frequency 10:00 KHz
F7 - ACQUIRE
F8 - CONFIGURE
F9 - INFO
F10 - exit

R9133,000 -ohm bussed resistor
network, 8 -pin SIP (contains seven
internal. elements)

:

:

'

'

-

would be set up to interrupt every 100
microseconds. In between interrupts
the data is transferred to the PC over
the printer port (through SO1). The
transfer occurs 4 bits at a time, using a
REQ*/ACK* handshake.
The interface to the PC printer port
consists of a total of ten signals: five
are driven by the PC (those are inputs
to the PIC16C71), and five are driven
by the PIC16071 (as inputs to the PC).
One of the signals from the PC controls the PIC's reset pin (MCLR'), allowing the PC to reset the PIC at any time.
Three of the signals coming from the
PC are designated as MODE control-on a reset the PIC reads the
MODE signals to determine what
mode to start up in. Those modes include standard -scope, DVM-channel-0, DVM-channel-1, status/loadtime-constant, and toggle -all -outputs
(debug) modes.
Four of the PIC outputs are designated for data. The remaining Iwo signals are the request- and acknowledge -handshake signals used for

CAPACITORS

Tablé-2

CI -10 µF, 15-WVDC, tantalum
C2, C5-1-1.LF, 6-WVDC; tantalum
C3, C4 -10-µF, 15-WVDC,
electrolytic
C6 -0.022-µF, surface-mouit
C7, C8-15-pF, ceramic -disc

Value

Color

0'

Black

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND
MATERIALS

Blue

XTALI-16.0-MHz crystal

t;

-

2

-

Green Cyan
Red
Magenta
Brown
Light Grey
Dark Grey
Light Blue
Light Green
Light Cyan
Light Red
LightMagenta

3.,

4

5.
6

7

8=
9
10
11

12
13
14
15

t

Yellow
White

data transfers. Figure 2 shows a timing
diagram of the data transfer from the
PIC to the PC, in scope mode; Table 1
shows what the signals mean. The
transfer of each 4 -bit nibble starts with
the PC asserting the REQ' signal. The
indicates that the signal is active low,
so asserting the signal means to make
it a logic low.
When the PIC has placed the data
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Sl-2P3T switch
S01-DB25 socket, PC -mount
J2-BNC jack

J1,

.

Printed -circuit materials, enclosure,
9 -volt power source, DB2
computer cable with two plugs,
oscilloscope probes (2), wire,
solder, hardware, etc.
Note: The following are available
from Alta Engineering (58 Cedar
Lane, New Hartford, CT
06057-2905; Tel. 460.489-8003;
Web! http://www.gutbang.com/
'

alta; e-mail:alta@gutbang.coM):
EASYSCII.ZIP software on a
disk-$10.00 (postpaid); etched
and drilled double -sided PC
board-$30.00; preprogrammed
PIC16C71-$50.00; complete
board kit and switch-$85.00.
Add $5.00 for shipping and
handling. Connecticut residents
please add appropriate -sales tax.
Visa and Mastercard are accepted.
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on the data pins, it asserts the ACK"
signal. That indicates to the PC that
the data is ready. After the PC reads
the data, it releases the REQ" signal
(brings it high) to indicate that the
data has been read. Upon sensing
this signal, the PIC releases the ACK'
signal. The second 4 -bit segment of
data is transferred in the same manner except that the MODE A signal is
set low during the transfer. The timing

probe connections.
Next, attach the PC-mount DB25
socket to the board. The PC -mounting
pins should plug right into the 25 holes
on the board so that the output pins of
the socket are at right angles to the
board.

diagram in Fig. 2 shows the complete
transfer of two bytes of data using the

<

x z

e

REQ"/ACK` handshake.

Construction. Although the

Easy-

scope can be built using any method,
to ensure a compact assembly, you
should consider using a double -sided
PC board with plated -through holes. If
you'd like to make your own board,
you can use the full-size templates of
the solder and component sides
shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. Or
you can order one from the source
mentioned in the Parts List.
If you are building the unit on a PC
board, use the parts -placement diagram shown in Fig. 5 as a guide.
Begin by installing all the fixed resistors
and capacitors. Both R6 and R12
should be installed vertically. When installing the resistor networks, be careful to note the placement of pin 1 (a
dot designates it in Fig. 5). Also note
the polarity of the electrolytic capacitors. The surface -mount capacitor, C6,
should be installed on the solder side
of the board between pin 5 and 14 of
IC3, as shown.
Install the feedthrough (designated
by an X), next. That can be a tiny piece
of resistor lead. Insert it into the hole,
and solder both sides. If you'd like to
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be able to switch the input attenuations of channel B, you can configure
a jumper block for the open pads adjacent to the feedthrough. Otherwise,
the channel will have a fixed setting,
as mentioned earlier.
Go on to install the crystal. Solder
trimmer-potentiometer R3 and switch
S1 to the board. Then, mount D1, D2,
104, and 105, noting the orientation of
all of them. Install IC sockets for 101,
IC2, and IC3 at this time as well, but
only insert IC2 into its socket for now.
The use of scope probes and BNC
connectors with the circuit is optional.
If ybu want to use them, connect J1
and, J2 as shown. Otherwise, simply
connect clip leads to facilitate test -

.

I

r-/

dw09

A really compact assembly for the
Easyscope is possible when you use a
double -sided PC board.

Before inserting IC1 and IC3, connect a 9 -volt power source (a 9 -volt
battery will work fine) to the powersupply inputs. Measure the voltage at
pin 14 of IC3; it should be +5 volts.
Next check the voltage at pin 4 of 101;
it should be the same as the power
source. Measure the voltage at pin 11
of IC1; that should read about the
same as pin 4, but should be of the
opposite polarity. Finally, check the
voltage at pin 5 of 101-it should be
about - 2.5 volts; adjust that voltage
using R3 to about 2.3 volts. Once the
voltages are all correct, remove
power from the circuit and insert 101
and IC3.
Of course, IC3 has to be preprogrammed to work with this circuit.
You can order a programmed IC from
the source mentioned in the Parts List,
or, if you have the equipment, can
progi am your own using the firmware
available on both the Gernsback BBS

-

(516-293-2283) and

FTP

site

(ftp.gernsback.com).

Setup. In addition to the PIC firmware, you can also download the
Easysope PC software (EASYSCII) from
both the Gernsback BBS and FTP site. If
you don't have a modem, you can
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get the software from the source
mentioned in the Parts List. You will
need that program that to let your
computer work with the Easyscope.
Once you have the software in your
desktop PC, connect the circuit to
your computer's printer port using a
short (three to six feet) DB25 cable
with plugs on both ends. Do not use
the Easyscope with a laptop until you
have tested the circuit; an assembly
error in the Easyscope could damage
your laptop's printer port. Connect
the power supply to the circuit and
start the program EASYSCII on the PC.
At first it might display a message indicating it could not find the configuration file. That is not a problem; press
any key to clear that message.
A menu should be displayed that
resembles Listing 1. Select option F8
(CONFIGURE). Answer the question
about which printer port you are connected to (LPT1 or LPT2), with a 1 or 2
followed by an enter, You will then be
prompted for color selections for
channel A, channel B, and the grid
color. Enter the desired color values
using Table 2 as a reference. The colors can be changed at anytime later.
Next, select option F1 (DVM mode).
The program should now display a
heading and the AID reading for
channel B, and then the voltage
range (2.4, 6, or 12), the AID reading in
hex, and the voltage reading for
channel A. Short the channel -A input
to ground to give 0.0 volts as an input
signal. Change the setting of S1 on the
board; the voltage -range display
should switch to match. Set the voltage range to 2.4 volts ("L" on the
switch). Adjust R3 until the channel -A
ND reading is steady at 7F and the
voltage reading is 0.0 volts. If you short
the channel -B input to ground, the N
D reading for channel B should also
be 7F You can test the A/D operation
for each channel by connecting the
inputs to a battery. The reading
should change according to the battery voltage. At this point the EASYSCOPE II setup is complete.

Using the Easyscope. During the
setup procedure you've already used
the DVM mode, so that needs no further explanation. The Easyscope has
many more options, though.
The Easyscope's mode is selected
by F2 (CONTINUOUS, SINGLE, or NOR (Continued on page 43)

BUILD AN /ACTIVE

HIGH -IMPEDANCE

PROBE
Get more accurate
readings from your
DMM by using this simple probe.
BY SKIP CAMPISI

probably happen, sooner or
later: You'll be measuring voltage
drops all around a high -impedance circuit, and things will not be
adding up correctly. "What's going
on?" you might then ask. As it turns out,
it's very easy to ignore the high -impedance load present at a DMM's input, as most of the time it will not affect
your reading. For that reason, the load
is soon forgotten.
Those of us who have "cut our
teeth" on old-style analog VOMs remember the load that a meter can
put on a circuit; however, we've all
been spoiled by the 10-megohm inputs on a modern DMM. When you're
making voltage measurements in a
circuit at impedance levels of 100,000
ohms or more, though, that 10
megohms in parallel starts adding a
significant error to your reading!
The obvious solution to that problem is to raise the impedance at the
DMM's inputs. That is exactly what the
Active High -Impedance Probe described in this article accomplishes. It
has an input impedance of 100
megohms, which necessitates the use
of "active" circuitry for proper operation, and provides a truly high-tech
solution to the circuit-loading problem. If you build the Probe, you will
have an instrument capable of 0.5%
basic DC accuracy, and a range of
about DC to 100 or 200 Hz.
If will

Circuit Description.

The schematic
diagram for the Probe is shown in Fig.
1. Notice that the circuit is very simple,

A TLC2254 quad CMOS op -amp
(manufactured by Texas Instruments)
was specially selected for use as IC1 in
this application. (There are other
types of op -amps that can be substituted when high performance is not
necessary, but more on that later.) The
parameters exhibited by the TLC2254
that are required for high performance in the Probe are its: input bias
current of 1 picoampere, input offset

consisting of only one IC and a handful of passive components.
Power for the Probe is provided by
B1, a miniature 12 -volt alkaline battery,
which is typically used in cigarette
lighters and remote controls. The battery will provide up to 1 milliampere of
continuous current. With the components specified, current drain is less

than 300 microamperes, which
should ensure almost shelf -life for

B1.

S2

XI

RANGE

1M

X10

R2'
10 MEG

PROBE

R1'
100 MEG

100K
C2
100pF

C1

R3

100pF

95.3K

+

J1

W4

1

BP1

R5
1.0 MEG

R6

R4
10K

IC1-a
1/4 TLC2254

7

e

OVouT

v

IC1-b

5

CAL

.

1/4 TLC2254

13

+6V
O

R11

+6V

10K

MN

IC1-d
1/4 TLC2254

R7
100K
R8
18052

Fib

14

C3

R10
25K
ZERO

.001

R9

POWER

ICI -c
1/4 TLC2254

R12
10K

8
7'100K

o

+II

11

C4

12V

001

'SEE TEXT

Fig. I. Here's the schematic for the Active H'gh-Impedance Probe. Note the placement
of BPI near pin 2 of /CI. That Teflon -insulated standoff will greatly help keep the
circuit error free.
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voltage of less than 1 millivolt, rail -to rail output voltage swing, stable output at capacitive loads of up to 1000
pF and supply current of less than 200
microamperes.
Section 101-a is configured as an
inverting amplifier having a gain of
- 0.1, and IC1-b is an inverting amplifier having switch -selected gains of
10 ("x1") and -1.0 ("x10"). The
overall gain of the circuit is then +0.1
at x 10 or +1.0 at x 1, which allows
readings of up to ± 60 volts peak with
a fresh battery.
Section IC1-c of the op -amp provides the zero -volt ground reference
to the circuit, and ICI -d allows the output to be nulled via R10, over a range
of about ±5 millivolts. Trimmer potentiometer R4 is used for DC calibration.

-

Construction.

The first step in building the Probe is to select its enclosure.
The author's prototype was built into a

standard logic -probe -type plastic
case; however, you might want to use
a shielded enclosure if you will be
working in areas containing excessive
RFI or 60 -Hz line interference. Input impedances this high make excellent
"antennas"; you might also want to
increase the values of Cl and C2 from
100 pF to 1000 pF to further dampen
noise pick-up.
The actual layout and technique
used to build the circuit board is not
critical to its performance; use any
method that you prefer. The author's
prototype was assembled on a 1- x
23/4 -inch

piece of perforated board,

using point-to-point wiring. Whatever
method you use, begin by mounting a
14 -pin socket for 101, as the chip is a
CMOS device that's sensitive to elec-

2
á

á

á

)

zó
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trostatic discharge (ESD). By drilling
holes in the case and aligning the
board, you can mount the two switches right on the circuit board.
The only critical "node" in the circuit
is pin 2 of 101, which will be processing
signals in the lower nanoampere
range. Those low currents can easily
leak across a circuit board or through
flux residue, and cause severe errors.
The only insulators to be trusted at
these levels are "air" and Teflon. (Interestingly, below about 10 picoamperes, man-made sapphire is used!)
To avoid any errors, install a Teflon insulated solder terminal (BPI) onto
the board, near 101. Wire it to the circuit as shown in the schematic.

Begin installing the resistors and capacitors at this point. Note that R1 (100
megohms) in the author's prototype is
a composite resistor made up of 10
separate 10-megohm résistors connected in series. Metal -film resistors
are the best choice here for temperature stability; however, standard 1/4 watt, 5%, carbon -film units can be
used successfully if they (and also R2)
are all from the same lot and manufacturer. If you'd like to use a single
resistor for R1, you can order a 100megohm resistor from MECI (348 East
1st Street, Dayton, OH 45402; Tel.

800-344-4465); the unit

is

part

number 490-0881, and only costs 20
cents. MECI also carries a 10megohm resistor that you can use for
R2; that's part number 490-1641, and
costs 39 cents. Both MECI resistors are
1%, 1/4 -watt, metal -film units.
Resistor R1 should be suspended in
the air between BPI and the probe
needle (labeled "probe" in the V,N
inputs shown in Fig. 1). If you're using 10
resistors for R1, make sure the resistor
bodies are isolated from each other
and everything else. One lead from
R2 and one lead from Cl also go to
BPI; make sure those components are
also suspended off the board. Attach
one end of a piece of Teflon -insulated
hookup wire to BPI, and terminate the
other end with one female pin from a
"break-away" type SIP socket. Make
the lead just long enough to reach
from BPI to pin 2 of 101.
Select R6 (100,000 ohms) to be exactly 10% of R5 (1.0 megohm) for best
accuracy. Capacitors Cl and C2
should be polystyrene units. When
you're done installing all the passive
components, double-check your wiring.
Solder a type -N -cell battery holder
to the circuit. Then attach Iwo short
wires to the circuit to allow for connection to J1, the output jack. Install
the board with the probe needle and

battery holder into the enclosure.
Mount J1 to the case and connect it to
the two wires you installed.
It is now time to install 101. As mentioned earlier, the TLC2254 chip will
provide a great amount of accuracy.
If you'd like to try substituting a different op -amp, with a possible loss of
accuracy, here are some National
Semiconductor parts you can use:
LMC6024, LMC6044, and LMC6064.
Texas Instruments also manufactures
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PARTS LIST FOR THE
ACTIVE HIGH-IMPEDANCE
PROBE
'

RESISTORS

_

(All fixed resistors are' -watt, 1%,
metal -film units, unless otherwise
noted.)
R1-100-megohm (see text)

R2-10-megohm (see text)
R3 -95,300 -ohm
R4 -10,000 -ohm trimmer
potentiometer, single -turn

R5-1.0-megohm
R6-100,000 -ohm
R7, R9 -100,000 -ohm, 1/4 -watt, 5%,
carbon -film
R8-180 -ohm, 1/4 -watt, 5%, carbonfilm
R10 -25,000 -ohm trimmer
potentiometer, single -turn
R11, R12=10,000-ohm,'1/4-watt, 5%,
carbon -film
.

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND
MATERIALS

ICI-TLC2254 quad CMOS op-amp,
integrated circuit (see text)

Cl, C2-100-pF polystyrene
capacitor
C3, C4 -0.001=3,F monolithic
ceramic capacitor
Sl-Pushbutton switch, normallyopen
S2-SPDT miniature slide switch
J1 -2.5 -mm phono jack

BP1-Teflon-insulated standoff,'with
solder terminal

BI -12 -volt alkaline battery, type 23

(RadioShack 23-144 or equivalent)
Perforated board, logic -probe -type
enclosure with needle, type -N -cell
battery holder (RadioShack
270-405 or equivalent), 2.5 -mm
phono plug (should match J1), dual
stackable banana plugRG174 or '
similar coaxial cable (or twistedwire pair; see text), wire, solder,
hardware, etc.
,

'

Iwo other chips that can be used;
those are the TLC27M4 and TLC27L4
op -amps. All the preceding ICs have
the same power requirements and
pinouts as the TLC2254 chip; however,
you should still make it a habit to always check data sheets whenever
making a substitution.
Keep in mind when making a substitution for IC1 that most of the preceding ICs háve higher input -offset
voltage specifications. For that reason
it might be necessary to increase the
zero -adjustment range of the Probe.
To accomplish that, simply increase
the value of R8 (which is specified as

ohms)-doubling the resistor's value will double the adjustment range,
etc.
Also, most of the substitutes just
mentioned will only be marginally stable when driving a coaxial output cable (more on that cable in a moment).
To correct that you will have to build
an output cable made up of a twisted
pair of wires, rather than using the
coaxial cable specified later. As you
can see, substituting 101 might be asking for more trouble than it's worth.
However, the option is being provided
for those who might have an easier
time getting one of the other chips.
Prepare IC1 (remember, it's ESD sensitive) as follows: Carefully bend out
pin 2 from the IC until it is at a right
angle to the rest of the pins. Insert the
package correctly into the socket,
then slip the female pin attached to
the wire from BP1 onto pin 2.
The circuit is now complete. You
only need to install the battery in the
holder and prepare the output cable.
If you are using the TLC2254 IC, make
the cable from a two -foot length of
flexible coaxial cable (such as RG174).
Terminate one end of the cable with a
2.5 -mm phono plug, and the other
end with a dual "stackable" banana
plug. Keep in mind that if you use one
of the substitutes for 101 you will have
to use a twisted pair of wire instead of
coaxial cable.

imum input (and output) swing as the
battery ages. Simply apply the Probe
to a DC voltage greater than 6 volts in
the x 1 range: the output will indicate
50% of the battery voltage and thus,
the maximum output swing.
The Probe circuitry is fully protected
from ESD damage, overvoltage on either range, and power -off conditions
via the 100-megohm input resistance.
For your own safety, do not attempt to
use this instrument on line -operated
equipment or high -voltage DC circuits; the maximum input should not
exceed ± 100 -volts peak to avoid a
potential shock hazard.
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EASYSCOPE
(Continued from page 40)
MAL). That key also selects the number
of active channels ("1" = A only; "2" =

Calibration and Use. With your DVM
only, measure a voltage source of between 1- to 5 -volts DC, and note the
reading. Now connect the Probe to

As this internal view of the Probe shows,
the project can be assembled quite

your DVM. For your Probe's ground
lead, use your DVM's existing ground
test -probe lead, "stacked" in the dual
banana -plug ground terminal. (This
stacked ground lead represents the
VI,, input labeled "GND" in Fig. 1).
Short the ground lead to the probe
needle, set S2 (the range switch) to
x 1, and turn on the power by holding
down S1. Adjust R10 (the zero adjust)
for an output reading of 0.0 millivolts.
(Note: As battery voltage decreases
through usage, it may be occasionally necessary to readjust for zero mV.J
Remove the ground lead from the
needle, and apply the needle and
ground lead to the 1- to 5 -volt source.
Hold down S1 and adjust R4 (the calibration trimmer potentiometer) for
an output voltage equal to the value
measured with the DVM alone. Set S2

point-to-point wiring.

neatly within a standard logic -probe type case, using perforated board and

to x 10 and the reading should be
exactly 10% of the reading at the x
setting.
In actual use, the Probe is accurate,
simple to operate, and fairly indestructible. Just plug it into any DMM,
1

and apply the needle probe and
ground lead to any DC or low -frequency voltage source within its
range. Push in S1 and set S2 for the
appropriate range: the x 1 setting
yields a ± 6 -volt-peak range, and the
x 10 setting provides a ± 60 -volt peak range.
Make your reading, and multiply it
by 1.0 or 10, depending on your setting of 52, the range switch. It is a simple matter to test the battery voltage
itself, which will indicate your max-
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both A and B). In CONTINUOUS mode,
the Easyscope will continuously sample the input signals and update the
display; the trigger is not used. In SINGLE sweep mode, the unit will acquire
and display a single sampling of the
input signals using the trigger. In NORMAL mode, the Easyscope will acquire and display data using the
trigger, like a sweep -triggered analog
scope.
The F3 key allows you to set a trigger
voltage level. Key F4 allows you to set
Pressing
the trigger slope as + or
F5 allows you to select the position of
the trigger in the acquired data in
increments of 1/8. A selection of 0/8
means that all the displayed data will
be from after the trigger (just like an
analog scope). Selecting 3/8 means
that 3/e of the data displayed would
be from before the trigger and 5/8
would be from after the trigger. With a
little bit of practice it is easy to set up
the Easyscope to acquire the waveforms of interest.
Option F6 allows you to set the acquisition period in microseconds. Key
F7 starts the scope mode; the data is
displayed on the graphics screen. To
exit from the DVM or ACQUIRE mode
Just press the ESC key.
-he Easyscope is an inexpensive
and flexible test tool. The author welcomes questions and suggestions;
contact him by telephone at
860-489-8003, or e-mail at alta@gutbang.com.
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hobbies, and having social interaction with the world about you. Can all
the questions be answered here?
Hardly, but you can become aware of
stumbling blocks between you and
your career goal, and actions you
may consider somewhere down the
yellow brick road.
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What is an EE? An electronics engineer (EE) is usually a professional person who has a bachelor of science
degree (BS) in electronics or an electrical engineering degree (BSEE) from
a recognized college or university. An

electronics technician is someone
working in the electronics professions
who has less than a BSEE degree.
(There are associate degrees, certification programs and licenses for
technicians, but that is beyond the
scope of this article). Many engineers
start their professional careers as
technicians. Some end their careers
as an electronics technician when
age, obsolescence, and diminishing
job availability take their toll.
Electronics engineers create and
direct the manufacture of computer
systems, cellular phones, computers,
wrist watches, industrial controls, aircraft guidance systems, weapons systems, and a myriad of other devices.
Through such activities, EEs affect our
everyday life.

BECOMING AN
ELECTE ONICS
ENGINEER

Getting Through College. Some
schools combine electronics and

Here are some tips to
keep in mind when planning your career.

5

o you want to be an electronics engineer? Or, maybe
you are one, but you haven't
looked far enough into the future, The
rewards of the profession are numerous, especially the personal satisfac-

tion of accomplishment only the
creator of a gadget, product, or system can truly enjoy. Nevertheless, to
44

every utopian vision there

is

a down

side. The question you should be addressing is, "Should be, or should
continue as, an electronics engineer?" The answer is a very complex
I

I

one that considers your current economic status, your future goals, the industry's needs, and your ultimate
retirement goals. During the period of
your income -producing life span,
there's the considerations of getting
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power engineering into one degree
called electrical engineering. Other
schools offer separate degrees, one
of which is in electronics engineering.
If you are only interested in electronics, the electronics engineering
degree is preferred. Both degrees are
called BSEE.
The minimum scholastic requirement for an electronics engineer is a
BSEE degree. The degree is awarded
after the completion of a four-year
program at most engineering colleges and a five-year program at
others. The four-year college program
is preferred considering the cost of
tuition. It would be wise to choose a
school with a good reputation in engineering. Types of engineering degrees other than electrical/elec-

tronics include civil, chemical, computer, mechanical, petroleum, aeronautical, mining, metallurgy, etc. The
various engineering departments are
grouped together within universities
and usually called the "College of En-

likely that your customers will care or
ask where you got your engineering

gineering."
College tuition has become very
expensive in the last several years--a
trend that is consistent with tuition in-

present, starting salaries for electronics engineers are about $36,000
per year. Experienced engineers who
do not go into management earn as
high as $ 70,000 per year. For managers and executives there is no limit.
The CEOs of a majority of electronics
companies have electronics -engineering degrees. Most have additional advanced degrees in business

creases since World War

II.

State uni-

versities usually have reasonably
good engineering programs and the
one in your state is likely to offer you
the lowest tuition. Some schools have
a better financial -aid program than
others and that is a point to consider. If
you have ample funds, choose one of
the prestigious schools like Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), Cal Tech, or Georgia Tech.
While some college courses are not
much more difficult than senior -year
high-school courses, engineering
and science courses at most engineering colleges are more difficult
than the standard college fare and
require increased effort and time on
the part of the student. Engineers usually take a heavy course load of 18 to
21 credit hours per semester. They
have 4 to 6 hours of classes per day
and need to study at least 4 to 6 hours
per day not counting weekend study.
That 10 to 12 hours of school activity
per day doesn't leave much time for a
job while in school. You can work during the summer break (2 to 3 months
per year) provided you do not elect to
take summer courses. Social activities
such as hearing guest lecturers, going
to concerts, or watching a stage play
are an important part of the college
experience, but for the engineering
student they have to be limited to a
few hours per week.
A correspondence college sends
you lessons through the mail that you
complete at home. Many employers
don't accept correspondence degrees. Laboratory courses have to be
excluded from these programs, because you don't have access to a library and you never have the
supervision of teachers. You miss the
social aspect of resident colleges that
prepares you for working with college -educated people after graduation. On the other hand, if correspondence school is the best you can
afford, and you plan to be self-employed throughout your career, it is un-

degree.

After College. How much money
will you make when you graduate? At

may be a shortage of engineers, and
getting and keeping a job is easy.
When the economy is in recession, it is
very hard to get a job and you are in
jeopardy of losing the position you
have.
Although management and personnel people won't tell you, companies hire engineers for a defined
project rather than for lifetime employment. When the project is over,
the engineers are laid off. The average job length for an engineer is
about seven years. Keep in mind the
word "average." There are exceptions, but they are few and far be-¡
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Electronics engineers who work at home rely heavily on personal computers for circuit
simulation and analysis, integrated software design, programming application -specific
integrated circuits, designing schematics and PC boards, and other uses. Shown here
is the author working on a PC -board design.

and economics.
What are the working conditions for
an electronics engineer in the commercial realm? Though you will be
paid for a 35 -40-hour week, you will
be expected to work a considerably
longer work week. Working in commercial design is often high pressure,
particularly at times when a product is
going into production and problems
have to be solved quickly. Government jobs are often lower key.
Job security in electronics engineering is not what most people believe it is. The electronics industry is
what economists call a "cyclic" industry. The fortunes of the industry go
through cycles that roughly follow the

cycles of the national economy.
When the economy is good there
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tween!
Currently, electronics engineering

is

in a modest recovery from the last

recession period. Many "rock -solid"
established companies like IBM and
Digital Equipment downsized and laid
off engineers. The defense industry remains in a state of economic depression with the end of the cold war.
Nevertheless, there has been enough
growth in industry as a whole that engineering unemployment is on a decline.
It is true that no job is entirely secure.
There are professions such as acting
where job security is nonexistent. Average unemploymentamong lawyers is
greater than that for engineers. But for
a profession that requires a college
degree, engineering job security is
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unusually treacherous. Engineers, like
most employees, depend upon their
employers for health insurance, sick
pay, and retirement benefits. The pat-

tern of frequent unemployment
leaves the engineer's family life and
retirement plans in peril.
Another pitfall of engineering is obsolescence. As a hypothetical example, suppose that you are designing
hard -disk drives for a hi -tech company. The "flash" memory now used in
laptop computers is smaller and uses
less power than hard disk -drives, but it
is a much more expensive storage alternative. Some time in the future the
cost of flash memory may become
cheaper than hard -disk drives. Your
skill in designing hard drives will no
longer be wanted. No one will want to
retrain you for another skill because
that is expensive considering the
training period you will require. Companies will hold out for months to fill an
open position for an experienced
person rather than retrain someone
who has experience in a similar, but
not exactly the same, skill.
Considering the aforementioned, it
is an impossible task for the engineer
to predict what technology will be on
top in the future. The engineer should
school himself in new fundamentals,
and seek employment in a growing
environment before the current position terminates.
The public image of engineers
reached a peak during the 1960s due
to the tremendous national pride in
our space program. Lately engineers
have fallen victim to the "nerd" or
"geek" stereotype that is depicted by
the teenage TV character Steve Erkle.
The presumption is that all smart people are weird and socially inept. None
of the engineers that know fit the
nerd stereotype. The majority of them
are good-natured and friendly people who happen to be good at math
and science.
I
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Many engineers express dissatisfaction with their jobs. But because they
like having a job in which learning is a
continuing process, and they love the
sense of accomplishment that comes
with creating new electronic devices,
they accept a job that has poor working conditions, low public image, and
financial insecurity. Some engineers
plan ahead for frequent unemployment and make good use of the time
when it comes. Engineers are not

alone. A majority of physicians and
lawyers are expressing dissatisfaction
with their professions. If you enter engineering knowing what to expect,
you can practice your profession without resentment.

Engineering Alternatives.

So far,

the facts in this article might make the
outlook fora career in electrical engineering look grim. However, there are
strategies for avoiding many career
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some additional time grading papers, counseling students, preparing
lectures, etc. Teachers are off three
months of the year, a month at Christmas and two months in the summer.
With your free time you are sometimes
expected to either do research or
write and publish. These activities
bring prestige to your learning institution. Writing and research are cre-

ative activities and can be very
pleasant. Writing can bring you extra
income in the form of book and magazine royalties. The work is secure with
layoffs being rare. The down side is
that the salaries are lower than you
can make in industry and you need
an advanced degree, preferably a
Ph.D., in order to hold this job.
The next degree higher than a BSEE
is a master's degree (MSEE) which requires one or two years of study
beyond a bachelor's degree. The
highest degree, the doctorate (Ph.D.
or Sc.D), requires an additional Iwo
years (eight years total) of college
training. When you earn a doctoro rate, you can use the title Doctor (Dr.)
before your name.
If you plan to work in industry, some

companies encourage advanced
The author is shown here testing a
shortwave -receiver prototype in the lab
of his one -person business.

problems that face electronics engineers today.
If you like power engineering, you
can work for an electric power -utility
company. These companies are
somewhat immune to the usual economic cycles. They make money
even in a recession, and they need to

keep employees to maintain their
enormous grid of electrical power
lines and equipment. It is a maintenance -type job and is not very creative. Power companies may hire a
few electronics people to install and
maintain the microwave links that are
used to switch and monitor equipment at remote locations. Much the
same can be said about working for a
telephone utility company-relatively
stable, but dull.
You can become a college teacher. Although the work can be hectic

around the end of a semester; the job
is usually low key. Teachers spend
around four hours a day in class and
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degrees. You can nearly always earn
more money with an advanced degree, but in industry the job security for
Ph.D.s is no better than for BSEEs. So if
you are going for an advanced degree, do so with a job in mind where
the advanced degree will be appreciated. In bad economic times an advanced degree can be an impediment to obtaining a position. You will

be considered over -qualified for
many positions.

Self-Employment. Another alternative to the usual engineering problems is to start your own one -person
business. When you get your degree,
take a job in industry for several years,
then resign and go on your own. The
hardest part is finding out what to do
in your business. You might have to try
a few things before you find something you like that will be profitable.
Manufacturing a complex product is
generally not possible for a small
company. You might go for a service
contract with a larger company, but it
is often desirable to do a cómbination
of several scaled -down activities. That
way if one activity is not productive,
(Continued on page 49)

BUILD A

CAPACITANCE

METER
ADAPTER
This simple circuit lets you measure capacitance with your DMM.
BY MARC SPIWAK

If your budget limits your test gear
to a suitable digital multimeter
(DMM), then you might want to

consider adding

a

home-brew

adapter to increase its adaptability.
One such budget gadget is the
Capacitance Meter Adapter described in this article. It's an affordable
little circuit that will enable your DMM
to measure capacitance at a fraction
of the cost of commercial units. As a
matter of fact, depending on what
parts you have on hand, the circuit
could cost you only pennies to build!
The Adapter lets your DMM measure values from 2.2 pF to 2.2 µF. That
measurement range isn't as restricted
as it sounds-most capacitors you'll
work with are within those values, except for larger value capacitors that
are usually clearly marked with a value,

When the Adapter is connected to
a capacitor and DMM, a DC voltage
ís fed to the meter; the resulting readout indicates the capacitance value.
However, the readout on the DMM will
not show pF or µF; it will simply give a
value you have to interpret depending on which range the Adapter is set
to (it has two ranges). The only other
caveat is that your DMM has to have a
fixed input impedance of at least 1
megohm, which should cover about
99 percent of the DMMs on the market. An analog meter cannot be used
because it will load down the circuit
due to its relatively low input impedance, and thereby give inaccurate
results.

Circuit Description. A schematic di -

2.2 µF in its high range. The Adapter
outputs one millivolt per picofarad in

agram for the Capacitance Meter
Adapter is shown in Fig. 1. Power is
supplied by a 9 -volt battery, B1. When
power -switch S1 is in the oN position, a
LM7805 regulator (102) provides a 5 volt source to the circuit.
Switch S2 is used to select between
the high and low capacitance
ranges. The circuit measures from 0 to
2200 pF in its low range and from 0 to

the lower range and one volt per microfarad in the higher range. Those
are the voltages that would be displayed on a DMM, and which would
have to be read as capacitance values (more on that later).
The most "exotic" component of the
Adapter is a 74HC132 quad Schmitt
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O
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Fig. 1. Here's the schematic for the Capacitance Meter Adapter. The circuit outputs
one -millivolt per picofarad in the Low range setting of S2, and one -volt per microfarad
in the HIGH range.
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IC2

1-3/4 INCHES

Fig. 2.

If

you'd like to build the Adapter
on a PC board, use this foil pattern to
etch your own.

-R9-

PL2

`,

Cl

-C7-

D1

trigger

gate (101). Only three
gates in the package are used. Gate
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NAND

IC1-d is configured as a free -running
oscillator whose frequency is determined by the setting of potentiometer R1. The output of IC1-d, pin 11, is a
square -wave voltage that's fed to the
other two gates configured as inverters (101-a and IC1-c).
A capacitor with an unknown value
(we'll call it Cx) is connected across
input-terminals J1 and J2. Note that
the positive lead of a polarized capacitor must be connected to J1. The
capacitor under test charges through
diode D1 on positive half -cycles and
discharges through R5 on negative
half -cycles in the low range, or
through R3, R4, and R5 in the high
range. In the high range, the square wave output from IC1-d is fed directly
to the inputs of the other two gates.
With no capacitor connected to J1
and J2, the outputs of 101-a and IC1-c
are identical, inverted versions of the
input signal. The average voltage
across the outputs of the gates at pins
3 and 8 in this case is zero. With Cx in
place, and depending on its value,
the input voltage to IC1-c, pin 9, stays
higher longer than the input to I01 -a,
pin 2. The output pulses from I01 -a
and IC1-c are filtered and smoothed
by R8, R9, C2, and C5. The average
DC voltage across the outputs is then
proportional to the value of Cx.
The circuit is a bit different in the low
range, because compensation must
be made for stray capacitance. In the
low range, the output from IC1-d is fed
to pin 1 of 101-a through diode D2,
which also charges Cl. Capacitor Cl
charges quickly and discharges slow-

R8

IC1

C6

"
R5

J2

O

R2

b J1

Fig. 3. Use this parts -placement diagram as a guide when building the Adapter on a
PC board.
ly through potentiometer R6. The
charge on Cl holds the input to I01 -a
higher for slightly longer than it nor-

mally would be. That causes its inverted output to be low for slightly longer
and conversely high for slightly shorter. Stray capacitance across input terminals J1 and J2 does the same thing
to IC1-c, holding its input higher for
slightly longer than it would if there
were none. Potentiometer R6 is adjusted so that the discharge time of 01
matches that of the stray capacitance, and so the effect of stray capacitance is canceled out. In the low
range an offset voltage is applied to
the negative output terminal via D3,
R7, and R8 to prevent the gates from
locking together with such close trigger points.

Construction; The Capacitance
Meter Adapter circuit is simple
enough to build using point-to-point
wiring. However, if you'd like to use a
PC board to assemble the circuit you
can either order a kit that comes with
one (see the source mentioned in the
Parts List), or etch your own using the
template shown in Fig. 2.
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If you build the project on a PC
board, use the parts -placement diagram shown in Fig. 3 as a guide during assembly. Begin by mounting a
socket for 101. Then mount the smaller

components-the

resistors,

capaci-

and diodes. Be sure to doublecheck the polarity of the polarized
capacitors and the diodes. Solder the
jumper in place next.
Continue by mounting the switches
and potentiometers. Solder the 9 -volt
battery connector to the board next,
paying attention to the polarity. Cut
two short, insulated wire leads and attach them to the board to facilitate
connections to J1 and J2. Then cut
two longer wires and solder them to
the board where PL1 and PL2 are indicated. Attach banana plugs to those
long wires. All that's left of on -board
assembly at this point is to install IO2,
and insert 101 into its socket.
Choose a suitable plastic or aluminum case for the circuit. Mount spring loaded jacks for J1 and J2 to the case.
Those will allow you to conveniently
connect capacitors to the circuit for
measurement. Attach the short leads
intended for J1 and J2 to the jacks.
tors,

PARTS LIST FOR THE
CAPACITANCE METER
ADAPTER
SEMICONDUCTORS

IC1-74HC132 quad Schmitt trigger
gate, integrated circuit
IC2-LM7805 positive 5 -volt
regulator, integrated circuit
DI -D3-1N914 silicon diode
NAND

RESISTORS

I

(All fixed resistors are 1/4-watt; 5%
units.)
R1 -200,000 -ohm trimmer
potentiometer, 1 -turn, PC -mount
R2 -47,000 -ohm
R3 -2000 -ohm trimmer
potentiometer, 1 -turn, PC -mount
R4 -680 -ohm

R5-1-megohm
R6 -100,000-ohm trimmer
potentiometer

R7-5.1-megohm

-

R8 -10,000 -ohm
R9-120,000 -ohm
CAPACITORS

C1-390-pF, monolithic
C2, C3 -1-µF, tantalum electrolytic
C4 -10-µF, electrolytic
C5 -C7 -0.1-µF, monolithic
ADDITIONAL PARTSAND
MATERIALS
SI-SPDT switch, PC -mount

S2-DPDT switch,
31,

PC -mount

J2-Spring-loaded jack, or

equivalent
PLI, PL2-Banana plug
B1
-volt alkaline battery
Printed -circuit materials, project
enclosure, battery connector, .1000pF and l -µF calibration capacitors,
wire, solder, hardware, etc.

-9

Ñote: The following is available from
Marlin P. Jones & Associates, Inc.
(RO. Box 12685, Lake Park, FL
33403-0685; Tel., 800-432-9937):

Capacitance Meter Adapter kit
(including everything except a
battery, case, and banana plugs)$12.95 plus $4.50 shipping and
handling. Florida residents please
add appropriate sales tax.

1000-pF capacitor and a 1-µF capacitor. If possible, use calibration capacitors that you have already measured
to exact values. Connect PL1 and PL2
to the DMM's 2 -volt scale. Then set

range-switch S2 to the Low position
and adjust R6 for a reading of zero on
the voltmeter. Connect the 1000-pF
capacitor to the Adapter's input terminals and adjust R1 for a reading of
1.000 volt, Next connect the. 1-1.LF capacitor to the input terminals and put
range -switch S2 in the HIGH position.
Then adjust potentiometer R3 for a
reading of 1.000 volt.
Once it's calibrated, the Adapter is
used in a similar fashion to test capacitors of an unknown value. Connect
the Adapter to your DMM and set the
meter's range switch to the 2 -volt
range. When you connect a capacitor to J1 and J2, the display on the
DMM will be in picofarads when the
Adapter is in the low range and micro farads in the high range.
You now have a simple way of
quickly determining the ballpark values of unknown capacitors. While it
might not be the most accurate instrument in the world, the Adapter could
be the least expensive. It will let you
measure the values of capacitors
close enough to use them in circuits,
sort unlabelled parts, ferret out bad
parts, and match capacitor values to
one another.

ELECTRONICS ENGINEER
(Continued from page 46)
you still have other activities on which
to fall back.

to avoid borrowing money,
is easier said than done. Start
small and build up your capital and
Try

which

Calibration and Use. After carefully

liquid assets as you go. Your business
activities might include making PC
boards, restoring old radios, writing for
publication, lecturing, silk screening
electronic equipment panels, making
name plates, selling electronic kits,
buying and selling electronic parts,
teaching at all levels, writing computer shareware programs, doing repair
work, or consulting, to name a few.

checking your work for solder shorts
and other faults that could cause your
circuit to fail, connect a 9 -volt battery
to the battery clip. Use S1 to turn the
circuit on.
To calibrate the circuit you'll need a

A consultant is someone considered an expert whom companies will
hire on a short-time basis at a high fee
for a very specific purpose. Most consultants acquire advanced degrees
to use as part of their credentials. The

'

Then, cut holes in the case to provide
access to the switches, and a way to
pass through the PL1 and PL2 wires.
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trick to consulting, however, is to be
good at what you do and to sell yourself. Scholastically less -qualified technicians have been known to serve as
consultants because their specialized
knowledge in a defined subject is superior, and using such a consultant is
still less expensive than hiring a fulltime technician or even an engineer
who would have to be trained.
W1iy a one -person business? It is assumed that you want to practice engineering with a minimum of distraction from business activities. If you hire
even one employee you are then involved in payrolls, income tax and
FICA deductions, workman's compensation, OSHA regulations, employee
health insurance, employee retire-

ment, minimum -wage regulations,
and so on, ad nauseam. If you like
these things, you will do well as a traditional business professional and you
don't need to become an electronics
engineer.
Manufacturing involves another set
of government hassles as well as possible stiff competition from "dollar -a day" workers in third -world countries.
There are some small companies that
manufacture relatively simple devices
for ham radio operators or other small
market niches. Offering the device in
kit form involves fewer business complications and competition and is
something that you might want to
consider doing.
In a one -person business you contract-out anything you can't do yourself to other one -person or larger
businesses. Being a one -person business doesn't mean that you have to
stay small. Some one -person businesses have assets in the millions.
More than likely, though, you won't
make as much money on your own as
you could make in industry. But the
working conditions are whatever you
impose upon yourself, you can do
whatever you like to do, and you can
set it up to be very financially secure
during your retirement years.
Of the many books published
about one -person businesses, the
one like best is The Incredible Secret
Money Machine by Don Lancaster
who is an electronics engineer and a
columnist for Popular Electronics' sister publication, Electronics Now. In
spite of the piquant title, Lancaster's
book is a no-nonsense source of
practical information.
I
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BUILD A

INDULTAN
METER
\-1 ADAPTER

a

1l401.)CT/NCI

1

c

Measure inductance with this
add-on circuit and an ordinary DMM.

BY MARC SPIWAK

inductance meter could be
a valuable test instrument for a
hobbyist to own. However, few
people own them because of the
high price tags found on such instruments. That's about to change.
The Inductance Meter Adapter described in this article is a circuit that,
An

when connected to digital multi meter (DMM), lets you measure lowvalue inductances. The project can
be built for a couple of dollars, or less,
depending on what parts are in your
junk box. Or you can buy a kit of parts
including a PC board from the source
mentioned in the Parts List.
The range of the Adapter is actually
quite impressive. It allows your DMM to
measure inductance from 3 micro henries to 7 millihenries in two ranges.
Basically, when the Adapter has an
inductance connected at its input terminals, it develops a DC voltage at its
output terminals that your DMM can
measure and display as a calibrated
inductance measurement. An analog
multimeter cannot do the job because its input resistance is below the
minimum 1-megohm required for the
Adapter's proper operation.
The Adapter certainly can't replace
a fine piece of test gear, but it's a
handy little instrument for sorting unlabeled parts, screening out bad or
out -of-spec parts, and matching inductors to one another. Another great
feature of the Adapter is that you can
have it working in less than an hour,
with or without the kit.

volt battery, B1, and a LM7805 regulator, IC2, provides a regulated 5 -volt
source for the rest of the circuit. Switch
S2 turns power on and off.
The heart of the circuit is a single
7L1HC132 quad Schmitt NAND -gate IC1.
The first gate in the package,101-a, is
configured as an oscillator whose frequency is determined by the RC components (including trimmers R6 and
R7) in its feedback loop; IC1-b is a
buffer/inverter. One input of both IC1c and ICI -d is tied to +5 volts, with
both sections configured as inverters.
The square -wave output from IC1-b is
fed to the pin -9 input of IC1-c, and pin
S1 -a

HIGH

o

R7
10K

LOW

W

}-CAL

10

TO
UNKNOWN
INDUCTOR

8

,PIRr-

wY

R6
10K
HIGH

C3
.001

ll

IC i -c
1/4 74HC132

R9
22K

LOW

(ID J2

R8

22K

CAL

14

12

+
PL1

13

11

R4
3

>C1 -a
14

ICI -d
1/4 74HC132

R3

1

2200

6

10K

TO
DVM

*WV

IC1-b
1/4 74HC132

1/4 74HC132

R1

1K

OFF
S2

IC2

LM7805

G

B1

1----I

Circuit Description.
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inductor input terminals.
When an inductor is connected
across J1 and J2, the voltage input to
101, pin 9 stays higher for a longer
period, depending on the value of
the inductor. With the output of IC1-c
feeding ICI -d, the resulting average
DC voltage across the output terminals (J3 and J4) is directly proportional
to the unknown inductance. Potentiometers R6 and R7 calibrate the circuit for the high and low ranges,
respectively, and potentiometer R1
sets the zero point on the DMM. When
the circuit is calibrated with a known

RANGE

9v

The schematic
diagram for the Adapter is shown in
Fig. 1. The circuit is powered from a 9 -

9 also connects to J1, one of the test -

O

R2

R5
100K

33K

---

1

ZERO
ADJUST

PL2

U

,

C2
1N41D148

.1

F

Fig.

1. With this simple Adapter circuit and an ordinary DMM you can measure
inductances from 3 µH to 5 mH.
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inductance and properly zeroed out,
the output voltage can represent inductance. Switch S1 selects the
Adapter's range; the circuit will mea-

PARTS LIST FOR THE
INDUCTANCE METER

ADAPTER

3µH to 500 µH in the Low
range and from 100 µH to 5 mH in the
HIGH range.
sure from

Construction.

The Adapter circuit

SEMICONDUCTORS

ICI-74HC132 quad Schmitt trigger
NAND

regulator, integrated circuit
diode

is

simple enough to build using point-topoint. wiring. However, if you prefer to
use a PC board, you can etch your
own from the foil pattern shown in Fig.
2, or order the kit from the source
mentioned in the Parts List.
If you're using a PC board, refer to
the parts -placement diagram shown
in Fig. 3 when building the circuit. Begin by mounting a socket for ICI; be
sure to match the orientation shown.

D1 -1N4148

RESISTORS

-C3-

potentiometers, making sure they are
oriented properly. Install wire -jumper
JU1 and a battery -snap connector for
B1. Then solder insulated wire leads for
the connections to J1, J2, PL1, and PL2.
Keep the leads to J1 and J2 as short as
possible, as they could affect the
readings given by the unit. The leads
for PL1 and PL2, on the other hand,
should be somewhat long; that will
make it easier to connect the Adapter
to a DMM. Solder banana-plugs PL1
and PL2 to the leads. To complete onboard assembly, mount IC2 and insert
101 into its socket, being sure to check
the polarity of both.
The next step is to prepare the en -

1

-5/8 INCHES

Fig 2. If you'd like to etch your own PC
board for the Adapter, use this foil
pattern,

r

I

(All fixed resistors are'/ -watt, 5%.)
R1-1000 -ohm trimmer

IC1

R4

-R5-

potentiometer
R2 -33,000 -ohm

R3--220-ohm
R4 -10,000 -ohm

R5 -100,000 -ohm

R6, R7 -10,000 -ohm trimmer
potentiometer
R8, R9 -22,000-ohm

Install the resistors and capacitors.

Solder the switches to the board.
Then go on to mount the diode and

gate, integrated .circuit

IC2-LM7805 positive 5 -volt

PL2

e

PL1
B1

I+

Fig 3. Use this parts -placement diagram
as a guide when assembling the
Inductance Meter Adapter.

closure for the Adapter. Any enclosure
of a suitable size can be used. Mount
jacks for J1 and J2 to the case first. To
make it easier to temporarily connect
unknown inductors to the circuit, use
spring -loaded terminals for J1 and J2
(they come with the kit). Drill holes in

the case to accommodate the
switches and the PL1 and PL2 wires.
Mount the PC board.

Calibration and Use. After checking
your work, connect a 9 -volt battery to
the battery clip and set S2 to ON. To
calibrate the circuit, you'll need a
couple of inductors with known values, preferably values equal to or
near 400 µH and 5 mH, If possible,
measure the value of the inductors
you use with an accurate meter to
determine their exact values. Connect output leads PL1 and PL2 to a
voltmeter set to the 200 -millivolt scale
and place a short piece of wire directly across terminals J1 and J2. Set
range switch S1 to Low and adjust R1
for a reading of zero on the meter.
Now set the DMM to the 2 -volt
range. Remove the wire from J1 and
J2 and connect the 400-0 inductor
(or whatever value you have that's
closest). Adjust R7 so that the voltage
displayed on the DMM is the absolute
value of the inductance. For example,
a 400-µ1-1 inductor will give a reading
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CAPACITORS
C1 -0.01-1.1,F, monolithic

C2-0.1=µF, monolithic
C3 -0.001-µF, monolithic
ADDITIONAL PARTS AND
MATERIALS

Sl-DPDT switch,
S2-SPDT switch,

-.

-

PC -mount
PC -mount

J1, J2-Spring-loaded terminal
PL1, PL2-Banana plug

B1-9.volt alkaline battery
Printed -circuit materials, project
enclosure, battery connector,
400-µH and 5-mH (or similarvalue) calibration inductors, wire,
solder, hardware, etc. --

Nob: The following is available from
Marlin P. Jones & Associates, Inc.
(R O. Box 12685, Lake Park, FL
33403-0685; Tel. 800-432-9937):
Inductance Meter Adapter kit
(including everything except a
battery, case, and banana plugs)
$14.95 plus $4.50 shipping and
handling. Florida résidents please
add appropriate sales tax.
'

-

of 0.400 volt. Now connect the 5-mH
inductor and set the range switch to
high. Adjust R6 so that the voltage displayed on the meter is the same as
the inductance value. A 5-mH inductor should read 0.500 volt on the DMM.
To use the Adapter, connect it to
your DMM and set it to the 2 -volt
range. In the low range you can measure from 3 to 500µH, and the display
will read between 0.003 and 0.500.
Remember to disregard the decimal
point. In the high range, measure from
100 µH to 5 mH and the display will
read from 0.001 to 0.500.
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BUILD A

Surround-Sound
SWITCHBOX
Control where your home -theater or stereo system's audio is coming from
and add surround sound with this handy little device.
Would you like a simple way to

select which 'speakers in
your audio setup are on?
Better yet, would you also like to control those speakers in such a way as to
produce a type of surround sound? If
so, you should consider building the
Surround-Sound Switchbox described
in this article. It's a one -evening project that can make a great difference
in the way you experience audio at
home.
The Switchbox is designed to accommodate a stereo pair of speakers
in the front of your listening room, and
another "surround" pair in the rear of
the room; that means you don't have
to buy a truckload of speakers to use
the unit. Also, while we're on the topic
of buying, the components used in

the author's prototype are readily
available and inexpensive; in fact, depending on what materials you have
on hand, you should be able to build
this project for under $20.
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The Switchbox is based on the surround -sound effect popularized by
David Hafler, Basically, that is when a
rear pair of speakers responds to the
differential of stereo signals presented

to a front pair. Those A+B and A-B
signals are not apparent from speakers connected in a normal, parallel
configuration. You'll probably be surprised to find that the Hafler effect
can produce quite a startling audio
ambiance. That is because a Hafler
circuit extracts signals that are already
present to create surround sound.

Circuit Description.

The schematic
diagram for the Switchbox is shown in
Fig. 1. Because all components are
passive, no power supply is required;
only audio connections are made to
the circuit. (To keep project cost
down, a terminal strip was used to

make many of the connections
shown in the schematic. For that reason, there is only one jack shown.)
The circuit gets its audio input from
the left and right outputs of a stereo
amplifier. Those signals are fed to two
terminals of a switching, stereo phono
jack, J1. If headphones are inserted
into J1 the audio from the amp will
bypass the Switchbox and be fed directly to the headphones. An attenuator will need to be used with the
latter (more on that later).
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no headphones are inserted into
the left signal is fed to two sections,
S1 -a and S1 -b, of a 4P3T switch. The
right signal is fed to the other two sections, S1 -c and S1 -d. When S1 is set to
FRONT, the left and right audio signals
will be sent to front -right and -left
speakers that are connected to the
Switchbox. Setting S1 to REAR will connect the audio signals to rear-right
and -left speakers. Finally, the BOTH
setting of S1 activates all four speakIf

J1,

ers.

When the circuit is set so that all
speakers are working, another audio
option is available from switch S2. Setting S2 to NORMAL will cause the rear
speakers to work just like the front
ones. However, the HAFLER setting on S2
connects the negative signals of the
rear speakers to each other via a 50 ohm potentiometer, R1. Adjusting R1
allows for a variable, Hafler surround sound effect.

Construction. Because all the components used in the Switchbox are
panel -mountable, no circuit board
was used in the author's prototype.
You can easily do the same.
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TO
LEFT
OUT

FRONT

HEADPHONES

S1 -a

4 O

J1

A

o REAR

FRONT
LEFT

0-

o

BOTH

TO
RIGHT
OUT

REAR
LEFT

S2 -b
R1

o

500
HAFLER

NORMAL

o
TO

HAFLER

i

aS2 -a
REAR
RIGHT

AMP
NEGATIVE
OR
COMMON

S1 -c

ble-check your wiring. It's very easy to
make mistakes when making so many
point-to-point connections. If you
have one, use a DMM that has an
audible or visual continuity -tester
mode. Connect the leads to various
points across the switches and listen
for the tone or watch for the needle
movement that indicates the switches
do what they are supposed to do.
Now, before you can use the circuit,
you might need to build an add-on. If
you recall, it was mentioned earlier
that you will need an attenuator to
use most headphones with the
Switchbox. Commercial attenuators
are available from sources such as
Radio Shack; however, you can also
build your own.

S1t1
FRONT
RIGHT

o

1. The circuit for the Surround -Sound Switchbox requires no power source.
passively creates the Hafler effect using existing sum and difference signals.

Fig.

Begin by finding a suitable enclosure. Drill holes in the panel of the
case for the two rotary switches, potentiometer, and stereo jack. Then,

mount the components.
Using different -colored lengths of
insulated wire, carefully make the
connections between the components shown in the schematic. Try to
keep the wires as short as possible. In
the author's prototype the connections to the speakers and amplifier
were made using a twelve -terminal
connecting strip. If you wish to do the
same, make all the connections between the other components and the
strip, and then fasten the latter to the
case. The author's prototype used an
open -back enclosure that allows
easy access to the connecting strip.
Depending on the case you use, you
might need to make an opening for
the strip.
Another option is to use RCA jacks
for all audio connections, although
that does increase the cost of the
project. Depending on how much
money you wish to spend, and on
how often you will be connecting and
disconnecting your Switchbox, you will
need to decide if you wish to use
56

jacks.
Before you close up the case, dou-

It

R1

1000
5 -WATT

LEFT

Using the Switchbox. If you are
adding speakers to your system,
LEFT

TO
HEADPHONE
JACK

TO
HEADPHONES

R3

RIGHT

1000
RIGHT

Ra
1000
5-WATT.

Fig. 2.

To use most headphones with the
Switchbox you will need an attenuator.
Here's a simple add-on you can build in
a few minutes.

PARTS LIST FOR THE
SURROUND-SOUND
SWITCHBOX
R1

Figure 2 shows a simple circuit you
can use. To build the attenuator, you
have two options. You can either buy
a jack and a plug and wire the resistors between them. Or, if you have a
pair of headphones you'd like to use
only with the Switchbox, you can simply cut the headphone wires and solder the four resistors in place. Be sure
to insulate each connection and the
entire assembly when you're done.

-50-ohm potentiometer,,wirewound

J1-Stereo phono jack, switching
type

S1--4P3T rotary switch

S2-DPDT rotary switch
Suitable enclosure, knobs, twelveterminal connecting strip, rubber
feet, wire, solder, hardware, etc.
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which is probably the case with the
rear ones you'll be using, make sure
your amplifier can handle them. Remember that the actual load seen by
the amplifier depends on the size and
the phase of the signal. For the most
part, using four 8 -ohm speakers is your
best bet. Avoid the use of 4 -ohm
speakers in the rear circuit as they will
result in a 2 -ohm load (which is too
low) when connected in parallel.
Do not turn your amplifier on while
your speakers and yhe Switchbox are
not connected. Also, make sure you
do not accidentally connect positive
and negative leads from the amplifier
together.
To use the Switchbox, turn the volume down on your amplifier and turn
on its power. Then, turn Si to each of its
settings. As you do so, increase the
volume and make sure each setting is
activating the appropriate speakers.
Finally, leave S1 on BOTH.
Turn S2 to the HAFLER setting. Adjust R1
to see how it varies the Hafler effect.
With a little experimentation, your
home -theater or listening room will
definitely never be the same again.

workbench is not
really complete without a
waveform generator capable of

A

producing square and triangle waves.
We present the fundamentals of how these
useful devices operate.
Sinewave oscillators can be
handy to have on your electronics workbench, especially
for testing audio equipment. Unfortunately, you will also likely need a
source of square, pulse, or triangle
waves for other kinds of applications.
Those waveforms are generally categorized as "non -sinusoidal" and are
commonly needed in a wide range of
applications from radio and 1V to computers and industrial control. In this article we will check out some simple non sinusoidal oscillators, how they work,
and how to put a couple of them together.

Terminology. Figure

1
shows several
waveforms, the first of which (Fig. 1A) is a
square wave. You'll note that a square
wave is a voltage waveform that
switches between two voltage levels at
a constant frequency and is symmetric-it spends an equal amount of
time at both levels. We say it has a duty
cycle of 50% because it is "on" (at the
higher voltage) for 50% of the time. In
some cases (like when the square wave
is used for audio purposes), the square
wave oscillates above and below zero
volts as shown.

When a square wave is used in digital
circuits it is usually similar to the one in
Fig. 1B; its lower voltage level fixed at
zero and the higher voltage level set at
some standard value.
We could think of it as a "pulse waveform," except that we generally accept
that pulse waveforms may not be symmetrical. Such "asymetrical" waves can

be found in computer and communications circuits.
Triangle waveforms (like the one in
Fig. 1C) are also generally centered
around zero volts, although this need
not be the case. The basic triangle
wave has symmetric positive and
negative slopes that are linecr and repeat at some frequency. In some cases
the two slopes are not symmetric. If one
slope (either ascending or descending) is vertical (see Fig. 1D) we call the
waveform a ramp.
Under the heading of non -sinusoidal
waveforms we could group specialty
waveforms; those are generated with
some specific shape for a particular
function. For example, television circuits
generate a variety of complex waveforms to perform specialized functions.
Let's take a look at just some simple
ways that the basic square, pulse, and
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triangle waves can be generated.
Probably the first thing that will pop
into your mind when we consider
square -wave oscillators will be the old
standard: the 555 timer. We could start
our explanation with the 555 and show
how to hook up a few external components to create the three other oscillators. However, i` would be more
instructive to examine an oscillator
based on the same principles first. That
way you'll get a better feeling for how a
555 timer works.

A Simple Relaxation Oscillator.
Figure 2 shows the schematic of a simple square -wave oscillator using a single op -amp, three resistors and a
capacitor. The circuit is easy to set up
on a prototyping board and should
work with practically any op -amp such
as a 741 or a 358. The principle of operation here hinges on the RC time constant (determined by the values of R1
and C1) and the operation of the op amp as a voltage comparator.
When the DC supply is first applied to
the circuit, capacitor Cl has no charge
and therefore no voltage across it. Because it is connected to the inverting
input (-) of the op -amp, the output of
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V

The 555. The 555 timer has become
a standard, all-purpose building block
(for the hobbyist and professional alike),
and is commonly used in low -frequen-

o

A

v
T

B

c

Fig. 2. This is a simple op -amp based
square -wave oscillator. Its operating
frequency is based on the values of RI and
CI.
If you are in an adventurous frame of
mind, try setting up the circuit using the
values shown in Fig. 2; it might be handy
as a cheap -and -dirty square wave oscillator. By substituting a potentiometer
(wired as a rheostat) for R1 you can get
some variation in frequency. For a wider
frequency range you can use a switch
to select between different capacitors
that take the place of Cl.

D

Fig. I. The basic non -sinusoidal wave
family consists of square waves (A), pulsed
waves (B), triangle waves (C), and ramps

Vci

(D).

the op -amp sharply rises to maximum
output voltage (which will be the
positive power -supply voltage). The
output voltage (we'll denote it as V0 1)
causes current to flow through the
feedback resistor, R1, charging the capacitor (at an exponential rate) towards the positive power -supply level.
The output also sets up a voltage on the
non -inverting input (+) via R2. That voltage can be found from:
V =Vout x R3/(R2 + R3)

2
á

á
o
rn
et

É

Z
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Figure 3 shows the waveforms of the
voltage across the capacitor (the top
graph), and at the op -amp output (at
the bottom). The capacitor charges
and at some point in time its voltage
exceeds the voltage at the non -inverting input. When that happens the inverting input is at a higher voltage, which
causes the op -amp output to rapidly
change to its maximum negative value
(which will be the negative power -sup-

ply voltage).
Now the op -amp starts discharging
the capacitor through resistor R1 until
the capacitor voltage is below the voltage that is present at the non -inverting
input. The circuit is considered a form of

"relaxation oscillator" because of the
charging and discharging action of the
capacitor.

v
T

V0ut

Fig. 3. The square -wave oscillator
produces the top -most waveform across
the capacitor, and the bottom waveform at
the output.

V,

THRESHOLD
CONTROL

cy oscillator circuits. Of course, the 555
has several other useful applications as
a one-shot, timer, etc., which are
beyond the scope of this article so we
won't cover them here.
won't go into great detail on how to
use 555's for designing intricate oscillators. (There are lots of 555 oscillator
designs to be found both in this magazine and in other texts.) Instead, let's
"poke around" inside one and find out
how it works.
Figure 4 contains a block diagram of
what is inside a 555. First, look at the
voltage divider made up of three 5000 ohm resistors in series connected between Vcc and ground. One input of
both comparators is connected on either side of the middle resistor. The
other Iwo comparator inputs are available to the user via pins 2 and 6 on the
IC. If we had a Vcc of 15 volts, we would
have 5 volts dropped across each resistor. Any time that pin 6, the threshold
(non -inverting input of the upper comparator), is above 10 volts, the output of
the upper comparator will go high. On
the other hand, any time pin 2, the trigger (inverting input of the lower comparator), is below 5 volts the lower
comparator output will go high. Those
comparator outputs drive the R and S
inputs of a flip-flop that drives an output
buffer. (The 555 output buffer can sink or
source about 200 mA of current.) The
flip-flop also drives a transistor that is
I

8

O>
b

05

FLIP-FLOP

UPPER
COMPARATOR

OUTPUT
OUTPUT

TRIGGER

DISCHARGE

2

In

BUFFER

LOWER
COMPARATOR

7

DISCHARGE PATH
TRANSISTOR

GND

Fig. 4. This internal block diagram of a 555 timer reveals the comparators that operate
an R -S flip-flop. They change state when their inputs reach voltage levels programmed by
the resistor network.
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+Vcc
10V

Fig. 5. This 555 is connected for astable
operation. The comparator inputs are both
tied to the capacitor to monitor its
voltage.

used to discharge an external timing
capacitor via an external resistor connected to pin 7 (see Fig, 5).
When the 555 is used as a square
wave -oscillator, the threshold (pin 6)
and the trigger (pin 2) are connected
together to sense the voltage across
the external timing capacitor. When the
capacitor voltage rises above 10 volts

(for our example) the upper comparator changes states, resets the flipflop, and the output goes high. The transistor then discharges the capacitor via
R2. When the capacitor voltage falls
below 5 volts the lower comparator
changes states, sets the flip-flop, and
the output goes low. The transistor then
turns off, allowing the capacitor to
charge up to 10 volts via R1 and R2, and
the cycle repeats.

Multivibrators. Multivibrators are another kind of square -wave oscillator.
once in a while in
older circuits, but today, as is the case
with many discrete implementations,
circuits using op -amps or specialized
integrated circuits have taken their
place.
Figure 6 shows a typical "astable"
multivibrator. It's called astable because the circuit is not stable in either of
its two states, so it oscillates between
them. Again, an RC time constant is
used to set the frequency of the circuit,

When power is first applied, one of
the transistors starts to turn on first because of base current supplied by R1 or
R2. Which one turns on at this time is
determined by the actual characteristics of the resistors and transistors, as
opposed to their ideal values.
Let's assume Q1 turns on first. That
transistor saturates, pulling the voltage
at point A almost down to zero. That
also pulls the voltage at point C down,
robbing the base current from Q2. However, Cl starts to charge up by current
supplied through R1. After a period of
time, which depends on the RC time
constant dictated by R1 and Cl, the
voltage at the base of Q2 rises to 0.7
volts, forward -biasing the base -emitter
junction. When that happens, Q2 turns
on and the voltage at point B drops to
almost zero. That pulls the voltage at
point D down to zero, robbing the base
current of Q1 and turning it off. Now C2
charges, just like Cl did, until Q1 is forward biased, completing the cycle.

emitter configuration. They are biased
in such a way that they will either be
cutoff (no current flowing) or saturated
(maximum current flowing). In other
words, they are used as switches.

R1

68K

R2

10K

Fig. 8. This ramp generator steadily
increases its output voltage until Ql
suddenly cuts it off

values shown in the schematic. It is not
easy to vary the circuit's frequency con-

tinuously because both R1 and R2
would have to be controlled at the
same time to keep the waveform symmetrical. On the other hand, if you want
a pulse source with a variable duty cycle, the resistors can be varied separately.

Vcc

10V

Triangles and Ramps.
R3

R1

R2

R4

4.7K

10K

10K

4.7K

Cl

C2
.01

.01

2N2222
2N2222

Fig. 6. This astable multivibrator begins
to operate because of the minute
differences in values between
complementary components.

You'll still see them

as we'll explain.
The circuit consists of two NPN transistors, back to back in a common -

- I5V

OUT

Fig. 7. This triangle -wave generator uses
one op -amp as a constant -current source
and the other as a comparator.

we were to observe the voltage
waveforms at the transistor's collectors
we should see two square waves. They
would be out of phase with each other
(one high while the other was low and
vice versa).
This is a pretty simple circuit to play
with. If you would like to try it out, use the
If
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The circuit
shown in Figure 7 is a simple triangle wave generator. It uses two op -amps
(an LM358 would fit the bill here), three
resistors, and a capacitor. In the circuit,
U1 is used as a comparator and U2 as
an inverting DC amplifier.
The capacitor is not charged when
power is first applied to the circuit, so U2
has its non -inverting input at ground
while the inverting input will go slightly
positive, causing the output to try to go
low. Because the capacitor cannot
change voltage instantaneously (it has
to charge up), the op -amp output starts
to climb at a linear rate towards the
positive power -supply voltage.
Op -amp U1 is set up as a comparator
with the voltage divider formed by R2
and R3 determining its upper and lower
switching points. When the voltage at
the non -inverting input of the comparator exceeds the zero volts on the
inverting input, the output of the comparator will go high. As the capacitor
charges toward the positive rail, at

some point the comparator will
change states. That will present a
positive voltage to the inverting input of
output to go negative. All
of this creates the waveform shown
back in Fig. 1C.
You could set up the circuit using the
resistor values shown in the schematic.
It will oscillate at about 3 kHz. Changing
U2, causing its
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the values of R1 and Cl would allow you
to vary the frequency.
A variation on this type of circuit that
would create a ramp waveform is
shown in Fig. 8. The circuit uses Q1, a
programmable unijunction transistor
(or PUT), to discharge the capacitor
when it reaches a predetermined voltage. The circuit then starts to charge
the capacitor again so the compárator
used in the previous design is not nec-

(and a few other variations). One very
useful example is the XR-2206 function
generator chip. We are not going to tell
you how to build a complete generator
with one here. We'll just introduce the
chip so that you can experiment with it if
you like.
The chip is a sixteen -pin DIP (see Fig.
9) that consists of four functional blocks:
a voltage -controlled oscillator, an analog multiplier/sinewave shaper, a unity essary.
gain buffer, and a set of necessary curThe PUT is placed across the capaci- rent switches.
tor and is programmed by a voltage
The voltage -controlled oscillator, or
divider that sets the switching voltage VCO, is a fairly straightforward section.
at the gate. When the voltage across We don't have to know what is inside it,
the capacitor rises to 0.7 volt above the but it requires an external timing cagate voltage, the PUT turns on and dis- pacitor and a resistor to make an RC
charges the capacitor. When the volt- time constant around which the osage across the .PUT falls below a cillator works. If we substitute a potentiminimum voltage (about 1 volt), the PUT ometer for the resistor we can obtain
turns off and the capacitor starts to variable frequency control.
charge again.
The chip can actually use two addiThe frequency of operation depends tional timing resistors that it includes in
on several factors: the level of the the circuit via the current -switch secnegative voltage applied to R1, the val- tion, which selects the resistor to be
ue of the time constant (R1C1), and the used. The current switches are concharacteristic trigger voltage of the trolled by an input called the FSK input.
PUT's gate.
It is used in frequency -shift keying apThe values given for the resistors and plications, which we won't tackle here.
capacitor would produce a frequency
The multiplier/sinewave shaper cirof about 600 Hz. You could use a 741 cuit determines whether the output at
op -amp and an ECG6402 PUT to set up pin 2 will be a triangle or sinewave. If
the circuit for testing.
you want a sinewave, the chip gener-

away from you even though the
manufacturer supplier is out -of -stock.
You may be able to cannibalize scrap
units at no cost!
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A Function Generator. Having said all
of the above we now come to something a little more complex: function generator chips. In the last several
years Exar (and some other manufacturers) have come out with a number of
integrated circuits that contain the
building blocks to generate sine,
square, pulse, and triangle waveforms
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ates a triangle wave and then reshapes
it to get a low -distortion sinewave.
The buffer amp (marked + 1) is just a
unity-gain driver to allow the chip to
source a reasonable amount of current
into whatever load we hang on its output.
We hope this article aroused your
curiosity enough to pursue this topic.

ECTRONIC
THE HOWARD W. SAMS
TROUBLESHOOTING
& REPAIR GUIDE TO TV

The Howard W. Sams Troubleshooting & Repair Guide to TV costs
$29.95 and is published by Prompt

by the engineers of
Howard W. Sams & Company

Publications, 2647 Waterfront Parkway, East Drive, Indianapolis, IN
46214-2012; Tel. '800-428-7267 or
317-298-5710; Fax: 317-298-5604.

This book makes it simple and economical to repair and troubleshoot a
television set. Written for novices as
well as professional technicians, the
book contains the most complete and
up-to-date information on television
repair, with tips on how to troubleshoot the newest circuits in today's
TVs. The book contains comprehensive, easy -to -follow information on
the basics of electronics and television, and extensive coverage of common TV symptoms and how to correct
them. It also offers pointers on how to
find electronic problems that interfere
with TV performance.
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CIRCLE 90 ON FREE
INFORMATION CARD

HAM RADIO MADE EASY!
by Steve Ford, WB8IMY

Passing your license exam is one
thing, but actually getting started in
ham radio is another. This book is a
one -stop source of everything you
need to get started in amateur
radio-without sounding like the new
kid on the block. It explains what kind
of equipment to buy, how much it will
cost, and how to use it. The book covers everything from FM voice to HF
sideband and amateur television. It
delves into the high-tech fields of
packet radio-including packet bulletin
boards, sending packet mail, TCP/IP,
and the Internet-and amateur satellites-containing information on communicating with the space shuttle or
Russian cosmonauts.
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INTERFACE & CONTROL
CATALOG
from B&B Electronics

This catalog marks B&B Electronics'
15th year of providing serial communication and control equipment. It offers
32 pages of affordable solutions to your

Celebrating our 15th Anniversary

&B electronics
MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Call(815)433-5100

aaluTO

al

should use? Should buy it new or
used? What type of antennas should
use on my car and at home? How do
install them? The book explains the
differences between various types of
cables, and recommends the proper
types for different applications. The
"Info Guide" provides sources for amateur -radio books, newsletters, software, and equipment; ARRL Internet
sites and on-line services; and other
handy information.
Ham Radio Made Easy costs
$15.95 and is published by The
American Radio Relay League, 225
Main Street, Newington, CT 06111;
Tel. 203-666-1541; Fax: 203-665-

FAX

0

(815)434-71299
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Completely illustrated with useful
photos, schematics, graphs, and flowcharts, the book covers audio, video,
horizontal/vertical sweep, tuners, technician safety, high -voltage circuits, test
equipment, power supplies, picture -in picture, and more. At the end of each
chapter is a question -and -answer section that is useful for instructors and
readers teaching themselves TV repair. The appendix contains information on ordering and using Sams
PHOTOFACTS.

-

You Have Your License

Ij ht

Now What?

j
1;42 :1.1

Solving Your Serial Communication
And Control Problems Since 1981

Fun to read and easy to understand, the book is filled with practical
details and answers to real -world
questions. What type of transceiver
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connectivity problems, including RS232, -422, -485, and current -loop converters. The catalog also features
stand-alone converters, PC cards,
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smart switches, data -acquisition equipment, and software.
The Interface & Control Catalog
(No. 20) is free upon request from B&B
Electronics Manufacturing Company,
707 Dayton Road, P.O. Box 1040,
Ottawa, IL 61350; Tel. 815-433-5100;
Fax: 815-434-7094; BBS: 815-4342927; Web: http://www.bb-elec.com.
CIRCLE 92 ON FREE
INFORMATION CARD

when using other versions of Windows. It helps you master e-mail, mailing lists, and Usenet newsgroups, and
discover the power of FTP, Telnet, and
Gopher. The book explains how to
search the Net and quickly find new
sites.
The Internet for Busy People costs
$22.95 and is published by
Osborne/McGraw-Hill, 2600 Tenth
Street, Berkeley, CA 94710; Tel. 800227-0900.
CIRCLE 93 ON FREE
INFORMATION CARD

THE INTERNET FOR
BUSY PEOPLE
by Christian Crumlish
Learning how to navigate the Internet
doesn't have to use up every hour of
your precious free time. This book
strives to make the Internet accessible
to everyone-even users with little
time to learn. It teaches the right blend
of vital skills and shortcuts to make
cruising the Net fast, simple, and fun.
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You can set aside an evening or a
lunch hour, or just pick up the book
whenever you need it. The book is
organized for a quick orientation, and
features several timesavers. Quick reference sections at the beginning of
each chapter demonstrate all the
essential commands and features,
shortcuts provide accelerated routes
to completing a task or solving a problem, and cautions warn of known pitfalls and help you avoid potential
trouble spots. Clever definitions help
you learn and remember the jargon.
The book explores Windows 95's
seamless Internet connection, and
62 shows simple instructions to follow

FISHER M -SCOPE CATALOG
from Fisher Research Laboratory

This 16 -page catalog describes metal
detectors for treasure hunting, underwater searching, gold prospecting,
relic hunting, and competition treasure
hunting. A full -page "Fisher Features"
chart helps consumers compare the
features of various models, from
optional search coils to push-button
pinpoint controls.
Four new models appear in the catalog. The Gold Bug -1 is designed for
gold -hunting. The Impulse is a pulse induction detector for underwater
metal
The
detection.
CZ -20
QuickSilver is an underwater version
of the popular Fisher QuickSilver target-ID detector, and the CZ-6a is the
next -generation QuickSilver metal
detector.
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The Fisher M -Scope Catalog is free
upon request from Fisher Research
Laboratory, Department 6MO, 200
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West Willmott Road, Los Banos, CA

93635; Tel. 800-M -SCOPE -1; Fax:
209-826-0416.
CIRCLE 94 ON FREE
INFORMATION CARD

CD-ROM REVIEW
edited by the Princeton Multimedia
Group
With more than 6000 CD-ROM products currently available, and many
more on their way, finding the best CDROMs can be frustrating. This comprehensive resource showcases the
breadth and depth of the CD-ROM
industry and simultaneously helps
consumers choose the most appropriate CD-ROM titles for their home or
office.

CB R

REVIEW
THE ONLY GUIDE YOU NEED
TO MAKE INFORMED
CD-ROM PURCHASES
2,000 Reviews of the Most
Popular CO-ROMs with
Full Descriptions,
Screen Shots and a
Five -Point Rating System
EDITED DT
°
THE PRINCETON MULTIMEDIA GROUP

More than 2000 CD-ROMs are
evaluated in the book's almost -700
pages. A quick -reference 5 -star rating
system considers interface, content,
sound, graphics, and entertainment
value. The guide also looks at the
overall CD-ROM experience, rating
each program's ease of use, depth of
information, and level of challenge.
The book includes alphabetical listings by CD-ROM title, divided into categories ranging from business to
health to kids' games. Each category
begins with the editors' choice "Top
Ten" list. More than 900 screen and
package shots accompany the product
descriptions.

CD-ROM Review costs $22 and is
published by HarperPerennial, 10 East
53rd Street, New York, NY 100225299; Tel. 212-207-7174; Fax: 212207-7901.
CIRCLE 95 ON FREE
INFORMATION CARD

dling from Tiare Publications, P.O.
Box 493, Lake Geneva, WI 53147;
Tel. 414-248-4845.
CIRCLE 96 ON FREE
INFORMATION CARD

WINDOWS 95 FOR BUSY
PEOPLE

THE SCANNER LISTENER'S
REFERENCE MANUAL

by Ron Mansfield

by John McColman

This book helps you spend more time
becoming proficient at using Windows
95, and less time shuffling through
user's guides. The fun, easy -to -follow
book caters to your busy schedule,
leaving you with the skills you need to
succeed and the time in which to use
them.

To get the most out of your scanner

requires a lot of information that used to
be found in a stack of different sources.
This book pulls together a huge amount
of information needed for successful
and efficient monitoring. In one handy
reference, you'll find information on
emission symbols, non-federal service
category codes, federal allocations, station classes, federal government de-

CIRCLE 97 ON FREE
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THE INTERNET AND WORLD
WIDE WEB EXPLAINED
by J. Shelley

According to hyped -up media reports,
we should all be speeding along the
Information Superhighway. Yet many
people have yet to find an entrance
ramp. They're confused by all the technical jargon and have nowhere to turn
for answers to their numerous questions.
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partment codes, allocations for the
470 -512 -MHz band, computer instruction sets, allocations by service category, digitally coded squelch, service pool,
CTCSS, and assignments by frequency
listing. You'll also find the frequencies
for monitoring TV audio, cordless
phones, railroads, pagers, Civil Air
Patrol, VHF maritime channels, CB
channels, amateur radio, aeronautical
channels, remote broadcast pickups,
mobile telephones, the U.S. military,
and distress/emergency calls. The
book also includes the FCC Frequency
Allocation Table.
The Scanner

Listener's Reference Manual is available for
$17.95 plus $3 shipping and han-

J Shelley

Organized into short, individual
lessons that can be read whenever
you have a bit of spare time, the book
explains how to use this new interface
for fast, accurate results. It discusses
Window 95's new networking capabilities and enhanced multimedia powers,
explains plug -and -play and Windows
Explorer, and shows how to use long
file names and improved online help.
Time -saving features of the book

include quick -reference sections that
demonstrate all the essential tasks
and features, shortcuts to completing
tasks or solving problems, convenient
tips and techniques, fast and clever
ways to learn and remember the jargon, and warnings about known pitfalls
and problems to avoid.
Windows 95 for Busy People costs
$22.95 and is published by Osborne
McGraw-Hill, 2600 Tenth Street,
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This book strives to help several different groups of people: Those who
are simply interested in or curious
about the Internet; those who would
like to use it for such tasks as finding
information .or sending and receiving
e-mail; and those who would like to put
information on the Internet. Readers
will find the answers to many basic
Internet questions, written in plain, jargon -free English. They'll learn what
the Internet is and what is has to offer
them, how they can get in touch with
other people with similar interests, how
to send e-mail and place merchandise
orders over the Internet, how to get
connected, and how much it will cost.
Technical terms are explained as
needed, making the book quite easy to
follow.
continued on page 82
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JOHN YACONO

Telephone Circuits
his month we'll examine some

telephone circuits sent in by
readers, but first I'll continue our dis-

TECHNICAL EDITOR
WINDOWS MAGAZINE

output current and voltage. Specifically:

heard in the shop, so we've missed
lots of calls. That is, until came up
with the circuit in Fig. 1.
My circuit takes advantage of our
telephone's built-in flasher. When the
phone rings, the flasher turns on and
off, causing photocell R1 to conduct.
Relay RY1 is then energized, which in
turn completes the circuit between the
light and the AC line. Thus the light
flashes in step with the rings.
-Yamini Mack, Jackson, MI
I'll bet the staff is happier. Anyone
attempting the project should observe
I

NP/Ns = vP /Vs = is/iP

cussion of inductance. Last time we
discussed inductive kickback; this time where NP, vP, and ip are the number of
we'll show how similar properties of. a turns, voltage, and current at the primamagnetic field can be put to good use. ry, while Ns, vs, and is are those same
In the September column,
men- variables for the secondary. This princitioned core materials, which concenple allows you to convert high time trate the magnetic field produced by varying voltages or currents to low
inductors, and allow you to build what ones, and vice versa. In fact, that's prewould otherwise be a large inductor in
cisely what a power transformer does: it
a small space. They also provide a
takes the high voltage from power lines
useful form to wrap windings on.
and converts it to the lower voltages
Let's look at what happens when
common to most semiconductors.
two coils share the same form, and
Transformers are used to boost
one of them is driven by a varying curvoltage, too (for example, to produce
rent. As the current in the driven coil the high voltage needed to operate
increases, that coil generates a mag- vacuum tubes). In a Tesla coil, the
netic field that increases in strength in
principles of electromagnetic kickback
step with the increase in current. and transformer operation are comBecause the other coil experiences
bined to produce very-high -voltage
this varying magnetic field, a voltage output for experimentation. The high
appears across its terminals (see last voltage is produced by repeatedly
month's column if you're unsure why).
interrupting the current through the priIf that coil is connected to a load, it'll
mary of a transformer that has a very
drive current through the load. If the high secondary-to -primary turns ratio.
current in the driven coil decreases,
Well, that's enough on transformthe magnetic field starts to collapse,
ers. Let's open that mailbag!
and the voltage generated at the other
coil changes polarity.
FLASHY IDEA
As you might have guessed, this
I have been a fan of Think Tank for
describes the action of a transformer. years; however, this is my first attempt
The coil driven by the source of varyto submit an idea or circuit. I work as
ing current is called the "primary;" the
an electrician for Michigan State
coil generating the output voltage is
Industries. Our office phone cannot be
called the secondary. Typically the
core of a transformer is made of iron.
2
One use for a transformer is to
60W
á physically isolate two circuits, while still
11ov
coupling them electrically (or more preF1
en
2A
cisely,
electromagnetically).
Typically
á
á the primary and secondary of an "isola01
tion" transformer have roughly the
T7
1N4001
TO
0 24V
°' same number of turns. That makes the
117 VAC
1.5A
output signal look just like the input sigci
1000
nal (produced by the drive current); the
1
ztwo signals have the same peak voltage and current.
The ratio of primary -to -secondary Fig. 1. This circuit uses light
-dependent -resistor RI
64 turns determines the ratios of input -to - ringing. Relay RY1 then closes, lighting lamp II.
I

V
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good AC -wiring practices. An interesting change might be to use a full -wave
rectifying circuit to reduce the required
voltage and cost of Ti.

DO NOT DISTURB
While browsing
through the
September 1992 Think Tank, noticed
the "Phone -Use Indicator" circuit you
published. It is a nice circuit, albeit with
one complication: it requires an external power source. Some time ago,
designed similar circuits that utilize
only power from the telephone -company lines. Although tried several circuit
variations, some including Zener
diodes or bi-directional LEDs, the circuit am submitting (see Fig. 2A) was
the simplest and most practical.
The device draws current far below
the level that would indicate an off hook condition. use these indicators
I

I

I

I

I

11

Ásir
RY1

+

\

D2
1N4001

T

12V

Rt

to sense when a phone with a built-in flasher is

IN -USE INDICATOR
The circuit in Fig. 3 was made to
reduce the chances of a family member picking up a telephone extension
while someone else is communicating
via computer. The local electronics
store sells a device that will indicate
when a telephone line is in use; however, the price would make most
experimenters build their own solution.
The LM741 op -amp is used as a
voltage comparator, comparing the
telephone line voltage to the battery
voltage. The telephone line drops

BR1

1.5A

TIP

100 PIV
LED1

RED

TO
TELEPHONE
LINE
Q1

2N3392

+9v

R1

A

470K
1/8 WATT
IC1

LED1

LM741
R3

TO
TELEPHONE
LINE

Fig. 3. Use this telephone-in -use indicator if
you'd like to be certain of having uninterrupted
data transfer.
R5

B

Fig. 2. Tired of having your phone calls interrupted by others picking up the receiver? This circuit
(A) will tell others when the phone is in use. If you'd like to experiment with a n'i-color LED, check
out the optional schematic (B).

on several telephones at the far ends
of my house to help ensure uninter-

rupted conversations.
When all telephones are on -hook,
Q2's base is turned on by a voltage divider circuit consisting of R3 and R5.
(The value shown for R5 causes the
device to switch over at about 9 volts,
and can be changed to facilitate other
voltage levels.) Transistor Q2 allows
current to flow through R2 and LED2,
indicating the phone line is not in use.
It also effectively grounds the base of
01 and forces LED1 to remain off.
When the voltage drops because a
telephone goes off -hook, 02 stops conducting, which allows a little current to
flow from R2, LED2, and R4 to Q1's
base. When that occurs, Q1 conducts,
energizing LED1, while LED2 is deprived of sufficient current to glow. The
bridge rectifier compensates for a possible reversal between the "tip" and

"ring" wires, and rectifies the ring signal.
mounted all of the components on
a small piece of perforated board,
which
was able to mount into a
generic, modular telephone -jack box.
connected a 10 -inch pigtail, with a
modular plug attached that allows the
device to be placed in -line with any
I

I

I

telephone.
originally wanted to use a bi-directional LED, so would only need one
LED, but could not find a commonanode device. Interestingly enough,
when the telephone rings, both LEDs
flash rapidly back and forth.
-John C. Thomas, Richmond, VA
Try using a common cathode,
three -terminal, bi-color LED and
rewiring your circuit to look like Fig.
28. You might have to play with the
resistor values (particularly R3 and
R5). I haven't tried it myself, but I think
it could just work.
I

I
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below 9 volts when it is in use. That
drop turns the op -amp on, which lights
the LED. Resistor R1 prevents the circuit from loading the telephone line
excessively. In my location the in -use
circuit drops the line voltage approximately 5 volts. That leaves quite a bit
of reserve because a telephone line
operates at approximately 40-48 volts.
Resistor R2 limits the current to the
LED. A 1000 -ohm resistor will brighten
the LED; however, the total circuit current draw will increase. The circuit as
shown consumes 1.15 mA in standby,
and 3.80 mA when indicating a line in
use.
The circuit is so small compared to
the required 9 -volt battery that it
leaves two installation options. The circuit can be located inside the phone
where the connection to the telephone
line for voltage sensing can be made.
The only outside connection is to the
battery. In the second option, the circuit can be built on top of the 9 -volt
battery connector. The only outside
connection is to the telephone line.
The estimated life for the battery is
unknown. The breadboard version of
the circuit is still in use now, at the time 65

of this writing, primarily to determine
battery life. It works great and is ele-

triggering SCR1

(RadioShack 2761067 or equivalent). The SCR conducts
ample current to ring the bell, and has a
holding current that is cut by the bell's
breaker points, which shuts down the
system when there are no pulses.
The circuit operates from a 12 -volt
power supply, and uses little current
while waiting for calls. Regulator IC2 (a
7812) protects IC1 from battery -supply
over voltage. Select values for Cl and
C2 that are just large enough to conduct ring pulses. When the capacitance is low enough, taking a phone
on the same line off hook will cause
the bell to tap. If the bell won't stop,
there is too much capacitance.
This circuit can alternatively light a
12 -volt bulb when the phone rings. But
to turn off the lamp the SCR's holding
current has to be broken with some
sort of switch, possibly a thermal one
that also causes the lamp to flash.
The other circuit (see Fig. 4B) is
based on the "Phone Flasher" circuit
from the May 1990 Think Tank. When
there's no ring signal, the phone line's

gantly simple.

-Fitz

Wood, Marietta, GA
Boy, I sure could use one of those.
I do a lot of e-mail and remote networking myself, and there's nothing as

frightening as having a connection go
south while you're administering a
server over the phone!
I'd like to slap a 100-PIV diode in
line with R1, though. The reverse bias
of the ring signal is pretty nasty.

TWO RINGY DINGIES
Sometimes I can't hear the phone
ring when I'm working outside my
house. So made two circuits that activate loud 10 -inch fire bells when the
phone rings. Let's look at each in turn:
The first circuit is shown in Fig. 4A.
When a call comes in, the 90 -VAC ring
signal from the telephone line travels
through Cl and C2 to pins 1 and 2 of a
555 (101). That signal triggers the IC to
supply continuous current to pin 3,
which then flows through D1 and R4,
I

.IC2
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the optocoupler

doesn't

conduct.

When the phone rings, terminal 4 of
the optocoupler feeds pulses through
R3 and R4 to the gate of SCR1. The
activated SCR connects the bell to the
12 -volt supply. Pulses are about 400
Hz so the bell might sound a bit rough.
The opening of the bell's breaker
points cuts the Thyristor's holding current to stop it from conducting when
the gate signal stops. A 12 -volt, 2 ampere power supply operates the
unit.
Adjust R3 high enough so the SCR
is not triggered between rings, but low
enough to trigger it when the phone is
ringing.
P.S. I was 80 on my last birthday.
-Jay E. Hawthorne, Claresholm, Alta
Canada
Both are pretty interesting circuits.
Mr. Hawthorne also tells us you can
eliminate C2 and D3 in Fig. 4A if
desired.
By the way, I feel honored that
someone who's been around to see
the whole electronics revolution thus
far reads this column, and has contributed so many times. Thank you.

REMOTE TEL -BELL
RINGER
FIRE
BELL

.1--.0.0 01

on -hook voltage (about 50 -volts)
keeps the triac (RadioShack 276-1001
or equivalent) from switching on, so

Fig. 4. This circuit (A) senses when a phone rings and activates a loud 10 -inch fire bell. Its similar
companion (B) features an optocoupler
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The low-cost (approximately $20),
telephone -line extension bell ringer
shown in Fig. 5 will enable you to add
a remote ringer in your garage or other
area where a ringing telephone cannot
be heard. It will also make the ringing
sound of a standard telephone more
audible. Up to four ringers can be used
on a single telephone line, and a
remote bell can be used 100 feet or
more away from the unit. By substituting a light bulb for T2 and dispensing
with the bell, the circuit can be made
useful for the hearing impaired.
About 50 to 60 VDC is present
between the tip and ring (red and
green) wires of an unoccupied telephone line. Capacitor Cl blocks that
DC voltage. The MOV just shunts any
dialing pulses generated by a rotary
phone that might be on the same line.
To make the phone ring, the tip and
ring wires deliver an AC signal
between 90 and 130 volts to the
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Fig, 5. This low-cost telephone-line extension bell ringer lets you hear your phone ringing in the garage, or in whatever other remote bell location you wish.

phone. That AC signal is coupled
through Cl to the two neon lamps,
NE1 and NE2 (RadioShack 272-1102
or equivalent). Those neon bulbs provide line isolation between the unit and
the telephone line. They also neon fire
(ionize) when more than 100 volts are
present on the phone line (in other
words, during the ring signal). When
they fire, they form a three -step voltage divider with the bridge rectifier.
The voltage across the bridge is rectified, then filtered by R1, R2, C2,' and
C3, and causes Q1 to conduct. Then
pins 2 and 6 of U1 go low, causing pin
3 of U1 to go high. The optoisolator
and triac (RadioShack 276-1000 or
equivalent) then turn on, applying
power to the remote bell through a
doorbell transformer (T2).
The simple circuit can be assembled on a perforated board or a small
PC board. Double-check the polarity of
the components before soldering them
in place. The entire ringer can be
mounted within a small plastic enclosure that can be located near the
phone, or at some distance away as a
remote ringer monitor. Keep in mind
that some telephone companies
require that you inform them that you
are using one of these circuits. Power
can be taken from your house's doorbell, allowing you to omit T1 and save
space in the box.

Note that Cl is a nonpolarized, 200WVDC, metal -film capacitor. Capacitor
C5 should also be metal film; for that
reason,. use two 0.1-µF metal -film
capacitors in parallel (the capacitors
are available from RadioShack as part
number 272-1053).
-Craig Kendrick Sellen, Waymart, PA
Pretty thorough conditioning of the
incoming phone signal. I suppose if
you're tapping voltage off the house
bell you could also use one of its
chimes as the `announcer," provides
the chime is located where you can
hear it. You could dispense with the
triac-based control circuit, using the
optocoupler to complete the circuit
between the household's bell transformer (not the one shown) and the
extra chime.

TELEPHONE QUESTIONS
In the August 1992 Think Tank, do
Figs. 1 and 2 show circuits of inter corns? Are those telephones, which
are used to make intercoms, connected to regular telephone services, or
are they connected to each other?
One more thing. Is it possible to find

caller's telephone number without
the help or service provided by the
telephone company (such as Caller
ID), and can such a thing be done with
or without a computer? If the answer is
yes, would be very grateful to you if
a

I
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your can also supply me with a circuit
diagram to make such a device.
-Zahid Mehmood, New York, NY
The two devices are regular phones
used to form an intercom, but they're
only hooked up to the power supply
shown, not the phone company's lines.
Sorry, but for Caller ID to work, the
phone company must transmit the
incoming phone number prior to the
first ring signal. Without the phone
company's cooperation, the data is not
available for processing by any circuit
you might build.
That rounds out another month.
Write to Think Tank, Popular Electronics, 500 Bi-County Blvd., Farmingdale, NY 11735 if you'd like to take
a shot at a free book.

MULTIMEDIA WATCH
(continued from page 14)

clopedia. The $49.95 disc is loaded
with physical, political, and satellite
maps, all with searchable locations.
Pictures, video, slide shows, and more,
detail this diverse planet.
If you've ever been so fed up that
you felt like getting into an armed tank
and blasting away at everything
around you, then Assault Rigs from
Psygnosis might be just what you
need to calm your aggressions. Realtime 3D graphics take you through 40
levels of hostile, interactive mazes.
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Web Authoring Tools
For the past few issues we've

BY

been talking about hypertext in
general, and most recently, Windows
Help files in particular. Now we will
focus on hypertext as it is used on the
Internet. In particular, we'll look at tools
for creating Web pages. Let's start with
some background about what constitutes a Web page.

tive strengths and weaknesses.
It is possible to create Web pages
using just a programming language,
but we'll save that for another time.
Also, most Windows Help authoring
tools are also gaining a save -as HTML
feature that allows a fully hyperlinked
help system to be recreated as a fully
linked set of HTML pages.

WEB PAGE BASICS

TEXT EDITORS

A Web page is nothing but plain -old
7 -bit ASCII text, the lingua franca of
disparate computer systems. It may
refer to binary files in other formatssuch as bitmapped graphics-but Web
pages themselves contain nothing but

ASCII text.
Although a web page contains nothing but ASCII, the file format is anything
but simple, because along with the
text-the content-of the page are
numerous tags that specify document
structure and format. For example,
there are tags to denote bold and italic
type, and other tags to break a page
into hierarchically related sections. The
way the tags are used is specified by a

language called Hypertext Markup
Language, or HTML.
As you probably know, HTML is a
rapidly evolving specification. It is being
driven by companies with intense competitive interests, so there are inconsistencies in the way various features of
the language are intepreted, implemented, and even extended. A standards body called the World -Wide Web
Consortium (W3C) tries to track and to
some extent drive a real standard. The
current version is 3.2, with a 4.0 version
expected (possibly) by the end of the
year. See http://www.w3.org for details
on HTML and related technologies.

These include things like Windows'
Notepad and DOS programs like EDIT
and EDLIN, and anything else that can
edit plain ASCII files. You can even
use a word processor and save as
ASCII, although plain text editors tend
to allow quicker iteration through the
edit -test -edit -test cycle. My favorite
product in this category is The
SemWare Editor, a descendant of the
venerable shareware program, Qedit.
TSE is fast, light, and infinitely customizable.
It's interesting to note that a computer -industry trade journal recently
published results of a survey of professional WebMasters, over half of whom
stated their preference for plain text
editors. The main reasons: Poor user
interfaces and inconsistent support
among authoring tools for various
HTML tags.

SAVE-AS-HTML FILTERS
`F.

JEFF HOLTZMAN

One way to allow a standard word
processor to create HTML documents
is to simply save existing documents in
the HTML format. Weaknesses here
typically involve bitmap graphics formats and hypertext linking. But you
don't have to learn a new program. By
installing a free upgrade called the
Internet Assistant, MS Word 7 (for
Windows 95) gains a save-as-HTML
option.
assume most similar programs do as well. IA is available from
Microsoft's web site and the major online services. Microsoft also supplies
free Internet Assistants for Excel,
Access, and PowerPoint.
IA makes Word into a mini -browser
that can display Web pages in both
source (tagged. text) and rendered (as a
Web page) formats. If you're a Word
user, and have light -duty Web -page
authoring needs, IA may be all you
need. In the IA mode, Word is classified
as a WYSIWYG editor. Incidentally, you
can use Word+IA to browse pages
stored on your local hard drive. Click
the Enter URL button, and.enter syntax
with the following format, where filename.htm is a valid HTML file in the
specified directory:
file:///C:/dirt/dir2/filename.htm
WYSIWYG editors try to hide most
or all of the underlying HTML coding,
and allow the page developer to concentrate on developing pages. These
I
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TOOLS
There are four basic categories of
Web -page tools: text editors, save-asHTML filters, tag helpers, and WYSIWYG editors. We'll discuss products in
68 each category, and examine their rela-

1.

Microsoft's ProntPage is a Web site designer. Its WYSIWYG character applies to both individual
page designs, and the overall structure of the site as a whole.
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are typically much more elaborate programs, approaching the strength of
full-blown word processors or desktop
publishing programs. By far the
coolest product I've seen in this category is FrontPage, available for $149
from Microsoft (One Microsoft Way,
Redmond, WA 98052-6399).
don't like it because it "hides"
HTML. do like it because it explicitly
acknowledges and provides support for
the real problems in Web -site design:
structure, organization, design, and
architecture. In my book, a successful
Web site is not the one with the coolest
graphics or other effects. It's the most
well organized, the one that helps me
find what I'm looking for quickest.
know people who have literally
designed hypermedia systems using
kite string.
and
Post -it notes
FrontPage puts design back where it
belongs, in the computer. FrontPage

has several templates and wizards
that can help you create a Web -site
skeleton, complete with links, in minutes. With an interface called the
FrontPage Explorer, it provides both
hierarchical and node -based graphical
depictions of your site's structure.
Thus you can literally see which pages
link to which pages, and which elements (such as bitmaps) a page contains.
FrontPage also has the concept of
a "bot," defined as "A dynamic object
on a web page that is evaluated and
executed when the author saves the
page to the server or, in some cases,
when the reader links to the page."
Bots allow you to do things like create
includable elements (e.g., a toolbar)
that can be used over and over in multiple pages. Another bot automatically
builds a table of contents page for a
web site. Still another allows the page

developer to insert arbitrary HTML
codes in a file, even if the FrontPage
editcr does not support them directly.

NEW PRODUCTS

PHONE -LINE
VIDEO CAMERA

landmark looks like at the current
moment, what the weather is like in a
particular area, and even what a person's aquarium looks like at the current time.
Five or more cameras can be integrated through special adapters that
use the same phone line, allowing coverage of large areas. Future adapters
will allow security alarms to dial the
viewing PC and automatically save
pictures into a video database.

I

I

I

(continued from page 10
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The SECURECam I from Marshall
Electronics is a digital color camera
that plugs directly into standard commercial telephone lines for remote
viewing and storing of video pictures
on any personal computer. It allows
you to dial up the remote site on your
PC and view live images at a rate of
four frames per second in a 2x2 -inch
window. If you freeze the picture, a
full -screen, high -resolution (640x480),
24 -bit color image appears on the
screen. Only a camera and a standard
phone line are needed at the remote
site. A modem -equipped PC running
Windows is the only thing required to
view and save the images at the monitoring site. The color digital camera
features electronic zoom plus pan and
tilt controls.
The SECURECam I provides a cost
effective method of remote viewing for
applications such as alarm verification,

The A-1000, complete with shroud-

crime -watches, monitoring weather

ed test leads, shrouded right-angle-to-

conditions, and traffic or pedestrian
control. Business owners can use it to
monitor operations from home or
office. Its digital technology also allows
for remote Internet cameras for future
neighborhood -watch programs. We've
all seen applications for a camera like
this on the Web. There are sites using
cameras like this one to display what a

BNC test leads, carrying case, battery,
and user's manual, has a list price of
$178.85. For additional information,
contact Amprobe Instruments, 630
Merrick Road, Lynbrook, NY 11563;
Tel. 516-593-5600; Fax: 516-593-5682.
CIRCLE 86 ON FREE
INFORMATION CARD
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TAG HELPERS
The final category is Tag Helpers,
which provide a middle ground between
raw text and WYSIWYG editors. Tag
editors typically "know" nothing about
tags, but provide pushbuttons and well organized menus to automate the
process of inserting HTML tags. There
are many, many shareware products in
this category. There is little that this type
of product can do that a programmable
text editor (like TSE or Qedit) cannot be
taught to do. And by creating your own
HTML editing commands, you'll learn
more about both HTML and your text
editor.
Next time we'll talk about the right
way and the wrong way to create a
Web site.
U

,k1I
f

sECURCAM

1

The SECURECam has a suggested retail price of $599. Additional slave
cameras, which plug into a multi -cam
adapter box, cost $299 each, and the
I

adapter box costs $199. For more
information, contact Marshall Electronics, Inc., Optical Systems Division,
P. O. Box 2027, Culver City, CA 90231;
Tel. 310-390-6608; Fax: 310-391-8926;
e-mail: Lmarsgo@ix.netcom.com.
CIRCLE 87 ON FREE
INFORMATION CARD
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Check Out These New Channels
RadioShack's PRO -50 is a basic,
straightforward, 20 -channel
handheld, well-suited to beginners. It
sells for about $150. Even serious
monitor-meisters should view the
PRO -50 as a relatively inexpensive
scanner to use for certain specialized
applications. For instance, if you are in
the field and are interested in monitoring only a single agency, or only
certain maritime channels, or only
cordless -phone frequencies, you can
use the PRO -50 and leave your expensive handheld home.
This isn't a bare -bones deal, either.
The PRO-50 is a good-looking scanner that offers full searching capabilities with a monitor memory channel
for temporary storage of a newly discovered frequency. It scans and
searches at 16 channels per second.
The frequency coverage is the standard 30 to 54 MHz, 137 to 174 MHz,
and 380 to 512 MHz. Sensitivity is
rated at 1µV on all frequencies. Selectivity is -6 dB at ±10 kHz, and -50
dB at ±20 kHz. The IF frequencies are
10.7 MHz and 455 MHz.
The PRO -50 offers one -hour memory backup without batteries installed.
It requires six AA batteries or any 9 volt DC (negative ground) source,
such as an adapter. The antenna is a
rubberized type with a BNC connector.
Look for the PRO -50 at any Radio Shack store.

operations. In other words, they are
mutual aid channels.
"Narrow -band" means that the
channels are closely spaced with only
5 -kHz separation. That means that
many channels will program into your
scanner off the exact frequency by 2.5

SAXON

kHz. Not to worry. From a mere 2.5 kHz away, you would still be able to
copy all transmissions on that channel

without noticing the difference. For
scanner owners, 5 -kHz channel separation means adjacent channel communications would cause interference.

9

1

,

NEW FREQUENCIES
TO WATCH

4

The FCC announced its new
Emergency Medical Radio Service
(EMRS). Some 453 -MHz Special
Emergency Service Channels will be
used by the EMRS, but the big news
came in the 220 -MHz range.
Medical services, rescue organizations, disaster-relief groups, and
beach patrols can use ten new narrow band channels in the 220 -MHz band to
allow them to communicate with one
70 another while conducting safety -of -life
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RadioShack's PRO -50 is a trusty,
function handheld for beginners and an inexpensive on -the road scanner for more experienced users.
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!J11ectro riics
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this CII risLrnas

Does fighting the crowds at Christmas short-circuit your holiday fun? Don't blow a fuse this
year...for the friend who shares your love of
or a youngster
project -oriented electronics
who may need only a spark to ignite a life-long
interest
give a gift subscription to Popular

-

-

Electronics.

k

Popular Electronics readers get the know how
they need to build exciting, educational, and
useful projects like these...a professional-qual_
v, ity home -security system...an autoranging fre;Z.iNkquency counter...a nine -band shortwave re é.%.);1 ceiver...a radio -controlled car...a telephone
scrambler...an aviation recéiver...and even a
robot!

PLUS...Gizmo, our honest and straight-shooting review of the latest consumer -electronics

gear...Market Center, featuring mail-order
merchants that are ready to help you in all your
hobby activities...articles and columns covering every aspect of the electronics hobby
including antique radio, shortwave listening,
wham radio, computers, scanners, circuit design, and more!
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great gift to receive, Popular Electronics is also a great gift for you to
give! The Special Holiday Rate saves you
$25.05* off the newsstand price on each gift.
You can save another $25.05* when you start or
extend your own subscription at the same time.
It's our "thank -you" for sharing Popular Elecr.
tronics with a friend at Christmas.
SAVE MONEY...A

Send no money, unless you prefer. We'll be glad
to bill you in January, 1997. Just take a brief
moment to go over your gift list and make sure
you haven't forgotten anyone who might appreciate the many benefits of Popular Electronics. Then write the names on the attached
Gift Certificate and mail it back in the postage paid reply envelope ... we'll take it from there!
Your friends will receive a handsome gift an-
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nouncement card signed with your name just
l.
before Christmas. And all through the new year,..417
they'll remember and appreciate your thoughtful gift! So don't blow a fuse...take it easy and
enjoy the holidays. Give Christmas gifts of Popular Electronics!
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other FM bands, the usual practice
to be
more widely spaced.
The new EMRS frequencies in
this band are: 220.8025, 220.8075,
In

YOU CAN'T

is for assignable frequencies

CHANEE
hut you cab gauge it
test it, measure it,\
monitor it,' record
project it, extrapolate -.
it, computerize it....

220.8125, 220.8175, 220.8225,

t

220.8325, 220.8375, 220.8425, and
220.8475 MHz. They are called Channels 161 through 170.

URGE TO SURGE
After the interruption in the regulat-
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ed voltage from your AC power line,
even for a few moments, the sudden
resumption of power comes in the form
of a voltage spike. That spike, known
as a surge, exists only for a split second, but can push a jolt of more than
6000 volts into all equipment plugged
into the building's 120 -volt AC power
lines.
A surge can seriously damage

many types of electrical and electronic
devices if they happen to be in use.
Certainly, your desktop scanner could
be zapped by a surge.
Many people use surge protectors
that accommodate six power plugs,
and those are okay. But my personal
preference is to use individual, single outlet protectors (RadioShack 61-2133
or equivalent) on my radios. They are
inexpensive, dedicated to a single
device, and will handle any jolt coming
down the "inflammation superhighway."

THINGS ARE LOOKING UP

Explore he Caribbean
on a 6 or 13 day
sailing adventure.
Call your tra1el agent or

1-800-327-2601
http://www.windjammer.com

Windjammer

Barefoot'Cruises..
1'.O. 6o: 190120, Dept. 5568,
Miami Beach, FL 33139-0120
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mid Dec. ..ding. only. Restriction. apply.

A letter from reader R. Cincue in
New Jersey reports receiving FM
transmissions of carrier pulses on
137.85 and 137.855 MHz. Can we provide any guidance?
That band is reserved for satellites.
The only one that we could link to the
reported frequency is the Russian
weather satellite METEOR 2-10, which
operates on 137.85 MHz. Try 137.17
MHz for the MARECS NB communications satellite, as it sometimes produces voice and data. FM voice from
the orbiting MIR space lab is often
reported on 143.625 MHz.
The other day, a friend called me
from an airplane and mentioned that
he was using the plane's cellular
phone. It's a common misconception
that airline phones are cellular, but cellular phones are illegal for use aboard
in-flight aircraft.
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Nevertheless, airplanes use a full duplex air/ground telephone communications system that is similar to
cellular, and you might like to give it a
listen. Full duplex means that both parties can speak at the same time. The
business and personal calls that go
through sound very much like cellular
and cordless calls, yet these frequencies haven't been blocked out in the
newer scanners.
There are several competing companies providing air/ground phone service to airlines. Each operates a
nationwide network of ground stations,
which use the 849 -896 -MHz band to
uplink communications to the aircraft.
Airlines contract with specific companies to supply their air/ground service.
Airlines receive the 849 -851 -MHz
band, and their own transmissions are
downlinked in the 894-896 -MHz band.
Here's a major difference from cellular
phones: Airline air/ground telephones
use AM mode. That's right-forget FM!
Also, the assigned channels have
been given a weird 6 -kHz spacing.
Put your scanner into AM mode, set
it at 5 -kHz steps, and let it search the
894-896 band to pick up the aircraft
side of the communications. Aircraft
can be monitored from hundreds of
miles away if you have an outside
antenna. Then, do the same with 849851 MHz to see if you are close
enough to any ground station to pick
them up.
Corporate jets also use air/ground
phones. They have a completely different system tied to landline phone companies, and are reminiscent of mobile
phones of the pre -cellular era.
Telephone companies in certain major
cities operate the ground stations.
Each ground station is licensed to
operate with FM on one or two specific
channels out of the 12 in the air/ground
telephone band that lies between
454.70 and 454.975 MHz (25 -kHz
channel spacing).
Aircraft communicating with the
ground stations do so exactly 5 -MHz
higher than the ground station's frequency. If a ground station was using
454.725 MHz, for instance, the plane
would use 459.725 MHz.
Write to Scanner Scene, Popular
Electronics, 500 Bi-County Blvd.,
Farmingdale, NY 11735.

IRC UIT
Crystal Sets
This month the circus goes on a
journey back in time to the early days
of radio. Come along with us to the
exciting world grandpa experienced in
the era of cat whiskers, crystals,
grounds, and long wire antennas.
If you have never experienced listening to a free-powered radio read
on, because you're in for a special
electronic treat. And if you have tasted
the fruits of crystal radio, you know
there's fun afoot. So stay tuned for
some crystal magic.
TAPS AT
EVERY 5

TURNS

BY CHARLES D. RAKES

close. Also, if you don't have the same
gauge of wire specified, you can use a
slightly different wire size (a gauge off
in either direction). But in any case, try
to use a plastic form to wind your coils
on, thereby ensuring the highest O
possible for the coil; PVC works best.
The small coil shown in Fig. 1 is
wound on a 31,2 -inch -diameter piece of
PVC pipe cut to a length of 4 inches.
Note that the coil is made up of two
separate windings. The main coil has
48 close -wound turns of 19- or 20 gauge, enamel -covered, copper magnet wire, with taps at every 5 turns.
The small winding consists of 12 turns
of the same type of wire, wound a half
inch below the main winding.

LARGE COIL
The large coil, shown in Fig. 2, is
wound on a 4 -inch -diameter PVC pipe.
Cut the pipe to a length of about 5
inches. Like the small coil, this large

the small coil. This time, however, wind
90 turns onto the form; the large coil
should also have taps at every 5 turns.
That takes care of the two homemade coils used in the receivers described this month. The only other coil
you'll need is a factory -made RF choke
with a value between 1 and 2 mH.

BROADBAND RF TESTER
Our first crystal -radio circuit, shown
broadband RF test circuit.
The circuit contains the store-bought
inductor just mentioned (L1), a germanium diode (D1) that can be found at
RadioShack and other sources, and a
pair of 2000-ohm headphones. This
simple receiver will allow you to see
how much detectable RF is available at
your location, and the effectiveness of
your antenna and ground system.
in Fig. 3, is a

ANTI'

D1

1N34A

Z1

3-1/2 INCHES

Fig. I. This small coil is grade up of two windings. Note that the 48 -turn winding has taps at
every five nuns. The 12 -turn coil will be used
for RF coupling.

(TAPS AT
EVERY
5 TURNS)

'SEE TEXT

PARTS LIST FOR THE
BROADBAND RF TESTER
(Fig. 3)

31,2 -inch

SMALL COIL
To use the crystal receiver circuits
in this column, you will have to wind

two coils, which we'll refer to as the
small and large coils. Both are simple
to wind and are not at all critical in their
construction. So if you don't have the
exact size coil form, feel free to use
just about anything you have that is

EARTH

GROUND'

Fig. 3. This broadband RF tester will give you a
good idea of the effectiveness of your antennalground setup.

PARTS AND MATERIALS LIST
FOR THE SMALL COIL
(Fig. 1)
diameter PVC pipe
19- or 20 -gauge, enamel -covered, copper
magnet wire

2K

90 TURNS

Fig. 2. The large coil has one 90 -turn winding
with taps at every five nuns.

PARTS AND MATERIALS LIST
FOR THE LARGE COIL
(Fig. 2)
4 -inch diameter PVC pipe
19- or 20 -gauge, enamel -covered,

copper magnet wire

one should be close wound. Use the
same type and size wire you used for
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01-1N34A germanium diode
L1=1- to 2-mH RF choke
Z1

-2000 -ohm

headphones

Antenna (see text), earth -ground
connection (see text), wire, solder, etc:
A long and high antenna works best
for the crystal receiver, but good
results, especially in large metropolitan areas, can be had with short and

smart antennas. A wire placed around
the room near the ceiling will suffice in
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some locations. At times you can
receive strong signals -by ,connecting
the antenna input to the metal frame of
your telephone. Bed springs have
always been tried and with fair results
in a strong signal area. Window
screens, drains, and other ungrounded
metal items can be tried. Don't tie on to
anything that might have AC voltage
present, however.
A good earth ground is essential for
efficient crystal -radio -operation. That's
easier for some than others. For example, if you live in a city building finding
a good earth ground several stories up
isn't an easy task (but here again you
can improvise by running a counterpoise antenna away from your main
antenna and connecting it to the
ground circuit of the crystal radio).
Metal water pipes can make a good
ground system if they are actually
under the ground at some point.
Those antenna and ground tips
should be kept in mind when you build
and use any of the receivers in this column. As you'll soon find out, experimenting with antenna and ground
systems can be as challenging and
rewarding as receiving a weak and distant station.
Once you have an antenna and
ground setup, connect the RF test
detector to the appropriate points. You
should hear a number of AM broadcast stations all coming in at the same
time. If so your antenna and ground
system is "radio active."

tapped coil. By experimenting with
various tap combinations you can
make the circuit very selective and
sensitive.

.

D1

1N34A

Z1

2K

EARTH

Fig. 4. Both windings of the small coil are used
in this dual-coil receiver.

PARTS LIST FOR THE
TUNABLE DUAL -COIL
(Fig. 4)
D1-1N34A germanium diode
C1-365-pF variable tuning capacitor

Li-Small coil (see Fig. 1)
Z1 -2000 -ohm headphones

FINE TUNER

Antenna (see text), earth -ground
connection (see text),wire, solder, etc.
by experimenting with the various taps.
A good tap selection for starting out

with your receiver would be to connect
C1 across the full secondary of L1.
Connect the germanium diode to the
middle tap.

Our next receiver's tuned circuit
(see Fig. 6) is in some ways similar to an antenna -matching device
used by amateur -radio operators
to impedance match their receiv-

er/transmitter input/output circuitry
to the impedance of the antenna
for maximum signal transfer.
ANTI'

ANTI'
D1

L1'

1N34A

D1

Z1

1N34A

L1' -

Isl

365pF

365pF
2K

'SEE TEXT

EARTH
GROUND`

Fig. 6. While an effective crystal receiver, this
circuit resembles an antenna -matching device
used by amateur -radio operators.

EARTH

'SEE TEXT

2K

C1
Z1

TUNABLE DUAL-COIL
Our first real crystal -radio circuit is
shown in Fig. 4. Both of the windings
of the small coil (shown here as L1)
are used in this circuit. The 12 -turn primary winding couples the RF signal
from the antenna/ground system to the
48 -turn secondary winding. Here Cl, a
365-pF variable capacitor, tunes the
VC circuit to the desired radio -frequency signal. A 1N34A -germanium
diode, D1, detects the audio and feeds
it to the headphones (Z1).
The various taps on L1's secondary
allow impedance matching of the
antenna/ground system and the detector diode, as well as the inductance
value needed to tune to the desired RF
signal. Here's where you can hone
74 your receiver for its best performance

'SEE TEXT

GROUND'

A starting setup for this circuit is as
follows: Connect the antenna to the
second tap up from the bottom of the
coil (that's the end of the coil that's connected to ground). The diode should
connect to about the fourth tap up from
the bottom, and C1 should be attached
to the seventh tap or so up from the bottom. Those tap position might not be
the best starting point for your antenna/ground arrangement. That doesn't
matter, however, because to obtain the
best results with the receiver at your
location you should experiment with all
variables anyway.

GROUND'

Fig. 5. This single -coil receiver can he tuned by
varying the tap points and by adjusting Cl

PARTS LIST FOR THE
FINE TUNER

PARTS LIST FOR THE
TUNABLE SINGLE COIL
(Fig. 5)

(Fig. 6)
-

D1-1N34A germanium diode
C1-365-pF variable tuning `capacitor
L1-Large coil (see Fig.,2)

Z1 -2000 -ohm headphones

Antenna (see text), earth -ground
connection (see text), wire, solder, etc.

TUNABLE SINGLE COIL
Our second receiver, see Fig. 5,
places the large coil described earlier in a single -coil circuit. The key
tó this receiver's success is its
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D1-1N34A germanium diode
C1-365-pF variable tuning capacitor

Li-Large coil (see Fig. 2)
L2-1- to 2-mH RF choke
Z1 -2000 -ohm headphones

Anténna (see text), earth -ground
connection (see text), wire, solder, etc.
Inductor L2 gives a DC -signal return
path for D1's output. The inductance of
L2 is too large to affect the circuit's tuning function. This is a very fine crystal
radio receiver. Build it, fine tune it, and
you'll agree.
continued on page 77

AM RA
Baluns and Other Broadband
Transformers
necessary tasks of
antenna construction is impedance matching. There are a number of
schemes used for impedance matching, but one of the more common is to
use either a balun transformer, or one
of its relatives. As you might expect,
there are a number of different transformers used for impedance matching
in antenna systems.
The term balun is used extensively
by ham operators, and it comes from
BALanced-UNbalanced. When it is
used correctly, the term balun refers to
a transformer that matches a balanced
load (e.g. a dipole antenna feedpoint)
to an unbalanced load (e.g. coaxial
cable). However, it has become a common (if erroneous) practice to use
"balun" in a generic sense to refer to
any broadband transmission -line
transformers. Some of these are balanced -balanced types that we might
call bal-bal, and others are an unbalanced -unbalanced configuration and
might be called un -un. suppose that
balun sounds more like a real word
than bal-bal or un -un. (Note: Some
antenna and accessories catalogs do
use these terms correctly, but the erroneous use is frequently seen.)
One of the earliest forms of balun
transformer is the coaxial cable balun
shown in Fig. 1. Both pieces of coaxial
cable used in this balun transformer
Qne of the

the velocity factor (0.66 for polyethylene coax, and 0.80 for polyfoam), and
f is the frequency in megahertz (Mhz).
Calculations using this equation

I

are of the same type (75-ohm coax).
When connected in this configuration,
the balun transformer produces a 4:1
impedance transformation. This means
that a 300 -ohm balanced antenna (a
folded dipole) will look like a 75 -ohm
unbalanced load. The coax to the ham
rig or receiver can be any convenient
length. The balun section, however,
must be half wavelength (keeping in
mind the velocity factor). The length of
the balun section is found from:
I

Where

=
I

492v/f
is the length is in feet, y is

R2

COAX TO
RIG OR
RECEIVER

Fig. I. A coaxial cable 4:1 hahm transformer is
made from 75 -ohm coax cable.

BY

JOSEPH J. CARR, K4IPV

eye bolts or other more rugged fixtures
are provided at the left and right ends.
The balanced antenna feedpoint is
connected to a pair of five -way binding
posts, while the coaxial cable for the
run to the rig or receiver and the balun
sections (B1 and B2) are connected to
SO -239 coaxial connectors.
The coaxial balun is designed for a
specific frequency, and will work over a
small distance to either side of the
design frequency (typically one HF
ham band can be accommodated). But
for wideband operation, you might
want to build a broadband transformer
such as those shown in Fig. 3. Note
that some of these transformers only
show one core symbol (as in Fig. 3A).
These transformers have all windings
on the same core. The dots show the
phase sense of the windings, and indicate the same end of the winding.
The two most common forms of
balun transformer are those in Figs. 3A
and 3B. The version in Fig. 3A has no
impedance transformation, and is usually referred to as a 1:1 balun. The
transformer in Fig. 3B, on the other
hand, offers a 4:1 impedance transformation. It is equivalent to the coaxial
balun shown in Fig. 3A. The transformers in Figs. 3C and 3D are both
TO
BALANCED
ANTENNA

usually come up with fractional values.
For example, for 7150 kHz using poly foam coax, the length is 54.76 feet. To
convert the fractional part to inches,
multiply by 12. For example, 0.76 ft x
12 = 9.1 inches. The overall length of
the 54.76 -foot antenna is 54 feet, 9.1
inches.

A BOX FOR THE BALUN
A connection box for making the
coaxial balun is shown in Fig. 2. This

box is intended for mounting on the
antenna center insulator. It should not
be used to support the antenna unless
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COAX TO
RIG OR
RECEIVER

B1

82

Fig. 2. Here's the connection box for making a
4:1 coaxial balun. It is intended for mounting
on the antenna center. insulator

75

R

UNBALANCED

the interesting attribute of containing
the magnetic field to its own geometry,
it has little interaction with its environment. This means that it will work like
the book says more often than certain
other transformer core configurations.

WINDING THE TOROID
A

B

C

16R

R

UNBALANCED

UNBALANCED

D

Fig. 3. There are several types of impedance -matching transformers: 1:1 balun (A), 4:1 balun (B),
9:1 un -un (C), and 16:1 un -un (D).

un-uns. The configuration in Fig. 3C
produces a 9:1 impedance transformation, while that in Fig. 3D produces a
16:1 transformation.
The construction of coil baluns and

broadband transformers is shown in
Fig. 4. The transformer shown in Fig.
4A is wound on a toroid core made of
either powdered iron or ferrite. The
toroid is doughnut shaped. Since it has

Note how the wires are wound on
the toroid core. They are kept paired
and lie next to each other. In this manner they are wound together as if they
were only one piece. When two wires
are used, this form of winding is called
bifilar. When three wires are wound
together in this manner a trifilar winding is produced. The bifilar method is
used to wind the coils shown in Figs.
4A and 4B, while trifilar winding is
used for the one in Fig. 4C.
The solenoid winding method is
MACHINE
SCREW
TOROID COIL OR
TRANSFORMER
WASHERS

PCB OR
CHASSIS
HEX NUT

lllllll

A

B

B

Fig. 5. Here's how to mount a toroid transformer to a PC board (A). Stack baluns where
higher power levels must be handled (B).

C
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Fig. 4. Shown here are construction details for the most common types
solenoid (B), bazooka-end view (C), and bazooka-top view (D).

of transformers: toroid (A),
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shown in Fig. 4B. The core can be
either air (in which case a coil form is
needed), or a ferrite rod (as shown).
Again we see the use of either bifilar or
trifilar winding, depending on the
nature of the transformer being made.
The so-called bazooka balun core is
shown in Figs. 4C and 4D, using two
different winding styles. In Fig. 4C, the
wire is passed through both holes to
form a loop (internal winding). Counting
the number of turns is a little different
than one might suppose. The case
shown in Fig. 4C is one turn, even

though many people erroneously

assume that it is half a turn. If one end
of the wire is passed through both holes
one more time, then there are two turns
present. Both the primary and secondary windings can be wound in this
same manner, laying one over top the
other (the primary is usually laid down
first). The case shown in Fig. 4D shows
an end view of the bazooka balun core.
Here, several turns are wound in both
the internal and external winding styles.
These two styles can be intermixed on
the same form, but wherever possible
you should use the internal winding
mode as the preferred mode.
Figure 5A shows how a toroid-core
inductor or transformer is mounted on
either a printed -circuit board or metal

chassis. Fiber or nylon washers are
used to secure and protect the toroidal
core, and nylon or other non-metallic
fasteners (machine screw and hex nut)
are used to keep it in place. Use nonmetallic fasteners to keep from interfering with the operation of the
transformer. Only in the case of the
largest toroids (>5- or 6 -cm diameter)
are metal fasteners usable, and even
then they should be avoided.
The scheme in Fig.. 5B is used on
transmitter antenna tuning units and
similar applications where the power is
higher. Two or more 5 -cm or larger
toroids are stacked one on top of the
other. Each toroid core is first wrapped
with fiberglass tape to insulate it from

the other core. After the cores are
wrapped with tape and stacked on top
of each other, you should add a final
layer of tape to keep the whole assembly stable. The bifilar or trifilar windings
are then laid down on the stacked
cores.
A number of manufacturers offer
baluns, bal-bals, and un-uns, in both
voltage and current configurations.
Some are designed to replace the center insulator of an antenna such as the
dipole. Others are intended for mounting elsewhere.
That's all for now. can be reached
by snail mail at P.O. Box 1099, Falls
Church, VA, 22041, or by e-mail at
carrjj@aol.com.

CIRCUIT CIRCUS

antenna impedance -matching circuit,
while L1 and C2 operate in a series tuned low-output impedance circuit
that matches the impedance of the
diode detector. A 1- to 2-mH inductor
(L3), as in the previous circuit, offers
DC continuity to the detector circuit.
Here, again, experiment with various taps on each inductor for the
greatest amount of audio output with
good selectivity. When the circuit is
adjusted for maximum audio output,
the selectivity will suffer, but if you are
tuned to the strongest RF signal it
probably won't make any difference. In
any case the key word is "experiment."

RECTIFYING DETECTOR

(continued from page 74)

IMPEDANCE MATCHER
Our next circuit, see Fig. 7, uses
three inductors to increase the receiver's selectivity and sensitivity. Components L2 and Cl are used in an

ANTI'
L1'
48T

c2
365pF

D1

D1

ANTI

1N34A

1N34A

Z1

2K

Z1

EARTH

'SEE TEXT

2K

GROUND'

Fig. 7. This three -inductor receiver provides for
impedance -snatching of the antenna and diode
detector:

PARTS LIST FOR THE
IMPEDANCE MATCHER
(Fig. 7)

EARTH

'SEE TEXT

Fig. 8. This dual -diode receiver can supply up to
twice the audio output of a single -diode circuit.

PARTS LIST FOR THE
RECTIFYING. DETECTOR
(Fig. 8)

D1-1N34A germanium diode

-

Cl, C2-365-pF variable tuning
'

GROUND'

D1,

D2-1 N34A germanium diode

capacitor
-48 -turn winding of small coil (see

C1-365-pF variable tuning capacitor

Fig. 1)

L1

.L1

L2-Large coil (see Fig. 2)
L3 -1 -lo 2-mil RF choke
Z1 -2000 -ohm

headphones
Antenna (see text), earth -ground
connection (see text), wire, solder, etc.

-12 -turn winding

of small coil (see

Fig. 1)

L2-Large coil (see

Fig. 2)

Z1 -2000 -ohm headphones

Antenna (see text), earth -ground
connection (see text), wire, solder, etc,
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Our last receiver circuit (see Fig. 8)
uses both homemade coils in a full wave-rectifier detector circuit. This
receiver can supply up to twice the
audio output of a single -diode circuit.
The 12 -turn coil of L1 couples the
RF signal to the large coil, L2. Connect the center tap of L2 to ground,
the fourth tap up from the center to
diode D1, and the fourth tap down
from the center to diode D2. The combined audio output drives the headphones (Z1).
If you change tap positions, keep
the same number of turns on each
side of center. That will balance the RF
that feeds each detector diode.
The circuit's sensitivity and audio
output can be increased by placing L1
inside of L2 (the forms specified for the
coils should make that possible). For
maximum selectivity, L1 should be
loose -coupled to L2.
This dual -diode receiver can drive a
high -impedance speaker to fill a small
room with audio. You can make your
own high -impedance speaker by taking
a 1000 -ohm to 8 -ohm audio -output
transformer and connecting it to the
receiver circuit. Replace the headphones with the 1000 -ohm transformer
winding and connect an 8 -ohm speaker
to the transformer's output. That should
give you free enjoyment radio night and
day.

Looks like we've run out of time.
So until the next circus, travel back in
time and enjoy the magic radio of yesteryear.
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Back to the Star Roamer
ack in the September issue, we
started to work on a Knight Kit
(Allied Radio) Star Roamer that a
sharp-eyed friend of mine plucked from
a trash can (along with an auxiliary RF
amplifier and 0 -multiplier), saving it
from an ignominious burial in a landfill.
For those of you who just joined us, this
was a "starter set" for beginning SWLs
or hams-the mid -60's equivalent, perhaps, of the Hallicrafter's S-38 that was
so popular in the previous decade. The
attractively styled four -tubes-plus -rectifier set has five bands covering 200400 kHz (marine/aircraft beacon),
550-1800 kHz (broadcast band), 1.84.8 MHz, 4.8-12 MHz, and 12-30 MHz.

knight -kit

Star Roamer4
'.

;;
., .: .

-_

$3995

$5 monthly

-

172,1'.

m

,.,,"'

id'i;*1
200-400 kc; 550 kc-30m<
Electrical Bcindrpread
S-Meter.
4' Speaker

BY MARC

chassis. The "CW Practice" key had
been removed to make room for an
added jack for the 0 -multiplier or RF
preamplifier, and a BFO pitch control
that was supposed to be there was
nowhere to be seen. The four tubes
were checked, and all tested as good.
Disconnecting the B -plus line, we
switched the set on and found that
both the plate and filament windings of
the power transformer were delivering
power. Then it was time to put away
the tools and test instruments until the
next session.

cause short circuits that destroy other
components such as rectifier tubes
and power transformers.
All wax -coated paper capacitors
are also replaced. Those absorb
moisture over the years and-like
electrolytics-are prone to deterioration and leakage, if not total failure. Replacing those wholesale will
save you a lot of troubleshooting
time (and possible damage from
short circuits) after you power up the
set. To preserve authenticity, many
restorers apply heat to remove the
innards of the old wax -coated capacitors and install modern caps
inside the casings.
As it happens, the Star Roamer is
new enough so that all capacitors
(except the electrolytics in the filter
and cathode bypass circuits) are
ceramic discs. Those are far more reliable than the old paper jobs, and are
normally not replaced unless found to
be. defective. The set is also new
enough to have a selenium -stack
diode rectifier instead of the rectifier

COMPONENT
REPLACEMENT
My next step in restoring a radio of
this era would normally be to replace
the electrolytic filter capacitors in the
power supply and the electrolytic
capacitor (if present), bypassing the
cathode of the audio -output stage.
Electrolytics dry out and deteriorate
with age, and should not be considered permanent parts of the receiver.
When they fail, they might very well

Easy -to -build shortwave receiver kit
covers wide range of bands, including long wave. World's lest-selliftg
SW kit. r'eatures include ANL,
AVC, antenna trimmer, headphone
jack. Complote details an page 05.
With all parts, cabinet, instructions.
Sting. wt., 15 lbs.
83 U 102 XW. gi Monthly.. ...39.95

\

This ad from Allied Electronics shows how the
Star Roamer kit was originally sold.

Described fully in September, the
set has a full complement of the controls you would normally expect to find
on a "serious" shortwave receiver,
including bandspread, automatic volume control (AVC), noise limiter,
antenna tuning, and "s" -meter calibration. It sold for $39.95.
Last time, we popped the cover of
the set and gave it a cursory inspection. Cosmetically, we found the radio
to be pretty good, except for some cor78 rosion in the plating on the top of the
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Here's the partly disassembled chassis after cleaning. The dark spots to the right of the power transformer are areas where the finish is corroded.
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tion tubular electrolytic, now all -but impossible to replace, contained four
individual capacitors with a common
negative terminal. There was the
audio -output cathode bypass (50 µF
at 25 volts) and a triple 30-µF filter

í

unit.

had to smile when saw how carefully the voltage ratings of the 30-µF
units had been matched to their positions in the voltage-divider/filter circuit
(consisting of two series -connected
resistors).. There was a 300 -volt unit to
be used at the input to the filter, a 200volt unit for connection to the junction
of the two resistors, and a 150 -volt unit
to be used at the output of the filter.
Was it really possible to make such
subtle voltage distinctions in electrolytic capacitor design?
In any case, considering the relatively limited range of electrolytic sizes
available today, there were distinctions
I certainly would not be able to make in
I

I

The multi-section electrolytic and the selenium stack rectifier were replaced before powering up the
set

for

the first time.

free) silicon diode.

tube we usually deal with in antique radio power supplies.
Selenium rectifiers are also prone
to fail. When they do, they are apt to
release God -knows -what into the environment, causing a nasty smell suggestive of something having died in
the walls. definitely wanted to replace
that baby with a modern (and trouble -

REBUILDING THE POWER
SUPPLY
Prior to this month's work session,
picked up a suitable silicon diode at
RadioShack and ordered replacement
electrolytics from Antic Electronic
Supply. The Star Roamer's multi -secI
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to replace the filter capacitors and a
47-11F at 50 -volt unit to replace the

bypass.

quality \'Lwai - 6t -

ANTIQUE RADIO CLASSIFIED

Free Sample!

ordered
selecting replacements.
three individual 33-µF, 350 -volt units
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To all the people who think the press goes

too far sometimes, consider the alternative.
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page catalog
TODAY!
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was involved, where it was destined and
where it was bound. It did concede in 1986
that the incident was classified as among its
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of .,reenpeace, said their research had
e
established that many
has

learn more about the role of a
and how it protects your
rights, call the First Amendment
Center at 1-800-542-1600.
To

Free Press
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If the press
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didn't tell us,
who would?

A

public

sershe message of The

Passive Components Semiconductors
Connectors/Cable
Electromechanical
Surface Mount and Through Hole

Ad

Council and The Society of Vratrssbnl burnallsls.
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800-992-9943
FAX: 817-483-0931
http://www.mouser.com
sales@mouser.com

North.vlain St., Mansfield, TX 76063
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Three individual 33-µF,, 350-WVDC electrolytics replace the
section unit.

Removing the selenium stack,
used its mounting hole to install a terminal strip to be used for wiring up the
diode and providing a ground connection for the replacement electrolytics.
Then, one at a time, disconnected the
wires from the original multi -section
electrolytic, replacing each section
with an individual capacitor.
I

I

FIRST POWER -UP TEST
Normally, I don't power up a new
set-even after making all necessary
capacitor replacements-until I've
done some housekeeping, including
treating all potentiometers and switches with contact cleaner. Like a leaky
capacitor, a poor contact in a switch
section or other control can cause
mystifying symptoms that might be
hard to isolate. However,
was curious. I therefore decided to do a preliminary test before removing the set's
built-in antenna (probably not original),
rear panel, and tubes to facilitate
cleaning.
Flipping on the power switch, waited ... and waited ... and waited. The
set's twin pilot lamps had come on, but
there wasn't a sound from the speaker.
Not even a'quiet hum! Unplugging the
set,
examined the wiring' under the
chassis and quickly spotted the reason.
The built-in speaker switch on the
headphone jack was bent and stuck in
80 a permanently open position. FurtherI

I

I

spots. There wasn't much I could do
but take the grime off, which did with
a rag dampened in some detergent
solution.
But before going to work with the
detergent, I removed the tubes to get
them out of the way and took off the
fiberboard ventilation back along with
the loopstick antenna mounted on it. I
also removed all of the knobs so that I
could more easily clean the panel of
fingerprints.
With the clean-up complete, I went
to work with my spray can of contact
cleaner. Each of the slide switches, as
well as the sensitivity- and volume -control potentiometers, got a shot of cleaner inside its enclosure. Then each of
those controls was worked through its
range several times to give the cleaner
a chance to work. The band -switch was
a type had never seen before, its contacts being enclosed and seemingly
inaccessible. But I sprayed the cleaner
around some likely looking openings in
the housing, hoping that some would
get inside, and worked the control
through its range.

o

G3

01!.\

filter capacitors

in the old multi -

more, someone had tried, rather
incompetently, to wire around the problem, and in the process had disconnected the speaker. Making a
temporary direct speaker connection,
turned on the set again and this time
was pleased to hear the expected'hum.
Tuning around on the broadcast
band, I heard a few stations, but sensitivity and volume were poor. Though
the "s"-meter had swung down toward
the left end of its scale (as is normal)
after the set had warmed up, it did not
budge when tuning through a station.
That suggested to me that perhaps
something was amiss in the AVC circuit.
Connecting the set to a short outside antenna,
tried the long -wave
band and the three shortwave ones.
Not a peep on any of them-not even
a bit of static! Not too encouraging a
beginning, but it looks as if there
might be some interesting problems
to work on!
I

I

I

I

WHAT'S NEXT
Next time, I'll probably start by
checking the wiring against the
schematic to make sure that the kit

builder made no mistakes. I'll also take
voltage readings at several points. If
everything looks okay, I'll then check
the tuning of the IF amplifier, proceeding from there to a realignment of the
set's front end.
Until then, I'd like to hear from you!
Send your comments and questions to
Antique Radio, Popular Electronics,
500 Bi-County Blvd., Farmingdale, NY
11735.

HOUSEKEEPING
The underside of the Star Roamer's
chassis was quite clean-almost mint
looking, in fact. So was the front panel.
The rear apron was clean but slightly
rusty. The top of the chassis was coated with the usual gummy household
grime, which could be removed. But
the plating, here and there, had corroded slightly, showing ugly dark

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

"He's either making an oscilloscope or a laser
death ray cannon"

D

C

EN/Nf

The "Other" Time Standard
WWVH
Iis

hard to miss the omnipresent
24 -hour -a -day WWV standard time
and frequency shortwave "radio clock"
broadcasts from Fort Collins, CO. Not
so well known, though, nor as well
heard in much of the United States, is
its sister station, WWVH on Hawaii's
island of Kauai.
Both are operated by the U.S.
Department of Commerce's National
Institute of Standards and Technology
on standard frequencies of 2,500,
5,000, 10,000, and 15,000 kHz. While

that means interference for listeners in
many parts of North America, at times
WWVH can be heard "through"
WWV's signal. The Hawaiian time ticker, with announcements by a woman,
is easily distinguishable from the male
voice of WWV.
WWVH went on the air in November 1948 from the island of Maui.
Initially its transmissions did not
include voice time announcements.
Those were added in 1964.
In July 1971, the station moved to a
modern $1.2 million 30 -acre transmitter
complex on the island of Kauai, near
Kekaha on Kokole Point. In 1974, the
time announcements were changed
from Greenwich Mean Time to the new,
but essentially identical Coordinated
Universal Time.
WWVH keeps incredibly precise
time, thanks to three atomic frequency
standards at the Hawaiian site, accurate to one millionth of a second a
month. Variations are kept within five
microseconds of the NIST's UTC primary time standard in Boulder, CO.
The station also has a number of

special announcements, including
Pacific weather warnings. These
announcements are programmed automatically into the broadcast format.
The 2,500 -kHz transmission is
CREDITS-Brian Alexander,

PA; Jim Clar, NY;
Bob Fraser, MA; Anita Glockner, PA; Jack Jones,
MS; Marie Lamb, NY; Mark Mohrmann, VT; North
American SW Association, PA.

BY DON .JENSEN

out harm.
ELWA also was a victim in the 1990
civil war. In the half dozen years since
it was first destroyed, the station was
rebuilt and improved. This time, however, the SIM may have had enough.
Shortly after this year's attack on the
SW station, Jonathan Shea, SIM director for the West African Field Station,
said, "The future of ELWA now looks
worse than in 1990... We fear this is
again the end of the radio facilities, but
there are no regrets. Every minute we
were on the air. ...is worth what we
put into them."
ELWA began shortwave broadcasts
in March 1955, airing religious and
educational programming to West
Africa. Two years later, the station
began a once -per -week broadcast to
North America, since a number of the
missionary staff were Americans. Its
10 -kilowatt transmitters usually were
well heard by SWLs. Now, it looks like
another familiar old SW voice is off the
air for good.

aired by a 2.5 -kilowatt transmitter,
feeding a monopole antenna. The signals on 5,000, 10,000 and 15,000 kHz
are broadcast by 10 -kilowatt transmitters through modified half -wave -dipole
phased arrays.
If your vacation travel takes you to
Hawaii, you're welcome to visit WWVH
during normal working hours. SWLs
who do their traveling by radio, can
obtain a WWVH QSL card by sending
their reception reports to NIST Radio
Station WWVH, P.O. Box 417, Kekaha,
HI 96752.

ELWA:THE END?
As of this writing, ELWA, the Sudan

Interior Mission's shortwave outlet
near Monrovia, Liberia, is off the air, a
victim of the terrible civil strife in this
west African country that resumed earlier this year. The radio station and
hospital at the missionary complex on
the Atlantic coast, a few miles outside
Monrovia, was overrun successively
by several groups of rebel soldiers,
and was stripped and destroyed.
Fortunately, the missionaries and
Liberian staff members escaped with -

TO

FEEDBACK
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can fill you in a bit about the

MAKE CHR/ST KNOWN TO APR/CA
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Here's a vintage verification card from ELWA, a station forced off the air for the second time by
civil strife in Liberia.
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Canadian station, CFVP, 6030 kHz,
mentioned in DX Listening in March,"
writes Carl Stone of Claresholm,
Alberta. CFVP and its medium wave
counterpart, CFCN, 1,060 kHz, now
CKMX, have been in Calgary for many
years, but, Carl notes, the original site
was High River, Alberta.
"It was the first radio station built in
Canada west of Halifax. The experimental station was built to keep watch
for prairie fires. It was constructed from
scratch by W.W. Grant. Using parts,
some of them special ordered from
England, he built both the transmitter
and receiver for the station.
"The Voice of the Prairies had a 10 watt transmitter. It was believed in
those days that radio waves would not
go beyond mountains and hills, which
is why High River, on a flat prairie, was
chosen as the site of the station.
However, Grant was able to work
many states, ships at sea, as well as
Japan and Hawaii.
"Later, two men at the station
began playing the fiddle and piano on
the air. They became known as the
CFCN Old Timers, a program that continued for 60 years. The programs on
CFVP, 6,030 kHz, were the same as
on the medium -wave station. The
shortwave station had regular listeners
in Europe in the old days and its antenna used to be a guy wire for the CFCN
tower.
"I was here when W.W. Grant came
to High River. My memory is good, and
have his hand -built Voice of the
Prairies 'peanut' radio receiving set.
also happen to be a ham, VE6PR."
A fascinating story about one of
North America's pioneer shortwave
stations! Thanks, Carl, for sharing your
memories.
I

I

DOWN THE DIAL
Here are some SW listening targets
to try for.
AUSTRIA -13,730 kHz. Radio Austria

English programming
noted at 1150 UTC with "Time Out For
Art," a program on an exhibition featuring the works of Claude Monet.
BOLIVIA -6,025 kHz. Radio Illimani in
the Bolivian capital of La Paz has been
logged with Spanish programming at
0930 UTC. This has been heard with a
government public health announce-

International
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ment and identification, followed by
music.

BOSNIA HERCEGOVINA-7,105
kHz. Radio Bosnia Hercegovina can
be heard on this frequency between
about 0100 and 0200 UTC, broadcasting in Bosnian. This has been heard
with popular and folk music. A 5 -pip
time signal marks the hour.
BRAZIL -4,875 kHz. Radio Roaima
was noted at 0030 UTC with a live
sportscast of soccer-called futbol in
Brazil-in Portuguese. It's a real listening experience when one of the teams
scores and the announcer bellows out
a pr\ onged shout:

"G000000000000000al !"

CANADA -17,725 kHz.

INSTANT JAVA
by John A. Pew
Written by a Java instructor for Sun
Microsystems, this book teaches programmers and nonprogrammers alike
to instantly create exciting Web pages
filled with sound, animation, and interactivity. The book provides appletsincluding audio, multiple simultaneous
animations, image maps, and ticker
tapes-and shows users how to easily
plug them into existing Web pages.
The applets are designed to be as flexible as possible. You can customize as
few or as many settings as you wish to
create, with very little effort, creating
personal and unique applets.

Radio

Canada International broadcasts in
English from 1900 to 2000 UTC for
Canadian peacekeepers in Bosnia. It
operates in parallel at this hour on
15,275 kHz.
ECUADOR -4,950 kHz. Radio Bahai
operates here at 1030 UTC with programming in Quechua, an Andean
Indian language, and Ecuadorian
music.
ISRAEL-9,435 kHz. Kol Israel noted
in English at 2000 UTC, with news
broadcast about anti-terrorist meetings.

LITHUANIA -5,910 kHz. Radio
Vilnius is heard at 0055 UTC with
English -language news, identification,
and music.

PERU -6,115 kHz. Radio Union
broadcasts here in Spanish during the
early morning hour of 0800 UTC. This
one has Andean melodies and identifies as "Radio Union" or "Union La
Radio."

ZANZIBAR -11,735 kHz. Radio
Tanzania Zanzibar is a very nice catch,
broadcasting from the tiny spice island
off Tanzania's East African coast. Look
for this one with local programming
around 2000 UTC.

ELECTRONICS LIBRARY
(continued from page 63)
The Internet and World Wide Web
Explained (order number BP403) is
available for $6.95 plus $3 shipping
and handling from Electronics
Technology Today Inc., P.O. Box 240,
Massapequa Park, NY 11762-0240.
CIRCLE 98 ON FREE
INFORMATION CARD
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SunSOft
THE SUNSOFT PRESS

JAVA SERIES
JOHN A. PEW

The book provides detailed, stepby-step instructions on how to customize the applets on the included
CD-ROM to suit specific needs. The
CD-ROM also includes the source
code for all the applets in the book and
the Java Developer's kit, as well as
HTML sample pages that show exactly how to embed the applets into your
Web page. The CD-ROM requires
Windows 95, Windows NT, Solaris 2,
or Macintosh System 7.5.
Instant Java costs $29.95 including CD-ROM disk and is published by The SunSoft Press,
Prentice Hall PTR, Order Processing
Center, P.O. Box 11071, Des Moines,
IA 50336; Tel. 800-811-0912 or 515284-6751; Fax: 515-284-2607; email: orders@prenhall.com; Web:
http.//www.prenhall.com-.
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Paperback Books
GREAT BOOKS AT BUDGET PRICES
INTERNATIONAL RADIO
STATIONS GUIDE-BP255

100 RADIO HOOKUPS

-#7-$3.00
First published in May, 1923 this
popular booklet went into reprint
editions nine times. It is packed
with circuits, theory, antenna
installation and tips on consumer
radio receivers that were popular in
the early 1920's. Antique radio buffs
and those inquisitive about the early
days of radio will find this booklet
an exciting, invaluable and excellent
reference into the minds of early day radio listeners. Sorry, we
cannot honor the original 25 -cent
cover price.

-$9.95

Guide

Provides the casual listener,
amateur radio OXer and the
professional radio monitor with an
essential reference work designed
as a guide for listening tothe
complex radio bands. Includes
coverage on Listening to Shortwave
Radio, ITU Country Codes,
Worldwide Radio Stations,
European Long Wave and Medium
Wave Stations, Broadcasts in
English and more.

2' 'EDITION

REVISED

THE E.I. CC.
MEur Yawn PITY

HOW TO USE OP AMPS

-BP88-$5.95

r,.

No. 20

oscillators, inverters, isolators,
high- and low -filters, notch and
band-pass filters, noise generator,
power supplies, audio, MIDI, and
much more. Prepared as a
designer's guide, some limited math
is used, however engineers and
hobbyists alike find it a useful text
for their design needs.

ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY TODAY INC.
P.O. BOX 240, Massapequa, NY 11762-0240
Name

Address
City

State

Zip

_.
?
"'T.':
<3J
/".
Yo;',_
_7FEN ;PAM).
C.-yY.r..^,-.
hh

Rs

SHIPPING CHARGES IN
USA AND CANADA

$0.01 to $5.00
$5.01 to $10.00
$10.01 to 20.00
$20.01 to 30.00
$30.01 to 40.00
$40.01 to 50.00
$50.01 and above

1

P.Shore

_

WIRELESS &
ELECTRICAL CYCLOPEDIA

-ETT1-$5.75

The engineer's best friend is the op
amp. This basic building block is
found in many circuits, analog and
digital alike. The op amp finds many
useful purposes such as:

r

International
Radio Stations

$2.00
$3.00
$4.00
$5.00
$6.00
$7.00
$8.50

A slice of history. This early
electronics catalog was issued in
1918. It cónsists of 176 pages that
document the early history of
electricity, radio and electronics. It
was the "bible" of the electrical
experimenter of the period. Take a
look at history and see how far we
have come. And by the way, don't
try to order any of the radio parts
and receivers shown, it's very
unlikely that it will be available.

SORRY No orders accepted
outside of USA ¿ Canada

L
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

Number of books ordered

Total price of merchandise
Shipping (see chart)

$

Subtotal

$

.

Sales Tax (NYS only)
Total Enclosed

$

$
$

All payments must be in U.S. funds!
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AMAZING ELECTRONIC & SCIENTIFIC DEVICES
, ,,
r;
;, I
lag u_
... or
Plans Ready -to -Use Easy -to -Build Kits
_.

^

Laser

250KV Tesla Coil

RayGun

Visible Beam Gas Lasers
Millions degree temp equiv.

Illuminates low
level clouds

light Shows

ii5401104101**-

p

Window Listener
Optical Projects
12/115V
17-1-17-4J

Science Project

LAS1KM 1 mw, low cost Kit
LGU6K 2-3mw Kit
HNE70 5-7mw. readyto use

$69.50
$119.50
$299.50

-

Ion Ray Gun

Project Energy!
j^11
1f
Star Wars technolog9'Uemonstrafes
weapons potential. 10G7K Kit/Plans$99.50

4000 Volts
Module

-

10ma High Voltage
Ready to use - for many projects

from hoverboards to pyrotechnics.
MINMAX4 While they last!

$19.50

Transmit Wireless Energy
Ion Motors
Anti -Gravity

$15.00

t,../
3

Enhances normal
hearing 3-4 times!
Adjustable volume control,
fits easily into either
I ear. Many, many uses.
Ready to Use!
CYBEREAR .... $19.95

Mi Telephone Xniitter

Tune-able 80-130 Mhz

Undetectable
Only transmits when phone is used
VWPM7K Kit/Plans
$39.50

Extended ¿_e
Play
Telephone Taping System
Tapes Phone ConversationExtends
Tape X4
Check Local Laws before using!
TAP3OX Ready to Use
$84.50

3 Mi Tracker

Transmitter

Tunable Output
Uses FM Radio
Excellent Signal Beacon
HOD1K Kit/Plans

$20.00

j+
t1

Includes text book on Anti-Grayi

1

f

i

y

Tesla

$15.00
$99.50
$149.50

Electronic

wa,..

Aim at window and listen to sounds from
reflected light. CAUTION - Not for illegal
use. LWB3 Plans
$10.00
LWB3K Kit/Plans (req's vid tripod) ....... $149.50

Control their minds! Programmable

!c

audible and visual stimuli induces hypnotic
trances. HYP2K Kit with Book
$39.95
EH2 Hypnosis Book & Plans
$14.95

Telephone 't

Long Range

Line Grabber
Infinity Transmitter)

Microphone

Use any Tone phone to No for

signals to an ultrahigh gain amplifier.
PM5K Kit/Plans

I?

i

24' dish focuses

premises, access other
Its or control up
TELCON3K PlansKit $99.50
TELCON30 Ready to Use
$149.50
to 8 devices!

a olic

Ballistic Velocities
Handheld
Battery Operated
Labelled as DANGEROUS Product
Experiment now before it is classified as a
firearm! EGUN1 Plans
$20.00
Must be 21 for .urchase of hardware

We can design and build

high voltage systems
- to your specs!
Call or fax us with your requirements!

Invisible

ii

'

$149.50

Eledrifier
Make hand and shock balls, shock wands
and electrify objects. Great payback for
those wiseguys!

FIREBALL Plans

SHK1K Easy to Assemble Kit

-

two sho

(dangerous product).

$10.00

See In Total

Intruder Deterrent

Life is Precious

High Quality IR Night Vision
Scope with IR illuminator.

SD10 Ready to Use

$199.50

pS11C BRIGHTNEss!

COMM;

Places subjects under your
04(1
control. Programmable audible l á
& visual stimuli with biofeedback, Induces
strange & bizarre halucinations without
drugs. Caution not FDA approved.
MIND2 Plans
$15..00
MIND2K Kit and Plans
$49.50
MtND20 Assembled Unit
$69.50

High Quality Laser Pointer
LAPN64 15mw equv, 2000'
$39.50
LAPN61 50mw equv, 4000'
$84.50

1000' Potato Cannon
Not

t

a Toy! Uses electronic or piez
ignition. CAUTION. REQUIRED!
POT1 Plans (dangerous product)...$10.

Dept PEM-6, Box 716, Amherst, NH 03031
Phone: 603-673-4730 FAX: 603-672-5406
MC, VISA, COD, Checks accepted Please add $5.00 S & H

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

$19.50

Electric
Charge Gun

'DARKNESS!

System detects intrusions and turns on a
sonic field of pain, causing disorientation,
acute paranoia, nausea and more. The
perpetrator - man or animal - soon vacates!
Protects 4 individual areas up to 5000 sq ft.
Non hazardous when used as instructed.
PPG4K Kit/Plans
$129.50
PPG40 Ready to Use
$199.50

Shocker
Force Field/
Vehicle

capacity. Great for special effects and
remote fire starting. CAUTION REQUIRED!

Shoots flaming ball

I

Pain Field

Rids areas of unwanted pests.
Trains and conditions wild and
domestic animals. Great for
bams, attics, cellars, gardens.
PPP1K Kit/Plans
$3950

Nature and
more!

f

FireBali Gun
$39.50

Phasor Sonic Blast Pistol

L8UG Mother

captured sounds to an FM radio.
WM5K Kit for Wireless Option ....$29.50

Transmitter

Crystal Clear
Tunes 80-130 MHz
FMV1K Kit/Plans

Parabolic
_

Optional wireless module transmits

Ultra-Sensitive Mike

UNLIMITED

Electric Gun 17 prototype designed
in our lab - Join the research!

LEC

a

TON

84

Caution
Required

Hynotizer

$39.50

w Bounce Laser Listener

-

Weapon!

the.

fl©

WI

toil

Generate fiery electrical
plasma discharge
Powers light and
objects without contact
Experiment with electrical and mechanical
fields. TCL5 Plans
$8.00
TCL5K Kit/Plans-12VDC
$49.50

Spectacular color. Pulsates to m
sounds!. 8-9', with intensity and sound
controls. PLASMA1 Ready to Use .$79.50

HIND

HEP10

shown connected to potential rail gun system

Pioneer a Futuristic

Solid State

$399.50

Levitate an object!
j
Great science fair project. {
GRA1 Plans
GRA1K Power Supply Kit/Plans
GRA10 Assbld Kit/Plans

3 Mi Voice

.4

'>f

$299.50

TACTICAL
Cybernetic Ear!

HEP1 Plans
$99.5
HEP1K Kit/Plans with 500J
$399.50
HEP10 Lab Assembled - to your spec's.
Write, call or fax for price & delivery

Award winning science project!

"Talking"
Plasma Globe

Experimenters & ResearcheN

with triggered spark switch. Adjustable 500 to 3KV out
Charges up to 25KJ
Programmable Output

BTC3 Plans
BTC3K Kit/Plans with coil
BTC30 Assbld Ready to Use
BTC4 Plans, 500KV unit

1

-

Lattice Snapping, EMP etc. Loss-less Energy Charger

Strange and bizarre
pyrotechnical effects
Many other experiments shown in detail

1

1.1

Anti-Gravity, Rail & Coil Guns, Mass Warping,
Levitation Research, Exploding Water, Propulsion Drivers,Nla

Bolts of Lightning!

Gravity
Generator

IT

ATTENTION:

10-14" of Explosive

Handheld,
battery operated.
Produces an intense
burst of light capable of burning holes.
LAGUN2 Plans
$20.00
LAGUN2K Kit / Plans ......... Price on Req

I

J.

PROTECT IT!
Stuns & immobilizes attackers
15 feet away! Check your state
laws for legality. More knockdown
power than most handguns. No
permanent injury. ID coded.
ECG1 Data
(Creditable to purch)
$10.00 f
ECG10 Charge Gun, Ready to Use,
includes FREE Stun Gun!
$249.50

STUN GUNS - sold separately:
STUN100 100,000 Volts
TUN200 200,000 Volts

$34.50
$49.50

VISIT US ON THE WEB!

A

http:/Iwww.amazingl.com

CATALOG!

24 Hour Phone

FREE with Order or
send S1 P&H

800-221-1705
Orders Only Please'
;
w...,

6

FOR VALUED READERS ONLY!

Save up to 40% on select items!
Take advantage of

this tremendous offer.

Call today, time is limited!
take advantage 3f these offers,
í' you must supply this special price code:
/_.

,k To

CODE: ,P0P34

Selection
And
clue
From One Sour___
veil

Hitachi, Leader, B+K
Name Brand and Low Cost Generic
Technician's Tools
OEM and Generic TV/VCR
repair parts
Over 10,000 American and
Original Japanese Semiconductors
MCM offers a comprehensive line of
tools and test equipment engineered for
the repair of computers, TVs, VCRs and
more. In addition, you will find a wide
variety of OEM and low cost generic
TV/VCR parts, passive components and
semiconductors, over 25,000 items in
all, stocked and ready to ship.

VCR 'Model Superaoss'M
Simply enter a VCR make and model to research,
the SuperCross (TM) displays all makes that are
mechanically the same. Great for parts sourcing!
IBM compatible, 1MB required, 3'W' disk.

#81-2055

3°/9

-/3156 a1
Diagnostic Test CD
Contains over 40 tracks of all the necessary test
tones to accurately evaluate, calibrate and
measure audio system performance.

#80-815

Reg.

S,

e4

Sale

$

524.95

\4111_,
..

"
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VCR Service Tool Kit
Useful tool kit contains 15 of the most popular tools
used to service VHS VCRs. Includes post adjustment
screwdriver, VHS head puller, retaining ring remover,
spring hook tool cnd many other items.

#22-1300

Prices effective September 17 through November 2, 1996

Hours: M F 7 a.m.,-9 p.m., Sat. 9 a.m.-6 p.m,.,EST.

order the items listed,
or for a FREE catalog, Call...
To
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1-800-543-4330
650 CONGRESS
CENTERVILLE. OH 45459-4072
A PREMIER Company

Sale
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3.99

MCM ELECTRONICS®
PARK DR.

Reg.

SAVE

SAVE

/

MODEL

SUPE72CFROSS

Test Equipment from Tenma, Fluke,

Authorized

nun/

Premier
Distributor

Panasonic
Quasar/T7achnics
Original Parts
Distributor

Serving you coast to coast from distritution centers near Reno, NV and Dayton, OH.

CODE:P0P34
'
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ALFA ÉLECTRONICS
DMM 89
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DMM

DMM 20

NOW $45.00
plus Free Case

-80.7 to 81,4 dBm with 40-12000
20 reference impedances
True RMS
Frequency counter. 0.01 Hz-10MHz
:j Capacitance: 1pF-50,000µF
Measure AC volt to 20kHz
5000 counts, 0.1% accuracy
Auto/manual range, fast bar graph
Min/Max/Ave/DH/Relative/Zoom
Auto power off
t Input warning
Splash proof

.

.

-

OO

a

LCR Meter 131D
$229.95

26

Most Advanced LCR
11

Capacitance:0.1 pF-10,000µF

-i
;

Impedancé:l m0 -10M0
0.7% basic accuracy
Auto/manual range
Dissipation factor & O factor
Serial & parallel mode
',

ua,

®.p.,.

C

Relative mode for comparison
and to remove parasitics
Statistics, tolerance,
Best for design, incoming
testing & production
SMD and chip component
test probe $25.00
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DC Power Supply
PS -303
$159.01)

l

1

'

0-30 VDC

,

0-3A output
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FC-1200

Also Available:
AC/DC clamp meter,Light meter,
Thermometer, pH meter High
voltage probe, Digital caliper,
Anemometer` Electronic scale,
Force gauge,Tachometer
Stroboscope, Humidity & ÉMF
adapter, Sound level meter,
Frequency counter SR/field
strength/power meter, Dip meter

internal

and

source Sensitivity <50mV

Alexander Rd., Princeton,,.NJ 08540

. J
'
.

Digital Storage Scope
DS -303 30MHz, 20M Sample/sec $849.95

^-

'

- 150
external

DS.303P with RS -232 Interface $1,049.96
Switchable between digital and analog modes
2 K word per channel storage
8 bit vertical resolution (25 Lerel/div)
Expanded Timebase 10ms/div - 0.5 s/div
Refresh, Roll, Save all Save CH2, Pre-Trig
,

Plotter control

- .....

E-+-t J

r-.1)

v

--^-

q

-

ti
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DC

Power Supply Triple Output

PS -8202

$499.95

Two 0-30 VDC 0-3A outputs
One fixed SVIOC, 3A oupp t
Capable of Independentor tracking operation
Constant voltage and constant current mode
Far digital meters for volt and current display
Excelent reg etion and low ripple
Short circuit and overload protected
Also available: 30V/5A triple output
$549.95
Dual treclori9 30Vf3A, 30Vv5A, 60V/SA, 60V/5A

AUDIO GENERATOR
AG -2601A
$124.95
10Hz - 1MHz in 5 ranges

Output.0-8Vrms sinewave
0-10Vp-p squarewave
Synchronization: +3% of oscillation
frequency per Vrms
Output distortion:
0.05% 500Hz - 50kHz
0.5 % 50Hz - 500kHz
Output impedance: 600 ohm

AUDIO
GEN./COUNTER
AG-2603AD $229.95
Generates audio signal same as
AG -2601A
6 digit frequency counter 1Hz150MHz for internal and external
sources Sensitivity <SOmV

(800) 526-2532/(609) 520-2002
FAX:(609) 520-2007

$129.95

Frequency 0.1 Hz-1.25GHz
Display 8 digit LCD
Period: 0.1 -0.1s
Records Max/Min/Average
Data hold, relative mode
Telescoping antenna $8.00
Deluxe case $5.00

$429.95

-

Generates RF signal same as
SG-41608
6 digit frequency counter 1Hz

ALFA ELECTRONICS
741

A

Frequency Counter

dil

RF SIGNAL
GEN./COUNTER
SG -4162 AD $229.95

for

-

rr

RF SIGNAL

MHz

t
-

-

4ie.!i/ut4.* -.w..
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n

with Delay

-___

_. r

.

100 kHz-150MHz sinewave in 6
ranges
RF Output 100mVrms to 35 MHz
Internal 1kHz, External 50Hz-20kHz
AM modulation
Audio output 1 kHz, 1 Vrms

1

111

h

LIMITED QUANTITY SPECIAL
DIGITAL LCR 680
$74.96
0.1pF, 1µH, 10mQ resolution

GENERATOR
SG -4160B
$124.95

..

economy, compact,
ruggerdized, solar cell,
automotive, heavy
duty, industrial,
starts from $19.95

.x-coú n

20A

Inductance: 0.11H -200H
Capacitance: 0.1 pF-20,000pF
Resistance: 1 mO-20M0

regrietion
...:

Constant voltage 8 constant current mode
0.02% + 2mV line
0.02%+3mV bad regulation
1 mVnns noise and ripple
Short circut and overload protected
PS -8200 with digital voltmeter $179,00
Also available: 30V/5A, 60V13A, 60V/5A
16V/10A, 30V/10A

S

Full line of DMMs,
hrt

Dual Trace, Component test, 6" CRT, X -Y Operation, TV
Sync, Z -Modulation, CH2 Output, Graticule Ilium, 2 probes
each has x1,x10 switch. Best price with delay sweep.
PS -200
20 MHz DUAL TRACE
$339.95
PS-400
40 MHz DUAL TRACE
$494.95
PS -405
40 MHz DELAY SWEEP
$569.95
PS -605
60 MHz DELAY SWEEP
$769.95
PS -1000 100 MHz DUAL TRACE
$999.95
Scope Probe:60MHz x1, x10 $15, 100MHz x1, x10 $22
250MHz x1, x10 $29, 250MHz x100 $39

1

~rud

t

Dissipation factor indicates leakage
in capacitor and Cl factor in inductor
Zero adjustment to reduce parasitics
Best for high frequency RF
SMD and chip component test probe
$25.00

.4

e

.114

LCR Meter 814
$189.95
,Best Resolution LCR

20 MHz Oscilloscope
Sweep PS -205

'_

Volt, amp, ohm, diode,
20 Amp AC/DC current
Transistor HFE
Continuity, duty %
Peak hold/Max
Ruggerdized case
Rubber holster $8.00

1% basic accuracy

'

1

11-tr-20MHz

Diode, Continuity
Volt, Amp, Ohm
Data Hold
Auto power off
7 functions, 19 ranges
3.5 Digit, 0.6% accuracy
Auto/Manual ranging
Energy saver
Student & hobbyists favor

e

éOeAOe4'Oe

Ruggerdized case
Rubber holster included

Dual display-11Q or C/D
Inductance: 0.1µH -1000H

Capacitance:

,

FUNCTION GENERATOR
FG-2100A
$169.95

0.2 Hz -2 MHz in 7 ranges
Sine, square, triangle, pulse and ramp
Output. 5mV-20Vp-p
1% distortion, DC offset ± 10V
VCF: 0-10V control frequency to 1000:1

FUNCTION GEN/ COUNTER
FG-2102AD
$229.95

Generates signal same as FG-2100A
Frequency counter 4 digits
Feature TTL and CMOS output

SWEEP FUNCTION
GEN./COUNTER
$329.95
0.5Hz to 5 MHz in 7 ranges
Sweep: Linear 10:1/Log 10:1 20ms to 2s
AM Modulation
Gated Burst, Voltage Control Generator
Generator Control Voltage & 6 digit counter
1 Hz-10MHz for internal & external sources

15 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.

1

YEAR WARRANTY

CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

Visa, Master Card, American Express, COD, Purchase Order Welcome
CIRCLE 26 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

Multlmeter

Fluke 12
$84.95
Holster C-10$10
Fluke 70 II $75.95
Fluke 7311 $97.50
Fluke 75 II $129
Holster C-70$16
Fluke 77 II $155
Fluke 79 II $175
Fluke 29 II $175
Fluke 76
$175
Fluke 87
$287
Fluke 867 $1199
Fluke 97
Scope Meter$1785
Fluke 105
Scope Meter$2799

Inductance: 1µH -40H

.

Solar Cell Powered
Large Display

Volt, amp, ohm, logic, diode, continuity

.

F luke

$74.95

All Purpose & Communication

.

-

BEST PRICE

Most Advanced DMM

1

+;o.
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$179.00
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Order N°50-820
s ,' ó

1-

CODE PE96
!ñ.tr

,_:::'

7:

UNIQUE REALTIME
OSCILLOSCOPE
BUILT-IN FUNCTION
GENERATOR

r

Is

Items are subject to availability.
Prices are subjec to change without
any prior notice.

FLYBACK
TRANSFORMERS

F--

1

CALL NOW FOR YOUR
232 PAGE FREE CATALOG

1-800-325-2264
Min

Price

10
TESLA
TOSHIBA
TESLA
10
2N-3055
TESLA
5
2N-3773
2SD-1398 SANYO 10
2SD-1650 SANYO
5
STRD-1005 SANKEN 1
STR-30130 SANKEN
1
STRS-6301 SANKEN
TOSHIBA 1
TA -7777N
TDA-2005 SGS
5

$1.49
4.50
0.60

Brand

Order N°
BU -208

BU -208/0

1

1

r

TUN -O-WASH®
ORDER Nº 50-0100

C,....,tro..,e.
.1

L--

,.-

Designed for cleaning and degreasing
consumer electronics Cleans in one step, no
rinsing required Contains no ozone depleting
compounds CFC and HCFC free
Not for use on energized equipment
12.5 Oz aerosol (12 cans per case)

4.15
2.66
8.50
6.96

1

Fes)
Fast drying electronics
grade cleaner for tuners,
controls and PC boards.
(WFC

TUN -O -WASH is excellent cleaner and
degreaser for tuners, controllers and FC boards.

1.20
1.49
1.69

1.49

'

.

ORDER Nº 63-0189

7.
HOT PRICES ON POPULAR SEMI'S

498.00

Bandwidth :DC coupled (DC to 20MHz normal),
AC coupled :(10Hz to 20MHz normal) Deflection factor: 5mV/div to 5V/
dial in 10 calibrated steps cf 1-2-5 sequence Rise time: 17.5nS or less
Harizantal deflection: Time Base A: 0.2µs to 0.2S/div in 19 calibrated
steps.1-2-5 sequence Un alibrated continuous control between steps
of at least 1:2.5.

Replaces
GOLDSTAR 154-074R

$20 MINIMUM ORDER

x

MHz

Specifications:
Vertical deflection:

1-600-32S-2264

I

,

-. .
_t

p
.*":7";-)21
^
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qu ancy up to

CALL TOLL FREE

20MHZ

MHZ FUNCTION
.
1GENERATOR
Features
Wider than specified
-_
frequency response High deflection feeWavetor of 1 mV/div. Wide dynamic range up to 30MHz without
form distortion Algebric sum 'of CH1 and CH2 Low drift'with com°
pelsation circuit Superb trigger sensitivity Maximum sweep rate of
vireo signals with internal TV sync. separator Jittless trigger circuitry
.CH1 signal output terminal available Variable trigger hold;off High
precision X -Y phase difference measurement.up to 50kHz Built-in
fur ction generator with BNC output of 500 and TTL Three kinds of
waveform are available with 500 output Flat output waveform fre1

PLEASE MENTION
WHEN ORDERING

J

r{;'

o

Manuf # OS -9020G
2 -CH
DUAL TRACE

DA LCO

DIGITAL MULTIMETERS
-/
NEW!
Overload protect 1000VDC or
peak AC on all óther ranges
Input impedance 10M Ohm on
all ranges Base accuracy range
± 0.5 % to ± 1.0 % Resistance
2000, 2K, 20K, 200K, 2M, 20M
Audible continuity response
lower than 5052
DC Voltage
200mV, 2V, 20V, 200V, 1000V
AC Voltage 200mV, 2V,
200V, 700V

L

i

D:a°

_
:
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.

,j
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20V,
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ORDER Nº 50-815

LOGIC Probe

_

ORDER Nº 51-1015

COLOR CODED
LEADS HEAVY DUTY
ORDER Nº 56-500

T4,loxfotlsti

11" Long Wire Lead

Insulated 1112" Alligator Clips
20 Gauge Wire Size 10 Leads
BLACK, GREEN, RED,YELLOW, WHITE

Remover'

Solder
Length 5 Feet

24.

.,..y

VCR Head puller
e
L
Retaining ring
remover
t SI 1f
.
Spring hook
._
Micro screwdriver
Hex key set Fitted vinyl Soft zippered case
Dimensions: 91/2"(W) X 121/4"(L)
7 Assorted head & guide aligners
3 Reverseable screwdrivers (Small -Flat-Philips)

II

SOLDER WICK

ORDER.Nº 51-1050

Length: 8 inches
Range: 4.5 To 15 VDC
Includes Test Leads Compatible With
TTL,DTL,RTL,HTL,CMOS, NMOS Logic

VCR ALIGNMENTTOOL KIT
ORDER # 50-888

`pLR
O

f

Min. 2 pcs.

_

Universal

TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED

SOLDER ROLL
LB Spool
370 deg F melting point
Fastest solder
Alloy 60/40, tin lead, non
corrosive flux, Diam. 1.2mm
1

ORDER Nº 51'-1005

Audio/video Remote

MAGNAVOX

ORDER Nº 82-1055

SOLDERING STATION

Smart. Very smart

ash
Controls basic functions of TV,
VCR, cable box, and CD or laser ¡ 4.
player Ergonomic design) Main
buttons are in line with natural
thumb motion Two -minute memory allows time to replasce batteries without reprogramming Programming reminder sticker
Inside battery compartment Sleep time for 60,
30, or`I5 minutes(according to your TV)» Set key
d
recessed to prevent accidentaleprogramming
Spanish instruction included. Requires four AAA
Batteries (not included)

Adjustable Temp.: 300°F - 790°F - 150°C - 480°C
Grounded Tip for Soldering :
Static Sensitive Devices, Heater Aid.
Led Power Temperature Indicator
Overheat Protection W/ Temperature Control
t Auxiliary Grounded Terminal
Comes in digital LED. display
48 Watts soldering iron

'/

'

ORDER Nº 51-1035

$3.95

Cable (11 brands)
VCR (68 brands)
r,

TV (77 brands)

Compact disc and
Laser Disc (94 brands)

R

4221N.W. 72nd`AVE MIAMI, FLORIDA
33166 TEL : (305) 716-10116, FAX : (305),594-6588
139 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
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Hobbyist's Paperback Budget Books
BP80/98-Popular
Electronic Circuits -

Popular Electronic Circuits

Books

1

#160 -Coll Design

Col D..gnand
Con.truotlon

.

and 2...$11.90.

Contains a wide range of

circuits which are accompanied by text giving
a brief introduction, circial notes on construction and setting -up that
may be necessary.

0 #223-50 Projects

Using IC CA3130

I III

O BP266-Electronic
Modulés and Systems

AUDIO

CONSTRUCTION

jects...$6.25.

Shows the reader how to
build a number of simple

analog and digital circuit
modules, all suitable for
battery operation, and all
based on only
or 2
transistors or ICs.

'

Electronic `
Calculator Users
Handbook

BP263-A Concise
Introduction to dBASE

U

í

1

3

O

not setting

it up. A user's
guide that covers all the
basics up to dBase IV.

MS-DOS Work for You
-$6.50. What you need

BP33-Electronic Calculator Users

PCP104-Electron-

master without help. This

,.n.,mu

Handbook...$5.75. The book eliminates
the mysteries of the calculator and offers unique ideas for the simplest to most
complex calculators. Covers the basic
functions plus trigonometric, hyperbolic, logarithms, square roots and powers.
Included are formulas and data for VAT,
discounts, and mark up, currency conversion, Interest, binary and octal numbers, and much morel

is designed to be built on a "Verobloc"
breadboard and is presented with a brief

circuit description, circuit diagram, component layout diagram and components
list. Notes on construction and applications are provided. Wherever possible,
the components are common to several
projects to keep project costs down.

BP303-UnderUNDERSTANDING

PC SOFTWARE

to useful circuits.

standing PC Software
...$6.95. Covers main
types of PC software,
giving details of typical
uses, the basics of how

they are used and their
limitations. Each chapter
covers popular software
and programs of a similar type.

BP125-25 Simple Amateur Band
Antennas...55.50. Plans to build antennas that are simple and inexpensive
to construct and perform well. From the
simple dipole to beam, triangle and even
mini -rhombic types made from four TV
masts and about 400 feet of wire. After
the antenna discussion you will find a
complete set of dimension tables that
will help you 'tune" an antenna on a par-

ticular frequency.

BP302-A Concise
Users Guide to Lotus
1-2-3 Release 3.1...
$6.25 . Written to help
existing spreadsheet

$9.95. Construction details are given to build a
circuit demonstrator that
is used throughout the
book to introduce common electronic components and how these
components are built up

book helps you spend
your time using dBase,

0..1I

BP107-30 Solderless Breadboard
Projects -Book 1...$5.95. Each project

that the reader can start
anywhere in the text.
This book is relevant to
all versions of both MSDOS and PC -DOS.

ics-Build and Learn...

...$6.95. The most popular data -base program,
dBASE, is difficult to

.

to know first, comes first,
however the text is written in a circular style so

bells, Electronic Sol -Fa,
Tune-up Box and more.

BP105 Aerial (Antenna) Pro-

"1

I

maker, Appealing Hand-

In this book the author has
considered practical antenna designs, Including active, loop and ferrite antennas
which perform well and are relatively simple and inexpensive to build. The complex theory and mathematics of antenna
design have been avoided. Also included
are construction details of a number of
antenna accessories including a pre -selector, attenuator and filters.

sOLOERIEss

PROJECTS

BP319-Making
Making M5 -DOS
Work For You

begin-

phone, Gildaphone,
Melody Ranger, Cord-

1.

30

BREADBOARD

which should have perfotmance levels at least
equal to commercial sets
of similar complexity.

with repairs.

ner's book that will assist

jects...$5.50.

I

A

th

lustrations to help you

you in assembling such
projects as the Elexylo-

1

Aerial' Projects

useful information and il-

BP329-Electronic
Music Learning Pro-

Electronic Music

LevnlnR.Propct.

for Beginners...$7.25.

patible. Also contains

featured and include circuit diagram and
description, Veroboard or printed -circuit
board layout and construction notes. The
text is divided Into two parts. The first
deals with many types of preamplifiers.
The second covers power amplifiers
from a simple low -power battery type to
a 100 -watt DC -coupled amplifier using
four MOSFETs In the output stage.

AMPLIFIER

Provides construction details, including coil winding, of a number of advanced -design receivers

practical information you
are likely to need to upgrade your PC and com-

BP122-Audio Amplifier Construction...55.75. Practical designs are

Using IC

CA3130...$5.00. One of the more practical and useful operational amplifiers
(opamp), the CA3130 integrated circuit
chip is the heart of several easy-to -as,' semble projects covered in the book.
The projects are divided into five categories: audio projects, RF projects, test
eqpme nt
proj ects
a
catcuih-all miscellaneoushousehold group. Idealandfor
all skill levels.

8P276 -Shortwave
Superhet Receiver
Constructlon...$6.95.

Repair PC's and Cornpatibles...$7.75. All the

ers. Practically every
possible type is discussed and calculations
are explained in detail.

cuit description and spe-

sodref..i.,

BP271-1-low to Expand, Modernize and

and Construction Manual...$5.95. A complete
book for the home builder on how to make RF,
IF, audio and power
chokes and transform-

klanuul

BP146-The Pre BASIC Book...$6.95.
Another book on BASIC
but with a difference. It
concentrates on intro-

users upgrade to 1-2-3
Release 3.1, which has
the ability to work 3 -dimensionally with both

ducing technique by
looking in depth at the
most frequently used

multiple worksheets and
files.

stood computer instruc-

and more easily undertions.

Just What the Project Builder Is Looking For!
#160-Coil Design and Construction Manual

#219-Sólid State Novelty Projects

o

#222 -Solids State Shortwave Receivers for Beginners
#223-50 Projects Using IC CA3130
#225 -Practical Introduction to Digital ICs
PCP111-Electronic Test Equipment Handbook

ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY TODAY INC.
P.O. BOX 240, Massapequa, NY 11762-0240
Name

Address
City

88

PE5

State

Zip

Allow 6-8 weeks for delivery

1596T-24 Silicon -Controlled Rectifier Projects
BP58-50 Circuits Using 7400 Serles ICs
O BP69-Electronic Games
BP71-Electronic House Projects
BP84-Digital IC Projects
O BP93-Electronic Timer Projects

$5.95
$4.95
$5.50
$5.00
$5.25
$13.95

SHIPPING CHARGES IN
USA AND CANADA

$0.01 to $5.00
$5.01 to $10.00
$10.01 to 20.00
$20.01 to 30.00
$30.01 to 40.00
$40.01 to 50.00
$50.01 and above

$2.00
$3.00
'$4.00
$5.00
$6.00
$7.00
$8.50

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

SORRY No orders accepted

.

Number of books ordered

outside of USA & Canada
Total price of merchandise
Shipping (see chart)
Subtotal
Sales Tax (NYS only)
Total Enclosed

$
$
$
$
$

All payments must be in U.S. funds!

$9.95
$5.50
$5.50
$5.00
$5.50
$5.50

j

Unbeatable Discount Prices
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$149.00
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le

0.2 Hz - 2.0 MHz,
7 Decades
Sine, Square,
Triangle, Pulse,
Ramp, Skewed
Sine
VCF, Symmetry
Variable DC

i

-

_

$399.
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r;_

O

i

L`,

1

G

-

El
Reg.

2

S.

.l1'4_11

0S-3344

I.

$899.

$649.00

.,' 1 __.

1.N.

1

lt

U

0

sir
Req.

$69.00

$119.

'

aeq. $79.

DM230

o

-

--

31/2 Digit LCD
Engine Analyzer
Taco, Dwell,
Duty Cycle
DMM
DCV, DCA,

4

Temperature
0 - 1.999'F
Diode
Continuity
Holster, Temp.
Probe, Clip Leads

i6

`
.L

-:

°-

$399.

+

Req.

J
é''a^'-r

Counter

^

DC

$.29.

Display
Auto & Manual
Range
4 Selectable Gate
Times
1 M52 & 5052 Input
Impedance

Power Supply

..
:-

:..r

$159.00

-

till

PS -540

DC

aeq. $399.

:

0.1-10A

-

3A
Short & Overload Protection

Short & Overload Protection

"BEST BUY!"

3 Function

OS -3304
Dual Component Tester/Comparator

Triple DC Power Supply
5VDC, +12 VDC, -12VDC

0S-3344, 5 Function
+
+ 03 OS -3324

2

Frequency Counter
100MHz, 7 Digit LED Display

Function Generator
0.02 Hz to 2.0 MHz

$49.00

Bel MERIT

40MHz, Dual Trace
Sweep Delayed

nn..,

JP:.:

Re9.

,.., ,,.,

$149.

$89.00

4/0

DC to 40 MHz. Dual Channel

Delayed Sweep
100nS to 1.OS
7 decade
6" Rectangular CRT with internal
Graticule 10x8cm (Phillips P31)

Uncalibration LED.
High Sensitivity 1 mV/div to
2mV/div X -Y modes, Z Axis
(intensity modulation)
Rise time 8.5nS or less.
Full N Trigger -for TV -V & TV-H
Acceleration Potential 12kV
Variable Hold Off
16ns - 1.0s Tine Base
60MHz (X1.X10) Probe Kit: 2 sets
Powe 115/230V AC
:

Multifunction DMM

$59.00

aeq. $99.

$64.00
DM4050

DM150

31/2 Digit

31/2 Digit

31/2 Digit

LCD
0.1p-20,000uF
9 Ranges
0.5% basic
Accu.
Zero Adjust
Knob
Test Leads &
Built In

Dual Display
Auto & Manual
DCV, ACV,
ACA, DCA,

Logic
CMOS/TTL
Data Hold
Diode
Continuity

rr

II

Rasi-Aaaaacy
0.25%

°t,9

'^

Heavy Duty,
20A AC/DC
Resistance20M0

.I

:_

.

,

Socket

?fore /3e' So mce tae
.1/4.h Sic...aa/eStecífumic._

DM5050C
DM5100

$549.00

ae9. $799.

Pen -Type DMM w/Logic

aeq. $79.

Power Supply

$249.00

o-16VDC

0-30VDC
0.1

8 Digit LED

-

; Drag_

10 MHz Freq.

it

-

1.0 Hz -1.0 GHz

$219.00

25MHz, Dual Trace OS -3315

OS -3324,

P.O. Box 744, Lake Forest, .CA 9263O;0744

Req.

Skewed Sine
linear/Logarithmic
Sweep

,4

PS -500

CM210

nuara

FC-200

Digit LED Display

xi',

Capacitance Meter

Digital Engine Analyzer

x (0.5%

1.0GHz Frequency Counter, High Resolution

4Sine, Square,

'W

Internal Graticule 10x8cm
(Phillips P31)
Uncalibration LED.
High Sensitivity 1 mV/div to
2mV/div X -Y modes, Z Axis
(intensity modulation)
Rise time 14n Sec. or less.
Full TV Trigger for TV -V & TV-H
Acceleration Potential 2kV
60MHz (X1 .X10) Probe Kit: 2 sets
Power: 115/230V AC

Ref. $599.

-s5

DCV, ACV, R, DCA, ACA
+ 2 dgts)

I* +1 dgt. + Time Base Error)

Pulse, Ramp,

6" Rectangular CRT with

$429.00

-

#3. 5V, 2A

3-1/2 Digit LCD

Triangle, TTL,

DC to 25 MHz. Dual Channel

°

It.

(1

lA

Digital Multimeter

8 Digit LED
1 Hz - 100MHz

$37.00

OS -3304

Rey. $499.

$349.00

tar:3:1.

®

El Frequency Counter

$229.00

Deluxe O'scopes w/Phillips`CHT.'

OS -3324

#2, 15V,

FG-150
Re 9

Offset Control

aey. $59.

r

0.2Hz-2MHz

2MHz Sweep Function Gen. w/Freq. Counter

HP-9060, 60MHz
a.9,. Ss9. $17.00
HP -9150, 150MHz
a.y. $49. $27.00
HP -9250, 250MHz

Oscilloscope Probe Set
Switch Selectable X1/ X10

OS -3304

3-1/2 Digit LCD
Triple output: #1. 0-50V, 0.5A MAX

MULTI -METER

2MHz Function Generator

k.-^-^-,

Sine, Square, Triangle, Pulse,
Skewed Sine, Ramp, TTL

x

SWEEP FUNCTION GENERATOR

Ref. $249.

$599.

$419.00

.

i

FG-140

Req.

i

v

.

:

Q Power Supply

M Function Generator

MT-100

.7..

D-9

YEAR WARRANTY

15 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

Four Instruments in One Instrument

FREQ. COUNTER

POWER SUPPLY

1

.

Capacitance
Freq. up to
20MHz
TR-hFE
Diode
Continuity
Deluxe Holster

%/EA g

IT

,

IM

°-

Features (DM5050C/DM5100)
Basic DCV Accuracy: ± 0.25%
AC/DC Volt & Amp, Ohm
Diode, Continuity Beeper
Alligator Clip Test -Leads
Lead HoldersNelcro Strap Holster

DM5050C, DMM

'

9 Function

/

+

Capacitance

42 Range

Multimeter
Ohm: Up to 2000Mn
Amp: AC/DC 2 Amp
Extended Capacitance Meter (9 Range)
0.1 pF - 20,000pF
Zero Adjust Knob
Trig Lamp

DM5100, Wide Range w/Logic
Function / 45 Range
Auto Power Off
Data Hold & Peak Hold
Freq: Up to 20MHz
Amp: Up to 20A AC/DC
Ohm: Up to 200Mº
Capacitance: 1p - 200pF
Logic: TTL, TR hFE
11

6)4P2e

800532=3221
(714r 586-2310
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QUALITY
PARTS

Free 64

FAST
SHIPPING

12,

Twelve push-on/push-off
switches (only 6 pictured).
Each switch has a 0.6"
square yellow lens with a
0.25" high black numeral 1
through 12. They are lighted by a 28 volt, #85 wedge
base incandescent lamp which
can be easily replaced if a different
voltage is desired.

s15

CAT #PBL-12

Open

JBL # 70561
No specs available
on this two way
crossover made
for JBL speakers.
2.38" square black
plastic backplate has
color -coded spring lever terminals and fits a
1.95" diameter hole. Crossover is attached to
backplate and extends 3.17" behind mounting
plate. Color coded wire leads.

set of 12

STRIP
'..I.1

20 amp, single row, pc mount barrier strip with
screw -clamp terminals. Just slip wire under
clamp and tighten it down. 12 terminals on
0.375" centers. Black thermoplastic strip is
4.56" X 0.61". Barriers between screws are
0.63" high. Large quantities available.

100 for $50.00
1000 for $300.00

each

"HI-8" VIDEO CASSETTE
(USED)

'c
o

10

750

for $28.00

e300h
CAT # VCU-8

CAT #PVD-3
10 for $6.50

each

PELTIER JUNCTIONS

These incredible
miniature solid state
heat pumps raise or
lower temperature in a
small area almost instantly. Utilizing the Peltier effect these
modules perform the same cooling or heating
functions as freon based refrigerators but they
do it with no moving parts, and are very reliable.
Current applied to the device will produce heat
on one side and cold on the other side, up to
68° C difference between the two sides.
Modules can be mounted in parallel to increase
the heat transfer effect or can be stacked to
achieve high differential temperatures. 127 thermocouples per device.Operates on 3-12 Vdc.
Requires a heatsink to prevent overheating.

1.18" (30 mm) square

Oq

ULTRA -BRIGHT LED

X 0.15" (3.8 mm) thick.

7 0°each5

CAT# PJT-1
for $75.00

Rohm # SLA-580MT-E49
T-1 3/4
GREEN, water clear in off state. 500+
mcd @2.1 v, i 6ma.

1.57" (40 mm) square

CAT# LED -33

X 0.15" (3.8 mm) thick.

100

SONY Hi -8
Top quality, metal
particle 120 minute
video cassettes. Used
for a short time, then
bulk -erased. Each
cassette has its own
plastic storage box.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

each

Advanced Optoelectronics # 61-1096
0.08" diameter X 0.5" long hermetically sealed
glass tube with miniature silicon photocell inside.
Generates 0.4 Vdc in moderate light.

,.

650

50

PHOTOVOLTAIC
DETECTOR

SPECIAL! REDUCED PRICE
12 POSITION BARRIER

CAT #TER -124

$3

CAT # LX -70561

Outside the

send $2.00 U.S.A.
postage,

THERMOELECTRIC
COOLER

2 WAY CROSSOVER

SPDT NUMBERED

LIGHTED SWITCHES

fOr $1 00

for $40.00

1000 for $300.00

SPECIAL PRICING!
12 VDC MINI-FAN

$400h

CAT# PJT-2

$26 00

5 for $110.00

eách

Quantity Pricing Available!
12 Vdc

1

AMP

WALL TRANSFORMER

Sunon # KD1206PTS1
12Vdc, 2.2 W fan. 60mm X
60mm X 25mm. Black
plastic housing. Five blade
impeller. 18" pigtail leads.
While Supply Lasts!

100 for $250.00

Page

CATALOG.

DISCOUNT
PRICING

SET OF

CALL, WRITE,
FAX
or E-MAIL For A

2.1 MM co -ax plug

center positive.

CAT# DCTX-1212

CAT# CF -35
I

10

for $35.00

..
,

ORDER TOLL' FREE
MAIL ORDERS TO:

ALL ELECTRONICS CORP.
P.O. BOX 567
VAN NUYS, CA 91408-0567

'1,=.800-826-5432FAX (818) 781-2653

INFO (818) 904-0524

http:/iwww.allcorp.com/
E-MAIL allcorp@allcorp.com

INTERNET

NO MINIMUM ORDER

All Orders Can Be Charged to Visa, Mastercard, American Express or Discover Checks and Money Orders Accepted by Mail Orders
Delivered to the State of California must include California State Sales Tax NO C.O.D Shipping and Handling $5.00 for the 48 Continental United States - ALL
OTHERS including Alaska, Hawaii, P.R. and Canada Must Pay Full Shipping
Quantities Limited
Prices Subject to change without notice.

MANUFACTURERS

1111,-;

- We Purchase EXCESS INVENTORIES...

D4VER

Call, Write, E-MAIL or Fax YOUR LIST

90
CIRCLE 28 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
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ARE YO%i:hBEI$Ç',. "BUGGED?".

.I

EVEN AS YOU READ THIS, countless individuals and firms are
being enormously damaged by having their private conversations,

\ir
doLfatoviLISA7Qtffiál&G

overheard, monitored,andlor recorded.
Almost without exception and AFTER the fact, the victims make a
thought it
statement something along the lines of "But; I never
could happen to ME!

OUR FINEST

THE

o

@78a

ULTIMATE IN "BUG" DETECTION EQUIPMENT
"DEBUGS" ROOMS AND TELEPHONES!
If you require GUARANTEED PROTECTION against electronic
telephone monitoring devices and COMPLETE CONFIDENTIAL
PRIVACY in certain rooms and areas, we highly recommend the
COUNTER -SURVEILLANCE DETECTOR CSD-18.

\

Y

r..,.VMMn

EXTREME SENSITIVITY!
The CSD-18

This Is our finest piece of detection equipmentl

CONDUCT A PROFESSIONAL
SEARCH...ANYTIME...ANYWHERE!
Every newspaper and magazine article and every radio and TV
slog discussing some new episode Involving'Bu ging" devic,
continues to Increase the ever growing demand for electroesnic
Counter-Surveillance "sweeps' and equipment The very limited
supply of competently trained and equipped Counter -Surveillance
specialists has created a situation where "sweep" rates exceeding $250 per hour
are now considered reasonable and appropriate.
This Is an exciting, immensely interesting and profitable field that you can enter with
a minimum Investment. Two hours actual practice with the CSD-18 will have you
'reading' and 'clearing" telephones and rooms with professional ease and
competence. The average fee for 'debugging' a single telephone is over $200.00
It requires about 45 minutes to complete the job and once it gets around that YOU
can provide this service, you'll quickly have more clients than you can handle.
Even if you choose to provide "sweeps" for only a small number of Mends and
associates, your initial investment will quickly be returned many times over.

\

'FREE WITH ORDER!

quickly locates electronic eavesdropping devices In telephones,
homes, offices, vehicles, boats, or concealed on the body. It will
actually pick up many eavesdropping transritters at ranges up
Extreme sensitivity is obtained via ultra -efficient
to 25 ftl
amplification circuitry directly following the rRF detection stages.
Excellent quality dynamic headphones exclude all external
sounds to further enhance detector output.
Encompassing an extremely wide-band frequency coverage of
under 1 Mhz to over 3 Ohz, the CSD-18 quickly homes -M" on any
eavesdropping lránsmitter and Immediately pinpoints its location.
The closer You get to the bug', the further the needle moves to
the right Its es simple as that.

FULL RANGE
DYNAMIC
HEADPHONES

"FLASHING" LED WARNS YOU INSTANTLY!
automatically

And, for maximum telephone security, the CSD-18
analyzes a pre-programmed series of electronic measurements
along the telephone line end converts the analysis Into an easy to
follow, step by step, test procedure. No technical knowledge is
required or necessary. A visual Indication (via a flashing LED)
immediately reveals the presence of the various types of telephone
laps' and the flashing sequence identifies the actual type of
eavesdropping device.

DETECTS THE LATEST "SUPER-BUGS"

Exclusive GSS proprietary circuitry assures the utmost privacy protection possible
today. The CSD-18 detects even the very latest ultra -sophisticated eavesdropping
devices specifically designed to defeat detection, including sophisticated frequency
Hoppers" and 'Burst Bugs'. Also Includes multi-line option for testing business phones.

11

SUBMINIATURE "BODY WIRE"
DETECTOR!

If you fear the possibility of

being overheard and/or
recorded during private
conversations and require
^silent' notification, we've
also included our SBD-5 (regularly $225) as
,
this exciting
a FREE GIFT' Only 3' a 2' x
new development In micro-miniaturization will
Instantly detect hidden body wires at ranges
up to 10 ft and alert you via a s lent vibration.

y,

1

BIG MONEY OPPORTUNITIES!

Also, complete Information describing the
fantastic opportunities now open to trained
Counter-Surveillance technicians and how a
number of individuals are reaping a Bonanza
in this booming business, You'll learn exactly
how the ever increasing use of Electronic
Listening Devices by investigative agencies,
government agencies, jealous suitors and
unscrupulous business competitors, etc. has
created huge demand for this service.

FASCINATING HI -TECH
INFORMATION PACKAGE!

detailed analysis of a variety of extremely
fascinating hi -tech devices and procedures
used for ultra -sophisticated audio and video
eavesdropping including micro-wave and
laser device monitoring; new methods for
listening thru walls; all about scramblers,
voice changers and exactly how neighbors
eavesdrop. How missing persons are found,
confidential data banks are broken into, lie
detectors deceived and much morel
A

A comprehensive Information package
JAM-PACKED FULL of some of the most
exulting and fascinating reading imaginable.
Reads like a James Bond novel, with one
important exception...ITS NOT FICTION' ¡'

NI&

THE ONE."BUG" TO FEAR MOST!
While most individuals are now somewhat guarded in their
telephone conversations, they still rather naivety feel secure in
the "privacy of their own home or office. However, the most
common type of "tap" presently used by eavesdroppers now
picks up ALL SOUNDS AND CONVERSATION WITHIN A
ROOM ... WITH THE TELEPHONE STILL ON THE HOOK!

Due to this devéstating capability, this Infinity" tap (variously
referred to as Infinity Transmitter, Hookswitch Bypass, 3rd
Wire, Harmonica Bug, etc.) has become the "bug of choice".
In flagrant violation of federal law prohibiting their use and
sale,.these devices in various forms are openly advertised in
many technical publications for as little as $30. Literally
thousands of these devices are now in the hands of
unscrupulous individuals all over the country'
In response to this ever-growing threat, a uniquely engineered
feature of the CSD-18 now also detects Infinity type devices
anywhere "down the line".

b utilizing the
telephone tip and/or ring wres to monitor your private room
conversations while your telephone is on the hook, you'll
immediately be made aware of it via a flashing LEDI
In other words, if ANYONE ... ANYWHERE ...

100% POSITIVE INDICATION
The CSD-18 also flawlessly detects "Series' and "Parallel"
telephone transmitters and "Telephone Recording Devices".
And, a separate feature silently indicates when extension
phones are picked up or being used. The CSD-18 completely
eliminates all doubt and guesswork.

EXCLUSIVE "LISTEN -IN" FEATURE!
The CSD-18 will even allow you to listen -In' to exactly what
the eavesdropper is surreptitiously monitoring. And, without
the eavesdropper ever becoming aware that he has been
detected' We are unaware of ANY other detection equipment
having this combined capability AT ANY PRICEI

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

I

MAXIMUM PROTECTION

The CSD-18 detects and locates ALL major
categories of surveillance equipment including:
BUMPER BEEPERS,
"BODY" TRANSMITTERS
TELEPHONE RECORDING DEVICES
SERIES & PARALLEL PHONE TRANSMITTERS
"INFINITY", MICRO-WAVE AND "LASER" BUGS
& ALL TYPES OF CONCEALED TRANSMITTERS
Including Video, Computer and Fax Transmitters

$

CSD-18

495

Complete

Includes headphones, antenna/probe, all plugs and
adapters, batteries, the Free S8D-5 8 Info Packages.

.

HOW TO ORDER
Order NOW by Mail or Telephone. 10 DAY MONEY
BACK GUARANTEE if you're not 100% pleased and
completely satisfied. We pay shipping changes on
all prepaid & credit card orders. Add $15 for CODs.

(c)tws

Great Southern Security
.

513

Bankhead Highway

Carrollton, GA 30117
FOR
FASTEST SERVICE CALL TOLL FREE
,

ORDER
BY

PHONE

1

800 732-5000
IMasrerCerd)

/

v
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.CABLE T.V.

EQUIPMENT,

Friendly, Knowledgeable Service

n

J

ORDERS CALL:
1

Convérters.:&Descramblers

-800-361 -4586

.:i ''%-

:.:'4=sv4`t Y

tIJ+r'r'

Compatible with
.1"

+e;;,=s+

j

Jerrold, Scientific Atlanta,
Pioneer, Oak, & Hamlin

a,,,

All Equipment New

Convertors & Descramblers
30 Day Money Back Guarentee
6 Month Warranty
Visa, MC, C.O.D. Welcome

Equipment
BRAND NEW!

KDE ELECTRONICS, INC.

6 -MONTH GUARANTEE

P.O. Box 1494
Addison, IL 60101
HRS: Mon -Fri, 9-6 CST
Info. 630-889-0281
Fax 630-889-0283

LOWEST PRICES
Volume Control & Parental Lockout Available

Greenleaf Electronics

Sat, 9-3 CST

1-800-742-2567
NO ILLINOIS SALES
It is

Caam

not the Intent of Greenleaf Electronics to defraud any pay television operator
and we will not assist any company or individual in doing the same.

é ér

,-..-.

[FWBELL,
Model mA-2000
* measures -DC & AC

currents
from 0 to 2000mA with
resolution as low as 0.1 mA

y

OfI

* basic DC accuracy of 1%

I

of reading
,'
true RMS measurement
frequency range DC to 100 kHz
built-in 3.5 digit display
BNC analog output for connection
to oscilloscope or recorder
simple clamp -on- operation
supplied with hard carrying
case.

2 ú.úF ,...

q
......

E
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*
*
*,

*
*

*
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rnA-,2000
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Regular $448.00 ',Sale $424.95

NT \ iír
Products International
1

K

r

=

800-638-2020
eel

"4'14

.;>is

Test Instruments, Equipment, Tools & Supplies 'For Electronic Production, Maintenance & Service
8931, Brookville Road, Silver Spring, MD, 20910 * 800-638-2020 * Fax 800-545-0058
CIRCLE 45 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
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Substantial SAVINGS on New & Pre -Owned B+K Precision, Fluke,
Hewlett-Packard, Goldstar, Leader, Tektronix, and more ..

e Goldstar

Model OS -9100P

PROFESSIONAL QUALITY DIGITAL STORAGE OSCILLOSCOPES
AT AFFORDABLE PRICES!

Bandwidth
Model
SALE Price

20 MHz
OS-3020

40 MHz
OS -3040

$1,199.00

$1,599.00

60 MHz
OS-3060
$1,899.00

Transmit and Receive Data with Standard RS -232C Interface
Includes FREE Comprehensive Communication Software
Waveform Save, Calculation, and Print
Dual Channel. Delayed Sweep, TV Synchronization Trigger
20 MS/s Sampling Rate, Two Save Memories
Switch Between Analog and Digital Modes
CRT Readout Including Measurement Cursors
Includes Two Probes, 2 Year Warranty

$999.00

Full 100 MHz Bandwidth!
FREE SHIPPING!
LOWEST PRICES EVER!
Dual -Channel, High Sensitivity
ON ALL GOLDSTAR EQUIPMENT
NEW
FLUKE MULTIMETERS & TEKTRONIX OSCILLOSCOPES
TV Synchronization Trigger
ANYWHERE IN THE U.S.
Calibrated Delayed Sweep
/ Excluding AK & HI -1The Industry Standard in Multimeters
Includes Two Probes, 2 Year Warranty
Model 75 11..$128.00 Model 83..$232.00 NEW! TEKTRONIX TOS SERIES
Model 77 II ..5153.00
Model 7911..5172.00

k

°

100
100
200
250

MHz
MHz
MHz
MHz

$629.00
$ 749.00
$849.00
$929.00

20 MHz Sweep/Function Generator
ModeI4040

`

Fotronic Corporation offers the ultimate value in high quality
*test equipment. Our factory -trained technicians completely
refurbish, align, and calibrate all Pre -Owned equipment to the

'

ti.

original manufactures specifications. All New equipment
*shipped from Fotronic goes through a performance test and
burn -in. This service is unmatched anywhere. Whether the
equipment is New or Pre -Owned our rigorous quality control
*assures that the product that you purchase will be the best
¡possible. Don't Settle for Second Best! Call today to discuss
*your requirement.

IP.O.

.6 Month Warranty - The Longest Available!

I

.

,

Full line of Oscilloscopes, RF, Video & Audio Test Equipment
Power Su . ' lies Meters,Probes and Accessories.
Maléró,d

$499.00

0.2 Hz to 20 MHz, 5 digit LED Display
AM & FM Internal or External Modulation
Sine, Square, Triangle, TTL, CMOS Outputs
Burst Operation
External 30 MHz Frequency Counter

The Industry Standard

of Oscilloscopes
Dual Channel, Calibrated Delayed Sweep
Professionally Refurbished
Aligned & Calibrated to Original Specifications

MAXTEC INTERNATIONAL COAP.

VN.

$229.00
B+K Precision 1476 10 MHz
Starter
Scope!
Great
465
465B
475
475A

SUPER SALE!

lj, 1 OK PRECISION

PreOwned Oscilloscope Specials

Tektronix
Tektronix
Tektronix
Tektronix

Model 85 ..$265.00
Model 87..$285.00

TOLL FREE 1.800.99METER
1-800-996-3837

Availability of Equipment Subject to Pnor Sale
Prices Subject to Change Without Notice
Warranty Details Available Upon Request

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

//*FOTRONIC

CORPORATION
BOX 708
Medford, MA 02155

(617) 665-1400
FAX (617) 665 0780
E -Mail AFoti@msn.com
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PRECISION
EYEPIECE
mm f:3.5. Four coated
glass lenses in black aluminum case measuring
1.15625" long by 1.0"
diameter. Excellent correction of all aberrations
for an angle of 35 ° without vignetting. Resolution in focus is 385 lines/mm when the image
of object is in focus (D=6mm), or 500 lines/
mm when object is in focus (numerical
aperature 1.41). Possible applications include: objective lens for scanners; photographic objective enlarging nearly 10X; objective for a hand-held microscope, enlarg-

PHONE LINE
MANAGER

21

ing from 30X to 120X

(numerical

aperature=1.41); lens working with light sensor or emitter as a precise focusing element;
or lens for shaping a laser beam.

92L031

7.95 each

I

Better than Caller ID! This
em _
device detects an incoming
call. If you subscribe to caller
1111:01
ID, the unit will automati'ta®a,e01
cally receive and display the
®ea6
@Ea
caller's telephone number.
If not, the unit will ask the
caller to enter their telephone
+-' '
or personal ID number. The device will then
display and compare this telephone or personal ID number to a memory bank of numbers that you've installed. If the system finds
a match your phone will ring. If the system
does NOT find a match, the caller will be
directed to leave a message. All messages
are digitally recorded. No tape or answering
machine necessary. New, in factory cartons, with documentation.
'

LONGWAVE ULTRAVIOLET LAMP
This pocket -sized longwave ultraviolet light
may be used for detecting invisible inks,
minerals in rocks, etc. It's the size of a pocket
pager and even has a belt clip to keep it
handy. Runs on two "AA" batteries (not included). 3.25"W x 1.75"H x 1"D. Use with felt
tip pen with UV/fluorescent ink (96U002).

95L007
SPY STUFF!

$7.95 each

Send secret messages to your friends! Identify your own stuff! This pen writes in "invisible ink" that becomes visible with our "Magic
Light" (95L007).

96U002
COMBO PRICE

$2.99 each

I,JaOR,

96U001

$59.95 each

Two each Longwave UV Lamp (95L007) and
"Spy Stuff" pen (96U002).

96Z001

$19.95

aro!"^
NICAD BATTERY CHARGER KIT
Current limiter module. Very tiny and easy to
use. Schematic included.

96E007

$2.00 each$

HOLD -VAC®
SURFACE MOUNT TOOL

STEPPER -DRIVEN
TAPE MECHANISM
5-1/2" rollers on 3/16" ball bearings. 5V,
200mA, 1.8° stepper, with 10 pitch shaft, 1/
2" travel.

.'

96M003
DISK DRIVE MOUNTING RAILS
96C005
990 pair
96C006
100 pairs $65.00

12VDC 140mA
BRUSHLESS FAN
3.125" square by 1"

_

r

..

thick:
94F001

$2.99

-

R LFl0
STEPPER MOTOR
DRIVER IC

;3

UCN5804. Drives a unipolar stepper in one
of three operating modes: single phase, two
phase or half step. Up to 1.25 Amps per
phase. Step and direction input. Drive with a
555 oscillator, parallel port, etc. Build your
own robot turntable for model trains, anything that requires precision positioning.
931002
$4.50 each
Above, packaged with 5V stepper motor
(92M010) and schematics.
931003
$9.95 each
VISA, MC, Amex cards accepted.
Prices good
days from dale
of pubbll ication.
California residents add sales tax.
Shipping additional on all orders.
11111111111111

94

"St

FAINN

111W1

$3.95 each

This pen -style vacuum tool is delivered to
you with five different size vacuum cups ideal for handling and manipulating various
components during assembly or placement
operations, and it's guaranteed ESD-safe.

HV-8901

$64.00 each

EPROM

BLOWOUT!
Erase & Save
$$$!
2708 (921003)
2716 (921004)
2732 (921005)
2764 (921006)
27128 (921007)
27256 (931013)
27C256 (931014)
27512 (941001)
27C512 (921008)
27C010 (931016)

k,R#zi

'f111777¡Mf
$.25
.45
.99
1.09
1.29
1.49
1.69
1.79
1.99
2.99

Cleaned, erased and tested,
add 25¢ to above prices.

USED TUBES - $1.00 EACH
Your choice. Pulls, tested good.
6GH7
5763
6GN8
5814
61A6

6J6
6J7
12SN7

5844
5963
6211

Prices good until Nov. 30, 1996

1000 LINE
ENCODER
WHEEL
15/16" diameter. Used as a position indicator
in a tape system.

96M002

6 METER FSK RECEIVER
Crystal controlled on 50.675 receive frequency. Super het with 10.7MHz IF. Three
ICs and one transistor. Not a kit! New, with
schematics and spec sheet for major components.

92A067

Twenty very bright red LEDs mounted in a
plastic reflector/lens housing. Measures 16.5"
long by 1.2" wide. 12VDC @ 400mA operation. From auto brake light.

96L001

2300 Zanker Road - San Jose, CA 95131
(408) 943-9773 - Fax (408) 943-9776

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

$9.95 each

SUPER BRIGHT LIGHT BAR

ALLTRONICS
CIRCLE 27 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

$1.49 each

$4.95 each

On -Line Ordering

(408) 943-0622
14400 Baud

N-8-1

24 Hrs.

World Wide Web
http://www.alltronics.com
021096

RIN
WIRELESS
FM MICROPHONE
.

Small but mighty this little jewel
will out perform most units
It really
many times its price.

SU

SENSITIVE
BIONIC
EAR

stomps out a signal. The WM-2 kit

buttered wireless mike that

is a

operates from 80MHz to 120MHz FM, the frequency of any
broadcast FM radio. Includes a mini-electret mike. 6 to 12v
DC.

WM-2

SIZE: 1.25' x 1'

$14.95

KIT

STROBE LIGHT
Do you need an attention getter,

warning light,or flashing light for
model airplanes? Then this kit is

A

for you. Use

,/

The

Individual volume controls for each ear.
Auto Safety Circuit shuts sound off at
95 decibels for your ear protection.
On /Off & master volume control
The Bionic Ear increases sound by up
to 30 decibel.
Hear & pinpoint sounds of wild birds
and animals, great for hunters, Search
& Rescue teams, sports events and

BUILT

3995

BUILT

TV NOTCH FILTERS
FOR CHANNELS

,.

2thru22ONLY

Law Enforcement.
Hear mere whispers at incredible
distances.
Record those sounds with your own
recorder.

$14995

®c

'

.

I

8,', A,

16 character LCD display.

B, C, on a 2 line

SIZE:1.75'x

AA -1

1
KIT

BUILT 529.95

$10.95

MICRO -MINIATURE

Our TV filters eliminate
unwanted TV channels or
interference that alters

WIRELESS MIKE
So small you could hide this one on some
real bugs! It's the smallest we've ever

seen. With it's super sensitive mike it
transmits a whisper or

a

room of conver-

sation to an FM radio, tunable from 88 to 108MHz FM. With
proper antenna

MN

it

transmits about

112

a

mile. The kit is made with

surface mounted parts, we have already mounted these parts.
You install the leaded parts. Power requirement 6 to 12v DC.
Size .35'u.9'

$14.95

MMWM5

Read the code from añy
INFRARED Device

KIT

-

$34.95

Complete with
Software for any 80386
or 80486 base

machine, with DOS 3.3
or heigher.

*Sampled data can be

`a

121534262394325
610 1915432 1902

saved to disk for instant
comparison

&

analysis.

Zoom in on and view

..f

any 8 millisecond

n;. y';

::ii

portion.

TIR-1
11

Clicks into your phone or extension in seconds, with no
special wiring or hassles, or jack it to the incoming
service panel in your garage.
Records all numbers dialed, including local numbers that don't appear on your bill.
Records credit card numbers entered through your phone key -pad.
Records Voice mailbox, answering machines, and modem access numbers.
Records Cellular or repeater phone numbers heard over your phone. Even hook to a scanner, and learn
scores of emergency phone numbers. Also decodes tones stored on a tape recorder. Never before has

such sophisticated gear been available to the public. And not at this price.
Power requirement 9vDC.SIZE:3.5"x4"x1" BLACK ANODIZED ALUMINUM CABINET

DIS-1

7

tol2v DC.

Filter Kits are sold for educational
NOTE:
purposes only. You must obtain permission horn your
local cable company before using these Peers on your cable
system.

-

Okay. Caller ID's tell you what number is calling you. But
what about the calls made from your phone? Now, return
from work or vacation and know the answer. The new
DTMF Recorder electronically logs and saves every number dialed. This is the same high-tech magic used by
detectives and government spies. Now yours. Does your
wife or husband make expensive long -distance calls and
then deny it? Does your son or daughter call that low -life
you forbade them to talk to? Now know.
Decodes digits 0 thru 9,

room. Add a parabolic reflector and hear blocks away. The BIG EAR can be hidden about anywhere. Makes an ultra sensitive intercom. Can be used as a 1.5W AMP. We supply a
mini-electret mike in the kit. Power requirement 6

$4995

KIT

$11.95

Listen through walls, hear
conversations across the

2 thru 22) only.

DF -222

Size 3.5'x1.9'
KIT

both sound and video with
a beep beep beep.
Works on cable channels

Record every number
dialed on your phone
t

as an emergency

SUPER SNOOPER
BIG EAR

While your out on American highways personally test
yours and your fellow travelers radar detectors.
The 'ZAPPER II" is a 10.450 GHz to 10.550 Transmitter

KITS

.

ST-1

With it's new and improved design it will
not only test your radar detector... BUT it's
tuned to the amateur radio band .

Complete with
Professional headset
Ultra sensative
microphone
12" parabolic reflector.

BE -1

even use it
Power requirement 6 or 12v DC

"ZAPPER H"

12"

PARABOLIC
REFLECTOR

it

light for your auto, radio tower,
on your bicycle. Has a variable flash rate.

KIT '11996
CIRCLE

To

$89.95

Order Call 317-291-7262

We accept Visa or Mastercard orders
Please add sufficient postage
f.tasleiCard
V/Si
First lb $5.00 Canada $7.00
Additional LB. Add $1.00

ELECTRONIC RAINBOW INC.
ELECTRONIC 6227 Coffman Rd. Indianapolis, IN 46268

RAINBOW

BUILT 515996
1411

KIT

ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

FAX 317-291-7269

INTERNET:

www.rainbowkits.com

6E

95

SEE US

NOW'ATr,0°

,

Check Out
What

Svcir'We
,

Have
~ To Offer:
c.
u

f,

Fantastic DMM Offer!!!

Digits Blank
Temperature forGuaranteed Accuracy:
23°C±5°C RH<75%
Temperature Ranges:

.;Asa.;

Our

Best
Offer
Ever
on a

r

High

`

200V
1000V

lomV

(DCV)

Accuracy:

$19

t(1%rdg+2dgts)

100mV

IV

Maximum Allowable Input: 1000V DC
or Peak AC.
DC Current (DCA)
Range: Resolution: Accuracy:
20011A

100nA

2000NA 1NA
20mA
10µA
200mA 100µA
l0A
10mA

Positive Photo Resist PreSensitized Printed
Circuit Boards
.

These pre -sensitized printed Circult boards are ideal for small
production runs. They provide high
resolution and excellent line width
control. High sensitive positive resist
coated on oz. copper foil allows you to go direct from your
computer plot or art work layout. No need to reverse art.
Single -Sided, oz. Copper Foil on Paper Phenolic Substrate
1

1

PRICE EACH

CAT NO

DESCRIPTION

10

1

50

100mm x 150mm/3.91" x 5.91"
$2.55 $1.90 $1.70
PP114
l4mm x 185mm/4.6" x 6.6"
2.98
2.45
1.98
PP152
150mm x 250mm/5.91 " x 9.84"
5.40
3.98
3.60
PP153 150mmx 300mm/5.91"x 11.81"
4.48
6.15
4.10
Single -Sided, loz. Copper Foil on Fiberglass Substrate
PP101

t(1.2%rdg+2dgts)

±(1.2%rdg+2dgts)
OverloadProtection:mA Input. 2A/250V
fuse.
AC Voltage (ACV)
Range: Resolution: Accuracy:
200V
100mV
t(1.2%rdg+10dgls)
750V
1V
Frequency Range: 45Hz-450Hz
Maximum Allowable Input: 750V rms
Response: Average Responding. Callbrated In rms of a Sine Wave.

DESCRIPTION

1

PRICE EACH
10
50

100mmx 150mm/3.91"x5.91" $ 3.90 $2.98 $2.60
GS114 114mm x 185mm/4.6"x 6.6"
4.80
3.49
3.20
GS152 150mm x 250mm/5.91" x 9.84"
8.69
5.98
5.78
GS153 150mmx300mm/5.91"x11.81"
10.20
7.20
6.80
Double -Sided, l oz. Copper Foil on Fiberglass Substrate
PRICE EACH
CAT NO
DESCRIPTION
10
50
GD101 100mmx 150mm/3.91"x5.91" $ 5.07
$3.68 S3.38
GD114 114mm x 185mm/4.6" x 6.6"
5.95
4.29
3.99
GD152 150mm x 250mm/5.91" x 9.84"
10.47
7,39
6.98
GD153 150mmx300mm/5.91"x11.81"
8.69
11.95
8.30
GS101

"41,7.

Operating:0°C to 40°C (32°F to 104°F)
Storage: -10°C to 50°C (14°F to 122°F)
Ct
Power: 9V Alkaline or Carbon -Zinc Battery(NEDA1 504}
Low Battery Indication: BAT on Left of LCD DisplayF
Dimensions:188mm longs 87mm wide x 33mm thick
Net Weight: 400g
100µv
1mV

'

CAT NO

General
Display: 3-1/2 Digit LCD, 21mm Figure Height
with Automatic Polarity
Overrange Indication: 3 Least Significant, 4,

DC Voi
Resolution:

9,1.

1

Don't let the price fool you. This meter is a
digital multimeter designed for engineers
and hobbyists. Equipped with 5 functions
and 19 ranges. Each test position is quickly,/
and easily selected with a simple turn ofd ,
the FUNCTION/RANGE selector rotary,,W
switch.
Rubber Boot Included

Range:
200mV
2000mV
20V

!+

1

Quality
Full Sized Etching
Chemicals/Ferric Chloride
DMM

o

any qty

Resistance (0)
Range:
2000
20000

Resolution: Accuracy:

201(0
2001(0

100
1000

20001(0

11(0

(L,urrrf

A dry concentrate that mixes with water to make
pint of etchant, enough to etch 400 sq. inches
1

of oz board.

PRICE EACH

1

CAT NO

DESCRIPTION

ER-3

Makes

100m0

1

pint

1

5

$3.50

$2.75

,l

Developer

This product is used as the
developer on our positive photo -resist

10

t(1.2%rdg+2dgts)

t

20Mo
lOKO
t(2%rdg+lodgts)
Maximum Open Circuit Voltage: 2.8V
Diode Test
Measures forward voltage drop of a
semiconductorjunction in mV test current of 1.5mA Max.

printed circuit boards. Includes instructions. 50 gram package, mixes with water,
PRICE EACH

CAT NO

DESCRIPTION

POSDEV

Positive Developer

10

1

S

.95

S

.80

25
$ .50

Etching Tank

This handy etching system will handle PC boards up to 8" x 9", two
at a time. Ideal for etching your PCB's!
System includes an air pump for etchant
agitation, a thermostatically controlled
MOO
I,
heater for keeping etchant at optimum
hFE Test
temperature and a tank that holds 1.35
Measures transistor hFE.
gallons of etchant. A tight fitting lid is also supplied to prevent
CAT NO
DESCRIPTION
PRICE
9300G Rugged High Quality DMM with Rubber Boot $19.00 evaporation when system is not being used. Typical etching
time is reduced to 4 minutes on oz. copper board!
Switchable Scope Probe Sets
REDUCES ETCHING TIME!
(SelectableXl/Re//X10) These high CAT NO
DESCRIPTION
PRICE
quality scope probe sets are for oscil- 12-700
Etch Tank System
$37.95
loscopes up to 60MHz (model HP 9060)
or 150MHz (model HP9150). Both sets Desoldering Pumps
rt
,
include a handy storage pouch and These powerful plastic body
include an IC test -hook adapter for desoldering pumps are designed for easy
the probe. The BNC connector rotates to avoid cable tangle one hand operation for fast, efficient ,i
or kink. Cable length is 1.4 meters.
desoldering. Double O-ring piston seals for maximum suction.
1

,

PRICE EACH
CAT NO
DESCRIPTION
1
100
10
HP -9060 Scope Probe Set DC-60MHz $16.49 $14.49 $11.58
HP-9150 Scope Probe Set DC-150MHz 24.95
21.95 18.62

CAT NO
08-366S
08-366E

08-366TIP

III III Ia SEE
96

DESCRIPTION

PRICE EACH
5
10

Large Desoldering Pump $15.89 $13.49 $11.95
Regular Desoldering Pump 10.89
7.39
8.59

Replacement Tip

ON -LINE -CATALOG AT

htti-1//www:cir.com
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

1

1.95

1.95

1.95

........

I I I I I.I I

wereWearW

Ideal s lution
when Temperature Control is required. Easy to use
slide control allows user to set system from 300°F to
840°F. Voltage to iron from control unit is 24V Iron
heating power is 48W. Replaceable 5.3mm tip is
standard. Replacement Irons and tips are available.
PRICE EACH
AS LOW AS 55000

rElectronic Soldering System Here's the

CAT NO
SL10

SL24V

DESCRIPTION

f

5

1

$56.00 $50.00

Temp Controlled
Soldering Iron
Spare24VSoldering

7.50

10.50

Iron

o

e

a

Hi

821

822

823

o

Replacement

,

822
823
824

825

826

PRICE EACH

5

1

1/32" Pencil
1/32" Pencil
1/64" Pencil
1/16' Chisel

821

r

-"

.

DESCRIPTION
Tlp
Tip
Tip
Tip

CAT NO

824

LED Display
Deluxe temperature controlled system with LED
display for maximum accuracy. Temperature Is
adjustable from 160° -480°C(320"-900°F). Iron heat,
ing power is 48 Watts. Runs on 24V from controller
.
unit. Replacement irons and tips are available.
é
PRICE EACH
Tip size is 5.3mm.
,,
5
1
DESCRIPTION
CAT NO
$86.00 $75.03
Deluxe Soldering
SL30
AS LOW AS 575
System w/LED
7.50
10.50
SL24V Spare 24V Soldering
Iron for SL10 or SL30
variety of replacement
Tips for SL 10/SL30 We now offer a
tips for the SL10/SL30 soldering stations.
PRICE EACH

Electronic Soldering System with

$1.39

$1.19

1.39
1.39
1.49

1.19
1.19
1.29

CAT NO
825
826
827

DESCRIPTION
1/8" Chisel Tip
3/64" Chisel Tip
3/64" Pencil Tlp

$1.49

5
$1.29

1.49
1.59

1.29
1.39

1

8 7

Ball Bearing 12V DC Fans

These High Quality Fans feature Ball Bearings and Brushless DC
Motors. All of them are designed to meet UL CSA & VDE
Standards. Design these fans into power supplies, computers

or other equipment requiring additional air flows for heat
removal. These fans are regular Circuit Specialists stock items
they are not surplus.

-

Specifications
CAT NO
CSD
CSD
CSD
CSD
CSD

4010-12
6025-12
8025-12
9225-12
1225-12

CAT NO

PRICE EACH
25
10

1

9.88

$

CSD4010-12
CSD 6025-12
CSD 8025-12
CSD 9225-12
CSD 1225-12

$

9,38
8.88
8.95
11.45

INDUSTRY BEST PRICING!
INPUT
START

6.38

$5.48

100
$4.87

5.91

5.41

4.71

5.85
6.14
8.96

5.19
5.29
7.82

4.49
4.59
6.85

STATIC

RATED

DIMENSIONS

VOLTAGE

VOLTAGE

CURRENT

AiR FLOW

PRESSURE

SPEED

NOISE LEVEL

(MM)

(V)

(V)

(dB)

12
12
12
12
12

7

(INCH-H20)
0.19
0.165
0.177
0.18
0.180

(RPM)

40x40x10mm
60x60x25mm
80x80x25mm
92x92x25mm

(A)
0.06
0.13
0.16
0.32
0.35

(CFM)

5,500
4,500
3,000
2,800
2,500

26
28

l2ác122,25mcn

5
5

5
5

5.1
13.7

37.8
42
62

WEIGHT (g)

37

65
80
95

42

135

31

As Low As $1091!
- IR Responsive
CCD Cammonochrome
white
and
black
R
era is totally contained on a PCB (70mm
We stock high quality 60/40(Sn%/Pb%), .031"
x 46mm). The lens is the tallest compoand 63/37, .031" diameter. This Is prime JIS
nent on the board (27mm high from
certified solder that we maintain as a
the back of the PCB) and It works - Alltr 10 r,
regular stock item (It is not "Left-overs, 4
,.>.,I.
with light as low as 0.1 lux. It Ls IR
Rejects or Surplus") and you can buy it
total
darkin
v
Responsive for use
from us at a fraction of the price that
ness. It comes with six IR LED's on boara. it connects To any
to.
you are used
standard monitor, AUX or video inpl.it on a VCR or through a
14
Tired of Paying Inflated
video modulator to a TV. Works with a REGULATED 12V power
PRICE EACH
Prices for Solder?
supply (11V -13V). Hooks up by connectiong three wires: red to
25
10
1
DESCRIPTION
video
CAT NO
12V, black to ground (power & video) and brown to
-lb. Spool, .031", 60/40 $ 6.90 S 5.96 $ 5.30
RH60-1
PRICE EACH
output.
signal
5.41
6.10
6,95
-lb. Spool, .031", 63/37

SOLDER
SOLDER

CCD Camera

19 LDER

SOLDER
SOLDER

r

This

' ,'

-

1

1
RH63-1
4.4 -lb. Spool, .031", 60/40
RH60-4
RH60-TUBE 6 -oz. Tube, .031", 60/40

_.d....

24.00
.99

21.90

.89

17.92
.79

DESCRIPTION

CAT NO

CA-H34A

PCB

5

1

$109.00

Mounted IRCCD Camera $125.00

SEE :OUR ON-LINE éCATALOG:AT 11111111

.......
http://www.cir.co'm
OUR LATEST
'

3

CIRCUIT SPECIALISTS, INC. RECEIVE
132 PAGE CATALOG!
SINCE 1971
all types of electronic equip-

800-811-5203
602-464-2485
602-464-5824(FAx)
!;"1.
WE ACCEPT:

chock full of
mentand supplies. We've got I.C.'s. capacitors,
resistors, pots, inductors, test equipment,
breadboarding supplies, PC supplies, in-

!

we

o,;,PEFOR

It's

P

dustrial computers, data acquisition
products, personal computers and cornputer parts plus much, much more. FAX

us,

r,_m

your name and address or call 800-811-' "'.line.
5203, ext. 5, to leave a message on our catalog request
-

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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EILLANCE1

1E1IIPMENT

Al

6600

PHONE TAP DETECTOR
DETECTS:
Radio Frequency Taps
Series and Parallel Taps
Line Impedance Taps
Extension Phone Listeners

Al

PNOKETAP
OEIECTOR

$149.95

2100

VIBRATING

TRANSMITTER

DETECTS:
Body Wires
FM Wireless Mics
AM Transmitters
UHF Transmitters

a.

Al

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN!

5500

DETECTOR

$189.95

:

COMPLETE SAFETY SYSTEM
DETECTS:
All Phone Taps and Extension
Phone Listeners
All Body Wires, Wireless Mics,
AM/FM and UHF Transmitters
DEFEATS:
All Body Wires, Transmitters and Distance Microphones
with its built-in white noise generator
$379.95

% '/°"

We also sol audio C Woo transmitters, body armor. covert cameras, night vision
product& recording devices. tape recorder C video detector& and much. much more...

b

Request Our 36-Page Catalog for $5.00, Receive $10.00 OFF First Order
(FREE WITH ANY PURCHASE)

ANRNNOVATIONSÑINCY
°

nAMKRICLAND
Vox1: [9141735-6127

FAX:19141735-3560

6TWJ/WWW.SPIISITLCOM E-MAI: WEBMASTER@SPYSITE.COM

Learn at home in spare time.
No previous experience needed!

costly school. No commuting to class.
The Original Home -Study course prepares
you for the "FCC Commercial Radiotelephone License." This valuable license is
your professional "ticket" to thousands of
exciting jobs in Communications, Radio TV, Microwave, Maritime, Radar, Avionics
and more...even start your own business!
You don't need a college degree to qualify,
but you do need an FCC License.
No Need to Quit Your Job or Go To School
This proven course is easy, fast and low
cost! GUARANTEED PASS You get your
FCC License or money refunded. Send for
FREE facts now. MAIL COUPON TODAY!
No

Or, Call 1-800-932-4268 Ext. 240

commanD

9a

pRoDUCT1011S

FCC LICENSE TRAINING, Dept. 240
P.O. Box 2824, San Francisco, CA 94126
Please rush FREE details immediately!

1

NAME

1

ADDRESS

I

CITY

STATE

ZIP

1
1

1

CIRCLE 155 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

V

OSCILLOSCOPES
from $169 !!!

CABLE BOX DISCOUNT

ATC 0 -Scope uses prinler port to turn PC -AT into
Digital Storage Oscilloscope, Spectrum Analyzer,
Freq. Counter, Logger, DVM. DC-500KHz

We'll Meet or Beat The Competition!
ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT, DESCRAMBLERS,
CONVERTERS, SUPER -Q

* * * Same day Shipping!
Have make and model number used in your area
REPLACEMENT FOR MOST SYSTEMS

$$ SAVE BIG BUCKS$$
DON'T WAIT CALL TOLL FREE

1-888-561-4796

"

VOID WHERE PROHIBITED
Anyone implying theft will be denied assistance.

11

Single channel units from $169
Dual channel units from $349

1,

Options:
Probe sets

Automotive probes
Battery packs

Order yours today.
MC/Visa/Amex
800 980 9806

cyan

Allison Technology Corporation

L1)uuL-1

°o

MUTE

INSrRUMENi
.

_

-

Print, log to disk, or export data
Accepts standard scope probes
Uses standard printer port
Small and portable
Works with laptops
Same day shipping
Made in U.S.A.

_--

8343 Carver, Houston, TX 77036 USA
PH: 713 777 0401, FAX: 713 777 4746, BBS: 713 777 4746

http://www.atcweb.com

AMREL Offers Lowest Prices & Best Warranties on
DC Power Supplies ANYWHERE!

r

.

aW

AMRL Offers Superior Analog Power
Supplies Starting as Lów as $149.00
ii.....,

.

1

°*1.

..

Low Output noise rating less than 0.3mV.
Line/load regulation rated at low 0.01% + lmV.
Transient response time of 50 ti Sec.
Overload protection, and Output enable/disable:
Coarse and fine voltage/current adjustment.
Auto series/parallel operations for triple output supplies.

.

AMREL Offers Features And Prices on Digital
Power Supplies That The Competition Cant Beat!

111111111111r

P"

Microprocessor controlled.
User friendly keypad data entry.
Low output noise rating less than lmV.
Line/Load regulation rated less than 2mV.
Output enable/disable and Power off memory.
Optional RS-232 interface capability.

r.4 air ris

.1
teer

Model
Rating

list Price
Sale Price

LPS-101
30V/IÁ

$195
5149

_w

LPS-102

LPS-103

30V/2A

30V/3A

5225

51'9

9295
5199

LPS-104
+30V/IA
-30V/IA

LPS-105

3.6.5V/3A
5395

3-0.5V/3A

5375

INT'
Products Inte rnoclon al Inc

4

30W3

LPS-106
60V/IA

-30V/3A
5495
$469

LPS-301

LPS-302

LPS-303

LPS-304

I.Ps-305

15V/2A(11)

15V/4f0 H)

30V/3A

30V/IA(l.)

30V/2AML)

+30V/1A
-30V/1A

5240
5199

$299
$285

+30V/2.5A
-30V/2.5A
3.3-5V/3A
5599
5569

5V/2A
5245
5219

1-801-638-202

8931 Brookville

R

Slyer S. in. Ma

la d 20910

CIRCLE 46 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

Fax: 800-545'-005:

5369
5350

5399
5379

11111.111111

99

Prototype it

Ion
w
\
FAST!

wIM PrGloOulGk 8051 or

TRANSISTORS

m

.

x.

RS232C'ra

.

E PeLY/

a

u

(

P.oloOMlck 28

M1am

pw

sm.pon

VInMOUT PROGRAYYINGI

M.E.T.

MORE THAN

.. .

E-MAIL METZA@INFOBOARD.COM

20

Cell

,

Home Phcne Scramblers, Covert

For a Full Catalog Send $5 Check or M.O. to:

I--SPY, Inc, PO Box 1707PE

Technical data and drawings for each transistor.

513 ) 561-2060

or call

P
THIS IS THE
~

&

;YOU NEVER KNOW WHO'S WATCHING OR LISTENING

,

..::: rJrkl

'9

`.»

INC.

Video Cameras, State of :he Art Electronic Devices

27,000 TRANSISTORS Only $33

Reference Table - Comparison Table

Rounabner. Read

3110

...bons or nwnmkmw mmware

-SPY,

ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE &
PRIVACY ASSURANCE DEVICES

CD-Rom-

.no 8057

$99.00
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«saos wu....,.oM.mow.

.

Aun

RAY

Pro., mob

,.u, ton .0 06E5 arm
EvnOM.. amp. cod
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Book

Co...SJ

(

Amherst, NY 14226

716) 874 -1707

W

DREAM MACHINE
. ::.....:.: YOU'VE BEEN W

I

.

'}á7a::.,,«:.:;:'..^.::.:::-y;.::.::::-:r..;->;::';.-:;...:;..:.:'::..':...:.:

'

AS CNC/DNC

DESKTOP MAN IJFACTUONG:U

'

StARYt
I

AUTOMATICALLY PROTOTYPE PC BOARDS & MACHIIJE..,3D::PARTS FROM
.

;CPWE, ROUTE,:;MII.Lr..&. .DRILL'1hIQQt>i: P1,ASTICI & LIGHrMETALS:
: RE: POWÉRFIIÍ::SD CAD/CAM SOFTWARE WITH EACH UNIT
#: °lAIEkECJSIV

1C:lITS AND

.:::>:tfOW:::O1lER 2E1` DIFFERENT

.' :..;:..:.;: ;.;

FXPEbItE &

PIN()

ASSEhtiSI:ED

CNC

UNITS

MODk=OPí1O1S

:.

SUPER-E13E#:7ITE AVAILABLE

1 839 82

is

3.tJAS, GYERLÁB, iltCxt.. 4186 SLA1I

CALL NON FOR INSTANT SPECS

TOi .838293

.24

HR. FAX-BACK SERVICE

>:ATTENTI.ON:CABLEYIEWERS
CABLE VIEWERS:..get back to your BASIC
For,

Cable.Needs°

Calla8005.778775

information regarding,all ofkyour BASIC cable, needs.

5 GOOD REASONS- T O BUY°O URaFAR SUPERIOR'.PRODUCT

d

PRICE
EFFICIENT SALES AND SERVICE .-WESPECIALIZE IN 5, 170 LOT PRICING
- ,
ALL FUNCTIONS ,(COMPATIBLE WITH ALL MAJOR. BRANDS,
-

-

.

BAS'C
ELECTRICAL
SUPPLY

WAREHOUSING
CORPORATION

ANY

'

SIZE'ÓRDER

FILLÉDLWITH SAME DAY -SHIPPING

- Don't trust last year's OBSOLETE and
COMPETITIVE PRICING-DEALERS WELCOME

We handle NEW equipment ONLY

UNSOLD stock!

,HOURS: Monday-Saturday.9-5 C.S.T.
It

ri not Ore intent of 9.E.S.W. to defraud any pay telaws7on operator an we will not assist Ay company of Individual in
Refer to sales personnel for specilic.nrons.

P.O. Box 8180

100
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dorinqo,

the some.

Bartlett, IL 60103 it 800-577-8775
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"Get the skills you need at a price you can afford!"

Earn up to
$45 an hour or more
as a skilled
Computer Programmer.
Cash in on the explosion of

IIIIIIIilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

opportunities. Start your new career
or even open a business of your own
as a highlypaid computer programmer.
©omputer programmers today can almost write their
own ticket to financial well-being and job satisfaction.
Only Foley-Belsaw's unique in-home training programs can
give you the skills you need at a price you can afford.
QBasic,
You'll learn the three hot computer languages
C and Visual Basic. You'll even work with the hot new C++.
With this easy-to-learn knowledge, you'll write your first
QBasic program by the end of the first SkillPak of lessons.
Soon you'll be programming sound and graphics, and even
learning how to program for the Windows environment
the most popular application program today.

-

-

7

Get the free facts today.
Whether you want to change careers, have a profitable
part-time job or start your own business, Foley-Belsaw
Institute's new computer programming course is the first step.
A profitable future in computer programming can be yours.
Call or write today for a fact -filled information kit including a
Profitable Career In
free copy of Computer Programming
Your Spare Time. See how easy it is to begin a money -making
career as a sought-after computer programmer. Our free fullcolor information kit outlines the steps of the computer
programming course and shows you everything you will
receive as part of your training.
.esz+

-A

It's easy to cash in!
Look at some of the things professional
r
computer programmers do. "Wrote a C program
,s
to clean up a WordPerfect file; edited the resulting
file as data errors were found." This work would take a
trained programmer less than five hours to complete, and
they could make over $200 for the work. That's money you
with training from the
and soon
could be'making
Foley-Belsaw Institute of Computer Programming.

-

-

Mail this coupon or call today
Toll Free 1.800.487.2100!
Your free opportunity kit will be rushed to you!
If

coupon

Is

We provide you with all the materials you'll need to
become a professional computer programmer. You'll receive
37 lessons, designed for you by the Foley-Belsaw Professional
Programmer Staff. Other valuable materials include a
Programmer's Handbook, Programmer's Examples on two 3.5
inch disks, Programmer's Flowchart Template, and a booklet,
Selecting the Right Computer.
Other schools force you to buy a complete computer
package as part of their training program. At Foley-Belsaw we
understand that your needs as a programmer may not fit into a
"one size fits all" approach. Why should you pay hundreds of
dollars for a computer system that you may not need?
We'll tell you what you need to know so that when
you're ready to buy your own computer, you can get the
machine that fits your needs at the lowest possible price.
That's the Foley-Belsaw way.

C

P

L

A
C

E

missing, write to: Foley-Belsaw Company, 6301 Equitable Road, Kansas City, MO 64120

E Call or complete & return this coupon to: Foley-Belsaw
Institute,6301 Equitable Road, Kansas City, MO 64120

YES! Rush me a free information kit on Computer
Programming right away. Dept. 35274
ompuler
Other career courses:

Everything is included!

P=

Locksmithing, Dept. 12863
Small Engine Repair, Dept. 52739
0 Saw & Tool Sharpening, Dept. 21679
0 VCR Repair, Dept. 62554
0 Computer Repair, Dept. 64451
0 TV/Satellite Dish Repair, Dept. 31326
Gunsmithing, Dept. 92353
0 Woodworking, Dept. 43612
0 Upholstery, Dept. 81281
Vinyl Repair, Dept. 71214
0 Electrician, 95129
0 Computer Specialist, 38122
Networking Specialist, 39109
I

PruKramminR

FOI,E9
í04E9

ITEM)
Since 1926

understand that there is ABSCLUTELY NO OBLIGATION and NO SALESMAN WILL CALL.

Name
Address

L City

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

State

Zip
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Computer repair

and

Installationnetwork.

he,,
'of th n^'t°büs.ness.maintenance
"Source: Wall Street

J

iurnal'and Fortune Magazine

TechSery provides:

Recognition

Our nationally recognized and respected trademarks and logos give you
immediate recognition.
Proven Marketing Plan Brochures, maintenance agreements, direct mail flyers, ad
planners and yellow page ads.
*Training Micro House Authorized Education Center. PC's hands-on training 486, 586,
Pentium, troubleshooting and repair. NETWORKS-NOVELL, UNIX. prepare for CNE (Certified
Network Engineer) testing. Screening and testing technicians.
Parts Over 40,000 OEM parts provided on disk. Order 7 days a week, 24 hours a day at
preferred pricing.
Diagnostics Advanced diagnostics for PC's and networks.

Over 350 in operation worldwide.
Call TechSery at 212- 967-1865
r
or fill out coupon and mail to:

NAME

ADDRESS

techENTERPRISESse1'''Vs.

America's largest chain of independently
owned and licensed computer repair centers

CITY

STATE

ZIP

TELEPHONE

253 West 28th Street, Ñew York, NY 10001

[PE

EPROM +

Learn MICROCONTROLLERS
EMBEDDED SYSTEMS and
PROGRAMMING...
...with the AES learning system/
embedded control system.
Extensive manuals guide you
through your development
project. All programming and
hardware details explained.
Complete schematics. Learn to
program the LCD, keypad digital,
analog, and serial I/O. for your applications.

PROGRAMMING SYSTEM
USES PARALLEL PORT

i"

EPROMS (24,28.32 & 40 PIN*)+27C AND 25XX
1702*,2708,TMS2716*,32,32A,64,64A,128,128A
256,512,513,011,010,101,1001,1000,1024,210,020
2001,220,2048,4001/2,040,080,240,4096,68764/66
FLASH EPROMS 2RF256, 28F512, 28F010
28F020,29C25 7,29C0I 0,290040,29 F010,29F040
FEPROMS & NVRAMS (1824 & 28 PIN+CXX)
2210, 2212, 2804, 2816, 2816A, 2R17, 2864, 2865
28256, 28C010, DS 1220, DS 1225, DS 1230
SERIAL EEPROMS' (8 & 14 PIN PLUS CXX)
ER 1400,M58657, 2401,02,04,08,16,32,65, 2444
59C11,8001 I A,9306,46,56,66,8572,82,92,168/9XX
BIPOLAR PROMS' (16 THROUGH 24 PINS)
74SXXX AND R2SXXX FAMILY
MICROCONTROLLERS'8741, 42, 48, 49, 8751

C5t,52,C52,R7C5XXX,87C75X,89C5X,6R705
6RHC705, 68HC711E9, PICI6CXX, TMS7742
'ADAPTER REQUIRED

Choose from an
Intel 8051, Intel 8088, or Motorola 68HC11
based system. All models come with:
THREE MODELS AVAILABLE.

2 by 16 Liquid Crystal Display 4
by 5 Keypad Digital, Analog, and Serial I/O Interrupts,tinters, chip selects 26 pin expansion connector Built-in Logic Probe Power
Supply (can also he battery operated) Powerful ROM MONITOR to
help you program Connects to your PC for programming or data

logging (cable included) Assembly,BASIC, and C
programming(varies with model) Program disks with Cross Assembler
and many, well documented, program examples User's Manuals:
cover all details(over 500 pages) Completely assembled and ready to
use Source code for all drivers and MONITOR Optional Text Book
Call for Free Info Pack, or see
WEB at http://www.aesnticro.com
7

1

DIAGRAMS INCLUDED

SOFTWARE - READ,VERIFY,PROGRAM.COPY
DISK FILE LOAD/SAVE, CHECKSUM, FULL
SCREEN BUFFER EDITOR W/20 COMMANDS
READS HEX, S -RECORD AND BINARY FILES
ADD 55.00 SHIPPING
FAST-DEVICES PROGRAM IN UNDER 20 SEC
$5.00 C.O.D.
RUGGED (9"X6"X3")ENCLOSURE W/HANDLE
VISA/MASTERCARD
MADE IN USA - 1 YEAR WARRANTY
ANDROMEDA RESEARCH, P.O. BOX 222, MILFORD, OH 45150
(513) 831-9708 FAX (513) 831-7562

Help protect our nation's soil and water.
Call for your free action packet.

4-550-8094,FAX 714-550-9941

Call 1-800 -730-3232
102

-

SYSTEM INCLUDES:
PROGRAMMING UNIT
PRINTER PORT CABLE
POWER PACK, MANUAL
AND SOFTWARE.

289

32K Byte ROM, 32K Byte RAM

Everything you need. Front $279.
Money Back Guarantee

8/96)

AES 970 W. 17T11 STREET. SANTA ANA, CA 92706, USA

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

1

-800 -THE -SOIL

WE OWE IT TO OUR CHILDREN

United States Department of Agriculture
Soil Conservation Service

Discover DC Electronics
17 -Module

Course -- Only $49.95

ADVANTECH EE10015 NEEDHAMS DATA VO ICE TECHNOLOGY HILO
CHROMA MODULAR CIRCUIT TECHNOLOGY %ELYEK

SYSTEM GEA_RAL

SIMMiSIP TESTER EMUPA

EMP-20 MEGAMAX MEGAMUAA

629
795
350
279

CALL ADVANTECH LABTOOL
689 ICE TECH MICROLV
669 EETOOLS ALLMAX +
429 EETOOLS PROMAX

nits

á

t

PROMAS

tics

OVER 50
MODELS

PROGRAMMERS

439 EETOOLS MEGAMAX
539 EETOOLS MEGAMAX4
429 XELTEK SUPERPRO II
529 XELTEK SUPERPRO II P
269 XELTEX SUPERPRO L
179 XELTEK ROMMASTER
479 MOD-MCT-EMUPA

EETOOLS SIMMAX

CHROMA SIMM/SIP
MOD-MCT-EMUPA/R
MOO-MCT-EMUP/R

49 EPROM
79 EPROM
99 EPROM
199 EPROM
99 EPROM
129 EPROM
250 EPROM

H

110512K
MEG
4G TO 1HY1EG
MEG
I SG TO I
I G TO 8MEG
4G TO 8MEG
8G TO 8MEG
1G TO

1

/
..KarYrartr
LAeTOOt4e

Contains everything you ever needed to know about DC electronics. Whether you are a professional working in electronics
and you want a review of the basics, or a student or hobbyist new
to this field and need a good self -paced course, this is the perfect
way to get started.

Sales

2.
3.

4.

r

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

11.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

RZip

Payment Enclosed $
[ )
Money Order [ ] Credit Card [ I
'New York residents add local sales taxes. Canadians add
'per order. Credit card orders by phone or fax. Automated

'Check

$6

]

241-6375 BBS 983-1234
E

-Mail iedevice@best.com

$129.95

-

,
__=

programmer

P-

'N that uses the

i<

port of
your PC
THE,PGCKET PROGRAMMER $
instead of a
r` internal card.
Easy to use software that programs
E(E)prom, Flash & Dallas Ram. 27(C)/
28(C1lF1/291C)(F1/25 series from 16K to 8
Megabit with a 32 pin socket. Adapters
available for MCU's 874X, 875X, Pic, 40 Pin X 16 & Serial Eprom's, PLCC, 5 -Gang
and Eprom Emulator to 32K X 8.
=

xTrorca

printer

,

C.

'

II

A

P

A
C

fntronics, Inc.

[

]

Free

literature: 800-223-4542

IName
Add/osi
ICity/SL le

Phone

l

I

Aae
(

)
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Sehool of PC Repair, DEPT JJM341, PCDI
L0 65 Roswell Road; Atlanta, Georgia 30328
Pam

1

mu

Get your copy
1

IT

CRY,
ICRY

of the

Go back to antiquity and build the
AFT

,IAL S

o

i

'

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

.

1'

Zip

Signature

telephone orders 516-293-3751. Fax 516-293-3115.
4 to 6 weeks for delivery.

repair expert!

study. Learn to troubleshoot

Irepair, install, upgrade, and service computers

Visa

`Allow

E

Edwardsville, KS 66113 Add $4.75 COD
Add $4.00 Shipping
Tel. (913) 422-2094
Fax 1913) 441-1623
Visa I Master Charge

a PC
TBe
Approved home

'

L

Box 13723 / 612 Newton St.

Credit Card Info
MC
Card #
Exp Date
[

Fax

The portable

$49.95 + $4.95 shipping
State

ROMrM5TER21

:Same Name, Address & Phone # for
13 Years.--. Isn't it Amazing ?

Series / Parallel Circuits
Voltage Dividers
Kirchhoff's Law
Advanced DC Circuit
Analysis
Capacitors / RC Time
Constants
Introduction to Magnetism
Inductors and L/R Time
Constants
Volt/Ohm/Current Meters

Claggk Inc. P.O. Box 4099, Farmingdale, NY 11735
'Send me my course, today! Charge me the special introductory price!
"Name
'Address
'Address
City

408-241-7376

;$r',a;.Q`a;

Here are the Modules
10.

PLUS

The Pocket Programmer

System requirements: IBM Compatible, 512K RAM, VGA Color,
Hard Drive and DOS 3.2 or newer.

Atoms and Electrons
Volts / Current / Resistance
Numbers greater than one
Scientific - metric notation
Numbers less than one
Scientific - metric notation
Resistor Color Codes
Using Calculators
Ohms Law and Power
Series Circuits
Parallel Circuits

ALLMAx

SUPERPRO

Web www.generaldevice.cam

The course starts with basics and assumes you know nothing
about electronics. It teaches the required math, how to use a scientific calculator. and the metric notation system.. Each module
has been written by an electronics instructor, and will directly from
a floppy or from a menu -driven system on your hard drive. Every
module includes a review, summary, quiz, and a final exam that
can be printed out. Important points are animated to make the
explanation clear.

1.

MICROI.IASIER

General Device Instruments

radios that your grandfather built.
Build the -Quaker Oats" type rig.
wind coils that work and make it
look like the 1920's! Only $10.95
plus $4.00 for shipping and handling. Claggk Inc., P.O. Box 4099,
Farmingdale, NY 11735. USA
Funds ONLY! USA and Canadano foreign orders. Allow 6-8 weeks
for delivery.
MA01
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DEALERS!

\A),

Zenith
(as is/refurb)
ST -1000-165 $401$70
ST -1000-288 $601$90
ST -1600-288 $80/$110

7

source for TV and VCR service related parts. We

IR

-

new original Japanese

semiconductors and literally

unit $80

Q.

10+ $55
100+ $47.50

hundreds of new VCR parts

6'

including oiiginal Zenith, Sanyo,
Fisher, Goldstar, Hitachi, Panasonic,
JVC, RCA and much much morel

Super PIO-Q

1FK59

(w/filter)
1 unit $85

y

co.
4.-.1220

10+ $68

w4.4-

Remotes

a

best deals in

Why pay more? Call today.

Call now

for

are not getting
this catalog you are
missing out on some

electronics today! We have thousands of
items ranging from unique, hard -to -find
parts to standard production components.
Call, write, or fax today to start your free
subscription to the most unique catalog in
the industry, filled with super values on
surplus electronic and hobbyist type
items. If you have a friend who would
like to receive our catalog, send us their
name and address and we will gladly
forward them a complementary 100 page
catalog.

heart and added over 1,000

RFT

If you
of the

have taken this commitment to

(Screened & Cleaned)
1

it

arts Express is dedicated to becoming your

FREE 228 page

catalog packed with

$6.00

Test chips

441.1,

'" jsi-Dg?1

etsi-

$3.50

over 2,600 new items.

340 East First Street

Source Code: POM

Dayton, Ohio 45402

CALL TOLL FREE

(702)895-9120

Order Toll -Free

1-800-338-0531

(800)478-0334(pgr)

1-800-344-4465

E First Sr. Dayton Ohio 45402 1257
Phone: 513.222 0173 Fa$: 513 222 464.1

Pans express 340

CIRCLE 150 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Electronic
Training Videos
Learn electronics quickly and
easily with UCANDO's computer animated training videos. Students
can learn at their own pace and
professionals will
find
the
UCANDO videos to be a valuable
source of reference material. If
these videos aren't the best
learning tools you've ever seen,
return them within 30 days for a
complete refund. These videos are being used by Tech-Schools, CET's,
Military Branches, Ham Operators, Industries, and more, across the
United States and around the world. Order today and see how UCANDO
is ...

ri

Fax Order Line

1-800-344-6324

CIRCLE 152 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

M EAM. S
LIGHTS

RELAYS

MOTORS
1

WW.
HUMIDITY

PVT'

TEMPERATURE r PRESSURE

INN

SWITCH POSITIONS

LIGHT LEVELS

THERMOSTATS

LIQUID LEVELS

?4liir%

PLUGS INTO PC SUR

.

:

2 ANALOG OUTPUTS
2 COUNTERS-24

$279
12 TIT 130 WIZ

LI

MODEL 60

A//

.$179
3 2-A4IP RELATE

4 ANALOG OUrrvrº
3 nMER COUNTERS

-

ºIT

IMP/SEC

IS
1

DIGITAL

I/O

/3T ARALOO INPUT

24 DIGITAL I/O

__

,

$99

MODEL 40,

t

RS-232 INTERFACE
23 LINES MODAL 1/O

lli1:FTonr Ertd':+TV PaK 3 Audiº t. F_. civtics + t aser Tec.h,iiábstr+.
SAVE!!! 6 videos for only $240 or 12 videos for only $450

8 ANALOG INPUTS

1-800-678-6113

MEEK)

or mail check or money order to:

MODEL 70
A
a...,.....-.
1

,

UCANDO Videos
P.O. Box 928

$239

-

*1-232 INTTIMCB

13 SIT A/0
SA DIGIT

P13M OUTPUT

OPTION4112 SIT

Ma.terCartl

8 ANALOG INPUTS

10d

MODEL 100

I/0

3 DIGITAL

3IIIA/D/NI
12 IT COUNTER
UP TO 141

$189
R14232 INTERFACE

24 UNES mum 1/0
I CNAIINfL-

"Changing The Way The World Learns Electronics."
..
.....:.:..:.::::::. .....
.....
_.
_..>
VCR MOirftéiiéiine 8'Repair ,.$29 96
Atl othérs
$44 9Éí each
:'.'Intro to VCl Repair Direct Ourrent !:: Altétnating' Current: ;;.
_.....
Semiconductors Power Supplies iRinplifiers Oscillators Digitel;T 4.
Digital 2 Digital 3 Oigífál:4 Digital 5 Díg1116 Am Rai#+o + FM
Radio Pali 1...:FáA Radio::Part;2. TE Part.l:lntro.to.TV." TV 3riait 2:

$79 . MODEL 45

MODEL 30

UP TO RR

EMPIRIC

A/0

A CUSTOM PCB? 7-RY US -

PRAIRIE, DIGITAL, INC.
PHONE

Greenville, OH 45331

608643-8549

FAX 608-643-6754

FREE Shipping ... FREE Catalog

846 SEVENTEENTH STREET PRAIRIE DU SAC, WISCONSIN 53578

CIRCLE 136 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

CIRCLE 47 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

DIGITAL is the Future
Introducing...
30 % - 50 % Savings!
Compare to Cable and Other 18" Dishes
Curious about those little dishes? Meet the newest arrival,
the DISI-PTM Network System. This shining star is small,
attractive and the latest in technology, but what really sets it
apart is the programming it delivers to your television
screen. The DISIPM Network is full of the most popular programming at prices much lower than the competition. Call Skyvision
now for more information.

Make digital your future. ..Today!

"The
ti

DISH' is Small,
The

M

Programming
BIG"

Beat The Rush
Call the Digital Hotline now!

800-500-9264

NETWORK

The Best Television Comes on a DISHsM
DISH Network is

a

service

rout of &h Sw Corn. Corp.

,

If you have one of these.

.

"Keep it Running Strong"
With a Discount Buyer's Guide
If you are the owner of a C/Ku-band Full View Satellite
System, we know you'll want to keep it up and running
strong. The Skyvision Discount Buyer's Guide will give
you advice and products to get the job done right.
You Will Find a Wide Selection of:

Complete Systems
Advanced Upgrades
Parts & Accessories
Tune -Up Tools & Advice
Technical Tips Galore
Discount SkypacsM Programming

35011

A+1
e

g

41t°e:.,
Gret,-rodfF
.

tºw r[1;
1

Fast Se04g

For Your Free Issue Call Now

800-543-3025

800-334-6455

complete
The most
Big Dish Satellite
Guide!
Discount Buyer's
Get your FREE copy now

Need a repair item Fast??

"We'll Get It Out Today"

m

p
105
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CALL TOLL FREE

WRITE FOR A

(800) 292-7711

C&S, SALES

Se Habla Español

EXCELLENCE IN SERVICE

$$9.ss

Features:

I-nl
At

L..

...r

4a. 3r°,

Computer Interface and
Software with RS -232 Output
Frequency to 4MHz
Capacitance to 40nF
Large 3 3/4 LCD display
Temperature to 1999°F
TTL logic
ya\
Data/Peak hold
Audible contiuity
Auto power off
Unit indicator
Diode Test

Tools Included:
SR -2 - Deluxe Soldering Iron
SH-1 - Soldering Iron Stand
ST-1 - Diagonal Pliers
+
ST-2 - Long Nose Pliers
ST-30 - Deluxe Wire Stripper
SE -1 - Solder Ease kit
ND -3 - 3 pc. Nut Driver Set
TL-8 - Precision Screw Drivers
ST-5 - Screw Driver 9otted 3/16"
ST -6 - Screw Driver #1 Phillips
ET-10 - IC Puller
A professional technician service
SP-2 - Solder Pump
ST-20 - Safety Goggles
metal reinforced tool case with
ST-9 - Pocket Screw Driver
handle and locks. A removable
ST-4 - Solder Tube
dles most of the tools listed with
SW-3 - Solder Wick

'12500

2MHz Function Generator
Square, Triangle,
Model 4010 Sine,
Ramp output
Variable duly cycle

MX -9300

$195.95

Model XP -581

Four Functions in One

1479 .9.5

r.1.l..

Digital Multimeter
Model EDM-83B
18 Functions including freq to.
20MHz, cap to 40µF, inductance to
40H, True RMS, Data
Hold/min./max./avg., TTL logic.

14111!

áa.4

'4

$29.95

s
Si

106

Model 83
Model 85
Model 87

...
...
...

$235
$$269

289

B&K Precision Multimeters
Model 388A ... $99
Model 2707 ... $79
Model 2860A

..

$85

-

XK-550

969.95
XK-550K

-

Kit

9 39.95

19.95

Tools and meter

Functions
Transistor

shown optional

Test

UPS SHIPPING: 48 STATES 5%
OTHERS CALL ($5 min. / $1.5 max.)
IL RES. 8% TAX

80 Series

Assembled and Tested

M -1005K
Compact
Multimeter
Kit

6

WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD

.

Elenco's advanced designed Digital / Analog Trainer is specially
designed for school projects. It is built on a single PC board for maximum reliability. It includes 5 built-in power supplies, a function generator with continuously sine, triangular and square wave forms.
1560 tle point breadboard area.

Fiber Optics Technology
with training course
Model FO -30K
519.95

Model AM/FM-108K
Transistor Radio Kit

69.95
97.50
7511 ...
135.00
7711... 154.95
7911... 175.00
.

XK:550' Digital / Analog Trainer.

Is

m

7011..
7311..

Model 391 ... $149
Model 390 ... $139
Model 389 ... $109

functions including freq to 20MHz,
cap to 20µF. Meets UL-1244 safety
specs.

PT-223K

'lib

Model
Model
Model
Model
Model

11

over 100 kits available
§15.95

70 Series

39.95
'

Kit *Corner

Phone kit
with
training
course.

Fluke Multimeters

Digital Multimeter
Model M-1700

$169

4 Fully Regulated DC Power Supplies, in One Unit
4 DC voltages: 3 fixed - +5V @ 3A, +12V @ 1A, -12V @ 1A
1 Variable - 2.5 - 20V @ 2A

$85

,01
,tdflB9

tool kit in a
heavy-duty
pallet hanmore room

for tools and parts in the lower half.

One instrument with four test and measuring systems:
1.3GHz Frequency Counter 2MHz Sweep Function Generator
Digital Multimeter Digital Triple Power Supply
(0-30V @ 3A, 15V @ 1A, 5V @ 2A)

Pulse and

CATALOG!

TK-3000

M-6100

Nr.cr,.,

FREE 60 PAGE

C&S SALES, INC.
.

150 W. CARPENTER AVENUE
WHEELING, IL 60090
FAX: (847) 541-9904 (847) 541-0710,
CIRCLE 32 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

15 DAY MONEY BACK

GUARANTEE
FULL FACTORY WARRANTY
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

y

FREE PROBES
WITH ALL.
SCOPES

WRITE FORA
FREE 60 PAGE
CATALOG!

OSCILLOSCOPES

0.

Lowest Prices of the Year!

Japan Duality

Quality Scopes by Elenco

But not Japan Prices!

Hitachi
.4

Laptop Color
Digital Scopes

0

V`

1>

F

os

.1

VC -6145 - Storage

Channel 100MS/s

..

$795

S-1365

$4795

$569

DS -303

Analog with Delayed Sweep

S-1340

$489

S-1330

S-1325

2 Year

Analog with Delayed Sweep

$439

25MHz Analog
Delayed Sweep

Analog

$759

S-1360

$2095
$1795
$1595

$1095

Analog / Digital Storage

Analog w/ Cursors

.

Storage 100MS/s $3995
Storage 40MS/s $2995

V-1585 - 4 Channel
V-1565 w/ Cursors
V-1560

S-1345

Analog / Digital Storage
20MS/s Sampling Rate

100MHz

25/30MHz

40MHz

$1350

DS -603

150MHz 60MS/s VC -5460 $3695
$2695
50MHz 30MS/s VC -5430
20MHz 15MS/s VC -5410 $1795

-

'.Il

,

.

60MHz

-

.

I*1~~1nrkttlrnaruru..,...,r.,

.,,-.,

VC -6155
VC -6545

taOb

41..

v F

4

r-1

4º

$335

25MHz Analog

Warranty

50/60MHz
VC -6525 - Storage 20MS/s $2795
VC -6524 - Storage 20MS/s $2295

V-695
V-555
V-552
V-509

-

60MHz w/ Cursors $1549
w/ Cursors
$1095

-

$949
$1795

-

Battery Operated

.

II-OSCILLOSCOPE SELECTION CHART
ANALOG
Model

S-1385
S-1380
S-1345
S-1340
S-1330
S-1325

20MHz
VC -5025A - 20MS/s
$1
DSO w/ DMM
VC -5025 - 20MS/s
DSO w/ DMM
VC -6523 - Storage 20MS/s $1995
V-252
$449
V-209 - Battery Operated . $1425

160
$935

Bandwidth

Sensitivity

MHz

(max)
1mV/div
1mV/div
1mV/div
1mV/div
1mV/div
1mV/div

80

80
40
40
25
25

DIGITAL STORAGE
Model

DS -303

LDS -803

Bandwidth

Analog

MHz

Sen (max)
1mV/div
ImV/div

30
80

No. of
Channels

Sweep Rate
Max ns/div

Delayed
Sweep

Video
Sync

Component
Tester

Beam
Find

Time
Base

2
2
2
2
2

10ns/div
10ns/div
10ns/div
10ns/div
10ns/div
10ns/div

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

2
2

No

Yes
Yes

Sampling

Memory
Channel

Backed Up

2K
2K

2

No. of
Channels
2
2

Rate
20MS/S
20MS/S

No
Yes

Yes
Yes

2

No

No

1

Yes

Yes

2

No

No

1

internally

Pretrigger

Output

Yes
Yes

0, 25, 50, 75
0, 25, 50, 75

%
RS232
RS232

-r

B&K Precision at Discount Prices

-

60MHz with
Cursors readouts
and Dual Tinte Base

$695

Model 2260

Dual Trace

$1225

Model 2160
60MHz Dual Trace

Model 2190A
100MHz 3 Channel

$539.95

Delayed Sweep
-1¡:._w

+1....sa

-

..,

Model 1541C
40MHz

20MHz Analog
2120 $389.95
2125

Fllüke Scopeméters-

$1379

$949
Dual Time Base

WEWILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD'
UPS SHIPPING: 48 STATES 5%
OTHERS CALL ($5 min. / $15 max.)
IL RES. 8% TAX

Delayed Sweep

7v-za_.-,»

,

Dual Time Base

$1225
$1525
$1795
$1795
$2945
$2095
Call or write for
complete specs.

91

92
96
97
97A
99

Delayed Sweep

C&S SALES, INC.
150 W. CARPENTER AVENUE
WHEELING, IL 60090
cFAX: (847) 5.41-9904.947),541-0710,
CIRCLE 32 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

15 DAY MONEY BACK

*ID 'FULL

GUARANTEE
FACTORY WARRANTY

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
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(Beyond PHONE COLOR -BOXES

I

hone color boxes described - man circuits.
Forwarding, Conlerencin Phrea History,
Glossary, Diverters, Extenders, loopa, REMOB
Bridging Heads 8 Cana, Oplocom, 3rd Party and
¡naayther non -box methods - mare
Dozens

101111

Plus Cal

,

-W

'I HACKING ANSWERINLaylACHINES

CGNSUMEISYRONICS

2011 Crescent Dr., P.O. Drawer 537
Alamogordo, NM 88310
1
- - Please order by Mall or Fax only -- -

Fl

only;

11

kern, 9.geg

you get voice, enter '111011 any time), 24

-hr Cardholders, merchants, banks suffer

a

Billons

in

losses annually because of credit card fraud. Describes
8a
every known means of credit card fraud and scams.
505)439-8551(BAM-6PM MST,Mon-Sat) Protect Youreelll 529
elates directly to your order or prospective order.

CelLJ9nJgr_g4re

1W,klte:

Te.!tuoDert'

Visit our popular site (tell your friends)

AUTOMATIC,,TELLER 'MACHINES

,

Are you
I

. . .

ATM crimes, abuses, vulnerabilities and defeats ex-

http://users.eol.com/wizguru/hI-tech.html
posedl.100+ methods detailed, Include: Physical,
1Yá Otl gD_ºLdst3 9100+ 15% 011 over 0200+ Reg. E, cipher, PIN compromise, card counteeelting,
at:

Add S5 total Ski (US, Canada). All Items In stock.
Postal M.O. Is fastest. VISA, MC CC OK. COD ($49$999), add $8. New Catalog (200+ offers) $2
order, 55 yb (no CC), S244oreign. NO dealers
Since 1971. As seen on CBS' 60 Minutes, Forbes,
etc. By John Wllliems former Lockheed Senior Engineer

v

magnetic stripe, false front, TEMPEST, Van Eck, tapping, spooling, Inside job, super -cool, vibration, pulse,
highvoltage - others. ase histories law counlermeasores, detailed security checklist, labeled Internalphotos, II urns. ATMs contain up to $250,000 in cashi Re
criImmee spree still unsolved!
3

You are

ATcM

ATM3*Secitrllyy/Surveillance*RF/EM'µWaverladavUltrasonirAll4.lghtSoundDeteclorsfiecelvers/
Xmitters/Jammers'Blasters* NeurophonouR)le/
Hieronymus lesonant Crystal Radionlcs* EM Lab,

INTERNET,'CONS8 SCAMS'

are fully Compatible with your cable system.
All systems come with: Remote Control, &

Internet cons, scams and related arauos now rake in
$2+Billion annually! Most are done anonymously and
with Unix tear of prosecution (difficult to prove and to
find the perpetrators). Described in detail, includes

Parental Guidance Feature. Volume Control
is also available.

WeaponryyCountermeasures*ESS Infinity Devices countermeasures...29,

*Voice Disgutsers*Lineman's Handsets*Bu
Bevorld VAN ECK PHIMAKING
Tap Delectovflaster*Phone Color Boxes*DTMF
cavesoropgrng on tt ano computer video signals us-

e

,

Decoders*Carjaclx(Idnap Foller*Bumper Beeped leg an ordinary TV described in detail. Includes secuChild Finder*Panic Button*Shriek Module*TENS rity industry reports. Range up to 1 KM. Plans include
*Subliminal Mixer/Amp (Ultrasound 8 Ilrasound) both the Consumertronlca and the original Top Secret
*Electronic Dowsers*Hidden Presence Detectors Van Eck designs! $29.

HACKER`FIL

*Hearing Asslstor*Vortex Generator*6th Sense
'Th'e
Communicator*Nolse Cancel. System*Levitator - r,om h711bn or
many more! See our New Catalog)

ESPECIAL PROJECTSI

'

All Equipment is fully guaranteed
1

For More Information Call Us 24 Hours a Day At:

100s of the bes, ai'ec,es wr en'Tn
ASCII) by top hackers & phreakers. Covers every ma for to c in hacke'doml 3 HD Disks' .59.

800-332-1996

aes,gwrou1d/obtairvtepair1nodify'tnamtainton- STOPPIN_APOWERMIETERS"I
suit on any device/systemjrrocess/pro(ect - elec- AS reported on CBs éb Minutes : !tow certain detronldcomputerknechanicaVoptical ex: phone/ vices can slow down - even stop watthour meters
autotecurity/radlonidabenergyMV/E
Ftadad while loads draw lull powert Device simply plugs
ultrasonlrARRNMV/commo/consumer) for business/ Into one outlet and no oavre%ads lnto other outlets. Also
meter cree9, overload droop, etc. Plans $29,
personallnvention needs. Describe 8 Include $30 describes
I.O. MANUALr Extemai magnetic ways (applied to
pre -engineering fee (no obligation). Time 8 cost
the meter itself) to slow down and slop watthour meestimates 7-10 days. Confidentiality ouaranteed. ters while drawing full loads. Plans. 526. KW.MR

CELL' PHONE MODS `re

for our Infamous cellphone
modification guide ($89) - detailed, comprehensive, covers all makes - 10 times more
Info than competitor's "guide"). (Do Special

FAX: 708-860-9048

METEBEa How watthour meters

work, calibration,
error modes (many), ANSI Standards, etc. Demand
and Polyphase Meters. Experimental results to slow
and stoggmeters by others. 25. Any 2 t47. All 3 569.

-UIVDER"ATTACK!

10

PAGER (Beeper) MANUAL 'I
Oescrirs iñáé,5;;,,ow'agerswu7S

11nrenapes ano

uses, frequencies, advantages over and uses with cellphones, and tips and (ricks. And how Pagers are hacked
and countermeasures. Includes the plans for your own

lants,
equipment? Includes ACTUAL CASES OF EM
(we investigated)( Includes Prow to verily an prep° nt
EMI and electronic attack sources,.and effective countermeasures. $29. EM_@AAINBLA5TEt5e Tutorial
and plans for powerful ELECTROMAGNETIC WEAPONS
and LAB DEVICES. Optimum circuits, Ire s, waveforms,
dint cycles intensities. Thorough. $29. Both $49.

CABLE BILL !!!

MIND-C,ONTROL

re- uoncem anárear recreases over zbl anáulhasomc mina!
(and body) control technologies - especially Implants!
Unfortunately, there Is much more misinformation and
d
disinformation published than lacts. Some victims are
besc WeesT
tau Row lax rhea-foes arel-acSea ano
controlled and exploited by arm -chair 'rupees' and socountermeasures (hacking Faxes Is much more comcalled victims' assistance groups - one even demands
lex than just connecting a third Fax to the phone line).
the
of the Internet to prevent and remove
Includes Fax protocols, commo parameters, and 2:1
postings It doesn't approve all $39, Visit our site at:
and 4:1 compression. And insights Into designing Fax
a.e
interception devices and modifying existing Faxes into clhtt N userol.com/wiz

y

HACKING`.,FA'X 'MACHINES

KUM

^

OAS & DESC
,<,,,,,
-oh,
V,

c..,'s'

ADIDNICg MAAL

49.

Youi

Orr OF

AMA

5$49.

Stealth Faxes do the lob.

A BIt

system disorders) Destructive to people, animals,

Eauee LF.aekel Paalauietlom (transmitter and
ceiver).

TAKE

I

Projects above to get up-to-date hardwaretoftware). Ffec.romagneT .d.éérence anTree.ron,c Weapon
Free Dele3ºenb: As a special EMI service to our C&CP Attacks cause: Cancer, birth detects, and profound psy
customers, we will
one
search of our massive chological, neurological, cardiovascular and immune
perform
f9EE
cellphone database II requested within 30 days of your parchase of CA CP. Data now on cenphones Is so great, we can lit
In Ca CP only That in greatest demand. Search results not guaranteed. Request by mall 'don't taxi; include a
SASE.

& comes

with a 30 day money back option.

.Yb

See our Cata!

.. .

Forest Electronics, Inc. offers a complete line of
New Cable Decoders and Converters that

'

¡Ófi-the'Shelf:HARDWARE(

Van Eck Systems*Data Card Readee'Wel(ers*

if

pquipment.

K SWINDLES.11,

CO_

overpaying . . .
your cable company?

... you are leasing their

NMSU CS Professor, DOD Electronic Weapons Engineer,
S-, S
S
NIH Health Physicist. Sold for edueet(onal auroosea pole.
Wanted:5 MAC 111x, PC4B6 (or better), peripherals, CorOs & scams and related swindles fleece Americans
yearl
of
$100+
Billion
per
The most comprehensive
new surplus electronic parts, test equipment - buy, trade.
'All soltwa-s su000rt. all IBMPC a .tsms survival manual on cons & scams of all kinds from
the classic to hl -tech. Details on 100s and many varialions. And countermeasures. Protect vpurselll 539.

II

'

Incr.

CARD SCAMS

ED

(505)434.0234, 439-1776 (orders

.

rest

F,,

I

How answering machines are hacked to dsten to even
erase - messages, and to convert them Into mint-VMBs.
And countermeasuresr - roteclk yourself from snoops,

ing e,ec,4ca
e,ectromapnetic ..,erapeuIVOICE--MAL HACKINGI tic, diagnostic
preventive devices (mostly experimene,ec.. oñtc,

&

H6w .o.ce Ma,, Box (VMB) s stems are used aV . the
History, descriptions, plans (dozens), avallabllilies'
specific ways they are hacked. Includes ASPEN, MES- tal).
of Radionlcs Devices from early to modem. While drugs
SAGE CENTER, SIX. GENESIS, EZ, SYDNEY, PHONE
MAIL, AUDIX, CINDY, CENTAGRAM, SPERRY LINK, cost 51005, electricity costs pennlesi $29. HEAD.
THYBELEe Plans for 3 major electronic Therapeutic
RSVP, etc. Absolutely required for all users, sysops
devices oft'''pes a roved by FDA. $19. Both $39.
and security personnel! $29.
.

HIG

PaX ,HACKING

naps onl
STEALTHrTECHNOLOGY

dresses ALL issues relating to PBX hacking, includingp
'I
countermeasures) Can Your business or agency allord
a $90,000 phone fraud loss (the average loss due to Police radar Is fascinating' It also has error rates of 10hacked PBXes7 As described in Forbes Manarine. t29 20%1 Every known error mode - stealth method and
material used to minimize radar reflections tactic and
LPHREÁKIN.G
ID &
strategy to fight unjust radar tickets (that cost you
,,.etan5'0h now Ivey v3rx ano Dozens of
-dove ways
51005 in insurance and risk cancellation) - methods to
of defeating Caller ID, ANt, 69, '57, and Call Block.
detect and 'am signals - lull" described! 529.
Ing and '67. Also describes Caller ID, Orange, Beige,
Cheese and CF Boxes, ESS, SS7, E-911, various
CLASS services, CWA, NON PUB DA, CAMA, DNR, Opumum survival and security radio egmpmens methneod800-ECR. DIverlers. Extenders Centro more. 529. ods, freq allocations and voicr'Uata scramblln
Ing. Includes small recelvers4ransminers, to emetry,
I
antenna optimizations, remote monitoring and control,
Describes in detail how computers Denelrate each security,
surveillance, and ultrasonic, liberoptic and
other, and how VIRUSES, TROJAN HORSES, WORMS, infrared commo. 70+ circuit °laps tables.
$29.
etc are Implemented. Dozens of computer crime and
abuse methods and countermeasures. Includes disk
Illledhvith hacker text files and utilities, and the legend- rive powerful menu-dnven cryplo
ary FLUSHOT+ protection system (Ed. Choice, PC .BAS source code) to analyze, decrypt 'secure' elMagazine). BBS advice, ,assword defeats, glossary - hertexes. Worked -our examples. Recommended by prestiolous'Comeulers & Secur' Manual+Disk 529.

ill

,

;

.

ANI

COMPUTER" PHREAKING

.

'

L

...
._
_

SECRET & SURVIVAL RADIQ,e

I

CRYPTANALYSIS TECHNIQUE54
program:al:. a

108

_,

,...,

LTAGE, DEVICES

nYbev.cesiLEIns 1un,un.ases Proa,,:ene,B':es0065 or r
s are ',WM- a
e rune of a i onsin
ler, Flasher, Zapper, AudlauRPsRadar Jammer, Fence
White 'VOICE MAIL HACKING' details how VMSs are
Charger, Plasma 8 Van de Oreall Dens., Jacob's
hacked lor'phun' and profit - including VMS methods
Ladder, Geiger Counter, Ozone Gen., Fish Stunner,
for hacking PBXs themselves -'PBX HACKING' ad- Plant
'29
Slim. Klr!Ien. more'
for

CALLER'

.....

1(800) 72 -BOXES

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

;

TOLL:FREE ORDER LINE: 1-800-336.7389
FAX LINE: 1-602.731-4748
TECH SUPPORT NUMBER: 1-602-894.0992

ELECTRONIC KITS!
VOICE CHANGERS!.
AND MORE!

XANDI ELECTRONICS, INC.
MANUFACTURER OF HIGH QUALITY KITS

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

143.775 MHz CRYSTAL' CONTROLLED TRANSMITTER KITS
4.,yt

Ultra -miniature surface mount construction.

s

E -Z

XTR300EZ
$79.95

XTL3000EZ
$99.95

XBD500
$149.95

CRYSTAL TRANSMITTER KITS

rJ

i

BUG DÉTECTOR

XTL1000EZ
$69.95

Professional quality.
Not a kit, ready to use.
Covers 1 to 2,000MHz.
Uses new' Microwave

kit approach makes assembly a snap.

Miniature battery and holder mounted
directly to the circuit board.

*Transmit to any scanner type receiver

IntegratedCircuit amplifier. t
Adjustable
Audio jack for privacy ear phone.

sensitivity.."

XTR300

XTL3000

XTL1000

TRACKING TRANSMITTER KIT

LONG RANGE TRANSMITTER KIT
Sensitive built in microphone
Range up to 1 mile
Custom frequencies available

TRANSMITTER KIT
Sensitive but in microphone

Transmits continuous beep -beep -beep
Ideal for locating lost or stolen items
Range up to 1/2 mile

im

My intercepted signal causes an audio
tone that increases from a low pitched
growl to a high pitched squeal as the signal strength increases.

Range up to 1/2 mile
Custom frequencies available

EMI

88-10.8 MHz,FM TRANSMITTER KITS

88-108 MHz

FM RECEIVER

..

--

XMR2000
$29.95

y

Et

Í.r-

Worlds smallest

q¡

XST 500EZ XWB 1000EZ
$49.95
$46.95

FM radio.

As

XST 500 Voice transmitter. Range up to

small as a

hearing aid.
Weighs less than
1/4 oz.

Digital touch tuning.
Ideal for use with our 88108MHz FM transmitters

XTR 100C
$29.95

XSP 250EZ
$34.95

,

/

XFM 100C
$21.95
wx

f
XTT 100C
$19.95

XFM 100 Voice transmitter. Range up to

XSP 250 Super-miniature telephone
transmitter. Range 1/4 mile. Powered by
phone line. Uses surface mount component.
XTR 100 Tracking transmitter. Range up to
1 mile. Uses 9 volt battery. Transmits a BEEP
- BEEP - BEEP tone
XTT 100 Telephone transmitter. Range up
to 1 mile. Uses 9 volt battery.

PHONE VOICE CHANGER

XPC 400
TV CAMERA
400 LINES OF RES

XLB-3 $3.95

Use any TV or VCR with
a video input connector.
Includes power cube.

About half the size of a
pack of cigarettes.
See entire room through
pin sized hole.

Assembled $269.95

It

XVS100

Use with XPC400, VCR,
Camcorder, etc.
Power cube included.
Uses the UHF TV band.

Transmits video and
audio.

9V LITHIUM

BATTERY
Works with regular or
multi -line phones.
Connects between
handset and phone. Note
will not work with cordles'
or handset type
telephones.

Up to 100 foot range.
E -Z

Kit

Worlds most powerful
9w battery! Twice the life
of alkaline batteries.

cwt

T-2001

Assembled
S69.95

$29.95

't'5!

,14:*

XPS 1000C
$55.95

$49.95

'sali_

`icróncs.

arc_

1270 E Broadway Rd. # 113
TempeAZ85282

XTL1000, XTR300,
and XWB1000.

PROJECT BOX
$14.95

drilled for the following kits: XFS108,
XPS 1000; XLC900, and XVA250.

XVA 250C
$49.95

.º

FS
"

X

$39.95 G

4

P

VOICE -STRESS ANALYZER KIT
TELEPHONE SNOOP KIT
SCANNER CONVERTER KIT(s0o-ssOMHz)
See at a glance it your being lied tot
Uninterrupted coverage of the 800 to
Dial home from anywhere and hear inSubject need not be present. Works
950 MHz band!.
side your home.
with voices from recordings, TV or
Works with any 400-550MHz scanner.
TouchTonecoded for secure operation.
radio.
Gain: 6 dB typical.
Stop burglars and intruders.
Has built-in microphone.
Noise
figure:
dB
typical.
3
Reliable 24 hour protection.
Easy to use LED display output.

Serving the public since 1981

Small 3V Lithium
battery. For use
with XTL3000,

Ideal project box to give your
kits that professional look. Available custom

XANDI ADVANCED, HOBBY KITS
XLC 900C

3V CAMERA
BATTERY

XLB-9 $8.95

TV TRANSMITTER

1

mile. 9 v battery and leaded components.

16 levels of digital voice changing. SoLnd

tougher, older or younger, female or male.
Powered by 4 AA batteries. (Batteries not
included).

1

mile. Supersensitive mic. Uses 9 volt battery.
Uses surface mount components.
XWB 1000 Voice transmitter. Range up to
1/2 mile. Includes mic and battery on circuit
board. Uses surface mount components.

WE ACCEPT CHECK, VISA, MC, MO, COD

SHIPPING & HANDLING EXTRA
SEND $2.00 FOR CÓMPLETE CATALOG
CIRCLE 134 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

Master Card

REFUNDABLE ON
FIRST ORDER

FM STEREO
88-108 MHz TRANSMITTER KIT

Separate level control for both left
and right channels.
Output level circuit with test points for
quick and easy tuning.
Transmit from any stereo audio source
to most any FM stereo receiver.

SEND MAIL ORDERS TO:
XANDI ELECTRONICS
BOX 25647
TEMPE, AZ 85285.5647

109

Zenith
ST 1000's
A

$25.00

e

Screened

Newt Surveillance, &
PIC

microcontroller;
project kits.

Most kits use surface mount
technology. Among the kits are an
ultra small wireless FM mic, and our
new phone transmitter SLeachT".
All kits include our exclusive surface
mount soldering guide.
Many kits unchr $20, call I -

Cleaned

COÑVEitTERS

.

MO

_r

We carry the TDA2005
20W Power Amplifier IC.
Great for auto Warm projects!

0

t{tIP.

37950-2347
'

800-899-5000

©19961E0

Now In Windows1

411>1:21

11/tt30E1R

ELÉCTRÓiV15

1-800-906-6664
2125 S. 156TH CIRCLE

Low Cost CAD Software
for the IBM PC and Compatibles

`

Now you can tune -in your favorite
cable TV programming and
SAVE $100'S EVEN SHIN'S
on premium CABLE TV EQUIPMENT.

Mon. - Fri. 9AM-5PM ET.
Visa, MC, Maley Orders
IEC; P 0 Box 52347,Knoxville, TN

All converters unmodified

eir

FREE, FREE Cable TV Catalog.

Order 1-800-41.7-6689

Sorry, no refund for used kits.
Do riot use these devices without authorization
from your local officials.
Prices subject to char ga. No TN sales.
This ad quotes cash discount pricing.
Returns are subject to a restockIng fee.

10%

GUgRANTEE!lf

Only

Basics
Pioneers
& more!

i

93-,4-,

$19.95+ S&H
includes share¿iare software.

DPBB-7
DPV-5
DPV-7

OMAHA, NE 68130

ENGINEERS, RESEARCHERS
HOBBYISTS: EXCITING NEW

,

1

Design &
Simn7ation

Oscilloscope Probes:,
from $99.95
100 MHz DIFFERENTIAL PROBE (3 ranges)
100 MHz ACTIVE PROBE,(2 ranges)
4 1/2 Digit LED Panel

w
m

á

á

rn

Easy to use schematic entry program (SuperCAD) for circuit diagrams, only
$149. Includes netlisting, bill of materials, extensive parts libraries, More
parts, and automatic wiring available in enhanced CAD package
(SuperCAD+) for only $249.
Powerful, event -driven digital simulator (SuperSIM) allows you to check logic
circuitry quickly before actually wiring it up. Works directly within the
SuperCAD editor from a pulldown menu and displays results in logic
analyzer" display window. Starting at $149 this is the lowest cost simulator on
the market. Support for PALs, a larger library, and a separate interactive logic
viewer are available in full-featured SuperSlM+ for only $399. Library parts
include TIL, CMOS and ECL devices.
Circuit board artwork editor and autorouter programs (SuperPCB), starling at
$149. Produce high quality artwork directly on dot matrix or laser printers. You
can do boards up to 16 layers including surface mount. Includes Gerber and
Excellon file output. Autorouter accepts netlists and placement data directly
from the SuperCAD schematic editor.
Low cost combination packages with schematics and PCB design: 2 -layer for
$399, 16-layer for $649.
1)1)S version available.

110

$59.95

Handheld Radiation Survey Meter $149:95
250 kV Tesla Coil (complete

12V kit) $149.95

Low cost high voltage power supplies,
coaxial cables, connectors and much:.
more. We stand behind our products with a

year warranty.

Write or call for free demo disks:

2

Meter

Electromagnetic Radiation Monitor $79.95

1

MENTAL AUTOMATION,
5415 - 136th Place S.F.
BRcllevuc, WA 98006

Call for our free catalogue

Synergex Scientific
1-800-366-5147
Toronto, Canada

(206) 641-2141 RRS (206) 641-2846
h f t p JI wrr. m e n t a l a.cssm

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

.

l[lEESCRAMBLERS.usR:
'iV1t14I1EG5tA.' L1ZEd%

Pager Decoder
Interface ,for your PC,

Also:
SA -8580
SA -8550
SA -8590

_

CABLE
-17I R ECT-

All prices in U.S. dollars

WE HAVE

It ALL!

Surveillance

AWARD

SCHEMATIC and PCB C.A.D

FM Wireless Transmitter Kits

Vehicle 'Racking Systems
Bug Detectors
Caller I.D.
Wired Mikes
Telephone Register with Printer
Long -play Recorders
Shotgun Mikes
Telephone Recording Adapters
Alcohol Testers
Telephone Scramblers
Hidden Video Cameras
Telephone Tap Detectors
Drug Testers
MUCH, MUCH, MUCH MORE.

Inquire for dealers' prices.

A.M.C. SALES, INC.
Boulder, CO 80303
a.m.-5 p.m. Mtn. Time

193 Vaquero Dr.

Mon. -Fri. 8

DESCRAMBLERS

b£SIGM

Infinity Transmitters

Our 27th Year!
Small catalog FREE.
Larger catalog send $5.
Mail Order only.
Visa, MasterCard and C.O.D. accepted.

ONLY

OPIE)

Includes

MGA, CGA, EGA

& VGA compatible.
Design large multi
board..

IMAIWE!
k

-o

>:

ll
UTOAL4T/ON

7840 ANGEL RIDGE ROAD
ATHENS, OHIO 45701
(614) 592-1810

update
Free Deno

Vea 8 MasterCard Accepted

;
==ys
Laser.
LightShow-_
$139"

c

Draw with a laser beam! Animation. text.
music & more! Includes galvos. minors.
servo amp. demo software disk. analog and
digital computer interface. Use an inexpensive pen pointer or high power gas .laser.

ifT4,--

Computerized
Motors $39*

l
Includes: 2 Stepper motor,
DC motor_,. computer interlace. training
manual. & demo soliwaiv disk. Expandable!
Up to 12 motors. up to 3 amps per phase.

2

Now with 4 Axis Linear Interpolation
*

Add Sh Lx shipping. I 'amputer wtut rdr Ilcl printer port
& cubic, asv..-mby. posses supply. A laver an. required

FREE FLYER
vo,,, 510-582-6602

t

A,

510-582-6603

121' Industrial Pkt Wart
pry

R1dg.

.All

lion 551'5 Il:qu ardt'A 4WS-IS-0125

FREE ALARM SYSTEM
OP QUALITY,

U.L.

LISTED WIRELESS SYSTEM

PROTECT YOUR FAMILY

AND POSSESSIONS

INSTALL IT YOURSELF AND SAYE

MONITORING AGREEMENT REOIFREO
FREE INFORMATION

The clearest picture possible
VNS

SUPER
NIoOEL

AVAtLpB1El to eliminate copy protection.
No Rolls/Jitters/Flickers/Fading

Works on all TV's, VCR's Beta & Cable
Gold Video Connectors & Cables Included
2 Year Warranty
Money Back
W:A

a"

Guarantee
awwe

p

-

:,

ELECTRÓI'VIC51,
1,N

EASY TO INSTALL

FORTKNOY SECURITY SYSTEMS, INC.
WWWEORTKNCZGCOM
$08-388-3669

playing back movies.

GUARANTE

800-562-2252

2125 S. 156TH CIRCLE .OMAHA, NE 68130

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

OR YOUR MONEY BACK!

BEST PRICES FREE CATALOG
Please have the MAKE & MODEL a of your full
oremiun service cable box ready when you call!

ALLSTAR ELECTRONICS

800-782-7214

HOURS: 9-6 M -F 10-3 Sat EST

be not the Intent of Alleter Electronics to defraud any pay TV
operator. Anyone implying thee of service will be dented
assletenca. All brand names are registered trademarks of their
respective owners 8 ere used for reference only. 11044
Queens Bled., 1466, Forest Nulls, NY 11375. NO NYS SALES!

It

Radiotelephone - Radiotelegraph

FCC

Commercial

License

.

AFTER

BEFORE

Scientific Atlanta
Compatible
Jerrold"' Compatible
TocomTM Compatible
ZenithTM Compatible
Pioneer"' Compatible
OakTM Compatible

N/O

6 Month Roe

svs

11?e

WE CARRY A FULL UNE OF PREMIUM
CONVERTERS AND DESCRAMBLERS

Dot ma04. luerr, platter,
Gerber & N.C. drill output.

Fax (303) 494-4924

IMPROVE
YOUR

laya

One level pull down
menu and quick keys
fox fast layout.

800-926-2488
(303) 499-5405

CABLE TV

EASY PC
N EW.:.
eITISN

SURVEILLANCE
The Latest High Tech
Professional Electronic Devices
Our latest catalog offers a HUGE selection
of surveillance, privacy devices including:
hidden video equipment, electronic kits,
telephone recording systems, toudt tone
decoders, scanners, telephone tap
detectors, hug detectors, voice disguisers,
telephone scramhlers,locksmithing tools,
and more. Catalog $5.00.

Why Take Chances?
r Discover
it

is to
how easy
pass the exams. Study with the
most current materials available. Our
Homestudy Guides, Audio, Video

I

or PC "Q&A" pools make it so fast,
easy and inexpensive. No college or
experience needed. The new
I commercial FCC exams have been
revised, covering updated Aviation,
Marine, Radar, Microwave. New
I
I Rules & Regs. Digital Circuitry &
more.We feature the Popular
I "Complete Electronic Career Guide"
1000's of satisfied customers
Guarantee to pass or money back.
I Send for FREE DETAILS or call
1-800-800-7588
L
WPT Publications

I

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

I

I

I

I
I
I

J

4701 N.E. 47th Street
Vancouver. WA 98661
Name
Address

SLY CIUTI ET

P.O.. Box 337, Buffalo, NY 14226
(716) 691-3476/(716) 695-8660

I

L

City

St.

Zip

1-800_860-7588

IMO

_I

111
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HOME AUTQMATIQN' TRIDENT
World's Largest Selection!
Widest Selective Of

¡

'

-

X-10 Devices'AvailaL ilb

usn

products. Computer interfaces, software, development tools, light!rig

control, telephone

wmffit

-

r

Hundreds of hard -lo -find automation, X-10 and wireless control

5

"4.

?-

systems, security systems, surveillance

%

cameras, infra -red audioivideo control, HVAC, pet care automation,

YL' 7-Cd

`Sc

09

t

$699oo

COO

wiring supplies, books and videos and much morel

SV150
Packed gdth P'ctutes
& Diagrams

HOME AUTOMATION Sy5TEMS, INC.
Questlons:714-708-0610 Fax:714-708-0614
e-mail: catalog@smarthome.com

o -151,

Spectrum Analyzer System

-Úowest Prices

Up to 500MHz Span. Two bands.

AGuaranteed!

All the advantages of a Spectrum Analyzer at a very affordable
price. Great for interference and signal hunting. RS232 connect
for logging signals to disk. Real time display sweep outputs on
any X,Y scope. Variable span and sweep rate. Marker function

http://www.smarthome.com/smarthome

24 Hours

1000KHz to 1.00GHz

,.,._ -' w:ilasm

wn
401mown

800.782-7846

and selectable bandwidth. Demods in AM/NFM/WFM plus
BFO for CW/SSB modes. For instant information use our fax
back service at 317 849 8683, #405. Or, email Scanns@www.acecoms.com http://www.acecomms.com/Scanns.

Don't rent own!

Cable TV Descramblers

.

We'll beat Any Price!

CommtimCMSONS

Order Line:

Same Day Shipping!
30 Day Money Back Guarantee!
*Credit Cards/C.O.D.
Have make and model number of equipment used in your area
REPLACEMENTS FOR MOST SYSTEMS

888 445 7717

1

10707 E. 106th, Fishers, IN 46038 Intemational:317 842 7115
Fax 317 849 8794 Email: Scanns@www.acecomtns.com
CIRCLE 25 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

CALL TOLL FREE

CABLE DISCOUNT
1-800-684-9135

CABLE TV CONVERTERS
Equipment & Accessories

°

Wholesalers Welcome

NO NEW JERSEY SALES!

Call C&D ELECTRONICS
1-800-310-1153 M -F 10a -8p

Anyone implying theft of service will be denied assistance.

p--

weeder

Call

Electronic
KITS!

Technologies

Ecir

Pran
- it

TM

From
$29 to $55

FREE
CATALOG!

PO Box 421, Batavia, OH 45103

513-752-0279
14

Home Automation

Caller ID / RS -232

Telephone Call Restrictor

50 MHz Frequency Counter

Connects between a TW523 and
an RS-232 serial port Use your PC
or Mac to receive and transmit all
X-10 commands. Create your own
program to control your home
automation system, turning on/off
any device plugged
Into an
electrical outlet with responce to
time/date, other X-10 transmissions
or any other computer Input stimuli.

Connects between a telephone
wall jack and an RS -232 serial
port Decodes the caller ID data
sent over the phone line and
sends it to your PC or Mac, in a
pre -formatted ASCII character
string. Create your own program
to log the name, number, date,
and time of all incoming calls.

Connects to telephone wall lack. Disables
all phones on the line If attempting to
either: dial a number that has been stored
in memory'Block' mode or, dial a number
that has not been stored In memory
'Allow' mode. Use touch-tone phone to
enter telephone numbers into memory,
and choose mode. Program from any
phone on the line using your password.

Reads frequency from 1Hz to 50MHz and
displays up to 7 digits on a 18x1 character
LCD display. Auto -range feature provides

.

Telephone Scrambler

IR Remote

Scrambles your voice before
sending it over the telephone
line. Prevent eavesdropping from
an extension or tap. Connects
between your telephone and wall
Jack.
No
modifications are
required to your telephone. Full

Learns and records the data pattems
emitted by standard infrared remote
controls used by TVs, VCRs, Stereos, etc.
Lets you control all your electronic projects
with your
remote. Seven individual I/O
pins can be assigned to any button on your
remote, and can be configured for either
'toggle' or 'momentary' action.

duplex operation.

N

Vocal Filt,pr.

Control Receiver

An audio device which can be
used with a home component

:
r

stereo system to filter out the
main vocal sound track from
standard stereo recordings (CD,
tape, record or FM), leaving the
background music to sing along
with. Produce your own karaoke
tapes from your personal library.

112

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

Floating decimal point and automatically
affixes the correct suffix (Hz, KHz. or MHz).

Microcontroller based provides for very
small parts count, only ?KT big.

DTMF Decoder/Logger
Keep track of all numbers dialed or
entered from any phone on your
line. Connects to your telephone
wall jack. Decodes all 16 touch.
tones and displays them on an LCD
display. Holds the last 240 digits in
a

nonvolatile

memory.

Scroll

through and view all telephone
numbers dialed,
credit
card
numbers entered, etc.

-7\
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CamerasTime Lapse VCR's, Surveillance -Counter
SurveillanceHoming XmittersFiberscopesPolice__

ElectronicsMicro-TV's Phone Bug's TV Xmitters
(Transmitters BooksNideo's and Much, Much More!

$7.77+2.00 S&H
Rush! $5.00 to CIASSOCIATES

CATALOG & TECH. SUPPORT 717-620-4363

Magic Box Ca
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CALL NOW!

Y

I4nbe Bane, Bubbles

FREE
30 Day

jI¡(

Bureau

L

MEGA EIECTROAIC!

EST. 1977

I

CtraRKsDyl

r

FOR ORDERS 1 -800 -GO-CABLE

2801PE Shelterwood; Arlington, TX 76016

N Cpnvectertetslod.

.FI>ti`

VISUAL
COMMUNICATIONS INC.

Just whistle your secret
code and it whistles back

Cable Descramb!ers

fCF

1

B

THE EALERS

"BUN VIER

MEW

LLCRET EVIDENCE LOCATER

CATALOG

ice source
The Nati
e9 ui P ment.
N
cable
for
V."

***ANYONE IMPLYING ILLEGAL USE WILL BE ***
DENIED SALE.WE SELL PRODUCTS ONLYtt TO
TECHNICIANS OR CABLE REPAIR FACILITIES!!
#1 IN CUSTOMER SERVICE & TECH. SUPPORT(
*ALL ORDERS SHIP WITHIN 24HRS, UPS/ FED -X.
*PRIORITY NEXT DAY SHIPPING AVAILABLE!
*SALE= BUYS BOARDS GET I FREE TILL MAY96.
*LOWEST PRICE & SUPERIOR PRODUCT GUAR!!
*FRIENDLY COURTEOUS SERVICE. WE'RE PRO'S

I the hi Ihe :No .Ws: iber-optics IR DetectorsUV Powder

5`

SAVE S1000's

WE STOCK A COMPLETE LINE OF CHIPS,TOOLS,
WIRELESS QUICK INSTALL TEST BOARDS AND
DIAGNOSTIC CUBES FOR ALL CONVERTERS! '

Covert TV Cameras. Phone Transmitters
Laser/Parabolic Mic'sNightvision Wrist Watch

°

TRIAL

l

LOAD FULL .7C3'IYATIOÑOF CÁBLE CONVEATEA

G,
1"!`O.
jidgMist

FaEÉ

DifpJ/RANTEED

f t ITTITIT
li
CABLE CONVERTER
DIAGNOSTIC TEST CHIP
ill a

Trull

-

1-800-676-6342
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Timid ábout getting on'
°
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Take
Stock

World Wide Web?
-

R,

3

I
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g f4 119 1111f11 1111,
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TARGET ELECTRONICS
(SOO) 995- 7 49
I

`We sell Tess: Chips!
MC, VISA,, AE; C.O I)

-.,

with the straight -forward
presentation of the fre-

18

DEALERS
WELCOME!

Dish System,
Call Now!

S!?.e

Time

Ttteaet Taevsan
Comes m. DISH.

See

U.S. and

_o

P.O. eo_n_ay

aCedaraura,w 1>o,2.2

3

Never rent again! Save S100's on premium Cable TV
Descramblers & Converters compatible with Jerrold.
Scientific Atlanta, Zenith, Pioneer, Tocom and More!
Get your best prices and call us last! Please have
the MAKE'& MODEL º of your area's cable box ready.
GUARANTEED TO WORK IN YOUR AREA!'
1 year warranty and 30 day money back guarantee!

Alistar Electronics 1-800-782-7214

800-500-9264

incr-

.RFT,FTG.,PIO-Supers,a
Fiilters FTG KITS
800- 716-3561 9-7est
7

II Skyvision, Inc
1038

Front

lull page

r Ds

act

Fugal Falk, MN Seer

in. The'MarketCenter

windows 951
one step
at a time
-.rut"

"FULL VIEWING" CABLE BOXES

''
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I ,t.
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Canada

Electronics Technology .Today Inc.,

only

FREE

-

A

.a..

.-.

New Surveillance Devices,!

I

Ultra miniature video cameras hidden in smoke
alarm or alarm clock - your choice. Wide field of view

smoke Alarm

Converter Box Catalog
Opeo Every Day!

LOWER YOUR CABLE
BILL NOW!

To order Book BP399 send $6.95 plus $3.00 for

the

»mg.

Compare to Cable and sitter 18" Ristres

quently -used features that make Windows
95 so valuable to the PC user.
shipping in

Plana and parts list only... as as each . se saes.
Send meek or O O. to: Modern Circuit Solutions Corporation

/tanJ E(éctrariics

WINDOWS 95

One Step at a Time.
Develop your expertise

Start and stop the engine, end honk
the horn with a 2 channel key chain
transmitter up to 300 ft. away.

MCS-200

CABLE TV DE-S-OAMBLERS

99

Save3aso%tn

Microsoft's Windows 95
screen? Then you need
a copy of Windows 95 -

at the times you
sat, up to 4 start times per day. Also set the
run time, day and time.

btaU

lop c.1]

To order Book #403 send $6.95 plus $3.00 for
shipping in the U.S. and Canada only to Electronics
Technology Today Inc., P.O. Box 240, Massapequa
Park, NY 11762-0240. Payment in U.S. funds by
U.S. bank check or International Money Order
Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery.

Don't know what to do
when confronted with

e

vcR.me engine starts

TouchStart-

of Web time under your belt, your friends
will believe you are an Internet guru!

a

o., In the wire.. cool a on in the wmme,.
Reaillme clock based. Programs ilke

MCS-100

CONVERTERS &
DESCRAM[3LEIiS

build your confidence. The jargon used is
explained in simple English. Once the tech talk is understood, and with an hour or two

-One Step at

you,

SmartStart'-

°

Web Explained, eliminates all the mystery
and presents clear, concise information to

=

war, up

J.BÓNDSS

in America

You've heard about the Information
Superhighway and all the hype that goes
with it! Sort of makes you feel timid about
getting on the Web. Put your fears aside! A
new book, The Internet and World Wide

j

Remote Automotive Engine Starters'

to

P.O. Box

CHANNEL SURFERS

240, Massapequa Park, NY 11762-0240. Payment
in U.S. funds by U.S. bank check or International

1-800-447-7634

Money Order. Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery.
2:

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

and Table Clocl
wdeo Canearla

Be

lit

SC -600
r

sensitivity! Undetectable!
and super .1 lux low
TC-70 High quality e/W with 420 lines of
resolution for ultra sharp Images.
Direct output of
ea.
video and audio.

$2 19.95
price on surveillance cameras anywhere!
L,

Telephone rronsmMfer KR hidden In dual modular adaptor
Transmits both sses of conversation to any FM radio up to 1/4
er and
mae.SnapKx' technology. Uses phone line for
anten :,Goescompletelyunnoticed. MA -100

THR-1
12Hour

\

Talap,ana
Recorder

25.95 r'

High quality cassette deck plugs
directly into telephone Jack! Records up to
12 hours of conversations on a single cassette

Recording starts and stops automatically when
yhone!s used! Visa/MC (214)255-7490

$99.95

Fa ,nvue

nm

ossy order, also accepted

Seymor-Radix Inc. Box 166055-E Irving,TX 75016

Now you can

vlsr us on the intemet at http://www.why.net/home/sr/
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USE POPULAR ELECTRONICS
READ BY BUYERS OF ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT ACCESSORIES AND PARTS
.
.INSTRUCTIONS FOR, P LAC 'ING YOUR,AD!
If you use a Box number you must include your permanent
address and phone number for our files. ADS SUBMITTED
WITHOUT THIS INFORMATION WILL NOT BE

HOW TO WRITE YOUR AD

TYPE or PRINT your classified

ad copy

CLEARLY (not in all

capitals) using the form below. If you wish to place more than one
ad, use a separate sheet for each additional one (a photo copy of
this form will work as well). Place a category number in the space
at the top of the order form (special categories are available). If
you do not specify a category, we will place your ad under miscellaneous or whatever section we deem most appropriate.

ACCEPTED.

For firms or individuals offering Commercial products or Services.
Minimum 15 Words. 5% discount for same ad in 6 issues within
one year; 10% discount for same ad in 12 issues. Sorry, no discounts on credit-card orders. Boldface (not available as all
caps), add .40 per word additional. Entire ad in boldface, ,add
20%. Tint screen behind entire ad, add 25%. Tint screen plus
all boldface ad, add 45%. Expanded type ad, add $2.25 per word.

We cannot hill for classified ads. PAYMENT IN FULL MUST
ACCOMPANY YOUR ORDER. \Ve do permit repeat ads or

multiple

ads in the same issue, hut, in all cases, full payment must
accompany your order.

General Information: A copy of your ad must be in our hands by
the 13th of the fourth month preceding the date of issue ( i.e. Sept
issue copy must he received by May 13th). When normal closing
date falls on Saturday, Sunday or Holiday, issue closes on preceding work day. Send for the classified brochure.

WHAT WE DO
The first word and company name of each ad are set in bold caps
at no extra charge. No special positioning, centering, clots, extra
space, etc. can he accommodated.

RATES
Our classified

DEADLINES

word. Minimum charge is
$26.25 per ad per insertion (15 words). Any words that you want
set in bold are each .40 extra. indicate bold words by underlining.
Words normally written in all caps and accepted abbreviations are
not charged anything additional. State abbreviations must he post
office 2 -letter abbreviations. A phone number is one word.
ad rate is $1.75 per

Ads not received by our closing date will run in the next issue. For
example, ads received by November 13 will appear in the March
issue that is on sale January 17. POPULAR ELECTRONICS is
published monthly. No cancellations permitted after the closing
elate. No copy changes can be made after we have typeset your 'ad.
NO REFUNDS, advertising credit only. No phone orders.

CONTENT

All classified advertising in POPULAR ELECTRONICS is limited to electronics items only. All
the publishers approval. WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO REJECT OR EDIT ALL ADS.
AD RATES:

ads are subject to

$1.75 per word, Minimum $26.25

o

Send you ad payments to:

POPULAR ELECTRONICS

Bi-County Blvd, Farmingdale, NY

500

o

190

- Business Opportunities
- Cable TV

210

-03-Scanners

160

11735-3931

CATEGORIES''

- Computer Equipment Wanted
- Computer I lardware
330 -Computer Software
360 - Education

- Antique Electronics
130 - Audio -Video Lasers

390

,.

-

270
300

100

2

- $26.25

3

- $26.25

5-$26.25

6

-

$26.25

7

-

$26.25

8

-

$26.25

10 - $26.25

11

13-.5.+26.25

14-S26.25

15 -

17 - $29.75

18 -

19 - $ 33.25

20 - 535.00

S31.50

29-$50.75

4 - $26.25

- $26.25

9

- 526.25

12 - $

S26.25

16 -

35 -

37 - $64.75

38 -

566.50

39 - $68.25

$28.00

Other

[

]

Mastercard

[

]

Visa

[

]

Discover

Name
Address

$20.00

TOTAL COST OF AD
Expiration Date

Signature

114

= $

28 - $49.00

Check

Phone

City State Zip

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

40- $70.00

$0.40 per word

27-$47.25

]

$63.00

-

Bold Face

26-$45.50

[

36

= $

25-543.75

Card #

556.00

$1.75 per word

Special Heading

enclosed

$61.25

32 -

Total words

24 - $42.00

$

-$54.25

559.50

23 - $40.25

payment

31

34 -

22 - $38.50

ad

-

-15)7.i)

33

26.25

30-$52.50

21 - $36.75

Total classified

Test Equipment

Special Category $20.00 Additional

- 526.25

1

630
660
690
710
720 --

-

CLASSIFIED AD COPY ORDER "FORM
Place this ad in Category #

- Repairs-Services
- Satellite Equipment
- Security
- Telephone

450
I-Iam Gear Wanted
480 Miscellaneous Electronics For Sale
510 -- Miscellaneous Electronics Wanted
540 -- Music & Accessories
570
Plans -Kits -Schematics

-FAX

n

=

$

=

$
S

Qualit Microwave TV S -stems

Converters & Descramblers

WIRELESS CABLE - ITFS - MMDS
ATV - INTERNATIONAL - S -BAND
Amplifiers Antennas Books Components
Filters Systems Video Products

Call 1-800-715-6789
30 Day Money Back Guarantee

RF Frequency 1990 - 2700 MHz
Cable Ready - VHF - UHF Outputs
SASE For "FREE" Catalog or Send $1

FREE

Catalog

PHILLIPSTECH ELECTRONICS

Scottsdale, AZ 85252

PO Box 8533
CHALLENGER SYSTEM
33 -Channel 52dB+ Gain

Complete Grid $265
Five Year Warranty

FREE SHIPPING

ORDER LINE '800-880-MMDS
CATALOG /INKY 602-947-7700

HDDIIIIII

FAX LINE 602-947-7799
Visa

M/C

Amx

Disc COD's

ENTERPRISES

...It's Fisll ofStars

Qty Pricing

CIRCLE 149 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Panwonic'
Jerrold'

Zenith°
Scientific

Pioneer'

Atlanta'

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

CABLE TV CONVERTERS

The

Smithy

13492 Rese

Equipment & Accessories
Wholesalers Welcome

OWN A
MACHINE SHOP.
I

1

3 -in -1

Call C&D ELECTRONICS
-800 -319 -1153'M -F 10a -8p

!!!

Call for your FREE Info Pak &

instructional video.

1-800-345-6342
FREE

Ask for
Operator PE11

Machining

or write

Basics video

Smithy.

e.

-

Progressive Concepts

Ms - Celepls - Yalu Radio

C BOX

Call Debco today for
your FREE copy of
The Electronic Experimenter's Journal

1

586 SIREAMWOOD, IL 60107

;y

BEST BY MAIL

800 423 - 4499

Rates: Write National, Box 5, Sarasota, FL 34230
OF INTEREST TO ALL
PERPETUAL MOTION MACHINE! Build with common hardware store parts. You will be speechless when you see your
machine work on its own! Complete plans $7.00: W. Ross,
Box 26021-A, Windsor, On., Canada N9A-7E9.
TELECOMMUNICATIONS HOME STUDY Course. S&C Communications, 52115 Ponderosa Way, Lapine, OR 97739.

Debco Electronics 4025 Edwards Rd. Cincinnati, OH 45209

SUPPORT

NEW CREDIT FILE. For FREE Information Package Call: 215Dept. PE11
PO Box 1517
Ann Arbor, MI

QUALITY COMPUTER PROGRAMS For Your Business,

CATALOG KNOCKED

MY SOCKS OFF"
We get that sort of comment all the
time. People are impressed that our
free Consumer Information Catalog
lists so many free and low-cost
government booklets. There are
more than 200 in all, containing a
wealth of valuable information.

Our free Catalog will very likely
impress you, too. But first you have
to get it. Just send your name and
address to:

Consumer Information Center
Department KO
Pueblo,
Colorado

Home And Entertainment Only $3.95 Per Disk. For Information
Send A SASE To: J&L ENTERPRISES, 6547 N. Academy

a

48106-1517

"YOUR FREE

.

953-0222.

-

It
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Bebce is a Kit Builders Paradise
BecmWc Kits

!!!

BROADCAST FARTHER

a 80-110MHz RF amplifier that connects to mono or
stereo FM transm rters and produces a powerful 2-15 watt signal which
could broadcast up to 5 miles or more! Requires SO -150 mW drive.
Step by step aloes complete with part source
PLUS $2 S&H
NO C O.O.'
information and antenna designs
ONLY

drill1
It
basic
machine
tools in one easy-to -use
benchtop machine. Save time &
money. For home or business.

Austin, TX 78750

Suite 120.1 13

The model 220 's

lathe-millgives
you all

ich Blvd

Blvd., 472, Colo. Spgs, CO 80918.
INFORMATIVE BOOKS! RECIPE For Homemade C-4, Full
Auto Conversion Manuals, Much More! Catalog, Send $5
Money Order
PHENOX SYSTEMS, Box 701021, Plymouth,
MI 48170.
NEW, RECYCLE AUTO parts. Great career, income. Free information. Cores Across America, 27475 Ynez Road, Suite
345 -(PE), Temecula, CA 92591. 909.678-9799.
JOBS WITH JUSTICE Powerful Audiotape $10.00. Send check
to WHAT'S LEFT, Box 18-A, Denver, CO 80218. V/MC 303863-0690.
WIN AT GAMBL NNG! Free details on how to win at slots, dice,
blackjack and more! Write today to: RCV Sales, Box 111,

-

Works Wonders.

American Heart Association

WHOLESALE PRICES
STARTING AS LOW AS $99.00

CABLE 'TV
DESCRAMBLERS
.

CONVERTERS
VIDEO STABILIZERS.

-

.

Avon, MA 02372.

-

FiLTERS
1

Year Warranty on All Products.
Affordable Extended Warranty.

'

IBE AN ELECTRICIAN!
Maintain and install electrical
Home study.

systems, wiring, utilities, phones, and more.

I

FREE LITERATURE:

800-223.4542
Aqe

IName

FREE CATALOG!

.

Phone,

Andress

Cny/S,aie

The Eleetriciar, School, PCDI,
L065 Roswell

I

Lp
DEPT TEM341

Ind. Atlanta, Georgia 30328

Cal! the Cable Professionals 24 Hours A Day!

r...>. BE A LOCKSMITH!
locksmithing for great
Home study. Learn

1-800-379-3976
NTTP://WWW.ORION-ELECTRONICS.COM

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

a

career, or to start your own at-home business.

r7
Electronics
G7

FRED LITERATURE:

800-223-4542

bee
Phone
Mares.,
2,0
stare
CityThe School of Locksmitising, Dept. LKM349
0328
PCDI, 6065 Roswell Rd., Atlanta, GA 30328Name

r.7-;"

-e-----
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What's
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CLASSIFIED
CABLE TV

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

ATTN. CABLE box owners! Order your ID signal
stopper now. Send $23.00 to R.R. ENTERPRISE,
Box 3532, Easton, PA 18043.

START your own technical venture! Don Lancaster's newly updated Incredible Secret Money
Machine II tells how. We now have autographed
copies of the Guru's underground classic for
$18.50. SYNERGETICS PRESS, Box 809-C,
Thatcher, AZ 85552. (520) 428-4073. Visa/MC.
(COMPUTER consultants in demand! Learn howl
Success secrets revealed! BANANAS, Box 183,
1Bloomingdale, IL 60108-0183.

CABLE descrambling, new secret manual. Build
your own descramblers for cable and subscription TV. Instructions, schematics for SSAVI, gated
sync, sinewave, some free methods (HBO, Cinemax, Showtime, UHF, Adult)$12.95, $2.00
postage.CABLETRONICS, Box 30502PE, Bethesda, MD 20824.
CABLE TV equipment & accessories. Wholesalers welcome! 30 daymwteyback guarantee!
LFree
ELECTRONICS,
(800) PRO.FO
51 MANCE

t

TELEVISION Pays! Join us marketing the fastest
selling, most advanced digital minidish satellite
home entertainment system. 40 Channels only
$19.99/month. Not MLM. No startup fees. Free
information: (800) 899-9707, 8am-1pm Pacific.

CABLE descrambler! Anyone can build in
seven steps with Radio Shack parts. Plans/kit
from $5.00. plus free bonus. 1 (800) 818-9103.

no,A`óppV

from
Jensen Tools:

DESCRAMBLE cable using simple circuit. E -Z
to follow instructions $10.00. Complete universal kit with free Bullet "Terminator". $20.00.
1 (800) 522-8053.

CABLE TV Test Chips for Jerrold, Tocom, Pioneer, Scientific Atlanta, etc... Quick Installs-'
Ilion! New Multi -Mode modules available. Prices!
(from $5.00 each. 1 (800) 786-9025.
CABLE bullet "Terminator/I.D. Blocker". Electronically shields yourself and your box. Factory
direct. Lifetime guarantee. $14.95. 1 (800)
820-9024.
CABLE TV notch filters. Request our free bro-

t

t

Multi-Tool Kits
JTK-34 Tool Kit

JTK-3300 Tool Kit

chure by calling our voicemail at 1 (800) 433-6319
or write to STAR CIRCUITS, PO Box 94917, Las
Vegas, NV 89193. Visit our web site at http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/starcircuits
CABLE TV descramblers. One piece units. Pioneer 6310's, Scientific Atlanta 8580's, DPV7's
and others. Lowest prices. Money back guarantee. Houston, TX (713) 691-4610.

CABLE converters and test modules. Money

Electric Torque Tools
JTK-37 DMM Kits
TDS 64A Tek Bench

back guarantee. Extremely competitive. Wholesale pricing. Catalog. Credit cards. 1 (888)
443-9185.

CABLE box discount, original equipment, de scramblers, converters, Super-Q, quantity discount, call now. We'll meet or beat the
competition. TC TRONICS,

1

Lantek Pro XL

Hard Disc Guide

CARL'S Electronics - Cable supplies, electronic
plans and kits now available on-line. http://
www.ultranet.com/-carlton. Call for more information (508) 534-3228 (9am

U

CD Rom

ó
m

o
o_

É

Z
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Call 800-426-1194
for.Free Catalog

JENSEN°

ington, KY 40581-2238.

-

WINDOWS 95 Kickoff
Staring at Windows 95
and not knowing what to do? Then get your personal copy ofy'Window$9.95((spprice
95-One Step at appTimee"
ffrom ELECTRON

C

TECHNOLOGYSTODAY,

INC., PO Box 240, Massapequa Park, NY
11762-0240. USA and Canada only. US funds.

FCCfCET software. General Radiotelephone,
CET preparation. Five 3.5 inch diskettes. Q/A format: interactive, comprehensive. EGA/VGA.
Complete program, $35.00. TUTOR -TECH, 170
Locksunart Way, #2, Sunnyvale, CA 94087. (408)
481-9543.

ELECTRONICS, languages, more! US Military
courses. Free catalog. FTP, Box 1218P, GlenLake,
MN 55345.

CELLULAR TELEPHONES
No second line charge! Enjoy convenience of

multiple phones on one number.
227-8290. ohtind@aol.com

1

(800)

(718) 349-6506.

R.F.T.'s $58.00!, Diagnostic cubes, F.T.G.'s with
filter $58.00! (Jer.-P10.-S.A.). 1 (800) 688-0097.
Testers for educational only.

Support on Site

EDUCATION
LEARN IBM PC Assembly Language. Disk
$5.00, Book $18.00. ZIPFAST, Box 12238, Lex-

-

1pm E).

CABLE TV, descramblers, converters. Quantity
discounts. 30 day free trial. Competitive prices.
Call now! 1 (800) 322-0921 REGAL SALES, INC.
8580 Compatible 150, any test chip or master file
25. Call (908) 370-0160. 24 hours. Satisfaction
guaranteed.
RAW pulls Zenith 1000 $50.00. 1600 $85.00.
Tocom 5503 $40.00. Oak RTC 56 $35.00. Pioneer
5130 $75.00. SA 8500 311 $35.00. 8600 $175.00.
Jerrold BB $165.00. All 10 lot. Leitsch decoder
$500.00. Scramblers Hamlin, Oak $500.00. Call
APEX 1 (800) 500-9825.

SECURITY

7815 South 46th Street
Phoenix, AZ 85044

home, apartment, or business, will send information, call (812) 295-4240.

http://www.jensentools.com

INVESTIGATE anyone! Government secrets re-

ELECTRONIC sales of security systems for

vealed! Vehicle, births, divorce, more! BANANAS, Box 183, Bloomingdale, IL 60108.

CIRCLE 140 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

SATELLITE EQUIPMENT
VIDEOCYPHER II descrambling manual. Schematics, video and audio. ExplainsDES, EPROM,
CloneMaster, Pay -per-view (HBO, Cinemax,
Showtime, Adult, etc.) $16.95, $2.00 postage.
Schematics for Videocypher Plus, $20.00. Schematics for Videocypher 032, $15.00. Collection of
Software to copy and alter EPROM codes,
$25.00. VCII Plus EPROM, binary and source
code, $30.00. CABLETRONICS, Box 30502PE,
Bethesda, MD 20824.
SATELLITE Radio Book and Guide. New book
covers all'audio services, SCPC, subcarriers, FM
squared, facsimile, press services, weather services. Simple how-to -receive instructions. $16.95
plus $3.00 Priority Mail. UNIVERSAL ELECTRONICS, 4555 Groves Road, #12, Columbus,
OH 43232. (614) 866-4605.
OBTAINING Sound for yourVClI and VCII Plus is
easy. No codes needed. Details: 1 (800)
211-5635.

MISCELLANEOUS
ELECTRONICS FOR SALE
THE Case Against Patents. Thoroughly tested
and proven alternatives that work in the real world.
$28.50. SYNERGETICS PRESS, Box 809-C,
Thatcher, AZ 85552. (520) 428-4073. Visa/MC.

VIRTUAL REALITY

-InfoSource

CLASSIFIED
57 Electronic Journals. How to get free subscriptions. $5.00. CABLETRONICS, Box 30502PE,

Bethesda, MD 20824.
POOR reception on your A.M. radio? Our signal
booster will help. Guaranteed! Send $2.00 for de-

COMPUTER SOFTWARE
ZSORT. Sort huge files fast. Disk $5.00. Manual
$10.00. Box 12238, Lexington, KY 40581-2238.

tails (refundable with order). FALA ELECTRONICS, PO Box 1376, Dept. 4, Milwaukee, WI

COMPONENTS

53201.
INNOVATORS! Measure -Control: Physical conditions, machines, mechanical -electrical devices,
processes. Data logging, measured data and
alarms via modem, time interval control. All with

Cyber Box'" eight channel, analog input, digital output system. Connects serial port your PC.
Includes programs, or program yourself. Easy,
includes hardware/programming/transducers
How -To -Do-It Manual. Low cost! Innovate convenience, productivity! Request information!

CYBER BOX, Box 53743, Lubbock, TX 79453,
(800) 299-6971.
SILENT sam, patented turn signal reminder for all
vehicles. Doesn't bug you. Beeps only if you forget
to cancel. $22.00. Free flyer. Toll free 1 (800)
398-5605.
DO -It -Yourself Remote car starter. Save$$$.
800# support. Manufacturer's lifetime warranty.
Free bonus if you order today. Only $109.99. Free
shipping. Send chk/moneyorder to, M. AL, DeptPEN, 20815 Brooklawn, Dearborn Hts., Ml
48127-2614.

PLANS -KITS -SCHEMATICS
TRANSISTOR Data Tables-Given are the basic
electronic parameters for the worlds popular transistors in one volume. A must for servicemen,
hobbyists and engineers. Order "Transistor Data
Tables" (BP401) for only $9.95 (price includes
shipping) from ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY
TODAY, INC., PO Box 240, Massapequa Park, NY
11762-0240. USA and.Canda only. US funds.

-

Visit antiquity by
CRYSTAL Set Handbook
building the radios your grandfather built. Assemble a "Quaker Oats' rig, wind coils that work and
make it look like the 1920's! Only $10.95 plus
$4.00 for shipping and handling. CLAGGK INC.,
PO Box 4099, Farmingdale, NY 11735. US funds
only! USA and Canada

-

no foreign orders.

HEATH COMPANY is selling photocopies of most
Heathkit manuals. Only authorized source for
pyright manuals. Phone: (616) 925-5899, 8-4
copyright
E

AWESOME Kits: Voice changer, levitator, laser,
gas sensor and more! Catalog $1.00. LNS TECHNOLOGIES, 20993 Foothill Blvd., Suite 307P,
Hayward, CA 94541.
HOME automation via phone. No expensive computers. Furnace, air conditioner, on remotely.
Plans, $10.95. AMR CTR., PO Box 1176, Waltham, MA 02254-1176.
NEURAL Network. Study and build this fascinating learning synthetic brain. Details: THINK -2
2-89 Emma, Guelph, ON, N1E 1V1.
HACKERS catalog.Hard-To-FInd kits and as-

sembled equipment (Red box, spy, cable
etc.). Low prices. $1.00.SMITH-05, Box 371,

Cedar Grove, NJ 07009.
ELECTRONIC Project Kits. www.gkits.com. 1
(888) GO -4 -KITS, 292 Queen St., Kingston, ON.,
K7K 1B8. QUALITY KITS.
HANDHELD RF power meter detects and locates

FM transmitters. Complete plans $12.00
Postpaid, $16.00 foreign. BRODIE LABS, INC.,
'O Box 6194, Lakewood, CA. 90714-6194.

1110-Stimulator Kit featured in Popular Elec
tonics June issue. Tone muscles, stop aches and'
pains with electronic acupuncture. Updated kit'
with drilled enclosure $40.00 plus $2.50 S&H.
RAH PROJECTS, PO Box 15904, N.B., California
192659.

RESISTORS 20 for $1.00. LEDS 4 for $1.00. Catalog $1.00. ZIPFAST, Box 12238, Lexington, KY
40581-2238.

"Incredible Value'!"
-Pant Eiferr

CRYSTALS: 2Way/pager/scanner/microprocessor, delivery/performance guaranteed.

"Bursting with info"
-Pat Holt

Prototype/productions runs welcome. VELCO
ELECTRONICS, (716) 924-2073.
TRANSFORMERS - TOROIDAL: 37 & 52VA,

"A

120V - 30VCT & 7.5V RMS. Simple, compact and
cost effective solution to supplying + 5V and
15V for digital/analog projects. Dealers welcome. OMEGATRON (418) 831-1749.

VR sntorgasborg!"

-Sid Mirzad

FIVE GREAT PUBLICATIONS!
ONE LOW PRICE!

Virtual Reality an Exploding Technology

is an exclusive report on the explosion of VR

Your ticket
to a secure

inimedichl, amusement, consumer and other
arenas. Plus news blurbs on market entry
by heayweights & Fortune 500's.
VR Resource Directory is your guide to
hundreds of companies involved in VR
products, books, software, professional
trade organizations, claps more!
VRML Primer explains VRML, building
virtual norlds on Lie internet, great VR worlds
to visit on the intemet, ABCs of setting up

retirement..
....

i1

,.
-

,

Desktop VRcontans a complete primer on using
VR on your PC, plus, where to get low cost HMD5
(head mounted displays) & other equipment, the

._

famous Mattel Powerglove hack (converting .a
$69 Powerglove fir use wth VR), Powerglove
sources, listing of virtual world building software,
comprehensive listng of HMD colnpatibility with
popular games & software, more!

,___

C000000Ca0EE'

,

,:

your own interne: home page, more!

.

0000vcmw:o

Q0000noowom

your employer or bank, or write:
U.S. Savings Bonds,
Washington, DC 20226.

VR InfoMania contains great listings of'intemet
websites devoted to VR, VR books, VR magazine
articles & research papers, intemet FTP download
sites & VR-relates newsgroups, article listings
from back issues of VR magazines, where to go
to experience rea VR, reviews of popular VR
books. glossary of VR terms, great VR
applicalions, the future of v rtual sex, more! -

For a recorded message of current
rate information, call

FFEE BONUS!
The first 1,OOC orders will receive the
publication VR Cartoons featuring dozens of

1-800-4US BOND 1-800-487-2663

funny cartoons about VR! Yours absolutely FREE!
Limited printing, don't miss out! Order today!

Save for retirement with U.S. Savings
Bonds. For more information, ask

ÍR

FIVE PUBLICATION SET !1
E

Take

Stock

inAmerica

CSAVIN
BONDS

J

.

9

A public service of this magazine

world of difference
Find
for you, and your neighborhood. For your free
brochure write: Trees For America, The National
Arbor Day Foundation, Nebraska City, NE 68410.

C7

WO Arbor Dav Foundation

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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@1Í1e National

Cartoons-

M

V

30 -Gay 100% Satisfaction
Money-Back Guarantee!

Tires Make a World ofDif renee.
out how trees can make

VI?

9e Value!

Plus53eS&H
-Calif. residents
w,ez .p.10
add
sales tax
'
53i
v,,,ca
,,t41,' 2-3 Day Delivery 5754
IFedex Overnight Air51490

-

..I

Rus FREE BONUS'

HOUR

TOLL FREE

ORDER LINE

1-800-951-7100
Fax ORDERS 619-485-8968

Send Cheek or Money lyder to: Virtual Reality Publishing
16486 Benrardo CenterID.0ee, Suite 378, San Diego CA 92128
..S
8e
I

~1,.,VOimmirrrtnwtCeo RnESTMauu'okd aars~2xrt.0
dea

e

6cmaors IYlo9rsnwleP.itUfWnGbMSSH~
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ORDER TODAY... HAVE IT TOMORROW!'
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ADVERTISING INDEX
Popular Electronics does not assume any responsibility for errors that may appear
in the index below.
Free Information Number

Page

Free Information Number

Page

-

Ace Communications

112

KDE Electronics .....

92

AES

102

Learn Inc.

32

26

Alfa Electronics

86

28

-

All Electronics

90

Allison Technology

99

Allstar Electronics

Ill

27

Alltronics

25

94

AMC Sales

111

153

152

MCM Electronics

85

Mega Electronics

113

Mendelson's

104

Mental Automation
157

-

1

0

1

MicroCode Engineering

5

Millennium Enterprises

115

Modern Electronics

110

American Innovations

98

-

Andromeda Research

102

Basic Electrical Supply

100

30

Bel -Merit

32

C&S Sales, Inc.

106

-

Cable Discount

112

Orion Electronics

115

Circuit Specialists

96

150

Parts Express

104

CLAGGK, Inc

60

149

Phillips Tech

115

Cleveland Institute of Electronics 37

47

Prairie Digital Inc.

104

Command Productions

98

46

Print

99

13

45

Print

92

-

Comtrad Industries

89

CV3, 9,

Consumertronics
Dalbani

87

162

Davis Instruments

72

148

-

158

13

140

-

DC Electronics

103

Desert Cable

104

Electronic Rainbow

95

Electronic Technology Today .83,

88

Fluke Corp.

7

Foley-Belsaw

101

Forest Electronics

108

Fotronic Corporation
General Device Instruments

79

NRI Schools

19

III

Ohio Automation
Optoelectronics

CV4

Quality Entertainment
14

-

III

Skyvision Inc.

105

Smithy Company

115

Synergex Scientific

110

T.C. Tronics

99

11,55

Tecma Maquila Services
Tech Sery

3

102

103

151

-

UCANDO Videos

104

US Cyberlab

100

Virtual Reality Publishing

117

Vision Electronics

IIl

Visual Communications

113

Weeder Technologies

112

WPT Publications

I

134

Xandi Electronics

109

91

Home Automation Systems

112

I.E.C.

110

84

Interactive Image Technologies CV2
Intronics, Inc.

103

Jensen Tools

116

Kableworks

110

98

Windjammer Barefoot Cruises

72

World College (Div. of C.I.E.)

22
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For Advertising ONLY
1-516-293-3000
Fax 1-516.293-3115
Larry Steckler
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Arline Fishman
advertising director (ext. 206)

Michele Torrillo
advertising assistant (ext. 211)

Adria Coren
credit manager (ext. 208)

Subscription/
Customer Service/
Order Entry
1-800-827-0383
7:30 AM - 8:30 PM EST

ADVERTISING SALES OFFICES
EAST/SOUTHEAST
Stanley Levitan

Telulex

100

Christina Estrada

15

Silicon Valley Surplus

Tab Books

President (ext. 201)

108

Radio Shack

155

Greenleaf Electronics Inc:

Information Unlimited

Mouser

93

Grantham College of Engineering.4
Great Southern Security

43

108

139

-

15

ADVERTISING SALES OFFICES
Gernsback Publications, Inc.
500 Bi-County Blvd.
Farmingdale, NY 11735-3931
14516) 293-3000
Fax 1-(516) 293-3115
Larry Steckler, EHF/CET

I

l

Eastern Sales

Overlook Ave.
Great Neck, NY 11021-3750
1-516-487-9357,1-516-293-3000
Fax 1.516-487-8402
1

MIDWEST/Texas/Arkansas/
Oklahoma, Colorado, Arizona
Ralph Bergen
Midwest Sales
One Northfield Plaza, Suite 300
Northfield, IL 60093-1214
1-847-559-0555
Fax 1-847-559-0562
bergenrj@aol.com

PACIFIC COAST/Mountain States
Anita Bartman
Hutch Looney & Assoc., Inc.
6310 San Vicente Blvd.
Suite 360
Los Angeles, CA 90048-5426
1-213.931-3444 (ext. 227)
Fax 1-213-931-7309

TECHNOLOGY UPDATE

Why pay for cellular phone service if you
only want it for emergency use?
The SOS phone offers a 24 -hour call center to connect you with
your emergency roadside service, 911 service or family members
in the event of an emergency.
-,

-

my husband that the kids and
are running late, I can! By

truth, I am
not interested in owning a
cellular phone...except for
use in an emergency. What
would I do if my car broke
down on the interstate or
ran out of gas on some
To tell you the

Press the Tow button and
your emergency road service will be dispatched to
tow your automobile.

I

pressing the "agent" button,
I'll reach an operator. When I
ask the operator to call home,
I'll be connected automatically.
And because the Call Center has
my list of 10 most -used phone
numbers, I don't even have to
-ecite the number!
Great for teens. The SOS Phone
is also a great thing to have
around for my stepdaughter. I can
rest assured that she'll always be
able to get in touch with us (or an
emergency service) if she needs to.
Cast control. Unlike ordinary cellular phone plans, the SOS Phone

deserted back road?
How would

I

get help?

Like most women,

I

have the safety of my
children to consider.
Last month, I inquired about cellular phone service. I was surprised to find out how expensive it
was, even for the most basic calling plans! I just
couldn't justify spending that much for something I may never need. Then a good friend told
about a product she thought would solve my
problem. It's the SOS Phone-a cellular phone service designed exclusively for emergency use!
What does it do? With the touch of a button,
the SOS Phone will connect me to a roadside
emergency service, a 911 service or a trained
SOS operator, 24 hours a day. If I ever need
help, I know it's just a phone call away.
Emergency assistance. By pressing the
"tow" button, I'll be connected with my
emergency roadside service provider. Or, if I
don't have one, the SOS operator can recommend one to me

and dispatch
them immedi-
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doesn't have any minimum usage
requirements or any other stipulations that could change the price I

VOLUME

()TOFF

expect to pay each month.
Plus, without my password, the
only non -emergency calls my stepdaughter can make are to our 10 preset phone

CALL

numbers.
I

specify

The 911

©

you to 911 police or other

Personalized service. Each SOS
Phone has a serial number that is
recorded at the Call Center, so each
time I use my phone, the operators
will know that it is me calling, and
will greet are by name. Plus, my
SOS Emergency Record will
appear instantly on the computer screen and the operator will connect me with
the person or emergency
service I need.

Not just for emer-

gencies.

If I just
want to call home to tell

a

per month
to eliminate
the surprise
of outrageous
monthl2 hills!
Try it your-

911

self.

1 1

I

can't

Use the Agent button to talk
to an SOS operator or be
connected to someone on
your preset list of numbers.

begin to tell you how much confidence the
SOS Phone has given me and my family.
Why not try it yourself? if you don't enjoy
its convenience and security, return it within
90 days fc.r a "No Questions Asked" refund.
It also comes with a three-year manufacturer's limited repair or replacement warranty.
SOS Phcne
$14.95/month $12 S&H

best of all,

emergency services, and the the call is abcall is absolutely free!
solutely free!
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credit limit

TOW

The "911"

connect me to
l!
the 911 emergency service
button will connect in my area-

ºº.

maximum

ately.

button will

f

can even

I

12-month served contract required for this price Ono -irme achvahon lee of
All calls (erupt to 91l) are billed to yew credit card at Si 45 per minute.
(rhut rate inclules all local. long-distance. cellular and roaming fees.)

S25

Pl$ase ru' tioll promotional code 1782 -PL-6673.

For fastest service call toll -free 24 hours a day

800-992-2966=

VrSA

:.omtracfindustries
2820 Waterford Lake Drive., Suite 102 Midlothian,
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The
offers All Mode
Communications Decoding.

:?-161.725 t1H-r
-1133.5 Hz
,

plor

CTCSS Mode

f!'

1'

461 . 1.45 MHz
DTMF: 81:30327591',

e

DTMF Mode
:

..High .Speed FM Cornmuñications Nearñeld Receiver
sweeps rangy pf 30MHz to 2GHz in less than one
second.
Two line ctaracter LCD displays Frequency and either

-

DCS Mode also availa3le

-

': All' Mode Deeding (CTCSS, DCS,, DTLIF), Relative
Signal Stre7Igt.-1; Latitude and Longitude_ or FM Deviation
with autdnwtiz. backlight
NMEA-Ol GPS Interface provides tagging data with
.location for mapping applications'
CI V comp!art Serial Data Interface with both TTL and
.'RS232C lei-els
' Frequency, Recording Memory Register logs 500 frequencies

Additional Display Mod,
Latitude/Longitude rood(
Signal Strength Modr
Deviation Mode
LTR-Trunking,Mode

ti'.

(

with Time,.Daie, Latitude, and Longitude information

Real -Time C:ock/Calender with battery báck-up
Frequency Lode Out, Manua Skip, and Xuto or Manual Hold

.

capability f
,
'Tape Control Output with Tape RecorderPause cóntrokrelay-aid
DTMFEnccce_ for audio data recording'.
'Rotary Encccer for easy selection of merits for setup
'Internal. Speaker, Audio earphone/headphnne jack
`Miniature 8-Dir DIN Serial Interface port for PC connection
'Relative ten segment Signal Strength Barz4raph Mode
Numerical Deviation Mode with 1-10kHz and 10-100kHz ranges
Includes Buit-m Rapid Charge NiCad Batteries with 8 hour dischae
'time and a Universal Power &apply
*Software. for mapping appdicetions is planed by third party Softwfre- )esign
Coinpan
.Iiu uire about the availabilir and specific Companies-tom.contact.
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Visa; MasterCard. C".O..D PricE= and Specifications are;subject to change,
w'ithóut nclie or obligation.
Tel 954771 2C5]
"-.: Fax 954771 2052
.

Internet:
http://át":optoelecfronics.com
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

